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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,

1889.

I. The Voivel System of the Ionic Dialect.

BY HERBERT WEIR SMYTH,

BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.

OF that Greek dialect which appeals to the sympathies of

the student of Greek literature only less instantly than does

Attic, we may use the words of Thukydides in reference to

one of the momentous periods of the history of his country :

e/cXtTre? rovro r)v TO ^wpiov. Half a century ago Ionic did not

form a part of the pioneer undertaking of Ahrens; and at the

present day, despite a few scattered German dissertations^

the history of Ionic is still an unwritten history. Various

causes have contributed to the delay in taking possession of

so precious a legacy of opportunity bequeathed to his suc-

cessors by the author of the De Graecae linguae dialectis.

Of these causes doubtless one has been more potent than

all others, that there did not exist a collection of inscrip-

tions so complete and so perfectly disposed that the scholar

might with confidence compare the "
testimony of the rocks

"

with the evidence of literature.

But now that we are equipped with a collection of Ionic

inscriptions it becomes the more imperative that those who

have at heart the history of Hellenic speech should attempt

to cover that wide field from Homer to the Sophistic Renais-
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sance, in order that at least a comprehensive outlook may be

gained over the development of a dialect containing so gen-

erous a wealth of linguistic phenomena and standing in such

intimate relations with the history of Hellenic thought.

Upon the present occasion I desire to portray, in somewhat

detailed outline, the Ionic vowel system from the eighth

century B.C. to the second century A.D., though part of my
material reaches over into the following centuries.

As to the field surveyed by my paper, so far as the in-

scriptions are concerned, I have endeavored to utilize every

form pertinent to a knowledge of Ionic phonology. Whenever

it was necessary to compare the date of any phonetic change
in Ionic with the date of a similar change in Attic, I have

drawn the latter dialect into the range of vision. Of the

lyric poets, especial attention has been devoted to those of

Ionic birth (Archilochos, Simonides Amorginus, Hipponax,

Ananios, Kallinos, Mimnermos, Xenophanes, and Phokylides) ;

and I have treated in detail the dialect of Tyrtaios, Solon,

and Theognis : Tyrtaios, a Lakonian by adoption, but a rep-

resentative of the early Ionic elegy ; Solon, in order to test

the question how far his Muse is Ionic, how far Old-Attic
;

and Theognis, that we may obtain a complete survey of the

language of the elegy down to the end of the sixth century.
Herodotos I have examined with special reference to the

interrelation of the Mss., and trust that but few points have

been overlooked, though I am but too well aware how diffi-

cult it is to reach completeness in so wide a field. For the

language of the philosophers, Anaxagoras of Klazomenai,

Diogenes of Apollonia, Melissos of Samos, Herakleitos of

Kphesos, have been investigated ;
and for the older medical

dialect, those writings of Hippokrates which are least open
to the suspicion of spuriousness. Of the pseudo-Ionists,
Arctaios' A/TUU, Arrian's 'Ii/Si*;;, and Lukian's Syrian God-

dess and Astronomy are easily our chief sources
;
but I have

placed under contribution the fragments of Abydenos' As-

syrian History, Eusebios, and Eusebios Myndios, that we

may realize the more vividly how persistent has been the

influence exercised upon later prose by the Ionic dialect.
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In this introduction I propose to touch only upon one or

two matters which deal with the wider positions assumed in

the course of the investigation.

From the point of view of the dialectologist, the history
of Hellenic speech falls into four divisions :

Period of primitive Greek.

Period of the life of single dialects.

Period of the contest of the Attic KOCVIJ with the Doric

Period of the existence of a universal

Within the confines of the second period, Ionic is, broadly

speaking, the dialect of the literary world from the eighth

century until it was driven from its commanding position by
Attic. Through it every creative effort of Greek thought,
save the Doric choral ode and the Aiolic love song, found

expression. Taken as a whole Ionic presents in its struc-

ture a uniformity far more consistent than that possessed by
Doric. It is upon the evidence of the inscriptions alone that

we are enabled to assert the existence of sub-divisions, which

mark the course of Ionic emigration from the mainland of

Greece. These sub-dialects are : I. Ionic of Euboia and col-

onies. II. Ionic of the Kyklades. III. Ionic of Asia Minor

and of the adjacent islands and their colonies.

I. WESTERN IONIC is the dialect of Euboia and colonies

(Chalkis, Kyme, Olynthos, Amphipolis, Eretria, Oropos,

Styra). It still possesses the rough breathing ;
names de-

rived from /cXe'o? terminate in -/eXeV, not in -K\r\s ; the geni-

tive of proper names whose second component part is an -i

stem, ends in -tSo?, not in -to?. These peculiarities and certain

others (et < TJL, 01 < wi, and cases of rr for o-a) testify to what

an extent the political supremacy of Athens has succeeded

in coloring the speech of the rear-guard of lonism. When
Western Ionic differs from the Ionic of the other divisions,

it differs by its preference for Attic forms, save in its posses-

sion of rhotacism, found nowhere else upon Ionic territory,

and whose ultimate provenance is still a matter of dispute.

Another point of isolation is that Western Ionic alone pro-

duced no literature. Whatever artistic capacity the Euboians
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possessed tended in the direction of the manufacture of

vases.

II. ISLAND IONIC has -*X?J9, not -tcXerjs ; -to?, not -tSo?. Re-

taining the rough breathing, which is well attested in the

case of the Parian Archilochos, Island Ionic thus forms a

bridge between Western and Eastern Ionic. Up to the pres-

ent time, no mint-marks of local difference can be observed

in the speech of the various islands, and the sole ground for

a separation into two sections, (i) Naxos, Keos
; (2) Delos,

Paros, Siphnos, is a difference in the writing of rj
= LE. e and

i;
= I.K. a. But at best this palaeograpic distinction, which

seems to betoken a difference in pronunciation, does not

hold good for all time, having been retained a century longer

by the first group than by the second.

III. The chief characteristic of EASTERN IONIC is the dis-

placement of the rough breathing at a very early period. .

The inscriptions speak with no uncertain voice against the

existence of the spiritns asper save in compounds, and liter-

ature confirms this testimony to a considerable extent.

Asiatic Ionic, like that of the Kyklades, has -/eX% and -to?.

Now it is a modern discovery that far more satisfactory

tests of dialect coloring are yielded by phonology and by
schemes of inflection than by vocabulary and style. As far

back as we trace the history of the dialects we find that, even

when recourse is had to epic formulae, these formulae assume

the color of the dialect in question. The Korkyraian of the

seventh century says eV \\pd66oio popalcn, and not poprjla-i,

because his dialect is an A, not an H, dialect. Now if we

apply this criterion of phonology and inflection to the Ionic

of Asia Minor in the endeavor to test the accuracy of Hero-
dotos' famous quadrilateral division, we find that the following
forms have been held by various scholars to be mint-marks of

the four sub-dialects :

1. Miletos: iepdax^iepfjo, gen. to
/e/3/;?,

also the Arkado-

Kypr. form of tepefa.

Xatfrerat in Mil. /careXd^Orj in Zeleia, from Xapfidvco.
2. Ephtsos: dat. in -e/, not in -/", from -i stems.

3. Chios-Erythrai:
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Aeoz/ucro? for

IIe0eO and other gen. in -eu in the A decl.

'Acrtft> and other gen. in -co in the A decl.

eVX?}?, not e'cr#X?59.

for TrpTJy/jia.

for avepiOevTO?.

TroXeco? for Tro'Xto?.

The subjunctive in -et, as Troirjo-ei.

4. Santos : Srj/Mopyos for Srj/j,tovpy6s.

But of all these forms, only those from Samos and Miletos

can stand the test of a closer examination
;
and the Milesian

and Samian forms quoted are, upon any sober view, but in-

different data for the support of a quadrilateral division on

the score of phonology and inflection. Now the question
arises : May not Herodotos have regarded vocabulary as the

criterion of his four sub-dialects ? That such a point of view

could be assumed by the ancients is evident from, the remark

of Hermogenes, that the dialect of Hekataios was pure Ionic

(afcparos), but that of Herodotos was mixed
(tce/cpa/jievrj).

While I have no hesitation in referring this remark of the

rhetorician to differences in vocabulary and in style (espe-

cially since it assists in lifting much of the obscurity in which

the Herodotean dialect is enveloped), nevertheless I find my-
self unable to support any view which holds that there is

evidence cogent enough to warrant the belief that the inter-

mingling of lonians with Lydians and Karians gave birth to a

Lydian-Ionic or a Karian-Ionic, which Herodotos might have

regarded as sub-dialects of Ionic
;
and even if such evidence

existed, it would not fail of being impeached at the bar of mod-

ern conceptions of dialectology, where the presence of sporadic

loan-forms from contiguous languages is not recognized as

essentially determinative of the character of any dialect.

All Ionic monuments that contain an admixture of non-

Hellenic words inflect these words as if they were of Hellenic

stock. The Lygdamos stele from Halikarnassos treats the

gentlemen of Karia as if they were full-blooded lonians, and

the billingsgate of Hipponax, drawn from the slums of

Ephesos, is inflected after the most orthodox Ionic fashion.
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There did doubtless exist sub-dialects of Asiatic Ionic, but

the accuracy of the Herodotean division is not yet attested

by the monuments under our control. From the point of

view of literature there are indications that there existed a

Milesian dialect which claimed preeminence over all others.

At Miletos were born Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes,

Kadmos, Dionysios, and Hekataios, and it is not the base-

less fabric of a vision to conjecture that Herodotos him-

self may have used a dialect not greatly dissimilar to the

speech of a city that was the eye of Ionia as Athens of

Greece.

This leads us to the delicate question of the interrelation

of the sources of our knowledge of Ionic. On the one hand

we have the inscriptional, on the other the literary, sources,

which may be divided into : (i) the elegiac and iambic poets;

(2) Herodotos, Hippokrates, their contemporaries, immediate

predecessors, and immediate successors
; (3) the pseudo-Ionists

of the Ionic Renaissance.

The language of the inscriptions alone is not an absolute

criterion of the genuineness of an Ionic form unless the

inscription is older than 40x3 B.C. and contains no trace of

what is specifically Attic. When the language of the in-

scriptions, with this limitation, agrees with that of the poets,

we have the surest criterion of the Ionic character of the

form in question that is possible under the circumstances
;

and against this evidence the fluctuating orthography of

Herodotean and Hippokratean Mss. can make no stand.

As in the domain of thought, so in that of language, the

elegy occupies a different field from iambic poetry. Upon
the dividing line of the frequency of adoption of Homeric

forms, we may separate Theognis from the earlier elegists.

In its possession of legacies from the earliest Ionic period,
and in its use of Homeric Aiolisms, the dialect of the Mega-
rian poet stands in closer touch with the language of the

epic period than does the idiom of any of his predecessors of

the elegiac guild. That the early elegists used Aiolisms

seems to me an incontrovertible fact which has withstood all

the assaults of the recent investigations of Pick.
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Now there is a wide chasm between the Aiolism of the

earlier elegy and the adventitious Aiolisms of Chios. The
latter are distinctively prose forms, the former are only such

as had been consecrated to use by the epos. Here we must

clearly grasp two facts : (i) that an elegiac poet could adopt

only Homeric Aiolisms, and (2) that no elegiac poet, not of

Ionic birth, could borrow from a genuine Ionian, forms that

are specifically Ionic. Solon has his Atticisms, Tyrtaios and

Theognis their Dorisms, but they may not use forms that are

specifically Ionic. Our inscriptions show that what is not

Homeric in the elegy is drawn from the soil whence the elegy

sprang ;
and that the forms taken from the living speech of

the poet's time are few in comparison to those found in iam-

bic poetry.

If the language of the iambographers has but little love for

archaic lonisms, it has still less for Aiolisms. The language
of Archilochos, Simonides of Amorgos, and Hipponax, is,

with due allowance for the perverse influence of copyists who
had the Attic norm in their mind's eye, practically the same

as that of the inscriptions. In regarding the lonisms of

Attic tragedy as a reflection of the Ionic period of the cultiva-

tion of the iambus just as its Dorisms proclaim the birthplace

of the choral ode, I regret to be obliged to differ from so

eminent a scholar as Rutherford, who holds that to the simi-

larity between Old-Attic and Ionic is due the Ionic ingredient

of tragedy.

In great part the language of Herodotos is supported by
that of the inscriptions, and much of what is genuine Ionic

in Herodotos is also Attic. Many forms which occur no-

where else outside of Herodotos find an easy explanation in

the laws of Greek morphology. Of the remaining forms,

aside from the out-and-out barbarisms, one part was obso-

lescent, another, and the larger part, obsolete, at the time the

genius of the Ionic race created literary prose.

In the course of the following investigation my primary

purpose has been to let the facts themselves show how great

is the difference existing between what is certainly Ionic of

the fifth century and what is ordinarily proclaimed as Ionic
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of the fifth century upon the authority of Herodotean Mss.

While I do not deny that Herodotos may have adopted forms

that are specifically Homeric in passages that are strongly

tinged with an epic tone, nevertheless my survey of the evi-

dence has led me to the conclusion that the original text of

Herodotos was written in the dialect of his time, while the

bulk of the variations from that dialect is due to a /xera^a-

paKTTjpurfw*;, which I would place about the first century of

our era.

In the history of Greek literature fjLeraxapaKTTipicrfjLos pro-

ceeded on two lines : ejther in the direction of Atticizing the

dialect texts, a fact vouched for by Galen as usual in his

time, or in the direction of the substitution of dialect forms

in the light of contemporaneous dialectological theories. The
text of Alkman, of Korinna, and, to a lesser extent, that of

Pindar, bear witness to the activity of the ^eraypa^dfjievoi, in

the latter direction.

The writers of the Hadrianic age who imitated Herodotos

and Hippokrates have received the full shock of this wave of

speculation as regards Ionic. But from the point of view of

higher criticism, the "
pseudo-Ionisms

"
of Lukian and Are-

taios are on a different footing from the same forms in Stein's

cr Holder's text of Herodotos. In the one case they are the

result of genuine imitation
;
in the other, these forms never

existed in Herodotos. A further estrangement from genu-
ine Ionic was produced by the occasional insertion of such

hyper-Ionic formations into the texts of these lonists, as are

not found except in some Mss. of Herodotos.

One of the causes of this ^era^apaKTrfpLa^ was the ina-

bility of the dialectologists to distinguish between the Ionic

of the Homeric period and the Ionic of the fifth century. It

all Ionic Greek to these sciolists. The cardinal error of

the ^eraypa^dfjievoi was the foisting of uncontracted forms

upon Herodotos. This was caused by inability to distinguish
between those vocalic combinations that normally remained

uncontracted and those which by the fifth century had suf-

fered contraction, and by their failing to recognize that eo

and cu, even if written in the uncontracted form, had fre-
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quently become diphthongal as early as the seventh century.

My paper will adduce evidence that this jjLera^apaKrrjpLo-fMo^

has not affected alike all the early writers in Ionic, and that

upon the authority of good Mss. the original form may very
often be reinstated.

All references to my own treatment of those portions of

Ionic not discussed in the following pages, will be found in

a work on the Greek dialects to be published by the Claren-

don Press. Under the appropriate sections I have generally

attempted to explain the character of the phonetic processes

at work, excluding any elaborate defence of the positions

assumed. I have therefore adduced the names of others who
have brought forward explanations either agreeing with, or

differing from, my treatment of the forms" under discussion.

In a few instances the desire to institute comparisons with

other dialects, chiefly Attic, has caused me to include in an

examination of Ionic phonology, certain forms which do not

strictly belong in such an examination (e.g. 62).

THE SHORT VOWELS.

A.

I. First we may treat that a derived from e, which is chiefly

seen in conjunction with p. The Ionic dialect here presents no

features sharp enough to separate it from allied dialects.

K/mros = Aiolic KpeVo?. Kparos, Hdt. VIII, 2, with Karros in A B d\

cf. KapTeprj, VIII, 12, with Kparepr) in other Mss. 1 Archil. 26 has

pos, a form that comes to light upon inscriptions : Halik. K

23829, and so in Attic and Kretan (Gortyna) ; K/aarto-ros appears in

Kparto-ToXeo)?, Thasos (Louvre) 12 B, but was not used by Hdt.;

Epic KapTio-Tos. The Ionic dialect alone possesses the strong form

of the adjective (/cpeWwi/). In the inscriptions names in Kapr- and

Kpar- occur: My^cn/capr^)?, Styra I9 262 j Ka/oToys, 1931-; 'E7ri/<pa-

7-779,
1 9 369 ; Aim-, i 9 247 j AewKpctTt'S^s Styra, 1 9 2 j Kpcmos Keos,

44 A 8.

0apo-os, Hdt. VII, 9 y (Opda-os in R} ;
Homeric and Attic 0aporo? and

Opda-os. The only trace of the strong form Otpo-os (cf. Aiolic) appears

1 Ionic Kapra, Greg. Corinth, d. d. /., 58.
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upon an Erythraian inscription (No. 200). The fact that the inscrip-

tion is in metre renders it doubtful whether names in
-flepo-Tjs should

be regarded as Ionic, though they occur elsewhere in dialects that

show no predilection in favor of the ep forms. See Pape's Lexicon.

Doubtless the Homeric names in -Oipa- did much to popularize this

form in such dialects.

The prefix apt- seems to be Ionic as contrasted with Aiolic epi-

(Hinrich's de Horn. doc. vest. Aeol., p. 64). 'Api/wi/crros occurs

upon a Kean inscription, No. 44, B n.

fiapaOpov, Hdt. VII, 133, as in Attic; Homeric ficpeOpov 14;

Arkad. ep0pov.

ropo-ia, Sim. Amorg. 39, from Et. Mag. 76425; cf. Hesychios

TTJV rpaaidv. Et. Gud. 256 quotes from an elegiac poet

cf. TcpoS/i/at in Homer, repo-ia is a very late formation

(Julian), rpacr- is morphologically older than rapo--. A variation

between ap and pa in order to lighten consonantal weight is seen in

a Karian name, Halik. 24057, 'Ip:/?pa(r(n8os ;
ibid. 58, 'I//./?ap(nSos.

The Ionic dialect was less elastic than Doric as regards its pref-

erence for the weak a before or after p in verbal forms (from origi-

nal ep). Thus, Herodotos adopts rpe^w (VII, 57) rpe^w, orpe^o>,

following in the wake of Homer, while he accepts TpdVa> (I, 63) in

the present, despite Attic-epic TpeVeo. In the future and first aorist

the -forms hold their ground in Ionic, whereas in Kretan we have

cViTpa^ai. On the variation between rpeVw and TpdVa), cf. Bredow,

p. 145. In employing TpeVw, not TpdVa), Lukian follows in the wake

of Hdt. (</. d. S. 7, 39, Astr. 3). Aretaios has but one sure exam-

ple of TpdVo), while Hippokrates inclines in favor of the other form.

When other dialects, notably Aiolic or those allied to Aiolic, have

po or op, Ionic almost invariably adopts pa or ap. See below on /3p6-

Ta^o?, TropSaico? 1 8. Hdt. Ill, 86, has ao-rpaTn?, with which may
be compared Homeric orepoTn; and do-rcpoTrry. Kyprian has o-rpoTra

(Hesychios oropTra). In verbal inflection whenever op occurs it is

the ablaut of p, not the Aiolic form of ap.

KapoYi;, Hdt. Ill, 35, a form not unknown in Homer (B 452, A 12),

though the poet generally adopts KpaoYr?. Ionic, Attic and Aiolic

are here on a plane. The Kyprian has Ko'pa.
In the variation between ap and pa we can discover no dialect

affinities in the wider sense.
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2. Other forms with A parallel to E are :

occurs in Hdt., though not without variation in favor of

,
and is a present formed from the aorist of re/xw (Iliad, N 707)

< T//Z/A-OVT-). Whether ra/xi/ca, which occurs as early as

Homer (T 105) and Hesiod, and is found in Pindar, Kretan, and the

Heraklean tablets, is more ancient than TC'/LU/W, which is derived from

T/xo> by the infixing of
i/,

1
is not certain, re/wo is in fact no stranger

to Homer (y 175), and is the regular form in Attic. The inscrip-

tions indicate the preference of Ionic and Attic most clearly. In the

former we have era/xov (Halik. 23844 ; Kyzikos, 108, B 8), in the latter

ITC/XOV without exception. The e of ere//,ov is due to that of re/wo.

Hippokrates and the pseudo-Ionist Aretaios use ra/xi/w ;
Lukian

has re/xvco, S 15, Ta/xvw, .5 51, 60
; Demokr., frag. mor. 194, has

TCt/XVCOV.

a for Attic e occurs in the Ionic vTroyouo? (also late Attic), /xeo-oyaios,

Karayaios, /xeXayyato?, /3a#uyaio? in Hdt.
;
Attic -yeia, -yew? (i>7royews

is quoted from Hippokrates, though not from a treatise that is colored

with lonisms) . There is here no direct interrelation of a and e, -ycuo?

and -yeios having been each derived from different ground-forms.

See the declension of jf\
in Ionic.

On the forms eTreira, etveKa, see under Adverbs, etc. On -<ua,-a,

-ota, see below under H, 45, 46.

^a/<as, Hdt. Ill, 10, according to Stein, though i^e/cas is supported

by Mss. authority and by Eustathios. Moiris, 419, held that I/KKCIS

was Attic, but not so acceptable a form. Cf. i/w^os < ^d/<.

'Ay/3dVava. is the form used by Hdt., Ktesias (and Aischylos) for

'EK/3dVava. The Mss. of Hdt. show constant fluctuation between

these two forms, though Steph. Byz. distinctly states that 'Ay/^dVava is

Herodotean.

3. Ionic A = Attic H.

/xeo-a^ptr;, Hdt. and Arrian, 3, 25, 39 (elsewhere the Attic form).

Cf. Eustathios on the Odyss. 1714 = 478, Greg. Corinth, p. 444, 654,

Schmidt, Voc. I, 119.

d//,<io-/?aT0, Zeleia 113, 18, and in Hdt. IV, 14
2

; IX, 74. This

form is apparently not confined to Ionic unless Rhodian

1 Unless r<i/j.v(a be derived directly from rmvw, in which case we have a/i = m
in a syllable originally atonic.

2 The manuscripts here agree in a^iff^aaias (cf. VIII, 8l), but have d/i</>i<r-
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d/Ae<rar, C. I. G. 2905, Aiolic a/x<#>to-/3aT7;/xev<ov, C. D. I. 21405,

can be shown to have a = Ionic
/.

If these non-Ionic forms can be shown to have d, weight must be

attached to Brugmann's suggestion that an Ionic d/A<io-/?uTw is due

to the ignorance of scribes who connected the latter part with /3atVo>,

/Jao-is, /fores; Morph. Untcr. I, 22. But there is no proof that the

a of the Aiolic and of the Rhodian forms is not short
;
and further-

more the inscriptional form from Zeleia proves conclusively that the

Herodotean o/x<i<r/?ar<fa> is not due to blundering ignorance. Per-

haps the forms in
77
stood in an ablaut relation to those in a.

Aae<r0<u, Hdt. VII, 144, Aa&v, IV, 21, have their a from the pres-

ent stem as ACU/KTCU, Miletos, ioo 4 . The converse procedure appears

in the New Test. A^o/xat, a form found on Lykian inscript. C. I. G.

4244,5, 424720, 425315, and in the Papyr. du Louvre, 14, i;.
1

It is

due to a confusion between AT^O/ACU and Aa/x^o/nou.

The form without nasal comes to light upon Attic vases (Aa(ju,)7ron/,

Aa(fi)7ro9 in Kretschmer's collection, K. Z. XXIX, p. 436), though

here the comparison of AOU/KTCU is not so pertinent as Kretschmer

supposes. I would prefer to class Aa(//,)7ro)v, etc., with Nu(/x)<^>r;

rather than regard ActycTcu as derived from Aa^i/^rai despite the

Herodotean Aa/x^o/tttU, eAa/u,<0/;i/, Aa/tTrreos. We have KaTt\a<f>Or],

Zeleia, 113;, and AeAa/fyKa, KaraAeAa/^Kei in Hdt. (IV, 79 ; III, 42),

AeAaft/xat in Hdt. and Hippokr., a.vaXtXd<f>Oai in Hippokr. Ill, 308,

according to Littr, with ample Mss. support.
2

I cannot follow Bech-

tel in branding as spurious the Herodotean Aa/xi//ecu, I, 199, Aa/z^eo-flat,

IX, 1 08, Aa/x<0ercu, VI, 92, merely on the ground that Acty/erai is a

well attested Milesian form, and that Herodotos probably made use

of the Milesian dialect, as is claimed by Wilamowitz, Zeitschr. fur

Gymn.-wfs. XXXI, 645. If AT/^O/ACU, and ATJ/A^O/>UH could be formed,

why not Aa/^o/ucu? Aafu/K<r0at in fact occurs upon the great in-

scription from Andania, Ditt. Syll. 388 <n, though the genuine Doric

was Ao^ovfuu, Epicharmos, 18, Theokr. I, 4. Cf. also the late aorist

lXafu/ra, Diog. Laert. I, 85. Aa/xi//o/xai is now generally banished

from Hdt.'s text, and Tra/aoAiji/^Tai in Hipp, rests upon shadowy
evidence.

I 'roper names in 'Aye- or 'Aye-, which run parallel to those in 'Hye-,

are from dy<u, the asptr being borrowed from ^yio^a.i ( > sag) . Cf.

> prohablc conjecture in Sterrett's Epigr. Journey, Papers of the

Am. St-ho.,1, II. 56, VI; c f. 58, XIX.
9
Veitch, however, supports ava\A<f/i<f>0ai. Cf. Schmidt, Voc. I, 118.
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Lokrian ayav. The Doric 'Ay^o-tAaos (Perinthos, 234, 65) has the

/em's from ayw.

Ionic does not differ from the other dialects in offering -1 in the

nominative parallel to
-rj ; e.g. roX^a, Hdt. VII, 135, and Eurip. Ion.

i264 = ToA/xa, Find. Ol. XIII, n. In many cases this a after p

represents the pre-Hellenic suffix -ta, iota having been transferred

to the previous syllable, e.g. /AOI/OO. (cf. Bechtel, 265, Adesp.). The

tendency to hyperionize Herodotos has led to the form poipri in a few

Mss. (e.g. fjiiTfj p-oLprj, IV, I20).
1 That the grammarians held

77
to be

the unvarying mark of the Ionic dialect appears from Greg. Corinth.,

p. 390, TO d eis rj Tpiirov&Lv . .""Hpa "Hpry, o-<aipa <r<fxupty Gramm. Meerm.

p. 650, TO, ets a evflet'as- ei? rj rpiirovcnv otov *Hpa "H^, X (^Pa X^/37?' PVL

u>prj, cnretpa <nrei'pi) ,
where dialectal forms are confused with pan-

Hellenic formations (o-^ai/oa, a-irupa) .

2

Many proper names ending

in -a have suffered hyperionization in the Mss. of Hdt.
; e.g. "Oa-a-rj,

AiytViy, Tavdyprj. The index to Holder's or Stein's edition of Hdt.

will supply the detail of names in -eta, -ota, -cuo, -coy, -0177, -airj.

At the present day the explanation of many words in -a is still

uncertain. Many belong to the class of which /txot/oa is an example

(/Ao/Dta) ;
thus ye<f>-vpa, <r<f>-vpa are probably to be derived from -vpia.

The cause of the a in other words is. obscure ; e.g. ^apaS/aa, Hdt. IX,

1 02, while Stein reads XapaSpa, VIII, 33, name of a Phokian town.

Dissimilation may be here at work, unless we admit with Stein and

Holder the Attic xa/xxSpa.

NOTE. The reverse process to a for i\ is found in the Ionic 2,/j.vpvr]
and

irpv/ULvr). Hdt. I, 15,' 149, has
~2.iJ.vpvt) (cf. also III, 107); Lukian

<j><av. itpicr.

9 Z/nvpva. The intermediate 'S.p.vpvr) is frequent upon inscriptions (Kaibel 143,

376, 657). Trpv/j.vr) may be an adjective to -rrp-jfjiyos.
See Brugmann, Saxon Soc.

Reports, 1883, 191. Trpv/ava is then an analogue of -jrpypa.

In the feminine forms of adjectives from v stems, where Herodotos

regularly has a, the pseudo-Ionists not infrequently have
77.

Lukian

Syr. ly/Aurer; 14, 6rj\^v 15, 51 ; Arrian, TrAareo/v 16, rpax^rj 23, 37

(cf. 32) ; /fotfer; 27 ;
Eusebios 5 ifleciy,

Euseb. Mynd. 63,

4. Interchange of A and O.

In a few instances a and o seem to be interchangeable sounds,

though the law governing this interrelation has not been formulated

1
Hyperionic noipij, Lukian, Astr. 10; Euseb. 9.

2 See Misteli, K. Z. XVII, 177; XIX, 119; Osthoff, Forsch. II, 25; Brug-

mann, M. U. II, 201
; Grundriss, I 639; Johansson, K. Z. XXX, 411.
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in all cases (cf. below on o) . So far as Ionic is concerned we have

the following forms where Ionic a = o of other dialects. dppoSe'to,

Hdt. I, 9, in, 156, III, 119, etc., appuStr), IV, 140, etc., and attested

by the Et. Mag. p. 6324,. Attic has oppcoSeoo, Hesychios oppwSia, op-

PW&UK, etc., and Lukian, too, the Attic form. Hippokrates, 6i8 4i ,

and Aretaios, Cans. J/. Ac., 2, 2, have the o form. Probably assimi-

lation of a to o has here been caused by the influence of the o> of

the following syllable (Schmidt, K. Z. XXV, 112). Etymologists are

generally silent as to the derivation of this word. Horrere is proba-

bly <piW<o, and cannot be connected. The Ionic form deserves

special note, since it is only very rarely that Ionic differs from Attic

in its use of a and o.

The question as to the interrelation of a and o assumes a different

form in the case of proper names. In the Mss. of Hdt. there is a

constant fluctuation between the readings 'Apra^p^s and 'Aproifep^s,

the latter obtaining in Ktesias and Plutarch, though Plutarch, in the

de ma/ig. Herod., ascribes the form in a to the historian. Cf. also

Steph. Byz. s. v. 'Aprcua. 'Apra^p^s occurs upon the inscription

from Mylasa, 248, ABC, and would seem to be a closer reproduction

of Arta-khsatra than 'Apro^ep^s, which Stein adopts, VI, 98,* VII,

106, 151, 152, though the form in a is not unsupported. In other

names Stein does not hesitate to read 'Apro-, e.g. 'ApTo/foCav???, VII, 2,

'ApTo&uo-TpTy, VI, 43, though in the case of the former name Thorn.

Mag. 299,,, testifies to the form in 'Apra-. Nor is Stein consistent,

since we find 'Apra/fovos, IV, 83, VII, 10, 1 1, 1 7, 47 ; 'Apra/Xo?, VII,

66, etc. ; Apra/Jarr;?, VII, 65 ; 'Apra^peViys, V, 2.5, and other names

in 'Apra-. He adopts 'Ao-rpo/?a/cov, VI, 69, where R has 'Ao-rpa-.

In any event no Ionic change of a to o may be deduced from the

uncertainty attendant upon the Mss. fluctuation. The Persian names
in 'ApTw ('Apru/Jios, 'Apru'<ios, 'Apruo-Ttoj/?;) are not to be held to be

instances of the final effort of a phonetic movement which began with

'Apra-and reached 'Aprv through 'Apro-, as has been held to have been
the case with Kara, KUTO, and Karv. The forms in 'Apro- are due, not

to an interchange of a and o ( 18), but to the fondness for o- stems in

composition.

5. A in relation to Y.

fKoAiF&cTo, Hdt. Ill, 52, compared with /cvAn/Scrou, Sim. Amorg.
VII, 4, aroxvAr00, Hdt. V, 16, must not be regarded as an instance

is note on this passage in his annotated edition, and Kick, Sprachein-
heit, p. 406.
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of the interchange of a and v, and much less as a proof of the

greater age of KaAti/Sau (Curtius, Efym.
5
, p. 715). An original qel

sound = Greek K\, becomes in Greek KuA in weak case forms, cf.

Kv/cAo? < qeklos. With
Kuj/^'Ar;, /ca/xi/^a, capsula, and /cu'Ai, calix, are

to be classed KaAivSew, KvAu/8ea>, Germ, quellen.

The non-Ionic (Arkadian) form KO.TV does not invalidate the above

explanation, since it is derived from *Karo (/on-oVep Halikarn. 23843
is from oTrep), which in turn is an analogue of VTTO; *KO.TO becomes

Ka, as VTTO becomes TTV (Kyme, 3 A). This is better than to as-

sume that the forms in a and v are proethnic ;
cf. Lettic-Lith. sa and

Lith. su
t
Lith. ga, gu.

E.

6. Ionic cp for ap of other dialects.

The Ionic dialect in a few cases has made use of the strong forms

in ep, though not to the same extent as Aiolic.

tpcrrjv : epcrevos, Hdt. I, 109, epcrei/es I, 193, epcreVwv I, 192, cpcrevas

I, 193. The Mss., notably R, have the Attic form, which must have

been Ionic also, since it comes to light upon the very old Thasian

inscription (Bechtel, vs. 68, apo-ev). Homer has apa-yv 7, which is

doubtless Ionic, since Ipcrrjv is Aiolic (C. D. I. 2930). That both

the strong and the weak form should co-exist in one and the same

dialect need not surprise us. Thessalian and Boeotian (perhaps even

Ionic, see on Opdvos, above i) have both Oepa-- and Oapo--, two

forms living together as mother and daughter. The only other dia-

lect which has epcnjs is, I believe, Kretan : Gortyna Tables, X, 52,

t/xreves X, 49, epo-eVon/. In the other dialects apo-rjv prevails : Attic

ap/3[e]i/os C. I. A. II, 678, B 55-378 B.C., Elean pa.ppf.vop
= appevo^

C. D. I. 1152, Lakon. a/xnys, C. I. G. 14649 (first cent. B.C.). See

Fick, G. G.- A. 1883, p. 117 ; Schmidt, K. Z. XXV, 23, 43. Hippo-

krates, Lukian, and Arrian have the a form.

Te<7<re/De? : reVo-epes, Te<r<TepesKcuSeKa, reo-frepeKatSeKar^, Tecrcrepa/covTa,

Teo-o-epaKovropyvios, are found in Hdt. with occasional lapses in favor

of the Attic forms (see Bredow, p. 136). Upon inscriptions we meet

with reWepas, 14891, a comparatively late document from Ephesos,

104, B 66, Thasos, middle of the fourth century, with reo--

on the same inscription, lines 62 and 63 ; rea-a-dpwv occurs

also in No. 114, F (Zeleia), which dates shortly after the battle of

Granikos. reWepa, Teos, 15713 (the stone has TEZEPA) ; TeV(cr)a/oes,

1599, Teos, with but one 2 upon the stone. reo-o-epaKovra, 10452,
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Thasos, in,,, Kyzikos;
1

Tra[cpa]K[o]vT<m/, 174, C 1 6, Chios, and

Tcr(<r)cpaKa08o[/tx77] 90^01^775, 58, Paros. Arkadian and Ionic alone

have p. Arkad. rctro-cpa/coi/rci, Foucart, 352 n. (late).

'ApraQpcvri* is adopted as the genuine reading by Stein in every

instance, though the Mss. of Hdt. constantly vary between the form

in -^peny? and that in -^spvrj^ (V, 25, 30, 31, 32, 35, 73, etc.).

Aeschylos, Pcrsat, 21,776, has 'Apra^pe'n/s. In like manner Stein

rcails 'IvTa^penys, III, 70, 78, 118, 119. Upon an Attic inscription,

C. I. A. I, 64, B 14 (410-405 J '"c -)> we find Ti<r>a<pp'vi7v, which

ensures the correctness of the form in -^peViy? (cf. Old Persian -frana},

and stamps that in -<j>lpvrj<;,
so popular in later Greek, as a folk's ety-

mology in the direction of </p<o. G. Meyer, Gr. Gr. 175, note i.

The above-quoted Attic inscription is important evidence that the

form used in the treaty, Thukydides, VIII, 27, is incorrect. See

Kirchhoff in Sitzittigsl'erichte d. Berliner Akad., 1884.

On Oipvos in = UpTi/s upon a metrical inscription from Krythrai,

see above i, under Opdo-os.

On KpsWwv, cf. below 13.

In suffixes : x*-l*P* ^ s sa^ to ^e 1 f r X^LaP*> m LidJell and

Scott, but in Hdt. IV, 181, we find only the latter form. Hippo-

krates, 890 A, has x\tapu>$.
2

lapo? does not occur in Ionic. On tepd? and tpo? see 167.

crcpo? = ttTCpo?, Doric, Boiotian, Attic (in Oarcpov, but xarepos,

Klein, Vasen, 124), though Attic has generally erepo?.
3 In Aiolic we

have conflicting testimony; ercpo?, Sappho, 106, and C. D. I. 2799,

but Herodian, I, 5070, opines that drepvc, is Aiolic. crepo: is, mor-

phologically considered, the later form, its initial c being due to the

influence of the e of the following syllable. Schmidt (K. Z. XXV, 92,

note, and 25, 43), a reference suggested by Dr. Collitz, explains in

like manner 6pp<oSc'o>, and even cpo^v and reWepes. Cf. also

/3os, Hdt. IV, 172, for d

i.. Roberts, No. 167, contains r^rtprji (TETEPEl). Cf. Roberts,

pp. 196, 200, 374. The inscription cannot be Elean, as Wilamowitz thinks,

held its jjn>un<l till late. Upon an Egyptian papyrus (189 A.D.) we

fnvl it still preserved. < f. Trans. lU-rlin Acad. 1883, pp. 916, 919.
2 In one instance we have -eAoj for Attic -o\oj, vt\os, licit. Ill, 24. O'c\os was

regarded by the grammarians as the Hellenic form, lircdow, p. 136, suggested

that it wa* sanctioned by the authority of Theophrastos, who adopted it from

Ionic.

1 Attic inscriptions have always trtpot. Attic eirtpov, sic, and not 6S.Tfpw. It

is impossible that T& trtpov should become Odrtpov, as is commonly stated.
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since that dialect loves d in preference to 77. Does not the absence of the

asper indicate an Asiatic-Ionic origin? We find TTJT^ *n Phoinix in Athen.

495 E.

7. Other examples of Ionic E = A of other dialects.

ore, TTOTC, aAAore, Ionic-Attic = Dor. o/ca, 7ro/ca, aAAoKa, = Aiolic

era, TTora, oAXora. Both Ionic and Doric forms are equally original,

an I.E. palatal sound becoming tau before e, kappa before a. The

Aiolic forms are contaminations.

On eu/eKev, elrev, eVeiTev, see under Adverbs. -9tv, -Oe are the Ionic

forms, ye'
Ionic-Attic = Doric ya, Epeirot. yeV.

1

ye'/Ajua
was the Ionic form used especially by Demokritos according

to the unsupported testimony of Eustathios, 37o 15 . For other vari-

ations between e and a, a and e, occurring in various dialects, and for

which no satisfactory explanation has as yet been reached, com-

pare G. Meyer, Gramm. 24.

/xe'ya#os, VTre/o/xeyatfi;?
in Hdt., e.g. IV, 52, 191, peyaOos in Anaxag. I.

Cf. Greg. Corinth, d. d.I. 59. Attic peyeOos, the variation between

a and e being due perhaps to the influence of e in the initial syllable.

The statement that the Doric dialect possessed the form peyaOos is

not beyond suspicion, since Philoxenos, who has the form with a in

II, 19, either contradicts himself, V, 21, where he uses vrre/B/Aeye^es,

or at least shows that both forms were known to Doric. Lukian has

//.eyados, 27, 30, according to Jacobitz, though A has the e form

everywhere. In Arrian, /Ae'ycdo? is the only reading in seven out of

eleven cases, and this is the form used by Abydenos 5 . Hippokrates

and Aretaios both adopt the common form.

e apparently takes the place of a in certain verbs in -eo>
(6/oe'w,

ToX/xeo), otSc'co, etc.) and before o, <o, ov in inflection. A full list, with

an attempted explanation of the interrelation of the forms, is given

in the treating of the verb.

Before the termination -(o-)cu, a becomes e in Ionic by dissimila-

tion ; e.g. eTrtcrreat, Sweat. See on the Ionic verb.

8. Ionic E = O of other dialects.

A singular substitution of e for o is found in Atevvo-w(t), Bechtel

No. 31, from Amorgos, an inscription of the fifth century; whereas,

1 yw would seem to be the original form, but it is, perhaps, 76 + y(e). Cf.

Thessal. i/e. 7*' may be the Old Slav, ze, Old Lith. ge ; yd = Skt. hi, Lith. Pruss. gi,

ga (Skt. gha}.
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the other Ionic inscriptions have either Aiovwrtos or Aeoi/us. See

below on E and I. G. Meyer, Gramm. 26, is inclined to regard

this e as parallel to that of 'iTTTrcSa/xov (Rhodes) or of dj/Spe<6Vo9,

called Doric by Herodian, forms of common speech with an e

comparable to the toneless e of Modern Greek. Bechtel's sugges-

tion is preferable : AuVuo-o? : AioVvo-o? = allXovpos : aioAo?, or as

Lac. Vtr&u, R. M. XL, 8, : 6/xoVcu, or Herald, ep^ya'as, etc., :

Norn, in -a>?. Cf. G. G. A. 1881. 1447, Baunack's Stuit. I, 71, and

K. y.. XXVI. 354. Solmsen, K. Z. XXIX, 89, offers no proof of his

suggestion that AIO/VO-OH is an error.

Of the various names taking their rise from the two chief ablaut

forms of Apollo ('ATroAAw/ 'ATreAAon/), there are a few examples upon

Ionic soil of the latter, so common among Doric peoples. 'ATreX-

153^, Smyrna (names in 'ATroAA-, lines 3, 15, 24, 37, 40, 41),

^5, 177 Chios, and in Erythraian inscriptions : 'ATreAAt'ov, 206

A 4 (cf. 'ATToAAwvo?, 206 A 20), 'ATreAAtov, 206 B 17 (in the same

line,
'

\iro\X^v[Loi\ ), 'ATrcAAiKwi/, Bull, de Corr. Hel. Ill, 388. Also in

Naukratis (Gardner's Naukr. I, pi. XXXII, 104), 'ATroA.- names are very

frequent. In no case does the god bear the name 'AWAAwv among
Ionic peoples, though it is a form of as great antiquity as the usual

Attic-Ionic one. See my paper Trans. Am. Philol. Assoc. XVIII, 97,

and, above all, Prellwitz, B. B., IX, 327, ff. Baunack in the Stndia

Ntiolaitana, p. 54, in his Studien, p. 155, and Meister G. D. II, 90

may also be consulted.

In e&iWoov, Hdt. (II, 149) has preserved the older form of the

termination
;

cf. ^l 164, cKaTo/nreSoi/ ( Ven. A), where the vulgafa has

-vo&ov. In Attic (Thuk. and Xen.) the stem 71-08- has supplanted its

rival irt&.

Tiptavaov, Terone 7 (before 420), cf. Topuwuoi on Attic tribute-lists

in the first volume of C. I. A., and Toptoi/cuos on an Attic mortuary stele,

Mitth.
t X, 367 ff.

The Mss. of Hdt. have for o in -KtWepos, etc. Examples : Trci/ri/-

KOKT/>U>V, TpirjKovrtpoKTi. In III,4i, 124, VI, 138, the Mss. vary;

but in each case Stein has adopted the -/coi/repo? form. The Ionic

form contains the simple form of the root cp (cpeWco cpeV^s),

whereas the Attic irtvTrjKovropos, T/naKoWopo? have the ablaut op-.

Both forms, rptaKoVropo? and rpiaKoVrcpos, occur in Attic inscr., and

in the fourth century only ;
but the former is the more frequent.

The ablaut form is the one to be expected from the composition
of the word.
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9. E in Ionic = I of other dialects.

Names derived from, or connected with, AuWro? exhibit a greater

elasticity of vowel relations in Ionic than elsewhere.

We have above, 8, met with the sui generis AuVvo-os ; besides

this form we have Acovws, 196, Maroneia, and Ae<w)8os, No. 198,

Erythrai. The e vowel we" have also in Aeowvs *

upon a coin of

Imhoof-Blumer's collection (Bechtel, p. 114), in AeiWros, Anakreon,

2,j, n, (but AtoWre, 54, 55), and in the abbreviated AEO on coin

legends of Abdera, Bechtel, No. 163!.

In sharp opposition to this e are the forms with i, which are very

common. Examples are : AIOJ/UO-O?, lasos, iO4 16 , Eryth., 206 B 24,

and often elsewhere; Aioi/uVtos, Smyrna 1533,5, Thasos (L) 15 C 4,

Kyzik. in 5 ,
Olbia 13114, 261 (unc. locality), Halik. 241, Thasos

(L) 19 B 4 ,
20 B ii

; AiovucTttSo?, Abdera, 163, 15, Coins of Brit. Mus.,

Thrace 66 nos. 62, 68, 85, and in almost every other Ionic quarter.

Ionic is also AKOVVCTOS. On the probable connection with Zeu? by
folk's etymology, see Baunack (Gortyn. p. 67, note i), and Solm-

sen, K. Z., XXIX 89. Cf. also Frogs, 215, Apoll., Argon., II 905,

IV 1132.

The corruption of antevocalic e to t, so frequent in Thessalian,

Boiotian, Doric, Kyprian, etc., is rare in Ionic, if indeed it can be

shown to exist at all. KaAAi/xmo? 36 (Amorgos) is doubtless a mere

slip on the part of the engraver. The nearest approach to L is the

pronunciation of e as a semi-vowel in the synezesis eo. This semi-

vocalic e may disappear in contract verbs, as in Arkad. eXXav]o8t-

Koi/rou/, 1257,!. Cf. i/evoo-crei^eVa, Hdt. I, 159. Before o, e not

unfrequently disappears in prose: OKA.OS, Styra, i9 206, oSW 19373,

KAoSuvo? 192215 'EroKAe'^s] I9 15 . Cf. Megarian oKXei'Sa, o/cA^s,

Mitth., VIII, 189, 190. Fritsch's paper in Curt. Stud. VI (cf. esp.

pp. 125-132), is scarcely trustworthy in all its dealings with Ionic.

A reverse process has given us e- in Boiot., eo-oros eSoopos, per-

haps from cuScopos.

10. E for H.

/xeV for firjv in the formulae rj /xeV, I, 196 ; /y ju,eV, I, 68, III, 66,

V, 1 06
; ye //.eV, VI, 129, VII, 152, 234 ; dAXa-/xeV, II, 20, 32, IV, 77,

VII, 103; Ka
x

i-/xeV, IV, 45, VI, 98. Cf. Greg. Corinth., 471. Hdt.

here adopts a usage common to Homer, and not unknown in Attic.

Cobet, Mis. Crit., 365, is an advocate of the view that Homer has

1 For eoy see 144.
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only 17 ply, w ftcF, not
*/ MV, M rfv. Cf. Monro, Horn. Gram.,

345, and note, p. 322. With /xcV I would connect the Thessalian,

Homeric and Attic /xa as KC'V is connected with K(.

is said by Uredow, p. 143, to be used by Hdt. for an-XT/ros
=

(7TcXaa>). 077X771-09 occurs first in Hesiod, and then in the

Hymn to Demeter; aVXero? is, however, to be classed with 7rXeo>s,

ami not with any derivative of ireXaw. Cf. Siegismund in Curtius,

Stud., V, 2OI, 2O2.

coW/iai in Hdt., cf. Attic T/TTUO/ACU, out of which TJTTO. was formed,

kernagel, K. Z., XXX, 299. Hdt. has eo-o-ovvro, I, 67 ; -/xevos, I, 82 ;

coWfci's, I, 207 ; cVo-ovo-0ai, III, 22, etc. Brugmann conjectures

(Berichfc d. sacks. Gesell. d. Wiss. 1883, p. 193, cf. Osthoff Perfect.,

449) that co-o-ov/uoi is from ero-on/, whose e represents a mechanical

change of
17 (cf. rj/ca,

Attic Tjrrcoi/)
to c, in order to bring the com-

parative into line with K/KO-O-WV, Ionic for K/oeiWan/. Stein, however,

has no qualms of conscience in writing rj<r<ra>v (cf. r/o-o-ov, I, 98 ;

Crowes, V, 86, VIII, 113 ; iJa-croVtuv, VII, 18
; 770-0-00-1, VIII, 83) since

he is supported in part by the unanimous voice of the Mss. Kriiger

holds to ITO-WV, Formtnlehre, 23, 4, 3.

o? for apy^, Chios, I 74 C 18.

appears to be the Herodotean form, IV, 94, VI, 91. The

interrelation of this form, which is also Kretan, with
fA.>7/ros

and tXXaos

is a much-vexed question. TXeos represents that form which had
?/,

the forms with a an old ablaut form tXa-. Archilochos, 75 2 ,
has

tXoo? (-^-) according to Bergk, for which Fick proposed without jus-

tification to accept rXews. Cf. TXaos, Theognis, 782. fXaos is, how-

ever, Ionic as well as Attic (which has also fXaos). See Pischel,

B. B. VII, 332 and Solmsen, K. Z., XXIX, 35 1. The Hesychian aX^s
eT

*

r\eo>5 ,
has been read ctX^s a, and explained as an Asiatic-Ionic

perfect.

This word belongs also under the following section :

1 1 . Ionic E = A of other dialects.

i. In this category falls first Ionic -e<oi/, dan> < -atajv or -a/rwv.

oiratuv, Horn. = OTTW, Hdt. IX, 50.

IlorciSa/roiv, Korinth., Ilotret&aajt', Hom. = IIo(ra8co)i' in Hdt., Iloo-ei-

Knf, Arch. Ep., 114, for which we may read

NOTE. UoffuSaiwy in the Ionic elegy is due to the pressure exercised upon
the elegy by the epic. Cf. Theog., 692. In Archil., 10, IWfiScfwj'oy fit/a*?, as

given by Bergk, is not supported by Ms. evidence, though corresponding to
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, Iliad, XV, 8. The objection that if Archil, may adopt -oio

from Homer, he has an equal right to -dwas is not cogent, since -oio is an

ancient Ionic termination, while -acoi/ cannot be shown to be the property of

any period of the Ionic dialect. Fick's correction, noffdS-fjcavos, is based upon

Uocrtftiuv, Anakr., 6, no(m5fo>i/, Archil., 1 14 vr\6s 4, irai-nova. 76 (tetr.) (on the

peculiar position of irai-rivf in Homer, see Fick, Odyssee, p. 17), and a\\-f]a)v,

Naxos, 23, where TJO> seems to be an intermediate stage between -dcav and -<av.

Cf. 29.

,
Horn. = Hdt. and Thuk. 'AAK/zeW. With 3>tA<-W in

<E>tAewvi'8[e]os, Thasos, 73, cf. Hdt., VIII, n, <iAao>v, which is, how-

ever, the name of a Kyprian. Ma^eW, Thas. (Louvre) io n = Horn.

Ma^aov. Cf. Zacher, Nomina in -aios, p. 112, Merzdorf, Curtius'

Stud., IX, 238.

2. Ionic genitives in -cw = a(i)o, 'ArpeiSew, etc., see Declension.

3. Genitive pi. in -eon/ = -d<oj/ (Boiot., Thessal. (-aow), Horn.).

Homer's gen. in -eon/ (H i, < 191) and -eon/, -a>v are Ionic.

Menrad, p. 41, calls for the restoration of -ewv and -ew wherever pos-

sible in the text of Homer.

4. Aeto? = Aao?, and in proper names : Hdt., 'Ap/ceo-iAcco?, X
Meve'Aecus

1

(Meve'Aao?, Hdt., IV, 169, of a At/xryv), and
'

Miletos, 93, not long after 600 B.C. So in Aea><opov, Chios, 175,

AewK/aarr;?, Aew/xe'Sw, and many other forms on inscriptions. The Mss.

of Hdt. are, of course, not consistent (cf. II, 124, V, 42). Even

in the case of Doric names he occasionally uses the Ionic forms
;

e.g. AewTrpeTr?;?, VI, 85, but AaoSa/xa?, AaooY/c?/, etc. The latter form

is clearly a contamination of an original AaoSi'/ca and an Ionic Aeo>-

oY/o?.
Variation in the proper names must be expected even upon

inscriptions : thus we have, Chios, 177, Acxrc/foo[Y], 1. 3, but -ro'Aaos,

1. 14. In the lyric poets the epic form prevails to some extent:

Aaos, Kail. I, 1 8, Xenoph., II, 15, whereas Hipponax (88) has pre-

served the only example of A^o's, a form which shows that words with

an a, represented in Ionic by e, must have gone through a transitional

period with
rj, though the examples are exceedingly few. Cf. Eng.

Journal of PhiloL, vols. IX, X, for a discussion as to the periods of

Ionic.

With these compounds of Aeok and 'A/u,<tapetos
2

in Hdt., cf. the

Homeric II^ve'Aetos, Bptapetus, etc. On Aeco?, see also 28, 30.

3. Furthermore, in Ionic cu><, retos
3

(ta/rco-s ra/ro>-s), /xerecopos, veo's

1
Greg. Corinth, pp. 42, 686.

2 Cf. Greg. Corinth, p. 42. 'ApQidpaov, Oropos, i8 2, a non-Ionic form.

3 Bredow, p. 50.
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(gen. of mv), ycwTreSibv, etc., SI/AVCW?
= 8t/xvaiovs (Attic oY/xvu>?), and

in verbal forms, xpc'w/xai, earaoTca>/Acv, c-mficupev, ^te/xveo, Hdt., V, 105,

Teftw, I, 112, etc.

On ftye'o/iai
= Attic 0eu6>ai, see on the verb.

In almost every instance when primitive u was followed by a vowel,

Ionic attests the presence of e in place of a. The instances where

this is not the case deserve to be brought out into clear light, \rj6s,

in Hipponax, has already been referred to. In Hdt. we do not find

veois, as might be expected, but 1/770?,
the epic form = Aiolic vaos,

well attested in literature and in inscriptions.
1 Herodotos' conser-

vation of nyos is artificial and not in consonance with the genius of the

Ionic dialect, which would call for ve<us, a form which in fact appears

in composition : vewTroojo-ai/Tes, Samos., 222. j/eeo- is the Hellenistic

form, and as such is not foreign to Aiolic monuments
;
but it may be

safely claimed as genuine Ionic, even though the Samian inscription

is not old.

Whether the Ionic form of the adjective is tAew?, or cAcos, is still a

matter of contention, since the ground form of the word has not been

cleared up by the Lakonian BIAFFO (Roehl, 75,
= Rob., I No. 261) ;

and it is even a matter of uncertainty what is the genuine Homeric

form, since Nauck has demanded 1X770? and tAeos in place of lAuos

and fAuos. Stein's claim that TAeo? is the Herodotean form is sup-

ported by the arguments of Wackernagel, K. Z, XXVII, p. 264.

See 10.

On 'AA/c/neW, Siftvews, see below under E = AI.

12. Ionic E = AI of other dialects.

Ionic 7677
= epic yawx may be regarded as forms phonetically inter-

dependent, though the parallelism of 'A^vata, adduced by Bechtel

(lonische Inschr., No. 62), is faulty, since there is no *'A
0771/677

We have, however, here to do with strong and weak case forms, as

is shown on
yy;, under Declension.

A further example adduced as cogent is dyco>ei/oi, Hdt., VIII, 69,

though in Homer, v 16, Hesiod, O. D. 333, and Archilochos, 25,

the original at cannot be impeached ;
nor does an *dyo/zcu win

the support of our sympathies when dyao-o-err&u, etc., are compared.
Fritsch (V. H. D, p. 39) is inclined to the view that dyeo/Acm can

tn^t is derived from a stem i/dp-, vai/ov from a stem i/dF-, both stems combin-

ing to form the declension. Cf. the intermixture of strong and weak stems in the

case of raw, rrjf j,
"
ship." The stem V&F- arose from the locative *

t>aF ti.
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have originated only in a period when at was written e (150 A.D. ac-

cording to Meisterhans,
2

p. 27). Cf. Tra/oaKeVrcu, II, 130 (C. P. d.)

for Trapa/cat'erai.

If recourse to this means of accounting for the form dye- be

deemed too bold, we may be compelled to dissociate dyeo/u from

dyato/xat, and to class the former with such verbs as dpeo/uu. Cf.

Hesychios, dy?;
*

irap 'HpoSorw paa-Kavia. We must withdraw beyond
the realm of probability any suggestion that dy<uo/uu was the ground
form which, through t passing into the glide and by an Ionic weaken-

ing of a to e, became dyco/uu. Curtius, Verbum, I, 1 76, does not

mention dyeo/aat.

'AAx/xean', 8i/Ave<os, are not to be derived from 'AAK/xcuwi', etc.

(Wackernagel, K. Z., XXVII, 267), but from 'AAx/Muov, etc. (Kretsch-

mer, K. Z., XXIX, 416 ; Johansson, B. B., XV, 183).

13. Ionic E = El of other dialects.

/u,eo)v in Hdt. < /xeytwv, a more original form than /x,eiwi/. /xa<ov

is the poetical form (Theog., 338, 517), though ju,e'w appears upon
a metrical inscription from Attika, B. C. H., VIII, 47O.

1 The form

with has not been cleared up despite the efforts of Brugmann

(Ber. d, sacks. Gesell. d. Wiss. 1883, p. 193, Grundriss, I 639) and

of Osthoff (Jena Litteraturzeit. 1878, Art. 476, Zur Gesch. des

Per/., 449) to refer it to the analogy of xetptov, d/xeiVwv. Brugmann

adopts the same explanation for KpetWwv for K/oeWon/. Cf. also

K. Z., XXIX, 140. //.eo>v has been imitated by Lukian, Syr., 12, 19,

22, though /mov 10 in all Mss.
;

in the Astr., 5, 6, the e form. In

Arrian, //,e- is well attested, but it is absent from the text of Euseb.

Mynd. Eusebios, 3, has /&eov. Hippokrates and Aretaios adopt

the Ionic form in a large majority of instances.

KpeWwv, formed from the strong base Kper-, which does not else-

where appear in Ionic, though well attested in the case of Arkado-

Kyprian, and perhaps not foreign to Aiolic. jc/ocWon/ occurs in Hdt.,

in Hipponax, 79, Anan., 33, Phokyl., 5 2, though in these poets the

reading Kpecra-otv is disputed by some Mss. Theognis, 218, 618, 631,

996, has /c/oeWcov ;
which is sufficient authority to justify Renner's

displacement of KpaWwv, 1074, 1173. I hold fast to my assertion

(Diphthong El, p. 58) despite the objections urged against it, A.J.P.,

VIII, 98, that it is impossible for yod with tau to have become

1
pefav appears upon a Tegean inscription, B. C. H. XIII, 281.
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o-cr, and at the same time to have changed c to a in the preceding

syllable. Hippokrates and Aretaios have KpeWw, a form which

recurs in Euseb. Mynd., 10, 62, though the Mss. of the Neo-Platonist

has fjitifav. In the letters of Hippokrates the Ionic form has been

carefully imitated (1722. :.:> 27.4)'

s, e < >s, see under Prepositions. The genuine Ionic form ap-

pears to be e, though a's is not unknown, a? in Ionic contains a

spurious, in Aiolic a genuine, diphthong.

Kvrrepos, an aromatic plant used by the Skythians for embalming,

Hdt., IV, 71. Whether this is connected with the marsh plant,

, II., XXI, 351, is doubtful.

i/wTcs, Chios, 1 74 B 14; Sc'&xi, 8eao-0cu, SegA^ou,

s, in Hdt.
; a7ro'8eis, Euseb. Mynd. 25, but <u/a8aa-

i, 31) is to be separated from Seticvv/u, and compared with doceo^

The poets offer no example of ScWiyxi (8ei'a, Solon, 10, cSae,

Theog., 500). G. Meyer's suggestion (Gramm. 115, note) that

SciSe'xarai is connected with doceo and 8eai, etc., is scarcely to

be accepted.

?py<o
= apyo) (the distinction between eipyco and eipyco is late and

fanciful). Hdt. uses pyo> (aTrepy/xeVoi/, a,7rpcu, Karepyoi/res, etc.,

Bredow, p. 153), and not ctpyw
2 or ee'pyw. e^eipyov, V, 22, is due

apparently to the variable augment of
/>yo>,

and need therefore not

be classed with *arapyi/ucri, IV, 69, aTrapyoucra, IX, 68, where the

M-. unite in demanding a form stamped as un-Herodotean by all

other passages. In Homer both eipyw and eVpyw are well estab-

lished, hence a change of r^A.e /w,e etpyovo-i to r?}A. /x' eepyovcn is not

advisable.

NOTE. I have tentatively explained the interrelation of fipyta and tf'pyw as

follows: t1pyu contains a prosthetic vowel that appears upon the weakening
of the base ftpy to Fipy through influence of the accent, eepyu is perhaps a

contaminated form, with the prosthetic vowel that is in place originally in the

weak form above. Schulze, A'. Z. XXIX, 235 protests against this explanation.

14. Varia.

The e in c'&uflpaTreuoi/Tos, Mylasa, 248^, is a prefix to help out

as representative of the Old Persian x*. Wiese, B. B., V, 90, sug-

1 So far as I am aware no scholar has accepted the conclusions of Moller in

rc^.irrl to 8hm/M*, K. /,., XXIV, 462.
2 Anan. 3, has KaBttp^at, a doubtful form. Theognis, 686, 710, 1180, has

which I would not change with Renner.
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gests that e- is due to a popular etymology which connected the word

with the preposition. Cf. ecraTpa,7rewvTos, C. I. G., 2919, Tralles
;

e^o-arpaTr?;?, Theopompos, Lobeck, Ell., I, 144. A parallel example
from Attic is 'E^UTTCTCUWV, C. I. A., Ill, 1119, for EuTrertucov, C. I. A.,

I, 243.

The vowel I (short t) .

15. Ionic I = E of other dialects.

E -f <r + consonant -f- t becomes t
1
in to-rt^ in the Ionic of Homer

and of Hdt., as in other dialects. Cf. /no-nav, Arkad.,
e

lo-<rricue[i]os,

Thessal., 'lo-oriat&xs, Boiot. and Doric (Lokrian, Kretan, Syrakusan,

Heraklean), Aiolic and Attic alone having preserved the e vowel here.

In Hdt. we find rru, I, 176, 'Icrrt^;, II, 50, lo-nrjTopiov, IV, 35,

, I, 35, lo-Tt-fjorQaL, V, 2O (cf. the v. L), toTTtrj VI, 86 (8) for the

of L. Greg. Corinth., p. 500, quotes en-wri-tos. The editors of

Hdt. have now removed all cases of eo-r- from the text, even 'lo-natev?

having been substituted for 'Ecrr-, though attested by Plutarch. Cf. the

variation between Homeric 'lo-rt'cuav and Apollodoros' 'Eo-riaiav.

In (rweoTifl, VI, 128, the Mss. have -ear-. For various conjec-

tures, see Stein, ad loc. Bechtel Thas. (L), 18 B 10) writes

e before a- -f- cons., when the latter is not followed by i, does not

become i; e.g. eueo-rai, Hdt., I, 85, dTrecrroi, IX, 85.

NOTE. A nominative ipris= C/JTJS (Thessal.) is assumed by Baunack, K. Z.,

XXVII, 565; and for ipcvts, Ipccs is substituted by the same scholar in Hdt.

IX, 85.

16. Ionic I = El of other dialects.

See under I, 65, for cases of itacism in Ionic. Sections 44, 46,

will discuss the interrelation of -ly and
-eir/.

No cogent instance

can be adduced of an itacistic change of -a^ to -fy in any older

period in the history of Ionic.

uceA.05 varies with el/ccAo? in the Mss. of Hdt. as in those of Homer.

I have shown in A. J. P., VI, p. 439, that the t of the form uceAos is

not descended from the of euceAos by the merging of e + i to I, and

by the weakening of this I to t. u<eA.os is = *(e)i/ceAo's (cf. d<

Stein has euceAo?, Ill, 81, euceAa, VIII, 9, Trpoo-a/ceAa, III, HO, Tjy

1 Cf. Collitz, A. J. P., VIII, 216, who suggests that the change is late. It is

certainly confined to certain dialects.
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, IV, 61, 7rpo<rtKcAo9, IV, 177. The Et. Mag. 2972*, states that

is the correct form, though tKcXos often occurs
;
and that in

composition the form with t is alone admissible. This testimony is

not authoritative for the fifth century. In Homer /rtkeAo? occurs 1 7

times, while /ru'/ccAo? has the v. 1. i/<eA.os 16 times. From the Mss. of

Lukian we cannot learn what form the satirist used. Hippokrates,

Aretaios, and Uranios prefer the i form, which is doubtless to be

adopted in the Dca Syria, 33, 40.

The existence of parallel forms in a and t in the name of Poseidon,

and in names derived therefrom, does not substantiate the presence

of itacism in this word. Hdt., VII, 115, has IloariSrjiov, III, 91,

Uoo-iSrj'ov with Iloo-eiS/jiov as v. L The Ionic name of the Deity in

Hdt. is IltxreiSeW (12 times). Cf. also lloo-aSowr/r?;?, I, 167, and

Iloo-aSuwos, I, 71, 85. On the Archilochean Iloo-eiSaan', see above,

under E, n. Archilochos has Iloo-eiScov, or perhaps Iloo-aSson/,

ep. 114.

As regards the inscriptions, which speak with greatest authority in

cases similar to this, their testimony is as follows :

( IIo<ra<Wio[v], 15337, Smyrna.

<-

"
1 3 ^o, IT, is, Olbia.

Thasos (Louvre), lOj,,

,
206 B 31, Eryth.

, 240 2S , 47 ,
Halik.

,
Thasos (Louvre) 2 n .

15332, Smyrna.
"

i77 17 ,
Chios.

IToo-tSetbv, Jahrb. fur Phil. Suppl.

Vol. V, 487, No. 47, and Vol.

X, 29, No. 21.

, 234 B 34, Perinthos.

196:,, Maroneia. C'f.

the form 4n Hdt.

,
206 A 46, Erythrai.

The Attic month Iloo-aSsujv appears thus in the Ionic form, lloo-i-

(Clodius, Fasti lonici} .

As regards the age of the inscriptions, the only inscription with t,

dating certainly before 400, is that from Maroneia, 1965, the others

with i being later
;
while those with are not older than the bulk of

those with i. Chronological considerations do not therefore make
in favor of the origin of the forms with t from those with a. I )i

-

spite the obscurity which attends this word (cf. Prcllwitz, B. B., IX,

331), it is evident that the variation between and t, which is con-

fined to no single dialect, must depend upon stem-gradation. On
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this view the et and t stand in no immediate personal relation to

each other.

The i of IIco-io-TpaTos, Samos, 225, does not necessitate the as-

sumption of itacism, though its quantity is not certain. Cf. IIio-i0eos

in Delphic, Ilio-ias, IInSiopa, etc.

17. Varia.

1 . Iota and alpha are not phonetically related
; hence, SivtoTn? and

^avd-n-r] (Schol. Ap. Rh., II, 946) are not connected.

2. The form yeta for vyUia. is found, Olbia, 129 u (imperial period).

I do not discover any occurrence of vyla < vyiaa, or of vyU(i)a.

is the regular Attic form upon inscriptions. See 45 A.

THE VOWEL O.

18. Ionic O = A of other dialects.

On a = o in forms in 'Apro-, app<o8*<o, etc., see above 4, on 000

69.

Examples of op, po = ap, pa, are very rare : Bporaxou, 117 Panti-

kapaion and Ephesos (Wood's Discoveries, App. 2, No. 2). Hippo-
krates used /?orpa^os for /Jpdra^os, so we are informed

;
and ^pora^o?

is further supported by the Hesychian gloss (s. v.) and by the Et.

Mag. 2i4 4;; ,
where the form is quoted from Xenophanes

1 and Aristo-

phanes. The dialects of Lesbos, Boiotia, and Thessaly are generally

held to evince a strong predilection in favor of the weak op, po,

but Brugmann (Grundriss, I 292) makes mention only of Lesbic

and Boiot. forms. I have, however, shown A. P. A., XVIII, 104, 159,

that it is inadvisable, if not futile, to attempt to set up such a restric-

tion. Bpora^os was the name of a Gortynian worthy of an epigram

from the great Simonides (127), though the substitution of po for pa is

not elsewhere attested as a peculiarity of Kretan speech. At best /3po'-

ra^o? can have been but partially adopted by Ionic. According to

the express testimony of the scholiast on Iliad, A 243, Eustath. II.,

468.9, and Greg. Corinthius, 414, the Herodotean form was ^a(9pa/co?,

a form not adopted by Stein (IV, 131, 132). Cf. Roscher in Curtius'

Studien, IV, 189, whose etymological combinations are somewhat out

of date, German kr'dte being the phonetic equivalent.

^V fidrpaxov "laves. Bergk.
4 does not register the word.
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Sim. Amorg. 21= Attic TrapSa/cds. Archilochos (140)

has, however, TrupSaKos.

The form KaAArTporo[s] has been adduced from one of the Sty-

raian lead tablets as proof of the influence of Boiotian vocalization

upon the dialect of Styra. In Bechtel, No. 19^,,, we read -o-rpAr

clearly enough, Vischer's -o-rpO being incorrect. All other examples
of the supposed interdependence of Boiotian and Styraian have in

like manner been deprived of their validity upon more careful exam-

ination of the evidence. In Styra we have Srparwi/ i9 4]6 .

The inscriptions offer several instances of a preference for the o

sound :

"Oo-raKos, Delos, 55 L, has been identified by Bechtel with do-raKo's,

lobster. The form oara/cds comes to light in Aristomenes, FO^T., 2,

and is quoted by Hesychios. It occurs also in Athenaios. Cf. Sturz,

de dialecto Mac. et Alexandr., p. 70, who held that oo-raKos was

Alexandrian.

With Koj/Aocrapv/;, Phanagoreia, 167 cf. Ka/xacrap^, a queen of

Bithynia, C. I. G., 2855. See Dittenberger, Syll. 104^

'Ep/xwvoTo-a , Chios, 174 A 2
,
4 ,

a locality in Chios. With this com-

pare 'Ep/xwi/ao-o-a, name of a woman and also of several cities.

19. Varia.

eovrwi/, Panionion, 144 (=C. I. G., 2909), an inscription but in-

differently written.

cVrovtfa, Oropos, i8 17 , whereas Sim. Amorg., 23, has eVrat)0a, Hdt.

ivOavra.. This and the preceding example present no slight difficul-

ties, since in no Greek dialect is there a well-attested instance of an

interchange of av and ov. These forms may be rescued on the view

that it shows the influence of other pronominal forms (euros, eV

Tourcp). See 124.

N' > IK. A variation between d and o exists in the case of xM"^c "> Hdt., II,

125, where dz have xo/*^c"i a form attacked by Cobet (Varia. Lcct., 89)

and expelled by him from Kratinos, Xen. (flellen., VII, 2, 7), and Aristotle.

20. O in Ionic = E in other dialects.

Kvapot/riow, name of the month in Samos, Kyzikos (Reinach, Traite,

p. 489), also Attic (Berichte der Berl. Akad., 1859, p. 739). Cf.

Ilmi/o/'ioV. See Schmidt's Chronologic, p. 458, Brtigmann's Gr. Gr.

p. 32 note.
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The old ablaut of /repy (-/ropy) occurs in 'A^var;; 'Opyai/y;?, Delos, 54.
Cf. Hesychios, S. V. 'Opyaj/r; :

17 'A.6rjva, TJV KOL ^pyavrjv a TO rail/ Ipycuv

Aeyovo-iv. The same form of the name has come to light in Athens,
Bull. dell, instit. di Corr. Arch. 1874, 107. Cf. opyavov, and later,

with its e from epyov. See 162.

21. O in Ionic = OY of other dialects.

The Samian inscription. No. 220, has the new forms oAopyous, 1. 23,

oAopyow 22, 30, aXopyrjv 15, 1 6, aXopyd 36, aAopya? 28, and Trapa-

Aopys? 21
;
with which compare the Attic aXovpyfc and Tmi/aAovpyea,

Xenophones, 3 3 . dAopyos is from dAo(e)pyos, Bechtel, ad loc^ Smyth,
A. P. A., XVIII, 159. Cf. 162, 179, on the contraction of O-f E.

On the Ionic ouvo/xa, juowos, OuAv/ATros, see under OY.

22. O in Ionic == OI of other dialects.

From Roehl, 501,.= Roberts, 148 (Kyzikos), Seo-TroV^o-tv
= Attic

Sso-TTOiVai? according to the commentators, we might conclude that

Ionic o was here = Attic 01. No such interrelation of o and 01 is

known. It is possible that the o is due to SecrTror^s, etc.
;
but Ost-

hoff's attempt to connect -Trou/a and irorvia (*potniia, *-7rorvia,

*-7rovi/ia, *-7rona), which still awaits confirmation, does not provide

us with the "
fitting key

"
to explain the appearance of o in a

SIOTT
01/17.

On anaptyctic i in Tpoi^vio?, see under OI, 97.

23. Varia.

The assumption of hyphaeresis of o in Hdt. /3or)06s is rendered

easier if we recall the Homeric oySoov, 287. With (3or)66<s, cf.

&opv6$, Ileipiflo?, etc. No dialectal dividing line can here be estab-

lished. See G. Meyer, Gram in., 152.

On the change of o to v in Euboian Ionic, see under Y. On the

substitution of o for the v of av, ev, see under these diphthongs.

Short Y.

24. Ionic Y = O of other dialects.

The change of O to Y is attested to a limited extent in Ionic :

Upon a Kymaian inscription (Bechtel, 3 A = Roberts, 177 A) we

find HYIIY (wrv) twice
;
from which it is clear that of the lonians,
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the Chalkidians l had not adopted the later u. Other instances from

Euboian Ionic of a similar retention of the I.E. phonetic value of v

as // do not stand on so sure a footing, though Wilamowitz, Horn.

Unttrsuch., p. 288, claims that the modern names Kuma and Stura are

living witnesses to a pronunciation which held ground throughout the

Ionic period of the epos, and in fact to the rise of Attic supremacy
in Greece proper ;

while in Asia Minor v had become u before the

year 500. The Styraian Me'rvtfco?, 1970, may stand for Meroucos ; but

it is at best a doubtful form which has illegitimately been used to

show the connection between Boiotian and Euboian Ionic.
2 No in-

terrelation of O and Y need be assumed on the score of Ke^aAoV^s,

Styra, 19217.218 (Ke^oXos i9.ji: :_217),
or of ^lAvnys iQsss, since names in

-vrr;, etc., are primitive. Cf. 3>tAvra, Kyrene, C. I. G., 5143, 3>iAura',

Delos, C. I. G. 2310. "OAo/zTTos, occurring in C. I. G. 8412, an

apparently Ionic inscription, is of doubtful validity.

As regards the Ionic of the mainland, we have but slender support
for the assumption that the old v was retained, pv<v, in Hipponax,

132, and worn, Hdt, IV, 70, are the only examples from literature

of the change of o to v. In Phokaia v was pronounced as //, if we

may judge from 'YeArjrwv 172.,, about 350 B.C. Hyele = Velia, the

Oscan name being spelled with V, which the colonists reproduced by
their Y (Hdt, I, 167).

That o became v in awn^n/nys, Teos, 156 B 4, is not proven.

Cf. Chalkedon. cuo-i/woWe?, C. I. G., 3794, with t perhaps from v as

in 'Ao-rt/xa^os, R. M., XXXV, 358. Cases of t arising from an v, which

is itself from o, are far to seek.

There is no change of o to v in oVv/xa, found in KAcoji/u/xo;, Smyrna,

153,9, 'EKttTtoi/v/ios, Eryth, 206 A 15, KAeiTwi/u/txos, Thasqs (L.), 8,

IIv&uw/Mos, Thas. (L.) 10,., B. v occurs in this word and its congeners

in Aiolic, Boiot., Thessal., Phokian, Delphic, Aitolic, in Aigina and Seli-

nus, and is pan-Hellenic in ai/covu/xo? and evwi/u/io? (Eph. 145). The

extensive geographical reach of the forms with v, and the undeviating

writing dvoW/nos, render the assumption not improbable that the

forms in v are original, those in o later. If the o forms are original,

there can be no doubt that the vowel interposed between the nasals

was in a pre-historic period closed, the first o remaining open.

On the substitution of o for the v of av, cv, see under the head of

these diphthongs.

TTJJ iv 'OrtKla, Xa\Ki9iK^s mfacwr, Thuk., VI, 4.
2
Kyprian Sreur/wiKor Meister (G. D. II. p. 19) is not above suspicion.
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25. Ionic Y = I of other dialects.

SvKeevo-iv, on the stele of Sigeion Bechtel, 103 = Roberts, 42 A 10.

In the Attic part of the inscription we find
iStyeveZo-i. The v is

doubtless older since it is found on the epichoric document. The
two forms are then interrelated as fivflXtov pifi\iov} TwSapiSav Tu/Sapi-

Sav Roehl, 62 A, and KwSu?}? and KivS}? on the Attic tribute lists.

Iota does not pass into v in any Greek word.

Hdt. has /?v'/3A.os, /3v(3Xivos, (3v(3Xtov. A complete mustering of the

occurrences of these words in Stein's edition shows that the chief sup-

port of the forms with i is derived from Mss. P. R., while in one-

seventh of all passages there is no variant. I conclude, therefore, that

Bredow's distinction between ftiBXiov, fiiftXos (notione charta scripto-

riae, libelli) and f3v(3Xos (notione libri conticis papyri) must fall to the

ground, and that the Ionic of the fifth century preferred, if it did not

recognize exclusively, the forms with v. The variants in favor of i

are due to the scribes rather than to the influence of such actual

forms in t as we find as early as 400 B.C. in Attic (C. I. A., II,

Add., i B 25 ; Mitth., VII, 368, concerning the Attic cleruchs in

Samos, 346 B.C.). The forms in t continue in Attic inscriptions

until the second century B.C., after which fivftXiov is the normal

form. See Birt's Buchwesen, p. 12.

[jioXvftSos, Hdt., I, 1 86, III, 56, has the variation /xoA.i/3Sos, a form

that does not find any support in the Attic /xoXty3[8tui/], C. I. A., II,

476 4 ..j,
or in any other inscriptional form. That the t form elsewhere

forced an entrance at an early period should not mislead us as

regards Ionic.

In a Halikarnassian inscription (Bechtel, No. 241) we read

HMY2K, which Bechtel transcribes ^(i)o-(v). This is possible,

though the occurrence of ij/xvo-v upon Attic inscriptions (C. I. A., II,

i7 45)
and elsewhere, e.g. Delos (B. C. H., II, 580), renders the at-

tempt to rescue this form for Ionic not overbold. Cf. Meisterhans,

p. 22, Blass, Aussprache? p. 40. r//j.tcrv
occurs on a late inscription

from Thasos, 721,-, upon one from Teos, 15804, and in Sterrett, Wolfe

Expedition, III, 335. The forms in iota are the more primitive,

those in upsilon being due to an assimilation which could take place

in Greece only at a period when the inherited tendency to avoid a

succession of v's was no longer felt.
1

1 In Attic the iota held its ground in those forms which show no v in the

endings.
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On aurv/xnyTiys see above 24. Ionic here preserves the original

v in the Tean CUCTV/AVT/TI/S, 156 B 4 ;
and it is to the influence of Ionic

that is due cuo-v/xi/ciras in Cherson. Taur., whereas aicrt/mvaTa? is the

irian orthography (Selinus, Chalkedon, Selymbria). Bechtel,

C. D. I., 3016, conjectures that the change between the weak vowels

r and i ensues when p originally proceeded the strong vowel
(

( )n a supposed change of a to v, see above 5.

THE LoN(r VOWELS.

26. A.

The three subdivisions of Ionic uniformly present A in place of

that H which is specifically Attic. An Ionic d in Homer, though

supported by Brugmann, Gr. Gram., 10, must be held to be inde-

fensible. Nor on the other hand does the constitution of the Ho-

meric poems permit us to assume that KdAos is Doric (King-Cookson,

p. 184). See Bechtel, Phil. Anzeiger, 1886, 20 ff.

27. The dialect of Styra it has been alleged, offers instances of an

original Hellenic A, due to the influence of the speech of Boiotia.

Names of lonians may assume, it is true, a form inconsistent with the

laws of Ionic, but this happens solely when a special reason exists.

Compare for example the names of the children of Kimon, where

political preferences have dictated a nomenclature alien to Attic. In

all other cases it must be denied that Ionic can admit a thorough-

going contamination of its phonetics from the influence of a neigh-

boring speech centre. The examples from the lead tablets are worthy
of registration. Cf. Bechtel, Ion. I/isch., p. 36.

^Koirdvo)p 1 9.-loo, to be read 2/<o7ruvSpos.

-avri8a[s] i9 ieo,
to be read 'Ai'riu[p?7s].

Av<royopas 19244, an uncertain reading.

AaoKpanys I9 :!9 |, to be read Afc^/cpar???, since E and A are not

infrequently confused in the tablets.

\ 'i/jtXao? 194^4, to be read Xapi'A.(e)<i>?.

Ao^dyo? 19, is based upon the Lakonian Aoxayos, which is in

Attic, too, a loan form. Hdt. uses Xo^y^V&y).
'EoWa? 19,1,1 is no name at all, which may be said of Lenormant's

In Roberts, 189 F, upon a vase from a colony of Chalkis,
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we read AtVc'^s, and upon a Thasian inscription in the Louvre
(35),

Au/r/o-ir/s. Bechtel, 12, has AiVeTyrwj/, from Ainea.

Ad/xaperos, cited by Karsten, p. 18, is in reality A^/xap^ro?, and is

so read by Bechtel, i9 180 .

Etyya/xoi/ev's 19.500 is read by Bechtel H^ye/xovevs. This and Aa/xa-

peros are due to Lenormant.

28. The retention of a in Hdt. occurs in the names of non-Ionic

personages, which are of Doric stock. As Gramm. Meerm. states

(649) : TO. ei? as A^yoi/ro, ovo/txara, lav /XT)
wcrt AtopiKa, ets 77? TptTrovaiv

(loves), a statement which must not be twisted so as to give life to a

Doric KaXos in Homer. The following are instances of proper
names with a in Hdt. :

*Ay6?, VI, 65, the Spartan. It is noticeable that PIdt. uses the

Ionic form of the adj. ^Trap-ri^r?^. Cf. 'Hy^o-t'Aecos, VII, 204.

, VIII, 137, an Argive, VIII, 139, a Makedonian
;
but

, IX, 26, a Tegean.

'A/capi/civ, I, 62 ; 'A/capi/avi^, II, 10.

'ATTI&XVOS, the Thessalian river, VII, 129 ; but 'HTTI&XJ/OS, VII, 196.

'Api'cr/?a, I, 151, a city in the Troad =
'Api'cr/ify,

B 836. The proper
form may, however, be *Apio-/?a ;

so Strabo, XIV, 635. Eustathios

distinguishes between two cities, 'A/atcr/?^ and 'Apur/fo.

'Apto-reas, VII, 137, a Korinthian. Cf. 'Apio-re^?, IV, 13, from

Prokonnesos.

FuyaSas xpwosi I> J 4- This apparently irregular form (Fi/y^s else-

where) is explained by the statement of the historian : VTTO AeA<o>i/

/caXeerat TuyaSas TTI TOU di/a^cVros CTrcovv/xt^v.

Av/xavarai, V, 68, a Doric tribe.

Kpa0is, I, 145, a river in Achaia and also a river near Sybaris,

V, 45.

Names in -Aaos. Meve'Aaos of a Xt/x^i/, IV, 169, and MeveAaoi',

VII, 169 ; 'Apxe'Aaoi, V, 68
; Aao8a/xa9, a Phokaian, IV, 138, an Aigi-

netan, IV, 152. Hdt., however, is not consistent in writing Ni/coAew?,

VII, 134, and NtKo'Xas, VII, 137, though a Spartan is referred to.

Furthermore, we have Aa/cpu/?;?, a Lakedaimonian, I, 152; Aa<av>7?,

an Arkadian, VI, 127 ; AaS'/o;, a woman of Kyrene, II, 181.

Cf. the forms of Xaos IT, 30. A perfect dichotomy of the dialects

as regards names in -Aaos is clearly impossible, in view of the fact that

even Attic citizens before the year 500 B.C. bear names formed from

this form of the word, the right to use Aetos having been confined to

the tribe Leontis. That -Aao? was also in use among the lonians is
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clear from its occurrence upon a Chian inscription, 177 , 4 , -ro'Aaos, 1. 14

(Ae<oo-y8eo[s] in 1. 3).

*(Vearai, VII, 73.

aTai, IV, 148, but VIII, 73, HapwpefjTai.

I, 92. Cf. also Tlpovrjir).

e'u, VIII, 32, a peak of Parnassos.

*Yo>ai, V, 68, from Sikyon.

<iA.aova, VIII, u, despite -aw generally becomes -eon/ in Hdt.

Cf. Ma^awy in Homer = Ma^eW, Thasos (Louvre), io n . Cf. 3>iAew-

ri8[c]os, Thasos, 73. Hdt. has oTrdW, V, in.

XapaSpa, in Phokis, VIII, 33. So Stein, Bredow XapdSprjv. So

also, xa.pa.8pav, IX, I O2. Cf. 3.

Xoipcarcu, V, 68, from Sikyon.

Besides these names we have several which show -us in the nomi-

native case preceded by a consonant ('AptdVras, 2i'*as, Avpas, Avpa?)
which are inflected -a, -a, -ai/. Proper names in

-er;?
and

-1775
are the

rule, with but few exceptions ('A/norreas, VII, 117).

Herodotos' treatment of the names of non-Ionic persons and

places is tolerably elective. In a considerable number of instances

where we might expect a thoroughgoing Dorization he surprises us

by such lonisms as :

AewviBrjs, Aeou/^ariys, Acvrv^t^s (a form that occurs in Timo-

kreon, 1 2 ). Meve'Xecu? he occasionally uses despite McveAaov, VII, 169.

By a reverse process we have 'Apio-roAcuSeeo, I, 59, an Athenian.

Again, the island is called
77/377,

its founder, TJpas. The leader of

the colony never occurs in any writer in the form 077/3775. 'A^v, VI,

127, is the inhabitant of the Arkadian 'Aavia
; 'Enr^i/e?, VII, 132, etc.,

despite the frequent names in -Sves ; Teyoy, StKcX^v, 'SiKavirjv, VII, 1 70.

29. Retention of a in proper names occurring outside of Herodo-

tos. In poetry, see on Iloo-etSdW, under the vowel E, n.

Upon a Halikarnassian inscription, 240.^, we read 'loVci/os ; 'AenWos,

lasOS, 104 , 6, Iloiao-o-iW, Keos, 47 ,
Ilotao-o-av 47 n . Cf. Ilotr/o-o-toi, Ditt.,

Syll., 63^, time of the second maritime league ; A^/Acui/eYr/s, Amorg.,

29, but Evflu'Sa/xo?, Klazom. Le Bas, Voy. Archeol., Ill, i, No. 186.

Nat?, Roberts, 190, II F, Xwpa 190, 1 K, Ta^u/roVr/? 191, on Chalkidian

vases. See K. Z., XXIX, 390.

NOTE. The usage of Attic prose inscriptions may here be noted. In the

fifth century we find both the epiehoric and the Attic names of tributary states

(Hermes, V, 52). In the fourth century the tendency to permit the adoption

of the epichoric name seems to be stronger.
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30. A < d/r.

Ados < *Ad/ro?.

Homer has Ado?, Adoo-o-o'os, and in proper names AdoSa/xeta, etc.
;

in 'Aye'Aews and n^i/e'Aews
!

;
and Ar/ds, incorrectly transcribed in

s (A^OKpiro?) and AeiojS^s (A^oiSr;? < Au^ro + /raS^s). Of

these, the first form has found an echo in Ionic poetry : Archil.,

Xapt'Aae, 79 (paroemiacus and ithyphallicus, Flach, Gr. Lyrik, p. 228).
The reading is not perfectly certain, Aelian having XaptoW. Cf.

Xapi&ivTiSi/s, a Thasian name, Bechtel's Thas. Inschr., p. 8. loAao?

1193 (a hymn of uncertain metrical reconstruction) f Kallinos, Aao>

1 1 8 ; Tyrt., AaoV 1 1 13 , Aaou's 1 2 , 4 ; Xenoph., Aaotcrt 2 15 ; Theog., Aaoi 53,

776, \ao<j)06pov 781. These forms are not Ionic.
3 Genuine Ionic is

AT/OS, the oldest Ionic form of the word known to us, preserved in

Hipponax, 88, and in Hdt., A^iVov, VII, 197 (A^iVoi/ KoAeovo-i TO

Trporavrfiov ot 'A^atot).
4

Cf. ATJITO? in Homer, XIII, 91, and Pott,

K. Z., VII, 324. With Aryo's, cf. v>/ds in Hdt. and woMJova, Archil., 76.

This Ayyds became Aews in later Ionic
;
in Miletos, at least, shortly

after the year 600 B.C. ('Ava^t Aews, Becht., No. 93). Aeco? is the form

in Hdt., though we find Arjo's, V, 42, AaoV, IV, 148, which Stein refuses

to accept. Aao^o'pwv, I, 187, exists parallel to Aewcr^eVepov, IX, 33,

though the testimony is so greatly on the side of Aews that a fair view

will not regard harshly the attempt to make Herodotos uniform in his

adoption of this form.

When f disappeared after a, its disappearance was not signalized

by the lengthening of the vowel (detvao?, Hdt., I, 93, 145 ;
Attic

i/aw = Aiolic vavco) . Hence, when in Ionic a appears, it is clear that .

we must distinguish between such poetical forms as deuro, Theog., 4,

cf. Od., 17, 519, and such prose forms as 'Aiufys. In Ionic poetry

the short a appears in 'Ai'&xo, Theog., 244, 427, 906, 'AtSew 703, 726,

802, 1014, 1124, Solon 24 8 ; 'At8/;v, Tyrt., i2 38
= Mimn. 2 14 .

v
Ai'So?,

Theog., 914, has d.

In but two iambic passages (Simon. Amorg. 1 10 7 m ) do we find

traces of 'AiS^s. In both passages the a falls under the ictus, a fact

which seems to suggest the Homeric usage, which is as follows : "Ai'Sos

1 See K. Z., XXVII, 266.

2
'I^Aaos, Acharn., 867, Eurip. uses both 'I^Aaos and 'l6\fcas. 'loAoos on a vase

(Klein, Vasen? 206, i), which shows mixed dialect ('I^Aaos Mavia by the side

of Meydpr] 'AA/c^^r?). Cf. K. Z., XXIX, 400.
3 This is not disputed by the Chian, -roAooj I77 14 as has been shown, n.

It is noteworthy that Aaos does not occur in the iambics of Archilochos.

4 Et. Mag. 562 53 .
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(Iliad nine times, Od. four times), elsewhere a (so 'At&ys, V 395, IX

158, etc.).

Hesiod always has u, and the Homeric Hymns, except in one pas-

sage, IV, 348, where 'AiSr; is read by Gemoll. Hdt. has 'AiSr/;. In

Aiolic and Doric the a is invariably short. So, too, in words derived

from the same base. See 142.

It has been widely held that 'A 1877? is derived from a -f- p<&-, and

that the passages in Homer where the a is long, represent av, p having

been vocalized. There is no objection to this explanation, so far as

it goes. The difficulty lies in the Attic "AiS/;? (aSr;?), which cannot

have arisen either from a/rtS- or d/rtS-. Since the Attic and Homeric

forms cannot be dissociated, it is best to regard each as descended

from cu/riS- (cf. Kao>, act) . This of course necessitates the abandon-

ment of the old-time etymology whereby 'A 18775 is the unseen god.

cu/riS- may be connected with euei or with ala. See Wackernagel, K. Z.,

XXVII, 276. On this view "Ai'Sos is the older, "Ai'Sos the younger,

form
;
and the apparently isolated cases in Simonides Amorg., are

brought into line.

31. A<av5.

7r<ra<*7rai/Tia may serve to illustrate the existence of that a in

Ionic-Attic which did not suffer the change to
rj

at the time when

*7rdvria became -rraa-a. When there arose the tendency to substitute

a lighter form for the disyllabic *7rai>Tia, or to expel v before sigma

(whether proethnic or from TI), the law according to which d has be-

come
77

in Ionic had ceased to exist, having extended its operations

throughout the length and breadth of the dialect. A Tnja-a or r^s for

ray? was thus rendered impossible. So, too, with names in -Sd/xds.

In this connection it is noteworthy that Kallinos, I lc ,
has 2/ATrds,

whereas Homer has
I/XTTT/S ;

forms not to be derived immediately
from Tras, despite Zvirao-i, adj., C. I. G., I, 1625^. The latter form

does not occur outside of the epic. Brugmann, Gr. Gr., p. 225,

connects -7ra- with KVC'W through *v-a-, and thus regards t/xTra?

either as a genitive or as a petrified instrumental with the sigma

of ablative adverbs. This -Trd- does not seem to be associated

with Kyprian TTCU. I know of no other case where sigma has

attached itself to an instrumental.
tf/xTrrjs

in Homer should be

reflected by C/XTTT;? in Kallinos, as I am aware of no reason for

expelling the Homeric form in favor of the Aiolo-Doric (or Attic)
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32. A<av/r.

Ion, <01i/a> = Attic (f>6avo).

33. A in the forms of the Comparative degree.

/aSAAov, for which one might expect *fjt,fj\\ov, if the form with AA

was formed before or during the period in which proethnic A became

H in Ionic-Attic. The force of analogy has, however, substituted

for the old comparative */xeAAov (melius) the form /xoAAov, which

arose at a period when a no longer became
t)

in Ionic-Attic. The

proportions ra^a, ra^to-ra : Oacrcrwv and eAa^tcrTa : eAa<7<Toov might have

given us first /xaAAov, then /xaAAov for /x/tov. The difficulty, which is

not recognized by King-Cookson, p. 364,* is that Oao-crw and eAdcro-wv

are themselves associative forms, whose priority to /xSAAoi/ is not made

out on other grounds than the desirability of using them to account

for /uaAAov. /xaAioi/, Tyrt., 1 2 6,
is hysterogenous, due to the parallel-

ism of rJSiov : iJSio-Ta ;
so /xaAioj/ : /txaAto-ra. Cf. Choirob., Orthog., 248,

where for /xaAtov, Harder, De alpha vocali apud Homerum producta,

p. 104, would read /xaAAov (sic)?

0aa-<ra>v, Attic OO.TTWV, with a according to Herodian, I, 523, II,

i3 13 , 942 17 ,
from *0dyx^av f r *@*7X^V w^^ a through influence of

raxa, rax^Tos. The nasal before o-o- disappears, leaving compensa-

tory lengthening.

eAu0-(raH'<*Aay;(iw for *eAey^tcov cf. eAey^toros. Cf. Schmidt, K. Z.,

XXV, 156.

*/xe'Ata>i/, ^e'y^tcov, eAeyx^wv are displaced forms which existed at a

period when I.E. A was changed to Ionic
rj.

Their displacement by
the a forms was therefore subsequent to the production of Ionic

77.

34. A in other words.

KctAo? : *KaAtos = Skt. kalya- would become KaAAos in Greek, which

by reduction of the geminated liquid should appear as *K>?Aos in

Ionic, as KaAos in Doric. Now in Homer we find KaAos without ex-

ception, a form that cannot, however, be regarded as Doric. In

Hesiod KaAog prevails in Theog., 585, W. D., 63, KaAo?. In the

lyric poets we find KaAos in the following passages : Kallinos, 2 ., ;

1
Following Osthoff, Perfectum, 450.

2 The schol. II., VIII, 353, brings forward a p.a.\\iov, which Eustathios calls

Doric.
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Tyrtaios, 4 7 , 10,, 1030*; Mimnermos, 5 3, n 4 ; Archilochos, 21 3 , 29,,

77 1 ; Simon. Amorg., 75,, 7*7 ; Theognis, 16, 242, 257*, 609, 683,

1019, 1047, 1106, 1216, 1251, 1329, 1336, 1350*, 1369* bis, 1.377;

Solon, 13^, 13*0*; Phokyl., 13,,; Anakreon, 22/63,0, 7 1
>
Oracle in

Hdt., I, 66*; cf. also Sim. Keos, 1474. On the other hand KaAd?

appears as follows: Mimn., i 6 ; Solon, 13 21 ; Theog., 17 bis, 282,

652, 696, 960, 994, 1259, 1280, 1282
; Ananios, 5-2 ;

Sim. Am. 7c7 (?) ;

Anakr. 71 ( ?) ;
Sim. Keos, 1474, 156 1 . Passages marked with a * have

the a in the arsis.

If we question the other dialects outside of Attic, we learn that

KaAd? is the prevailing form : Terpander, 6 2 ; Alkman, 35 ; Sappho,

1 9, 3, iio, 14,, 19.-, 28, 58, loi^j, 104; Praxilla, 5,. Alkman has

KuAAa = KaAu>s 98, Alkaios, KOL\LOV 134, Sappho, /caAio-r' 104.-, if

Bergk's conjecture be admitted. In the "universal melic
"

of

Simonides of Keos we have /caAds 5 7 , 3712, 40 :; , 70, in Bacchylides,

i 25. In the Attic drama we find both forms, /cdAds being the rarer

form. The lyric poets have /caAds : Ion, i 13 ; Kritias, 1 14 ,
2 U ;

and

in the Skolia, 191,2, 2O,, 2 . Plato (?) has /cdAds 8; Aischrio, i, 4 2 ,

the same form. KoAds occurs upon an epigram from Deles, 53.

If, as is held, the reduction of the geminated liquid affords an op-

portunity for a compensatory lengthening of the vowel preceding AA

(0riyA77-<cnraAAa, r/Aos< /raAAos in Hesychios' yaAAoi, KprjvY)<iKpa.vvd),

this reduction would produce *Ao;Ads in Ionic. Those who demur

to the form KuAd? in Homer have recourse to the easy expedient of

regarding this form as an incorrect transcription of KAAO2, which

they would read /caAAo's. But have we the right to assume with G.

Meyer (Gramm? 65) that wherever KoiAd? is found in the Ionic

iambic and elegiac poets this form is incorrect? Cf. Schmidt, Neutr.

p. 47.

<apos in Herodotos as in Homer, if <apos is not to be read with

Nauck. So, too, in Xenophanes, 33. See Harder, de alpha vocali,

p. 92 ff.

in Hdt., who, however, has TpiKdprjvos ; Kapd< /ca/odo-a.

in Hdt. = Skt. savayati, Lat. desivare. eaw is originally an

aorist formation, pres. scvo, aor. seva- (o-e/ra-uo) .

itfttycVrys, Hdt., II, 1 7
= epic Waiywrjs locative (Curt. Stud. VI,

384). Rutherford, Phrynichus, p. 15, classes the Wayivrp of Aischy-

los among the old lonisms of the Attic dialect. See on rjv
and

*av under Conjunctions.

, Thasos, 72 ,, ai/dXcixni/, Theog., 903. Cf. di/>/Ao>/xa, C. I. ( i.,
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2347, c. 61, 313753 =Ditt. SylL, i7i M (Smyrna), which owe their
77

to verbal influence,
77

is here not original. Even the perfect indie,

and the participle have this loan
77.

aOavdruv, Kail., i jo, Tyrt. i2 32 ,
Sol. 4.,, i3 fi4> -4, Theog. very often.

TratS'
Y

Apeo>, Archil., 48,
1

probably with a
;

cf. also Tyrt., 1 1
T . The

regular Ionic
77

would have disfigured these words. The lyric poets

have a, except Bacchyl., 36..,. Another poetical form is :

avijp, Xenoph., 6 4 , Phokyl., 152, Demod., 3, Solon, 13^ (?). Else-

where a. No form in
77 (cf. 771/0/3677)

is found.

Xenophanes, 5^, as A.dpos in Homer from *A.ao-epo's.

'

Archil., 543 (troch. tetr.), as in Homer, from *Kixavpta

Attic /ct^avw.

, Hipponax, 5 ,, 6, 7, 8,, 9, 37,, but <^ap/xaKov, 434 (= Attic

The Ionic word is not accented differently from the

Attic, according to Bergk. Ion. <^>a/)/xaKos=*^)a/o)w.a/c/ro?=</)ajo^aK(K)os.

Xa/x,a#ev is rejected by Blass, Aussprache? p. 116, in favor of ^afuu-

Otv or x^a#ev. Cf. Osthoff, Perfect., p. 597. The Mss. do not have

Xa/u,a0ev, II, 125, where xofiatfei/ is found beside xafioOcv ;
and in IV,

172, we have no authority for Stein's -^a^aOev.

The Mss. often mix Ionic
77
with Attic a after a fashion that gives

a false conception of the original dialect preferences of the poets ;

e.g., Archil., -ypavs, Ananios, avOuvs.

NOTE. Names in -as (Const. Decl.) are not contracted from -eas, but

represent, originally at least, the lengthening of the short final a of the first

member of a compound name, e.g. 'AA/cas from 'AA/fa^eVrjs; or from the length-

ening of the initial d of the second member, e.g. MoATras (MoATraSos, 163 10 ,

Abdera) from MoA7r-d7o/oas. Later on these forms were created ad libitum.

See Bechtel on No. 76, p. 60. Ionic and Attic are here parallel : cf. 'AA/cay,

C.I.A., I, 433, which cannot have originated from 'AA/ceas; Ionic Mo\7ray,

Noafft/cas, 'Upas, 0eu5as, etc. See 36.

35. H. Preliminary Remarks.

Pronunciation of ?. In the alphabet of Keos, Naxos, and prob-

ably Amorgos, Ionic-Attic
77
= a of Aiolic, Thessalian, Boiotian,

North-Greek, Arcado-Kyprian, Doric, or = e -f- a, is represented by
B or H (later) ; pan-Hellenic 77 by E. From this it is clear that

the difference in graphical representation reflects a qualitative differ-

ence in pronunciation, 77
= d or e + a, being the open e, 77

= I.E. e,

the closed long vowel.

1
Eustath., 518.^. '66fv KOLT" 'IctSa 6td\fKTOv (TreKTfivas

'
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Examples are :

Keos. Keos.

OvH, Rob., 32 A. eViySAE/xaTt, Rob., 32 A.

Amorgos. Amorgos.

/xvH/xa, Rob., 158 D. wanting.

Naxos. Naxos.

Acu/o&'/cBo, Roberts, 25. aveOEKev, Rob., 25, 26 A.

aABov, Roberts, 25. Kacnyi/ErB, Rob., 25.

Nt*ccu/8pB, Roberts, 25.

KB/?oAow, Roberts, 25 and 26 A ;

cf. also Delos, 24 A.

This accurate distinction is, however, not carried throughout the

entire history of the dialect
;
and in fact, before the adoption of the

Ionic alphabet at Athens we find instances of a confusion between

the two E sounds. Thus in Naxos eVot'Ho-Ev, Rob., 28, in Keos, Rob.,

32 A, 1. 17, we have Siapai/0Hi, 1. 23, 0ai/Hi, where we should expect
the closed e sound to be represented by E, not H. Cf. Dittenberger,

Hermes, XV, 229, Blass, Aussprachef p. 24 ff., Roberts, 33, and on

32 A, the authorities there quoted, and Karsten, p. 23.

A knowledge of the character of the
77
sound in Ionic is important,

since Merzdorf, in Curtius' Studien, IX, 202 ff., has endeavored to

establish the principle that open e < a + o becomes ea> (AT/OS, Aews),

whereas closed e (= I.E. e) + o becomes co (/iWiA^os, /?cunAe'os).

Opposed to this doctrine is the Chian TroAeco? (Becht. 174 A, 13),

a form that must be held to be genuine Ionic. See declension of

Iota stems, where the other occurrences of this form are registered.

Furthermore, "Apew, Archil., 48, is as cogent an objection to the law

of Merzdorf as is TTO'ACWS. And rjpo from pro- Hellenic avo does not

become e<o in later Ionic with consistency ;
as witness Ionic

and Hdt. VT/O? beside Aeois. Cf. Brugmann, Gr. 19.

36. Pan-Hellenic
rj appears invariably as

rj
in Ionic. The form

XpafrOai in Herodotos, and even in Attic (Mitth., IX, 289, 1. 24), is

no exception to this law. That the root of this verb is xpy (*XPr
7
10'

fuu) is elevated beyond a doubt by the forms of the Kretan, Aitolian,

Lokrian and Megarian dialects. A weaker form of xpy XP"~ (
c^

KTrj-, KTa-o/uuu), and it is this that appears in the Herodotean

and perhaps in Attic xpw/xat, xpw/Aci/os, and Messenian X/JOJVTCH,

vov?. *;(/xuo/xai is then the base of this form. A second form of XP^J-

is xp-, found in XP* ^1 (Hdt., Heraklea, Rhodes, Krete, Delphi,
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etc.). A fourth form is xpT/eo/xcu, in Boiot. xpeielo-d^, Megarian

(Chalkik.) xpTjetcrflo), and Elean XPVW' Cf. Ahrens, II, 131 ;

Meister, I, 70, 226, 297; Brugmann, M. U., I, 64; Merzdorf, C. S.,

VIII, 203, 209 ff., IX, 230, 236 ; Johansson, D.V.C., 155 ff. See 131.

Attention may here be called to that
rj,

which is produced by the

lengthening of e, the initial vowel of a word which stands second in

a compound. This initial vowel may or may not be lengthened in

the same dialect upon composition taking place. Cf. Chios, 174 C

25, avrjpiOevTos with dvepiflevro? (Homeric tpi^os) ;
also Esv^peros,

Keos, 42, not from dper^ despite the later Esvaperos, C.I.G., IV,

8578, 108, 109 (Archil., epew, 25, 68). But see WackernageFs Deh-

nungsgesefey p. 41.

37. Relation of rj
to ei. The non-diphthongal El is generally

expressed by E upon Ionic inscriptions (see below under El). Ionic

77
= (i) pan-Hellenic rj

and (2) a of other 'dialects, stands in no re-

lation to this non-diphthongal a in Ionic
;
nor is any change of

77
to

diphthongal a to be admitted. The form Krao-tW, Styra, 19^9, was

asserted by me (Diphthong El, p. 80) to be an impossible form.

The same is held to be the case by Bechtel, ad loc.
1

1 9 lw was read

by Vischer ei'crwi/, and held to be the " Boioto-Aiolic
" form for

Outran'. This is incorrect as regards the presence of a Boiotian form

upon the Styraian leaden tablets. Nor can it be justified on other

grounds. Bechtel suggests 'AAj&jtrwv ;
cf. 'AA&y/io^s, a Thasiotic

name.

38. Ionic H = A of other dialects. I.E. a is represented in Ionic

regularly by r/.

Tra/ATT^Srjv, Theog., 615, with which cf. Solon's ircirao-Ocu. (137). This

verb is, however, not in use in Ionic, which has accepted jcrao/uu.

Theog., 146, has, however, Tracra/zevos. Schmidt, Neutra, p. 411.

On noAvTra/xwv in Homer, cf. Fick, Odyss., p. 1 7 ; Wilamowitz,

Horn. Unters., 70 ;
G. Meyer, Gramm., 65 ; Johansson, D. V. C.,

p. 150. A Thessalian has the name nopc[V}o?;
from *7ra/x,cu.

17/07,
Archil, tr., 43, the only instance in Greek of the a of this

root. Cf. Skt. acus, Lat. acer. Weak form in d/covr?, a/cwv, etc.

^epos, ijipL in Hdt. with the pseudo-Ionic nominative y-yp in

Hipp. HA 6, 10, 22, 26, Aretaios, 260; ^epo? in Lukian, Hippokr.

1 Cf. Krrjo-iW 1 9 58-60, 234-236.386' Kr^ffijuos 19 57 , KTrjffts 19m , Kr-npwos I9 438,

os 19 232-236-
The a of Krdo/j.ai is ablaut of /CTTJ-. Boiot. Kreiffia'), C. D. I.,

483 =
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fp., Aretaios
; r;epi, Hippokr. Aret.

; r}e'pa, Hippokr. Aret.
; r/spiW,

Luk., de Astr., 23. The Homeric u^p has been regarded as equiv-

alent to awip = aprjp (cf. Dor. aftrjp and Aiolic avr/p).
v
At8o?, which

has been cited as offering a parallel case of the vocalization of

ap, must be classed elsewhere on account of the Attic "AtSi/s ;

see 30; so, too, diWo> cannot be explained as = autWw (Fick),

since an dpWo> would have become atrrw.
1

drjp in Attic is not

a form in accordance with the genius of that dialect. Were the a

genuine we should have to seek for a root alp. Wackernagel, K. Z.,

XXVII, 276, ventures the assertion that it is an importation of the

philosophers and the poets. While this still awaits confirmation, it

is clear that ap = Aiolic av cannot be reflected by Attic a
;

in other

words, that p upon its disappearance lengthens a preceding vowel,

must be abandoned as an inveterate superstition. Scholars have only

just learned that the loss of the palatal spirant yod does not lengthen

a preceding vowel. The momentary appearance of ap as av under

the ictus in Homer cannot cause a to be regarded as long elsewhere.

Homeric verse does not make Greek words for the dialects which live

their own life. We must always distinguish between words that have

been adopted into literature from Homer in the Homeric form and

the phonetics of the dialects which are free from such external influ-

ence.

r;epos in Herodotos is a mere reproduction of the Homeric form,

which is due to the Ionic transcribers who inconsequentially left dr/p,

but used the Ionic
77

in the genitive. Consistency had required them

to go that step farther which seems to have been taken by the Hip-

pokratean Tjrjp.

No IK. tjf'pios, Tjpt,
" cariy" are from aufffpi-. &pumv < avcrep-. These

words must he separated from a-fip, etc. Cf. Collitx, 13. B. X. 62, Brugmann in

Curt. Stud. IX. 392, and Crundr. II. 122.

39. H A of Doric, E of Attic, and of later Ionic by inetatlicsis

quantitatis.

In the Hipponaktian A^o's we have the oldest Ionic stage of pre-

Hellenic *\apw; which can be recognized upon Greek soil. Ar;o? is

found in a Ms. of Hdt., V, 42. Were it not for Aew? I, 22, II, 129,

VIII, 136, XT;OS might claim admission to the text of the historian

with the same justice as
1/7705. See 30.

, Attic arrta <^fa,ipiHi-j}.
( T. d as representative of aif in Sd-f)p=

Skt. devar-, and in ati =
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vrjos < *i/a/ro? in Hdt. and Lukian as in Archil., 5 (eleg.), with the

retention of
77, whereas, according to Merzdorf's "law" the form

should not have
r).

The Doric genitive is voids. Theognis has vav?

84, 856, 1361, in 970 A has vrjvs, though Bergk reads vavs ; vavv 68o. 1

On the other hand, 1/7709 513, vrjva-L 12, Solon, vrjt 193, vrjvo-Lv 13 u

(Mimn. 9.,). The forms in
77

deserve comment in this connection,
because of the superstition that vr/ucn' and vavtn are identical as

regards quantity. The a of VJ.VO-L is short. Cf. #acriAev? < -^s,
Zev? < ZTJVS, etc. In Ionic vrjvs the

77
is due to

vryo's vrfi instead of

vjj
is due likewise to the influence of the genitive.

40. Ionic H= A of other dialects {including Attic A after E, I, Y, P) .

1. In the endings of the Vowel Declension, and in adverbs repre-

senting petrified cases of this declension.

2. In verbal forms of the -a<o inflection, and in forms derived

therefrom.

3. In radical and thematic syllables (excluding such as may be

classed under i and 2).

4. In syllables of derivation.

NOTE. i} Attic ed is derived from f(t)jy=e(t)d. Cf. Attic Swpea < 5a>/m,
which prevaik till 268 B.C.

References for the study of the interrelation of Ionic
77

and

Attic d :

Strabo, VIII, i, 2. Ahrens, Gottinger Philol. Versammlung, 1852.

Cauer, Curt. Stud. VIII, 244, 435, and Wochenschrift fur kl. Phil.,

1887, No. 51, Curtius, in his Studien, I, 248, Brugmann, Gr. Gr.

10, Grundr. I. 104, Bechtel, Phil. Anzeiger, 1886, p. 20.

41. Preliminary Remarks. The question at issue is whether Attic

a is here original, or whether the Ionic
rj
was also Attic at some period

of the Attic dialect, and later became a. Certain scholars have

ventured to compare the instances of Elean a = pan-Hellenic rj,

despite the fact that the cases are not perfectly parallel, and that the

actual appearance of a "
hyper-Doric a

"
in one dialect is not proof

that an lono-Attic
77
became a in Attic. The dichotomy of the Greek

language into A and H dialects rests upon the assumption that at an

extremely early period d had become
77

in Ionic. It may be doubted

whether this shifting of pronunciation was in all quarters of the Ionic

world so old as is generally assumed to be the case. We have learned

1 Renner regards this form as a Dorism, but wishes to substitute vrjvs for vavs.
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to distinguish in the alphabets of Naxos, Keos, and perhaps Amorgos,
between the sign for pan-Hellenic -rj

and that for
77

d. Now the

coloring of the latter
rj, recalling that of a, makes it probable that

the substitution of
rj

for J was gradual in Ionic, and did not happen
"
at the stroke of twelve." Even though a sign was adopted dif-

ferent from the old A, the newer sign may have been pronounced
more like the Attic a, which is an heirloom from the oldest period.

Herein then is Attic more ancient than Ionic, and its a in the earliest

inscriptions speaks in favor of the retention of the original sound.

NOTE. If Attic ci arose from 77 we might expect that an older rj should be

sporadically attested, or that Attic d might be substituted here and there for

pan-Hellenic TJ. In neither case is there any support for the view that I. E.

became TJ in Ionic and Attic, and afterwards became d in Attic.

In literature the adoption of the Ionic
77

in Ionic writers dates

from a period considerably anterior to that of the inscriptions of

Keos and Naxos. Whether or not the Ionic pronunciation of a came

into existence at the time of the Ionian migration eastward is impos-

sible to state with certainty, though probability speaks in favor of

the change having taken place after the lonians had settled in Asia

Minor. 1
Cf. Ionic Mi}&x, Kypr. MO&H, Old Pers. Mada. The Ion-

isms of the Homeric poems represent in a majority of instances the

earliest form of Ionic and have, so far as the characteristic Ionic use

of
rj

is concerned, not been retouched by the Ionic Homerids of the

ninth or later centuries. This view excludes the possibility of any d's

in Homer being Ionic.

Gustav Meyer has made the statement (Gr. Gramm., XXXIII)
that the farther back we follow the history of the Attic dialect, so

much nearer does it approach to Ionic. As regards the interrelation

of a and
77

at least, whatever may be said of other points in ques-

tion (see on
rjv, e'av in Ionic under Conjunctions, Rutherford's Phry-

nichus, and Verall's remarks in J. H. S., I, 260, II, 179) it cannot be

affirmed that Meyer is correct. The Attic dactylic poetry of the

seventh and sixth centuries rigorously excluded forms of Ionic vocali-

zation. Thus in C. I. A., I, 471, which dates close upon the time of

Solon, we find d^o[pe]ai/, T/Ai/a'as. So, too, in C. I. A. r I, 463, veapdv,

irpSyfA ;
in IV, 477 K, ye/ca. This holds good of the fifth century.

Cf. KirchhofT, Hermes, V, 54, Cauer in Stud., VIII, 244-249, Kirch-

horTs remarks on C. I. A., IV, B 492, 12, and Meisterhans,
2

p. 13.

1 From this it will be clear that I do not adopt Curtius' theory of the Ionic

migration.
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42. Ending of the Vowel Declension (stems in d).

A. Masculines in -e^s, -ir/s,
are retained upon all early Ionic in-

scriptions. 'Etrve'as and Auo-ayopas, forms assumed to exist upon the

lead tablets of Styra (1919, and244 ) have been shown, 27, to lack

foundation. Cf. i9 5c , 19173 in Bechtel, AiVe'^s in Rob., 189 F, 'AVTIT/S,

Rob., 190, no. I, E. IIv0ayopas, Samos, 215 = Roberts, 156, in an

artist's signature to an Ionic epigram. Since the giver of the eiKtov

was an Epizephyrian Lokrian, Pythagores may have adopted for his

name a form in harmony with the dialect of the dedicator E.uthy-

mos. 1
Cf. the mixture of dialect at Rhegion. Whatever be the true

explanation of this form, it deserves notice that this is the earliest

example of -ayo'pa? upon an Ionic inscription. In Rob., 157, we read

[IIv]0ayop[a]9, restored on the lines of 156. A coin of Samos

(400-350) gives the genuine Ionic form UvQayoprjs, Bechtel, 226, I.

On HvOay6pr)<;, from Selybria, see Bechtel on No. 261.

-ias appears in Thasos at the end of the third century (Kpm'as
28 A 7) ; 'Hyeas in Keos, 44 B 4 ; 'EATreas, ibid., 44 B 16, an early

document perhaps of the fifth century ; 'A/oio-rayo/oa?, Thasos, 82 A 5

(225-200).
B. In feminine nouns the termination

-it] appears sporadically till

after Christ in the inscriptional monuments of the Ionic dialect (cf.

below, 43). The ingression of the Attic forms in the A declension

dates from the middle of the fourth century B.C. Thus, for example,

we have KAevTrdV/oa, Delos, 55, III, 34 (cf. VII, 27) of the third cen-

tury B.C., and apai, Teos, 158 26 , A7;/xr;T/ota, Chios, 192, vyeias, Olbia,

129,4, all inscriptions of late date. Upon an archaic vase (Roberts,

190) we find Xwpa, whose a perhaps makes for Attic provenance

(see Kretschmer, K. Z., XXIX, 398).

Aco/)o<ea, Roberts, 29, upon a stone in Naxos, is certainly not an

Ionian woman, not only on account of the a, but also on account of

the < for 0, which is not a substitution known elsewhere as Ionic

(</>
= # in Aiolic, Boiotian, and Thessalian).

"Hpas, Samos, 22O
;!(: ,

and 221 37 (about 350), whereas in 226 we

find "Up???. Cf. Greg. Corinth., 390, Gram. Meerm., 650. The
rj

form is retained upon inscriptions till a late period, though doubtless

no longer spoken. The conservative style of the inscriptions has

retained HvOayopys on coins of the empire (P. Gardner, Num.

Chron., 1882, 280).

1 Dedicators generally have the dedicatory inscription engraved in their native

alphabet; but cf. Roberts, 230, bis, for an exception.
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On -a in the poets, see below, 54 ff. The occurrences of a in

proper names in Hdt., where
77 might have been expected, have been

enumerated above under A ( 28).

43. Note on the chronology of 77 after vowels and p in Ionic in-

scriptions.

It is to be noted that upon inscriptions as late as the third century

after Christ, Ionic
77

held its ground sporadically; e.g. Keos, 52,

(in Attic even in the fourth century B.C.) ; Paros, 66,

; Istros, 135, 'lo-i-pi^ (as late as Gordianus Pius) ; Priene,

,
on a coin, Imhoof-Blumer, Monnaies Grecques, 296, No. 127

(time of Hadrian). Coins of Olbia retain
-177

till the period of Cara-

calla and Alexander Severus.
1

The inscriptions before 350 B.C. generally have the Ionic
77.

This retention of
77,

the inflection of adjectives of material in -eos,

etc., and the inflection of the Iota declension (gen. -to?), are the last

heirlooms of the Ionic dialect that were displaced by the Attic

44. In the following paragraphs we will attempt to discover to what

extent the Ionic dialect has preserved the long vowel of the suffix -ia,

which in Attic and occasionally in Ionic has been displaced by -ia.

An immediate connection, temporal or local, between Ionic and Attic

cannot be shown on the ground of this tendency, which obtains in

both dialects. Thus, the usual Attic form is a\-)j6aa, a form younger
than the "Old-Attic" a\r)0aa and the Ionic (Homeric) dA^eu?,
since it is the result of a transferring of an abstract noun with the

suffix -ta into the category of the adjectival flexion, which had -ta as

original feminine ending. Cf. also
-77177

and -eta from -77^ stems, -177

being the substantival, -ta the adjectival, ending.
2

The question of the interrelation of -177, -77177, -177
will be touched

on, 66, 101 ff. On Attic -eta and -ta, see Schanz, Plato, II, 2, p. vii.,

ff., Moiris, 19915.

45 A. Abstract feminines in
-6177

in Ionic.

Unless especially noted, no case of -eta occurs. See Choirob.,

Bekk. Anecd., IV, 1314; Hdn., II, 454*,; Fritsch, Zum Vokalismus,

etc., p. 19, etc., Bredow, 127, 188. Figures without authors refer

to Hdt.

1 Ionic forms occasionally appear in the Mss. of the New Testament. Cf. Acts

x, i; xxi, 31; xxvii, I.

2 Ionic and Attic Etfoia is older than EvQold, Hesiod, W. >., 651. Cf. tltvlav.
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Unless specially noted the forms may be referred to a nom. in -07.

dSa??, VIII, 120, but dSsiav, II, i2i (), in all Mss.

'r;, Aret., 150, 261.

I, 73, etc., as in Homer.

/, Hippokr., ep. 17..,.

,
not &\q$ifo in Hdt.

; a\r)0tir] occurs in Euseb. Mynd., 19,

21, Luk., y4j/r., i, Hipp., ep. io e ,
i2 4 , i7,,9 ,

Mimnermos 8, Iliad,

* 361, 12 407, and often in the Odyssee.

avMBziri, VI, 129, etc., Archil., 785 (Athen., -cwyv, or -aav) ; Theog.,

291, 648 (0 -HJ) ; Hipp., ep. i7.
do-eXya'r/, Hipp., ep. I7 ;!0 , 44 -

irj, IV, 135, etc., Hipp., IIA 29.

n?, III, 7, etc.

d-rcXst'i/, I, 54, IX, 73, III, 67 ;
are [X] cop/, Kyzikos, 108 B 3. This

form has been attributed by Karsten, p. 18, to that species of Ionic

which he calls Karian. 1 No other example of dreXen; occurs upon
Ionic inscriptions, though it is the regular Ionic form which has been

supplanted upon other inscriptions by the Attic dreXcta, Eryth. 199,5

(394 B.C. one of the earliest cases of the ingression of Atticisms
2

),

202 9 (350 B.C.) ; Zeleia, 114 (334 B.C.) ; Ephesos, 14713 (300 B.C.) ;

lasos, 1059 (end of fourth century),

drpocefy, IV, 152, Hipp., ep. i6 8, 17^
avrapKZir], Hipp., ep. 1737,44.

e/x/xeXen;, VI, 129, where d has ev/xeXeiav, the other Mss. IpftcXeuur.

Stein and Holder read -tiyv.

/, Hippokr., ep. 1757.

y,
Sim. Amorg., I 6 .

, I, 60, in VII, 1 6 y, R has evrjOetas, not adopted by the

editors.

7, Hippokr., ep. i2 4 ,
i6 10 .

II, 35, IV, 113; Greg. Corinth. 119, ev/xape^v 8e, rrjv

drroTrarov. Suidas gives both CVfUiper) and eu/xdpeta.

evpevL-r], II, 45, is written by Holder against the authority of the

Mss., which have -eta or -ea. In II, 55, both Stein and H. write

Ilpo/xeVaa, the name of a Dodonaian priestess. In the case of

proper names, Hdt.'s elective affinities may permit him to choose

1
&r)<n\fws is Karsten's other example of " Karian "

Ionic. This form is

quoted from Rayet, Rev. Arch., XXVIII, 109, as if existing upon a Milesian in-

scription. It is not found in Bechtel's collection, and vitiated by 0affi\evs,

Miletos, ioo
5 .

2
irpoeSpirjv in the same inscription.
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neither the Ionic nor the epichoric name. The name may have

come to him from Attic sources.

Lrj, I, 135, etc.

oy, V, 20.

evreAeo;, II, 92, etc.

n/, I, 139, III, 125.

Aret., 208.

'i7, Hippokr., ep. i7 42 .

tiy, II, 87.

Tro\V7r\rjOeLr), Hippokr., IIA 22.

o;, VI, 51.

fy is correctly handed down in Xenoph., 1 24 . Hdt. has

LTj, I, 88, III, 36 (CPd, -Lrj). A schol., quoted by Bredow,

p. 1 88, says Trjs vcwrepas 'laSos tort TO Aeyeii/ r^v Trpo/x^eiav TrpofJirjOiav.

Trpoo-rjveir), Aret., 250, Hippokr., IIAO, 21.

Hf, I, 22, 94.

r}, Aret., 145, 152, v/x-, 153.

irj, II, 77 ; vyeia, Paros., 67 ; vyet'as, Olbia, 129,4. On vyet'a for

see Blass, Anssprache? p. 60, who compares late Boiotian

tW for o-7TietW, C. D. I., 8 1 6. On Attic vyta and vycrj, see

Meisterhans,
2

p. 118. Aret., 12, Euseb. Mynd., 26 have vyit(r), and

so in Hippokr. ep. 17..,, 26, El, n, IIA 2, 9. vyen/, Aret., 95, 120.

faXoftajQaif, Euseb. Mynd., i.

<J>ptvo/3\aj3eLr], Luk., ^'r., 1 8.

to<^eAci77 might be expected in view of dvaxeA.?/s in Aischylos ;
and

Gram. Leidensis, p. 628, says, xpwvrat (

v
lwi/cs) /xei/ ow T<O

rj
avrl rov

a, orai/ Ae'yawn . . . oj<^>cA.ir;v dvrt TOV w^e'Xetai/. Both these forms,

however, find no support from inscriptions (Attic w^cXt'a in all inscrip-

tions). Herodotos, V, 98, and Hippokr., El, 7, IIAO, 51, ep. 17 .K ,.-,,

seems to have used w^cAtry. Aretaios, 238, and Kusebios, 4, adopt
the same form.

45 B. Other forms in -T; (-tta) < -na.

fapeui. I, 189. Bekk., Anecd., 6c.pf.ia..

7rpt<a/a, Holder's reading, Hdt., IV, 24, though supported by
all the Mss., should yield to Stein's -a?;.

vircipca, Hdt., IV, 23,' for -e(i)a from opo?, a word of doubtful

etymology. Hipponax, 35 :,, opeia?, Hdt., opcu/os.

and ^o>Aa, Bechtel, 263, found in Lykia, belong to the

is to be expected. This form is found, II, 158 (^).
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same class as V7rwpe(t)a, but it is not certain that these forms are not

Attic.

'Hpa/cAeny, V, 43 (-etav, ABCd, Stein -KAetV), but II, 44, 'Hpa/cAeia,

Holder. 'HpaKAeos appears frequently in Hdt. Upon inscriptions,

'HpaKAetWtv, Teos, 156 B 33 ; 'HpaKAetov, Eryth., 201, 17 ; 'HpajcAeos,

Eryth., 206 A 12 (third century) ; 'PoSoKAeta, Samos, 225 (late).

-eta- occurs only in the following cases without any variant in -en; :

Aret, 147, 324, wd>eta; Hippokr., d/cpareta, UK 170; d<r<aAeta, El

II, IIAO 9, IITK 19, II 22
; Euseb. Mynd., e'yKpdYeta, 26.

46. Feminines in -en/ or -eta derived from
-rjv- stems.

tpetry,
in Hdt., V, 72 ; II, 53, ABC, te'petat, II, 55, id., the read-

ing adopted by Holder. In II, 55, occurs IIpo/AeVeia, on which see

45 A. tepeta is the Homeric (Z 300) and original form. Upon
Ionic inscriptions we have this form, Keos, 48, of the fourth century.

Contracted form iep*} < tepe'^,
1

Pantikap., 1233, Ephesos, 150 (late).

If tepeta is correct, we have in Hdt. the older and the younger form

co-existing, iepeta is attested by grammarians as Attic, though

tepe(t)a, too, is Attic (Meisterhans,
2
p. 32).

j3a<Ti\cLa appears in numerous passages in Hdt. without a variant,

and is the Homeric and original form. The v. 1. /JacriA^i?;?, I, 211, in

J? is an hyper-lonism.

Bredow has collected the cases of -eta, -ota, -ata, and
-etr;, -007, -aoy,

in proper names in Hdt. The explanation of the forms in -a is often

a matter of extreme difficulty.

47. Ionic -irj= Attic -ia appears, furthermore, in 'Opetflw*;, Hdt.,

VII, 189 = Attic 'Opei'0wa. Cf. opyvta, by the side of the later

(-td) .

NOTE. Hippokrates and Aretaios have p.it}, ouSe/uiTj, etc., whereas Hdt.

always uses /a'a, ouSejUid, etc. /*m[s], Olynthos, 8 B 13, but Ionic fj.iTjs, Sim.,

Amorg., 2
; /J.LTJ, Theognis, 664, in A. O. Lukian, Syr., 19, Astr., 27, 29, has

On the nom. a=
r/,

see sub A, 3.

48. Adverbs representing petrified case-forms of the A declension

have throughout the Ionic
r/, e.g. Xirjv (cf. Greg. Corinth. 58)

XdOprj, Treprjv (Arrian, 3)

1
Kallim., Epigr., 40, has

'
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49. II. In verbal forms of the -aw inflection, and in derived forms.

Ka.Tapr)<rf.(rOai, TreipT/fro/xai (cf. Theog., 126) Otrj&ecrOai, *A8/3^trros,

Tyrt., 12^ in Hdt. and on a vase, Roberts, 194. "ASpaoros, Smyrna,

153,-, an inscription of Attic inclinations. Cf. also yyopaa-ev, Eryth.,

206 B 48, C 44, NiKcuriWos, Thasos (Louv.), 20 C 9. IIoAvapT/ros,

Thasos, 723, but "A/oaro?, Eryth., 206 B 44.

50. III. Words containing H = I. E. A in the radical and thematic

syllables. A few examples of each class will suffice.

77
= extra-Ionic a, after p.

ypyvs ;
for which Bergk reads ypavs, Archil., 31, though Schneide-

win long ago corrected the Ms. to yprjvs. There is no warrant for

supposing that the inflection of yprjvs differed from that of vrjv? in

the nom.
;
and in Archil., 168, Bergk reads yprjvv. yprjv's should not

be derived from ypaws (Curtius, Et.
5
, 176, cf. Schmidt, K.Z. XXVII,

375), but is probably an immovable feminine adjective like OrjXvs in

0fjX.vs fepo-T], 1781;? in 1781)? avr^rf ;
and of this, y/oaws and ypala are the

movable feminine forms, ypala appears to be a solitary example of

a v-stem which has not taken on the -eta inflexion, ypavts is of

Aiolic source, ypfjvs in Homer is scarcely an analogue to Tr/oeVySv?,

as Brugmann, M. U., Ill, 25, suggests.

KeKprj/teVos, Hdt., Ill, 106, against the authority of all the Mss., cf.

Hippokr., KtKprjfjiai. The base Ktpa has the form Kpd = Ionic /cp^.

TTOCTITJ, Hdt.

) (cf. Kallimachos, 85), irp]r)QtvTow, Eryth., 204,;; Hdt.

Solon, however, has Trpa^tVre?, 4 05 eleg., 367 trim.

IIp^acrTrT/s, Hpr)i\e<a<s, Tlpr)ivo<; in Hdt. IIp^iTroA.is,

Thas. (L.), 8 B 6, io
4 ,
n B 3, i 3n ,

2i 2 . Hp^ecw, Thas. (L.), 3

B 8, cf. Thasos, 75 A 7. n^as, Eryth., 206 An. Hpr
Thas. (L.), io 2 , B. IIp^w, Kyme, 20; Hprj&ov, Delos, 57;

TOVTWV, 2 2 6, near Eretria
; Trpr/^ai/Tun/, Teos, 158 17 , Chios, 174 A 15,

20; Tr/o^x/ta, Chios, 174 B 18, 174 C 7 (also Attic, C. I. A., Ill,

382,). In Hdt. the Attic forms have crept into some Mss. Cf. I,

8, V, 12, VII, 147. Theognis has
rj forms, 70, 80, 73, 1026, 1027,

553, 661, 953, 461, 1031, 1075, but the a forms in A or in other

Mss., 204, 659, 256, 644, 642, 1051. Ionic inscriptions, too, have

admitted the Attic forms, Mylasa, 248 A 10 (367-6 B.C.), 248 C 10

(355-4), Ephesos, 147 IH ,
about 300 B.C.

Trprjvs, TTprjvvto-OaL in Hdt., Hp-rjvX&s, name of a Thasiote, Hp^v^o?
of a Styraian, i9 347 (cf. Ilpe-dV&js, Keos, 50, IV, 65). -n-prjea, Luk.,

Astr., 29.
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, prja-Tiavrj in Hdt. and Luk., Syr., 20, Astr., 21. Cf. Aiolic

/?pa&os = /rpa&os, Theokr., XXX, 27, /3paioYa>s. Osthoff, Perfect.,

446 ff., explains p-lcov
= pdo-iW = Lat. rarior (*vrasos).

P^/X"?' flood-tide, in Hdt., can have nothing to do with pi/yj/u/u as

L. S. state, since the latter has pan-Hellenic rj.

1 Connect rather

paXis, spine, Hdt., Ill, 54. For the use of names of parts of the

body to express natural objects, cf. arm of the sea, shoulder of the

mountain, Gk. TroAvSapa? "OXv/Airos, etc.

TPtfX?*' The relation of rpd to rapa in rapa.^, Tapanis is not per-

fectly clear, though it is probable that there is a correspondence of

types, /cepa : /cpd : : rapa : rpd. rpr/^ea in Hdt., VII, 33, is due to

Abicht, the Mss. having the Attic form which comes to light in Solon,

4 35 . The genuine Ionic form is found in Tyrtaios, i2 2J , Hipponax,

47 *

The pseudo-Ionists generally adopt the Ionic forms.

51. NiKT/vopos, Thasos (L), 12 C n, may serve as an example of

77
= a lengthened from a upon formation of a compound word. See

36. On Aoxayo? in Styra, see above, 27.

52. Ionic
77
= extra-Ionic a, after vowels.

'Ljo-on/ in Hdt, but 'IdVcov, Halik., 240 23 .

os, Pantik., 119; 'lo-rp'^, Istros, 135.

Hdt., cf. Ne^TroXi?, Bechtel, 4^ The stem vea- varies with

veo- ; NeoTroAireW, 4 2,
cf. 4 3 and 44. Cf. ^anyAo?, Thasos (L.), 766,

from <ato-, as K^'Sp^Aos from /cuSpo-. Cf. 'Ep/xa^tXos, Th. (L.),

20 C 8, and 'Ep^,o'<iA.os.

TratTJwv, the Homeric form, is still preserved in Archilochos 76.

Hdt. has Trattovti^o).

Ilpt^veW, Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. Grecq., No. 127, period of Ha-

drian; HPIH, Bechtel, No. 143.

TLrjp-r), Hdt, VIII, 120, but napa, I, 132, III, 12, retained by Stein

and Holder.

TpLiJKovTa and other forms of rpiy- in composition. Tpt^/covra,

Eryth., 202 17 ,
cf. Mylasa, 248 A i, Keos, 43,0, Chios, 174 B 23, D 15,

Thasos (L.), g Cl ,
has an

ry
= d that is probably not original, despite

the a of the I. E. neuter pi. tria took its a from the o decl. when the

plural of the o stems ended in a. See Schmidt's Neutra, p. 39.

1
1/01/777/77, shipwreck= Attic vava-yifj contains, of course, the lengthened form

of pay, ablaut of pay ^KaTerjy6ra in Hdt. and Hippokr.).
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8*77-
in StqfCfxrtW, Zeleia, 114 D 5, Chios 174 D 18. The long

vowel is due to the influence of that of T/OOJKOO-IOI. See Spitzer, Laut-

Ifhre des Arkad., p. 19.

53. IV. Syllables of Derivation containing H.

For example, in HerodotOS, SapSi'Tyvos, K/OT/O-TWW/TT;?,

AiyivrjTai. Teye'?;, TcyeT/rr;? (Teye'ry is from TeyetT/ as Stuped from

in Attic, if the latter, as Dittenberger thinks, is not the younger form),

BapyvAiTj-rw, Bechtel, 252. In 'Opvearat, Hdt., VIII, 73, Stein has

the epichoric form, though in the same chapter na/ow/odjrat. On
other names in -drat in Hdt, see above, 28. Arrian, 5, has Tm/i/os.

Ionic Od>pr), 6<Dpr)Ko<f>6poi in Hdt. and Arrian, Ind., 16 (but see

Hdt., I, 135). lpr)
= Attic iepd, etc. o-pd is the Herodotean

form (in III, 107, one Ms. has a-rvprjKa).

IIocr8da>vo9 dra/cros, Archil., 10, is not in the Mss., but corresponds

to Hoo-ctSawva dra*Ta, Iliad, XV, 8. Cf. II.

54. The verdict of Attic metrical inscriptions ( 41) in favor of

the adoption of the Attic vocalization of forms which might, on the

view that the influence of the epic dialect was paramount, have been

Ionic, invites an investigation of Ionic poetry as to how far it has

preserved r;
after c, i, v, and p in the four categories enumerated

in 40. Ionic was the dialect of the Greek literary world prior to

the advent of Attic, as Attic was the medium of literary expression

until the advent of the KOIVTJ. The question at issue here is : How
far does the dialect of poets born in Ionia differ, if it differs at all,

from the dialect of poets whose birthplace or place of residence was

in a canton whose speech had never admitted
rj

after c, i, v, and p ?

In other words, are the d's of Tyrtaios due to his Spartan home, and

are the d's of Solon the result of his Athenian citizenship ? Further-

more, we can here but call attention to the fact that the Mss. of the

Ionic poetry may have suffered, either from the hands of ignorant

scribes who knew only the common dialect of their time, or from

preconceived notions as to the character of early iambic, trochaic and

elegiac poetry.

55. Tyrtaios : In the elegies, where, on any view, we should ex-

pect to find fewer cases of d than in the embateria, we notice aio-^pa?

& <vy7s I2 17 , drt/xta IO 10, ^(0pav-\f/v\riv II 5 and aviapOTarov IO 4 in

Mss. Less cogent is d fakoxprjfJMTM ^.Trdprav oA.et 3,, since these

words represent the response of the Delphic oracle to Lykurgos,
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while ^Trdpras in 4 4 (accord, to Plutarch) might be excused for a

reason not very dissimilar, though the ^Trdpr^s of Diod. Sic. seems

more probable.

Elsewhere the Ionic forms prevail : o-Twyepfj Treviy io 8 , evpeoy? n 24 ,

8eiTepfj 1 1 2 , /Su/v 1 2
;;, rp?7xetas, accus., 1 2 2 .,, 'ASp^crrov 1 2 8 . Since it

is more probable that the later copyists should have inserted an Attic

d in place of
rj
than that they should have changed a Doric d to

-rj
in

elegiac compositions, I regard eucrxpds, dn/ua, ^P^ an^ dviapdrarov

as foreign to the original dialect of Tyrtaios.

In the case of the embateria, we shall, I think, have to accept as

certain an admixture of Lakonian forms. Thus we find SirdpTas 15 j,

TroXiarav 15 2 (cf. Pindar, Isthm. I, 51), Acu'a 15.., ra? cod? 155, ra

!7rapra, 15,5. Bergk's reading, "Ayer', <o ^Trapra? evoTrXot KovpoL, TTOTI

rav "Apeos Kivao-tj/, in fragment 16, presents a hopeless mixture of

Doric and Ionic, such as the Spartan youth would scarce have lis-

tened to. KLvaaw is a "
hyper-Dorism," unattested for the period of

the early Messenian wars; and Kovpoi should be Kwpot, if Doric.

Hephaistion has /aV^o-tv correctly enough.

56. In the case of poets of Ionic birth, whose art is Ionic, the

restoration of the genuine Ionic forms in
r?

offers but little difficulty.

Thus we have an Attic ai/Otas in Ananios, 5 (Oefyv i 2 ), and 'Ai/aa-

yopas in Anakreon, 105.

57. The temptation to Atticize Solon was still greater. Though it

is not advisable to go so far as Fick in rejecting all traces of Solon's

dependence upon his elegiac predecessors, some evidence in favor of

the retention of Attic d is found, not only in the fact that contempo-

rary Attic dactylic poetry used the native d, but also in the numerous

instances of the occurrence of d in the Mss.

In his trimeters we find cAevflepa 365, /&W 36 u (Plut, pfyv), Trpa-

367. rj
in avayKa.L7)s 36 8, BovXfyv 36 n .

In the tetrameters: dypav 333, ^/xepav fuav 33 c , /Atdms 323. rj
in

In the elegies, where the greatest dependence upon epic forms

might be anticipated: ^/xerepa 4^ /2ta 4 26 , Svo-i/o/u'a 4 32 , cwtyua 4 3;! ,

Aa/ATTpd? 9 2 {sic Diod. Sic. Plut., -rj<i, Diog. L.), vptripav II (V
Diod. Sic., -?;v, Plut. Diog. L.) ;

also in 7rpa0eVras 4 25 , rpayta 4 35 ,

Trpavvet 4 38, pa'Stov 9 5 .

If it is possible to distinguish between the dialectal preferences of

the Solonian metres, rj may be defended even in the trimeters and
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tetrameters on the view that the background, especially of the iambic

trimeter, is Ionic. If d be genuine here, 77
must have been intro-

duced by scribes prepossessed by the belief that Solon was entirely

dependent upon the Ionic dialect in matters of vocalization.

In the elegiac poems there is no positive proof that Solon adopted
Attic forms where they differed from Ionic, nor, on the other hand,

have we criteria sufficient to establish the uniform appearance of the

Ionic forms. While we may assume that Solon did not mix dialects,

nevertheless the solution of the question which form he preferred

must be left open until this point is discussed more fully from the

vantage ground of literary history.

58. The Theognidean collection offers so much that is adventitious

that the question as to whether or not Theognis colored his Ionic

elegies with slight masses of local matter is rendered well-nigh insur-

mountable. The cases of d in the chief Mss. are as follows :

Trpayfjua. 256, 642, 644, 1051 ; paSiov and connected words, 120,

429, I22O; /xi/cpa 607; Tt/xayopa 1059 (by conj.) ; e^Opd 270 (in

some Mss.); TratSeias 1305, cf. 1348; Trarpcoas I2IO, 888; oyujcpu

323 ; fu-f 664 (some Mss. /xt^) ; XetW 1327 ; &VCTTVXLOLV 1188 (A has

-rj,
as frequently where the Mss. divide on this question) ; i/avs 84,

856, 970, 1361 ; vavv 680. Renner wishes to read vr;v? 84, 856, and

970 (A vrjvs). The genitive sing, and dat. plur. are vrjds 513 and

vr)V(TL
12.

Xenophanes preserves the Ionic
rj everywhere except in

on /A7rds, see above, 31.

59. Ionic H = Attic A.

8i7rAij<no9, TTcvra-, e^aTrArjcnoi/, TroAAaTrArjo-ia, Hdt. The latter form,

III, 135, where ABR have the Attic form
;
which comes to light in

StTrAacnoi/, Teos, 158.^,, an almost completely Atticized inscription.

Cf. Gothic ain-falps.

The genuine Herodotean form TrevTaKoViot is amply attested (III,

90, IX, 29), and in the Chian inscription, 174 D 7 (7r[e]i/TaKoo-iW).

has its 7rVTa- on the lines of Tcrpa-, 7TTa-. The form

in certain Mss. of Hdt. (Ill, 13, VII, 186) is doubtless to be

explained on the view that the scribe had in his mind's eye the

Homeric TTO/TT/KOO-IOI (77), whose
77

is due at once to the influence

of TrevTTJKovra and at the same time to the ictus.

Instances of
-rj
= a in suffix syllables have been adduced, 3.
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Such forms as
/xoi'/o^, cnretp^ (Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion., p. 390),

yt<f>vpr), occasionally in the Mss. of Hdt., are hyper-Ionisms.

Ionic VYJVS, vrjvo-i
= vavs, vavo-i, is due to case levelling, the

17
forms

being strictly in place only in such cases as the genitive singular

where the case termination begins with a vowel.

Kallinos' 'Ho-toi/r/as (5) has been regarded by Fick, Odyssee, p. 24,

as an instance of ictus lengthening, Steph. Byzant. connecting 'Ho-owa

with Ao-ta. rJKrjv,
cited as a parallel instance from Archilochos by

Fick, has been differently explained, 38 ;
and 'Ho-iovr/as may rest

ultimately upon similar ablaut gradations. At least it is premature to

assume lengthening per ictum in so hazy a word.

NOTE. Prof. Fick's contention that tffj.opos is a living Ionic form for

afj.fj.opos, still awaits proof. Evidence in favor of his view may be found

in the gloss of Hesychios : i]fj.opis icevr, ^repr^eVr?
-

AurxuAos Ni6&rj. This

would then be another indication of the close interrelation between the dialect

of the lonians and that of the Attic tragedy, afj.fj.opos is a strange form in

Hipponax (2), a poet whose intellectual constitution and whose use of language
is alien to the retention of such Homeric forms as are Aiolic in coloring.

60. H = E.

See 10. On 6^0^0.1 = Bedo/Mi, see on the verb; on the inter-

relation of ei and
rji,

see 100-107.

61. Ionic H = I.

No interchange of
rj
and i can be maintained on the score of the

name ^//.oi/i'Sr/s, attested as that of the iambographic poet by Et. Mag.,

and adopted by Christ in his History of Greek Literature. Else-

where no trace of this form of the name appears ;
while ^i/zowSrys is

genuine Ionic from the evidence of a lead tablet from Styra (19139),

and it is under this name that the author of the Mirror of Women

is usually cited by ancient authorities.

62. Ionic H = O.

rns, often in Hdt. with different suffix than in Matums, the later

name. Cf. MCU^TCH = MCUWTCU, Hdt. IV, 123. Hdt. generally used

-OJTIS-, -COT/;? (IleAao-yiamSe?, <I>$iams, ecro-aXioms) . 'larcaoms is the

form in Hdt. as in Strabo, though VIII, 23, R has 'Io-Tatr;rt8os. 'A/w,-

irpaKLrjTa)v is the accepted form, IX, 28, -ojras 31, but
'

occurs VIII, 47.

Archilochos has Traojova. See n, 71, 146.
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63. Ionic H = AI.

/xi77<ovov, Archilochos, 48 = Homeric /AWX^OVC (E 3 1 )- A similar

balance of
17
and <u forms appears in 'AA&y/xeVcos, Bechtel, Thas. (L.),

463, and
'

64. Long Iota.

1. Ionic with other Hellenic dialects has retained a few cases of I

which may be assumed to be proethnic.

2. I on Hellenic soil from u//r(TiVo>), etc., ipi, oifcrtpo), lAeos, and

fXao? < <n<r\i)-. On I from contraction of i -f e m fy>'sj pe"7> etc., in

Herodotos, see under Contraction of Vowels.

Ionic is on a plane with the non-assimilating dialects (i.e. all ex-

cept Aiolic and Thessalian) in lengthening short iota -f- <rp to I/A

fl/xcpos, Perinthos, 234 B 25). ytVo/xat < yiyv-
1 seems to have been

the accepted form of the fifth century, though we lack the evidence

of old inscriptions. Oropos, i8 17 ,
about 400 B.C., has yive'o-0<ov, My-

lasa, 248 A 15 (367-6 B.C.), ytW0cu, Teos, i58 3(26 (first century),

ytvofttvot. If we may trust the Mss. of the iambographic poets,

yiyvop.au is the better attested form for their period. The substitu-

tion of y'i/o/xcu
for yiyvofMi appears to have taken place earlier in

Ionic than in Attic, in the inscriptions of which latter dialect ytv-

does not come to light until 292 B.C. The Herodotean yZi/oJo-Kw is

not met with upon Attic inscriptions until the period of Roman

supremacy. Hdt. uses pC<ry<o, not fuywfu, on which see A. J. P., VI,

449.

I under influence of the ictus in KCUCIOV, Archil. 13 ; oWere, Archil.

50, eV0iv, Anan. 5 4 .

65. Itacism. It is extremely doubtful whether there is any instance

of itacism in inscriptional Ionic of the fifth or previous centuries. In

the third edition of his Aussprache (p. 58) Blass has withdrawn all

the examples he had collected (ed. 2, p. 51) from the inscriptions in

proof of an early appearance of i for . In the case of Ma/otovtreW,

1964, not noticed by Blass, we have a form by the side of which

exist MapwveireW, 196..,, and Brit. Mus. Catal. 125, No. 15, and

MopwnyircW, 1965, all three forms occurring upon coins before 400.

The coin, Brit. Mus. Catal. 125, 15, has MapwvcireW on the front

1 Hoffmann (13. M. G., p. 23) denies that yivo/j.at arose from ytyvopai and

derives it from *ylvfo^ai (cf. jinvati), hut takes no note of yivfixrKu. Both arose

from
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and Mapowra.!/ on the reverse
; MapawreW occurring after 400 in

Bechtel, 1965. In such forms as show both
171

and
,
the former is

the older form, as in Attic 'A/owm/iSiys and 'Apio-retS^s ;
but no in-

stance of a parallel form in I can be adduced. An 'Apio-To/cAufys,

Styra, 1916-, is derived from 'Aptb-roKAos, an 'AptcrroKAetSr/s, Styra, 191...,

from 'A/oiorro/cA^?. Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion., p. 3 79, -attests the ex-

istence of diaeresis in II^AeiS^s and II^Ar/iS^?, thereby confusing

Homeric and Herodotean Ionic. On the latter form and on other

Herodotean patronymics, see Bredow, p. 190.

There are several forms in the Ionic of literature which point to

the later confusion between the ei and I sounds, such as I have shown,

A. J. P., VI, 419-450, to exist in the text of Homer. Cf. e.g.,

IIoAvmKT/s, Hdt. IV, 147, etc., with the spelling of SrparovetVov, Paros,

67, and of Ne^i/, Olbia, i29 n ,
both of the period of the empire.

For the older forms in I, see Roehl, 79, 515. IIoAwtKo? occurs on

inscriptions from Attika and elsewhere (C. I. G. Samos, 2248, etc.

See Baunack, Gortyn. p. 58). The early ei forms may be rescued

by the proportion veUrj :

VLK-T)
: :

ret/*?/ : n/x,rj. See 83.

Tei/mpxos, Styra, 19?,!.;, is Lenormant's incorrect reading for TI/A-.

Tct/x- is, however, attested in Ta/xayopa, Cauer, 195-24 (Rhodes).
This form is due to the influence of reto-o), Iretcra, Teio-iKpa-n/s, etc.

Et8o/xT/ev?, Thasos (L.), 5 C, about 300 B.C. (cf. EiSo/ueyea, C. I. G.

2184, -et 6418), may be derived from el'So/xcu. 'OA/3io7roAen-<W, Olbia,

1303 (not before 200 B.C.), is certainly itacistic. 'OA/SioTroAtreW,

1300. 'A^poSeiT^s, Eryth. 206, c. 48, with later ei.

The Homeric HoAwSo? I have treated, A. J. P., VI, 440. The

form IIoAw.Sos occurs upon a metrical inscription from Amorgos

(No. 35) of the fourth or third century, unknown to Schulze, K. Z.,

XXIX, 236, who assumes -tSos, and in a document from Halikar-

nassos, 240 46 (fifth century according to Dittenberger) . IIoAwSeios,

Thessal. 345 84 . The form IIoAve^s, if it existed in earlier Ionic,

must have ceased to exist in Ionia by the fourth century. The

forms in I seem well attested.

For Ur; Stein writes
et'Ar?, I, 73, and etAas, I, 202, ei'AaSoV, I, 172.

Cf. Kret. dxiAAcu/ apx"rot//,eva. In the Glossary to Herodotos, Stein,

II, 465, we find ap^v, so also Plut. Lyk. 17; whereas Hesychios

has t'/oaves ot el'peve?. The Spartan Iprjv has been claimed by Brug-

mann, Curt. Stud. IV, 116, and J. Schmidt, Vocal. II, 330, to be

derived from tpo-yv, through *Zppr)v and Lppyv. Ipyv is like ipyy? and

ep>?5, an independent nominative, whereas dpiqv is itacistic (Baunack,

K. Z., XXVII, 566).
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es/,
in Hdt. I, 194 is proved by the eirea of Attic inscriptions to

be itacistic.

66. To the forms terminating in -tirj
from -es stems, quoted above,

44, there exist in the Mss. of Herodotos sporadic variants in
-IT;, none

of which forms, deserve recognition as genuine lonisms; and much less

may they be brought in evidence for the reduction of et to t. There

is, however, a small list of forms with no trace of -arj, where Hdt.

has
-trj,

Attic -ta. These are :
-

SrjfJLOKpaTir], evrvxirj, evtoStrj, IcroKpaTL-r), Xaraptij, o-vvTv^rj.

Comparable to these forms are the Attic substantives in -ta, which,

like the Ionic termination
-177,

is to be held to represent a transference

of the -07 (-ta) which is in place in O stems. Forms in -ta are claimed

as the property of the vewrepa 'las by a scholiast quoted by Bredow,

p. 189, but without foundation. Where the Attic poets have -la

(aiVta, etc.), this termination should be classed with the Homeric

words in
-177 (n in thesi, 3 in arsi), the explanation of which is still

involved in obscurity, despite recent attempts to clear up the nature

of the I. Cf. Johansson, K. Z., XXX, 401, B. B., XV, 1 76, Brugmann,

Grundriss, II, i, p. 313. The most probable explanation is that we

have to deal with a set of doubles, due to a contamination of nom. -I-,

gen. -ids, by which the I was transferred to the oblique cases. So

Danielsson (Gramm. Anm. I, 40).

Thus : nom.

gen. awKttds, whence

This explanation grapples at closer reach with the phenomena in

question than that preferred by Jebb on Electra, 486 (small edition).

67. Relation off to EY.

The statement that eu becomes I in Wvs, lOvvw, is incorrect. Hdt.

has eu0vs, I, 65, etc.; but I0w, I, 185 ; Wea, II, 17, etc.; lOvrpix^

VII, 70. On the stones we notice a similar juxtaposition of forms :

EvOvfMx^t Styra, I9,.,..;,

1

EvftwetiSi/s iQu,,, 'I^vKAer;[s] 19,0, Wvva. Chios,

B. P. W., 1889, p. 1195. See Bezzenberger in his Beitrage, IV, 345.

Wackernagel, K. Z., XXIX, 151, suggests that I0v- became dBv- in

post-Homeric times through influence of tvOv- (I. E. udhu).

1
E(v)0i//*axoj I9 39, not 'E(/r)0v/xaxoy, G. Meyer, Gramm., 121 note.
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68. Y.

1. I.E. v is retained.

2. v developed on Greek soil as in other dialects, e.g. v from vtrv.

/?wo), Hdt. II, 96.

opo-oOvprjs, Sim. Amorg. 1 7, has v due apparently to the ictus.

v is not interchangeable with to
; KV/JL-TJ

has nothing in common with

Kwfjir], nor afjLvfjiwv with a/xw-. In Ionic we find, e.g. 'A/xu/x,deii/os,

Styra, 19^5, and 'A/AW/U^TOS, Thasos, 72^ which reproduce the two

Homeric adjectives. Hinrichs (H. E. V. A., p. 81) asserts the Aiolic

character of djav/xtov, though it is not clear why the Aiolians should

have possessed a monopoly of this word.

O.

69. O for A.

<o<o = ao) is not restricted to Ionic, since we have in Boiotian ww

and in Kretan 8wo>. <o(o seems to have been formed from an aorist

*ew, present *oi/u. Whether we have to deal with a reduction of o>

to o in oo> that is specifically Greek, and whether the <o forms are pro-

Hellenic, is not certain. In Ionic both the w and o forms exist, e.g.

OEIV, Sim. Amorg. 1 17 ;
cf. oes 17,

which Brugmann, M. U., Ill, 6,

classes with his injunctives. Parallelism of <o and o is not unusual, as

witness yiyi/wcrKto, Aiol. yi/oe'w, Attic dju<iyvoe<D, ^Awpo?, y\.ot] ', Awovro,

Kallim., Aoe'w, etc. Homeric o>os is a later formation for older o>s,

Brugmann, Grundr. I, p. 458, Jo^i < ^<oij,
as vewv < vy]p^v, ibid.,

p. 463.

70. Ionic O where Attic has E.

TrAcoco in Homer and Hdt. for TrAew, though the latter is more fre-

quent (Bredow, 171). TrAwoo has been held to contain an w which is

the ablaut of
rj,

and which does not originally belong in the present ;

M. U., I, 45. TrAou, on this view, seems to be treated like
yi/oo

or So>.

King-Cookson record a different explanation, p. 84, which is less

satisfactory than that of Johansson, D. V. C, p. 159, who shows that

TrAw has a proethnic 6 (Germ, flodus). Saussure regards TrAtow as a

comparatively late formation (Mem. 67).

71. Ionic O = Attic A.

OUKO. and 0o)/ce'a> in Hdt. with the ablaut in w, cf. Attic 0a<ro-o>, 0aKe<o.

Hdt. has Traion/iTX which is also the Attic prose form except in Xeno-
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phon, Symp. 2, i. The noun has always d. Theog. 779, Trcuacnv cf.

Archil. rraii/oi/a, 76. See 146.

72. Ionic O = Attic H.

For Attic Tmjo-o-w we have the Homeric irrwro-w in Hdt. IX, 48 ;

cf. Iliad, IV, 372, TTTwo-Ka^w. Ionic TTTWO-O-W (Eustath. ad locum}
is either a denominative or a present formed from the base of the

perfect.

On the suffix -T/TIS, -cms, see under H, 62.

73- = 1.

a>7ra>Tis, Hdt. Cf. Aiolic TraW and TTW from perf. *7re7ro>a. See

Schulze, K. Z. XXVII, 420.

74. Ionic O = AY.

In a few Ionic words the a of av seems, through influence of v, to

have taken upon itself an o coloring, and this o -}- v to have been pro-

nounced as w
;

cf. Delphic WTW, Spart. omu.

We have thus d^xoo-Kw, Hdt. Ill, 86, but -av- probably IX, 13, and

V7ro<av<ns, VII, 36. <<OO-KO> may still be heard at Anchialos on the

Black Sea. So also <o for av in T/oo>/xa, rpto/xart'*;?, rpw/xari^eiv, KaTarc-

rpa>/bum'ar0at in Hdt., with similar forms in Hippokrates, Aretaios, and

Arrian, Ind. 19. In Hdt. IV, 180, the Mss. have rpwv/xarwv, which

Stein corrects to rpw-. lyxovjaa is found in Lukian, d. d. S., 20, in all

Mss. except E. 0uj/Aa occurs in Mss. of Hdt. with such frequency
that we may well question whether Dindorfs O^fjua. and rpw/xa are not

preferable to Bredow's and Stein's 0<oi)/aa and rpwv/Aa. The pseudo-

lonists, however, offer slender support to 0w/xa (Arrian, Ind. 34, 40,

OavfM 15, Eusebios, 3, ^oj/xan) ;
and Lukian testifies in every pas-

sage to OuvfjM. See 126.

75. Ionic O = Attic OY.

wv is the form of the adverb in the Aiolic, Boiotian, Doric, and

Ionic dialects. Thessalian ovv is only apparently equivalent to Attic

ow, which seems to have been engrafted upon Homer upon the

authority of Aristarchos, who regarded the poet as an Athenian ;

unless it may be held that ov became o> as did av in rpto/xa. Hdt.

has g&Mir, OI'KOI/, oo-oi/oii/, roiapyoiv, with occasional lapses in the Mss.

in the direction of the Attic forms, as is the case in the Mss. of
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Lukian and Arrian. The letter of Pherekyd. has wv; the Mss. of

Hippokrates, of the letters, and of Euseb. Mynd., have ow. Aretaios

has ow in the first four books, wj/ in the latter books. See 120,

note i.

(3s, ear, Delos, B. C. H., II, 322 (before 167 B.C.), is formed like

<cos. The stem wr- is = oucrar-
; ov? is from *ovcros. Theog. 1163

has ouara.

76. Ionic O = OH.

The Homeric and Herodotean oy8<o/coi/ra is either a contraction

for 6-ySorj- (cf. oySor/Kovra, Attic epigram, C. I. G. 1030-2, and Solon's

oyScoKoi/raeriy 2O 4 ) or has w from the influence of OKTW. Neither

oySw- nor oySorjKovra has as yet turned up upon Ionic inscriptions.

The Chian 6/<raKoo-tW 174 C 23 does not assume the <o of Aiolic

oKTWKoViot (C. D. I. 281 A 30, Lesbos). Though the Aiolic form

records the influence of OKTW, yet since that dialect has oySoTJ/coi/ra,

nothing is thereby proved as to the Ionic form. It should be borne

in mind that, if the Homeric form is a contraction of oySo?;-, forms

that arise under stress of the verse in Homer are not criteria for the

common extra-Herodotean prose use.

Other instances of <o for orj are : dAAoyvworas, ewcocras, ewevooKacri,

cvevcoTo, in Hdt.; cf. Theognis, 1298, vaxra/xevo?, and vwo-aro, Apoll.,

Rhod. IV, 1409 ;
also e/Jwo-a, tfiwo-Orjv, ^e/?a)/xcVos, as in Homer,

/3too-(xj/Ti, 7rt/?(ocro/u.at. Stein still holds (Pref. to school edition, LII)

to the view that we have to go back to a stem formation in o (vo-,

/3o-) ;
cf. Leaf ad M 337. e/Jw&ov, (3uOr)<Tav from porjQtat (cf.

Aiolic fidOoevTi, e/3d66r)) are now expelled from the text of Hdt. Cf.

, Lampsakos, C. I. G. 3641 b 8.

The Diphthongs in Ionic.

77 . AI.

We have first to investigate how often the diphthong AI loses its

final mora before a vowel. See below on El and OI, and cf. Fritsch,

V. H. D., 37 ff., Allen, Versification, 72. The inscriptions attest the

change in the following instances.

West Ionic. TepoWov, Terone, 7 (before 420), cf. Mittheil. X,

367 ff.; dei^vyuyv, Amphipolis, io 3>25 (357 B.C.); cUit/curr [<u] ,
Rob.

172, Chalkis, and according to Plut. 2, 298 C, found in Miletos;

'Ai/Kcios, C. I. G. 7375 ; 'A/crawv 8431 (vase incr.) ; MtVSaov, Mende,

17 (500-450), but Mei/Satry after 400 ; ^TroVSaos, Styra, i9 141 ;
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19133; Tt/xaos 193,3. About the same number of forms with AI are

found in West Ionic, e.g. 'AOrjvairj, Void, Rob. I, 191.

Island Ionic. 'AOrjvdrjs, Delos, 54 (fifth cent.),
1

NtKav, Thasos,

72 8 (300-250), = Nt*<V ;
cf. itprf < ie/oeiV In 1. 10 of the same in-

scription we have 'Afyvafys- Fritsch, V. H. D., p. 37, suggests that

NtKas is not certainly an Ionian, being merely proxenos. "Atfr/mo?

occurs frequently in the Ionic of the islands: Keos 41 (epigram),

51, Paros 64, Thasos 72 10 ;
cf. also Roberts, I, p. 64, and No. 165,

where an inscription of uncertain provenance has 'A^vato? twice.

Roberts (I, No. 26) reads 'AOrjvrji, a rare form in an old inscription,

but not isolated, as we have 'AOyva, C. I. A., IV, B 373^ (sixth

cent.), IV, 373, w (about 400).

Asiatic Ionic, dei', lasos, 105 , (end of fourth cent., hence not

certainly genuine Ionic) ; 'AOrjvafyi 3>a>/<aei9, Phokaia, 170 (age uncer-

tain), which recalls the Attic inscriptional forms <l>a)/x'k, <J>coKauco's ;

as, Erythrai, 206 A 27, 29, B 20 (in the last example we have

/a9 'ATTOTpoTratas) after 278 B.C.; 'AOrjva*, Samos, 216 (before

middle of fourth cent). 'A^vas is not certainly Ionic, since this

document may contain an admixture of Attic.
2 The above list, so

long as it is not augmented by more certain proofs of the appearance

of A (I), makes for the conclusion that in Asiatic Ionic intervocalic a

from at is not frequent. 'AOyvairj is attested in Halik. 240 A 3, 241,

Chios, 173; metrical inscr. 265 (unc. loc.) ; Erythrai, 200, 204 32 ,

Priene, 142 ; atet in Halik. 240 A 6, and so all editors except Ruehl,

in 238 :17
. det, lasos, 105 10 (Attic) ; <J>wKatev's, Eryth. 207 (not much

older than 100 B.C.).

In the poets, whose authority stands second only to that of the

inscriptions, we do not find any evidence beyond that presented by

ArjOaiov, Anakr. 1 4 ,
with at short. yepatovs, Tyrt. 1020 (cf. Tyrt.

frag. 17), is called in question by Bergk, though the at is found in

all Mss. aiet appears Tyrt. 5.,,
Mimn. i 7 ,

Sol. 134, Theognis more

than 20 times; Sim. Amorg. i 4 , 7 ^ ;
the poetical auV, Xenoph. 1 24 ,

Theog. 631, etc.;
3

aiaivos, Anakr. ii2 4 ; /cate-ros, Archil. 86 2 (epod.).

'A^attT/s should be expected, and doubtless is the correct form, Sim.

Amorg. 23, for 'A^air;? (Fick, B. B., XI, 269), which is due to an

Attic scribe. Cf.
fAXatK[a], C. I. A., II, 7233.

in Attic inscriptions of the sixth and fourth centuries; cf. Alkaios, 9,

Theokr. 28,.
2
'AQqvus in Attic prevails after 362 B.C. in inscriptions.

3 dWaos, licit. I, 145, as v. /.
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In Herodotos the chief difficulty as regards settling the question of

the occurrence of a for an is presented by euet'. Proper names in

-atevs preserve the L except in 3>a>Kaevs, in seven passages, according
to Stein, though the same editor adopts ^WKOUCTJ? in thirteen cases.

3>(o/caet5, Bechtel, No. 170, <a>/caievs, 207, are of doubtful authority,
1

the latter at least being very late.

Nouns and adjectives in -aurj, -0,11*0?, -aus, fall into line. ("ty/Sais,

II, 28, etc., appears to be correct, since a ry/foievs is defensible

solely on the ground of analogy.

atet is Stein's reading, though the Mss. are shaky in the extreme.

Stem's eclecticism dictates cuei, but dWwos. dei may be West Ionic,

but scarcely Asiatic Ionic, ateros is certainly the genuine reading in

Hdt.
;
and at does not become a in this word in the Attic inscriptions

of the fifth and fourth centuries. eAcur; and congeners, K/Ww Theog.

931, 1041, 1132, Archil. 13, 20, and KCUO> do not admit the a form

(Theog. 1145). From the stem
/ca/r

we have Av^vo/can?, TrvpKai-r). On
the interrelation of KCUO> and Kao>, see Wackernagel, K. Z., XXV, 268

;

Brugmann, Gr. Gr., 18, 54.

78. Ionic AI = A of other dialects. .

ercupos is the Ionic form. Cf. eTcu/o7Ji'os, eTaiprjir}, in Hdt. Hdt.

has eratpos, so too Theog. 643. erapos is epic alone, though claimed

as Ionic, without any chronological distinction, by Greg. Corinth.,

p. 457. See Hinrichs, H. E. V. A., p. 90.

Trapat^aryy?, an Ionic form, \I> 132. An Attic inscription, C. I. A.,

I, 5, i (500-456), has 7rapai/?a-n75. Attic cult documents are colored

by lonisms to a limited extent.

atSaoT-iog, Chios, 183 A 30, B 30, is an unexplained form for 0180.07x05.

NOTE. idayevfis is the Herodotean form, not Idai-, as P. A'. II, 17.

79. AI = A(t).

3>auVvov, Thasos (Th. L. 18 C 5), Ila/^cuV, Th - L- J 9 A 6,

Aou/atr;, Miletos, 99, from Aavcu? E 319 in a passage held by some to

be an Ionic insertion. The myth of Danae is referred to nowhere

else in the Iliad. Hekataios, 358, has Aava < Aavar;. Another in-

stance of ai for a is suggested by Bechtel, Thas. Insch., p. 28 : 1222,
vatov 8' opa) ayyea TrdVra, Arist.

;
Mss. vaov. Cf. tWeta, Zeleia, and

other forms, sub El, 90.

1
Sappho 44,
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80. Varia.

Note on AI = H.

1 . There is no interrelation between
rj
and at in 'AX^/xeV^s, Thasos

(L), 43 B, compared with 'AX&H/xevT/s, similar to that existing be-

tween rjfuo-vs and Aiolic cu/uo-eW, Coll. 2139. The
rj

of 'AX^/xeV^s

is that of aX0i)o-K<i), dA.0r/cro/Aai ;
see Bechtel, ad loc.

2. cu in eai#pa7reuwTos, Mylasa, 248, is referred by Lagarde

(Gesammelte Abhandl. 70) to Avestan soithra-, e^aTpdV^ and a-

TpaTnys to Old Pers. khsathr

apava (Lagarde, p. 68, Le Bas, Voy. Arch.

Ill no. 388).

3. Archil. 3, Sat/aw = 8a7J/xan/. The latter is derived from SCU^ON/.

81. El.

The diphthong El will here be treated under the divisions

I. Genuine El = pan-Hellenic and proethnic El.

II. Spurious El (monophthongic) = Attic
,
Doric

rj.

Doubtful cases will be considered at the close.

82. Note on the orthography of Ionic inscriptions. Confusion be-

tween E and El as representatives of the two El's is of not infrequent

occurrence upon Ionic inscriptions antedating the year 400. After

that period monophthongic El was gradually diphthongized.

1. Genuine El represented by (a) El.

8wd>EI, Teos, 156 B 31.

ElSws, Teos, 156 B 22, 25.

El, Halik. 2383,.

IIEI0ovs, Thasos, 70.

((3) by E rarely.

-TrotTJo-Eav, Teos, 156 B, 30 (but here t has been dropped).

ETTCV, Didyma, Roberts, I, 139. Cf. Meisterh.
2

p. 135.

s], Styra, 19,3.

, Styra, 19265.

2. Spurious El represented (a) by E.

Trpoo-e'pSEv, Thasos, 68.

<evyEv, Halik. 23837.

cViKoXEj/, Halik. 23845.

o<etXEv, Thasos, 71,, (fourth century).

In Attic the last examples of E for spurious El date from 350-300.

(13) by El rarely.

EIXov, Halik. 23830.
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Instances of the writing of et/u, etc., will be given 93. The

diphthongization of the of
ei/xt' may be traced back as far as the

sixth century in Attic.

83. I. Genuine El.

In radical syllables, e.g., <aSwu>v, Styra, 19326; <ei8i'A.e<o, Kyme,
Rob. I, 174; MeuW, Styra, 1963; Tei^iovo-o-y/s, Miletos, 98, etc.

The following words call for special attention :

i . ret in ocTeto-iv, Zeleia, 1 1 3 ]7 , eKretVcoo-t 1 1 3 33, the future and aorist

of Tiw(t) being ret'cro) and ereio-a i

1

TetVa^os, Styra, 19311; TeuravS/jos,

Smyrna, 153^; Teio-iK/oar^s, Thasos (L), iy 6 , 19 B 3; Teun/xaxos,

Halik. 240 n . Similar forms occur in other dialects {Diphthong El,

p. 17, A. J. P., VI, 443). Names in Tier- are itacistic, but not so

those in Tl/x-. It is better to assume a root qai, whose weak form is

qi in rt/xr/, rather than to hold that case-levelling has produced Tl/x :

Nom. reifjid ;
Gen. rt/xas, whence rt/xi;, through remembrance of the

long penult of the nominative and not with nebentoniges I (K. C., p.

234). See 65 and Schmidt's Neutra, p. 396.

2. The i of oc^ei'Aeo is genuine, despite the pair o<e'AAco : o<a'A.o>

(with different significations) ; o^EIAerw, Chios, Rob. I, 149 A 14,

o<EIAoi/T<m/, ibid., 1. 1 7, so o^EIAEv, Thasos, 71 9 .n . El is also attested,

C. I. A., 40 14 , I, 58, 324 A 52, whereas we have E, C. I. A., I, 32

A 3 8, B 22, 4 1 3 . See Johansson, D. V. C., p. 212.

3. evei/ccu and connected forms (ei/TJveiy/xai, Hdt. VIII, 37) : ev]EI-

Kavrwi/, Chios, 1 74 B 4. The a formation occurs in Homer, Hesiod,

Pindar, Theokritos, Kretan, Boiotian, Aiolic. See Baunack, Gortyn,

pp. 56 ff. Other theories are registered by Meyer, Gramm., p. 287 ;

to which add Fick, G. G. A., 1883, p. 590, Meisterhans,
2

p. 146.

See 91.

84. Genuine El in other syllables.

On TovrEI, v^TrotvEI, do-TrovSEI, etc., cf. section on Adverbs, etc.

The ei of Aieirpe'^s, Keos, 44 B 12, is from a stem Si/ro. Cf.

Atar/a^s, C. I. A., I, 402 2, 447 ni
> 53 ;

KvP r - Ai/rei0e/us, 6o 2] . In

Homer, Zenodotos read StetTrerrjs for the vulg. SUTTCTTJS. Cf. A^tTreViys

(perhaps), Styra, i9 181 .

On in suffixes >eo-i and c^i, see 45, 46, and under Declension

(-es and -rjv stems) .

1 Arkad. rei'w is a neologism. Brugmann, Grundr. I, 314, doubtfully sug-

gests that 6Teiro is from *6TTjJcra.
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85. Genuine El from c + anaptyctic i.

Ionic examples of this phenomenon are cio^Ka, Smyrna, Berl.

Monatsberichte, 1875, 554> ^ 7J ^o'xnKaT ) Erythai, Movo-. K. /3i/?A.

1875, ? 99 j Tapeto-^Tyrai, Olbia, C. I. G. 2058, a 4, all late in-

scriptions.

86. Genuine El from EF-.

I must not be taken to be the direct representative of p. In some

cases it may be a minimum vocalic sound, found in a weak syllable,

as survivor of a tonic vowel. Many of the words to be classed here

are not of transparent structure, e.g. :

etpos (Hdt., Hippok., Horn.) is either *e-plpo<s, with /re/sun/ as strong

form, or *e/rpo9
=

*l/a/)os. G. Meyer, Gramm., 101.

flprjvrj, Eryth. 1999, 2033, etc., < cpp-. If from e/rprjvry, we would

expect fiprjva in Doric, fpprjva in Aiolic, which never occur. Spitzer,

Arkadischer Dialekt, p. 20, attempts unsuccessfully to explain the

dialectal interrelation of d and
17

after p in this word. I cannot

adopt Meister's conclusions (G. D. II, 93).

87. Genuine El from HI.

TrActo-Tos from I.E. pleisto- < pleis- by proethnic contraction of e

and /. The Ionic dialect offers no trace of TrA^o-ros, on which see

Meister, G. D. II, 95, and Schmidt, Ncutra, p. 413. On TrActov, etc.,

see 88.

NOTE. rjt does not become ei in the subj. in the forms airoKpv^ei, Ephesos,

145 4 , tirdptt, 145 2 ; Kard^fi, Teos, 156 B 37, ^/c<ty/6[i], 156 B 38, Tronjaet, 156

B 39. The forms in -ti are genuine and original subj. See Schulze, Hermes,

XX, 491 ff. On ei< rjt in subjunctives, see under HI, 107.

88. E from El before vowels.

Genuine El suffers the loss of its second element, as does AI

(above, 77), though not frequently.

West Ionic : Chalkidian vases in Roberts, 189 F, Au^s; KAeoi,

( . I. G. 8369 ;
0oAea 8412 ; STTCW 8354.

Asiatic Ionic: Troojo-eai/, Teos, 156 B 30; Scwre'av, Miletos, ioo 2
, 6

.

Other examples, as Fritsch (V. H. D., p. 41) states, are not free

from the suspicion of not being pure Ionic. Hoo-tSeov, Chios, 17717

(about 300 B.C.), Smyrna, 153.32 (this name with
,
Perinth. 234 B

34, Th. (L.), 10 1 ) ; 'HpaKAeos, Eryth. 206 A 12
; 'HpaKActurov, 206 A
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38, -eom/s 206 B 26 (after 278 B.C.) ; 'H/aa/cXewrr;?, Halik. 241, in a

metrical inscription. Meisterhans,
2

p. 34, quotes 'HpaKXetwrov from

C. I. A., I, 65^ before 403 B.C.; 'Hpa/cAewr^v, II, 613 15 (298 B.C.),

cf. 'Hpa/cAe'os, Hdt., Greg. Cor., 36, Meerm. 649 ; Soopeas, Ephesos,

J 47i5 (3 B -c< ) > kpareu, Eryth. 206 C 13, the only instance of

this form, while there are ten of lep^reuu. iepfj, Pantikap. 123 (third

cent.), Ephesos, 150 (late), from Upe(i)i/; cf. Hdt. ipeu/, I, 175, V,

72. e(oAea, 7rav<oAea, Bechtel, 263 (Lykian), maybe Ionic or Attic.

Nouns in -eto = rjio
and nouns and adj. from sigmatic and

rjv stems

generally retain et in all branches of Ionic.

The form Soureav in Miletos ioo 2 an inscription, dating, according

to Rayet, from the fifth century, is apparently as complete a parallel

to Scure'a in Hdt. as might be desired
;
and the more interesting, on

account of the fact that Hdt.'s dialect is in some measure similar to

that of Miletos. Greg. Corinth, p. 440, says rr/s di/Aetas TO I i&upotkn,

Kat 7Tt Traces TTTWO-CWS rovro TTOLOVO-IV, quoting Hdt. for &r}\<av and

0rjX.eg. Following are the forms adduced from Hdt., with the evi-

dence from other quarters of Ionic. Other examples of the -et- forms

from the pseudo-Ionists are given, sub Declension.
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A probable support is given to the Herodotean adj. in -e'a by the

Homeric 'Pea, /?a0ea, (o/ce'a, and by an occurrence of this forma-

tion in the lyric poets (ra^ecov). It is therefore inadvisable to refer

this adj. form to the influence of the later Attic writing ea (for the

first time in an -v- adj., 345 B.C.). Since the vowel following upon
the last i was a palatal, we may assume that the genitive -etr/s was

the source of the expulsion, and the new form then extended its ter-

ritory, creating an -ea. Cf. Johansson, B. B., XV, 184 ; but also K. Z.,

XXX, 405, where recourse is had to the assumption that these femi-

nines are from -e/ra, not from -e/rta.

I class together TrAe'ov and related forms.

t-less forms : TrAe'ov, TrAe'ovt, TrAe'ova, TrAe'eo, TrAeovov, TrAeov?, TrAeovws

(and TrAew, TrAewos, TrAewa, TrAewes, TrAeuvwv, TrAewas), in Hdt.,

according to Stein; TrAe'ov Solon, 324, Phok. 4; Anax. 6; TrAe'to,

Demokr. 92, Anax. 13; TrAe'ov and TrAeov, Melissos, 14; TrAe'ovas,

Theog. 605; TrAe'oveo-ori 8oo
; -TrAeos, Hdt. and Archil. 584; TrAe'ov,

Oropos, i8 4 , Keos, 439; TrAe'ovos, Keos, 43 5 ; TrAe'to, Miletos, ioo 2 .

TrAeW, Syr. dea 46.

Forms with t : TrAetov, Sim. Amorg. 2 2,
and Theog. 606

; TrAetbvs,

Hdt. I, 167 (?), and in Theog. TrAeiWa 702, TrAetto, 907.

Hippokrates and Aretaios have both TrAetov and TrAeW.

TrAetov lost its iota before any other form, according to Wacker-

nagel, K. Z., XXIX, 144, because the e bore the accent, while in

other forms t was tonic (TrAetW) .

'A/xaA0e'>7s, Anakr. 8 (for Bergk's 'A/xaA^t^sj, seems warranted in

the light of Phokyl. 'A/xaAfletrys 7 2 . crtbvra, Anakr. 49, is probably

tvishati, and not to be written o-e'ovra (Fick) = tve"shati. Alkaios has

o-euov 22 (with et reinstated from the aorist), and o-eW 26.

In the case of -eo-- stems, we have -eos = -eios in the following

cases in Hdt. :

re'Aeos, reAeow, generally, but reAetov, IX, no, and Eryth. 20423,

reAetbt? (about 354 B.C.), and in Homer and Demokritos reAeomiTos;

cf. Kret. dre'Aea, Cauer, ng^-
1

eVir^Seos, Greg. Corinth, p. 473. Fritsch, V. H. D., 43, prefers to

derive the adj. from eVtTTySeu'o), but denies in any case the correctness

of the ending -eos, which is the reading of the Mss. in almost all

instances.

VTrw/oea, cf. TravoiAea, eo>Aea 263 (Lykia).

1 T\eos in fifth andfourth centuries in Attic inscriptions; reAetoy, second cen-

tury B.C.
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circrccos is now written by Stein.

d</>i>eo?, The^ . 1 88, 559.

'Hpa*Aeos, Hdt. IV, 43, 152, 181, VIII, 132, as in Erythrai, 206 A
12 (after 278 B.C.). 'HpaxAeios is the best attested form in Hdt.,

appearing also Erythrai, 201 ]r (before 350 B.C.).

/Aowoycve'^, Arrian, Ind. 8.

-cos /'/* adjectivesfrom other stems.

/Joeos, xijvec., o" ** afyeos,
1

may have existed side by side with the

-etos forms (^tuoVeio?, /x^Aeios) . 'Api/xacrTrea and 'Y7rep/:?opeos need not

be rejected with Fritsch, V. H. D., 44 (Pick, Ilias, 551 if.). dSeX^eds
in Hdt., Lokrian, I. G. A. 321 A 7, B 4, 22, and in the letters of

Hippokr. 1709, 2720,^,35.

Mimnermos, n 6 , icctarai, has, like Attic KctWrat, C. I. A., II, 57310,

a later .

2 In Hdt. and Hippokr. KcYrat, eVc'ero, jce'arfai, with e from

(t) regularly. AcaAjcos, Thasos, 83 c,
seems to have lost iota. Cf.

AetdAKos, Thasos, 81 B 14.

Expulsion of I from EIH.

Iota 'does not disappear in stems in -eo-- : dei/ceo;, dA^efy, etc.

(above, 45). ev/xupo? seems to be supported, Hdt. II, 35, by all

the Mss., by Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion. 119, and by Suidas, ev/xapo?

aTroTraros Trapa 'HpoSoYo), but cannot make stand against the over-

whelming mass of counter-testimony.

Ae/ceAe'iy, Hdt., as AeKeAe'ews, C. I. A., II, 733, B 6, from AoceAeievs,

II, 660, 4. See Bekk. Anecd. II, p. 601, Steph. Byz., s.v. AcKeXei-

aOev. Hdt. has also MavTtvcTy, Mapc'?7, MaXtTy.

Upon the expulsion of i, contraction resulted in
ieprj, Pantikap, 123,

Ephesos, 150; cf. Ionic
ipeirj in Hdt.

; l<fpa, Keos, 48 (fourth cent.),

as Z 300. Tl-e intermediate step between tepefy and iep^ is repre-

sented by Kc limachos'
'lepeSy, epigr. 40. In Attic we may have

upa and icpta (Orestes, 261) by suffix exchange. The explanation
of the form 'Ep/u^s is as yet too uncertain for it to be classed here.

Apparently it is = Ep/xe(t)>;s ='Ep^etas. 'Ep/AT/s in Homer is rare

(but often in hymns). Herodotos has gen. 'Eptte'w ;
cf. 'Ep/xuo>,

Chios, 1 80, where -ieo> seems an analogical formation.

89. El from E + glide I (before a vowel) occurs before o, o>, ov,

a
;
as yet no examples before e and

rj
in Ionic.

Seio/xevov, Oropos, 1 836 (about 400 B.C.) ;
cf.

8ei'o>[j/]Tcu, C. I. A., II,

ii9 M , about 340 B.C.; 7rpoo-8ety<u, C. I. A., II, 167, 43, 48, 334-
1 Homeric alyeios, except i 196.
2 Cf. A 659, Kfarat, and KaraKeiarai, n 527.
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325 B.C.
1 Attic inscriptions of the fifth century have e; and so else-

where in Ionic : Se^rai, Olynthos, 8 B 4 ; Ser;t, Zeleia, 1 1339 (Set, Teos,

i58 8, 173). Mimn. 2 13,
eViSeverai has been unjustly expelled by Fick,

B. B., XI, 253, in favor of an assumed eTrtSeierat. Ssvto is an Aiolic

form (C. D. I. 21437, 256> 2 ^i A 19, B 26), and eTriSeverat may be

classed with other Aiolisms preserved by Ionic' elegists. Traces of

this form appear even in Mss. of Hdt. IV, 130 (cTrtSevees, where

is correct),

ta, Zeleia, 11330, shortly after Granikos.

ddv, Zeleia, 11320,39; cf. C. I. A., add. nov. 14, B n (387 B.C.) ;

add. 115630, 47 (after 350 B.C.) ;
add. 5736 13, 18 (after 350 B.C.),

2

and in Epeirotic.

7roAei(o))s, Zeleia, 11319.

e[i]oo>pan/, Eryth. 206 C 12, is a probable conjecture, as a letter

is certainly lost. ed<p<uv, 206 C n, need not disprove this. 6u6v =
0eov, Priene, 141, an inscription in Ionic orthography, but not Ionic

in dialect. 0eiok, 167, Phanagoreia.

-etog, genitive of -yv- stems, called Ionic (and Lesbic) by Hero-

dian, II, 6744 ('A^tAXeto?, /iWiAeios) . No examples occur in Ionic

literature or inscriptions. Hdt. /foo-iAe'os, and so 'A^tAXeos, Olbia,

C. I. G. 2076 (late).

-fcAet'ov?, genitive. See list sub ES stems in on Declension.

See Meisterhans,
2

p. 36, and Dittenberger, Syll. p. 780, for other

forms.

90. An that is never represented by y in other dialects, and

which is nevertheless not strictly a genuine diphthong, appears to

exist in K/aeta? by a probable conjecture of Hermann, Ananios, 53.

Kpeas, Hippon. 77, Sim. Amorg. 24.
3 As in AetcuVoo, Solon, 435, XP ">S>

Theog. ii96
4

(XP /OS 2O5)> diroTrvewo, Tyrt. io 24 ,
this et is a mere

graphical representation of ev<e/r, and appeared originally only when

a long syllable was necessary, a fact not comprehended by later tran-

scribers. Cf. also SeiSto'res, Theog. 764, Set'Sitf' 1179 (Se'Soi/ca 780),

where SaS = SeS/r.

In eia/Hvos, Theog. 1276, Lukian, S. 49 etapos ('Ea/uVrys, Styra, 19134 ;

1 Cf. also e'Senjtfrj, Lokris 'A0r]v, I, 489.
2 The oldest certain example of e(i) is Attic NTjAc/ws 'E<. apx> 1884, 161

(418 B.C.).
3 The t of this /cpe?os must not be confused with that of Horn. Kpflov, which is

that of the suffix (Skt. kravya). KpiS>v= Kpefrdcav has the i of w/oetas.

4 Unless this be from *xprj-t-os.
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Ananios, eapi, tetr. 5 ;
Hdt. lap

1

; Theog. rjpos 777), the a is due to

the development of the glide iota, the ground form being *^apw>s,

cf. ver from vezr, old Norse var. ripos seems to be from eapos, rather

than from *r/apo?. Cf. 147. Horn. eiAdYivo? (eAdVivos, Olynth. 8

B 3) is. purely metrical.

In the cases where this intervocalic iota appears, we must, I think,

distinguish two distinct classes.

1. Cases of in poetry, where the a is a mere graphical expres-

sion, not made use of by the earlier poets at least, to represent cv =
if \ e.g. Horn. Xccbvcrt.

2. Cases of the pure glide iota, as in eiav, ei/veta, where p has noth-

ing whatever to do with the appearance of the i, though in some of

the words in question p, as a matter of fact, did once exist
;
but at

the period from which the forms date, cannot have left any trace of

its former appearance.

At the present stage of our knowledge, I hold it best to keep the

two classes apart, though thereby not wishing to deny that in certain

special instances one class may overlap into the other.

91. rJi/Ka, evetKcu, in Hdt. with an K, whose relation to ey* is not

perfectly clear as yet. Lukian follows well in the wake of Hdt., but

Hippokrates and Aretaios have throughout the Attic forms. See

83, 3, and under Conjugation.

92. Itacism.

See above, under I, I, for instances of for I (Tei'/xapxos, etc.).

93. II. Monophthongal El.

A few sample, and some of the most important, forms under each

head will illustrate this characteristic feature of Ionic. On 4-13, see

Solmsen and Wackernagel, K. Z., XXIX.

i. Spurious El from
CI//T.

cu/os : EUI/OS, Styra, 1954,70,277) Ecu/on/ i9i>-j, EeiviW 19402, Eemos 1974,

HctVcui/o? 1973, Seivoxap??? 197.-,. 7sJ Ecu/oKpm??, Amorgos, 228; Eavo-

&/xis, Perinthos, 234 B 28, <I>iA.oai/o' i9.-o, Tifiofwoi 19.-us* Ilpo^cti/o?

i9a ; vv6'8ov, Smyrna, 153 20, etc. Hdt. 7rpovos, VI, 5 7, whereas

1 fa in Hdt. must be corrected. The form in Lukian cannot stand, unless it

can be proved that he here imitates an epic, not a Herodotean, form. Hippokr.

and Aretaios have no trace of (lap, their Mss. fluctuating between tfp and tap.
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Eustathios, quoting Hdt., uses the form TT/OO^CVOS. In the poets we
have a forms, Sim. Amorg. 719,29,107; Archil, eleg. 7, 192; Theog.

521, etc. Lukian has etvo?, though cases of /os occur. Arrian, 263

28, has eV- ;
and so, too, Aretaios and the Vita Horneri. In other

pseudo-Ionic sources, though there is great fluctuation, the weight
that Herodotos' unimpeachable eu/os carries, may pardon the adop-
tion of this form.

Attic eVos in some relatively pure inscriptions : Oropos, i8 9 ; Mile-

tos, ioo 6 ; Eryth. 1994; later documents, Thasos, 72 3 ; Eryth. 206

B 12; Ephesos, 14719; Phanag. 165. In Solon, eVos, 232, Theog.,

levies 518, are to be classed together as epic reminiscences. eVos

in Attic must be derived directly from
<n//ros, not through eWos.

/mvo's = Attic KCI/O? (Kevorepos), Wackernagel, K. Z., XXV, 260;
G. Meyer, Gramm., 76.

o-reivos = Attic <rTvos ((TrevoTepos). Arrian has <rmvos three times,

orrevo? an equal number. Aretaios seems to have the vulgar form ;

cf. Hippokrates, DTK 9, o-Tevwrc/oai.

ecWicev perhaps = e/x -f /re/ox (Osthoff, Perfect, 334 ; Brugmann,

Gramm., 13) in Hdt. (cf. on Prepositions). eive/<a : Sim. Amorg.

7 us; Theogn. 46, 730, etc. owe/ca, Theogn. 488,854; Xenoph. 2 19 ;

Solon, tr. 37. See Wackernagel, K. Z., XXVIII, 109 ff. Vita Ho-

meri has eveKa, e'vos, etc.

elvaros, eivaKoo-iot, Wackernagel, K. Z., XXVIII, 132 ;
G. Meyer,

Gramm., p. 379.

2. Spurious El from
e/o/r.

rj,
Hdt. and Theog. 266.

,
Arch. tetr. 55 ; Solon, eleg. 16

; Theog. 140, 1078, 1172.

Skt. parvan.

eipo/xat, ask (Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion. 73), appears to be a pres-

ent formed from the aorist stem with prosthetic vowel (e-pv/reV&xi).
1

etporraw, 0J/&, in Homer, Theogn. 519, Hdt. Ill, 14; e/owrco/xevov, I,

86, is rejected by Stein in favor of eiporreo/xei/ov ; Thasos, 72 ]2, eTrepom}-

o-ai, Attic (300-250 B.C.) ;
cf. C. I. A., II, 6oi 7 . Attic inscr. have

also 7re/3(T^at.

eipuo/uu, Hdt. See Leaf on A 216 (apuco, draw, V/re/av ; clpvofua,

protect, V<rep7. Schulze, K. Z., XXIX, 235, holds to the view that

is from *e/repv<rai.

1 So my Diphthong El, p. 64, and also G. Meyer, Gramm?', p. 425. Or

as well as Homeric tpcw, fpfo/mai, ask, and also Attic epo/jiat, are based upon the

transference of *epeu/i/, *fpvfiai, to the n conjugation (epe/rco, eppo^at', Solmsen,

K. Z., XXIX, 64.
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3. Spurious El from cA/r.

elAiWo), Hdt. (cf. Attic ciAi/cr^pes) probably from V/reA/:.

4. Spurious El from -ci/<r- or -cvs.

The sigma may represent either I.E. s in a final syllable, or sec-

ondary (dialectal) <r = n.

On as, io-o>, and the orthography in inscriptions, see under Prepo-

sitions, etcri = fvTi, Av0ts< AvfleVrs, ^apt'eis< XaP^Fevr^t a[wo]icTEvei(e),

Teos, Rob. 142 B n. /xei's,
Hdt. II, 82, gen. /t/^vd?, Halik. 2384.

Oropos, i8 6 . KeVo-cu, ^ 337, >ka/ro-ai, for Kto-at, with the v of Kcvrea).

4 A. Treto-otuu from *7reV0<ro/xai.

5. Spurious El from eps.

/ceipas, Paros, 67.

6. Spurious El from eAs.

dyyetXai, a,7ro<rretA.ai.

7. Spurious El from e/xs.

evet/Aaro, etc.

8. Spurious El from eoyx.

ct/*a[T]ib[is], Keos, 432, with the of et/xa. Cf. Andania, Cauer,
2

4 7 IB, 19, 20, 2i> et/xarto-yads, /^V/. 15. Hdt. has t/xarov. Brugmann, M. U.,

II, 223 (cf. IV, 133), separates i/x<mov from et/xa so far as to imply

that itacism does not exist. That G. Meyer, Gramm., 115, Solmsen,

K. Z., XXIX, 73, are incorrect in maintaining this view, is clear from

Attic i/xanoi/, C. I. A., II, 755, 8, 9 (349-344 B.C.), etc. We have

double forms in et/xcmov and t/xartoi/.

Medial eoyx is preserved by analogy in Ionic as in other dialects.

The orthography of atu shows a fluctuation found in no other

form in a. All inscriptions, not otherwise dated, are earlier than

400 B.C.

With E. With El.

Kyme, 3,
= Rob. 177. Miletos, 98, = Rob. 138.

Kyme, Rob. 173, 185.

Naxos, 25, = Rob. 27. Theodos. 125, written IEMI (af-

ter 400).
Arkesine (Amorg.), 29 = Rob.

158 D.

Prokon. 1032, = Rob. 42. Olbia, Rob. 163 A.

Samos, 214, = Rob. 155. Kameiros, 256, Rob. 164.

Naukr. Rob. 132 A, E, G. Naukr. Rob. 132 C.

Chalkidian, Rob. 175, 186.

Asiatic Ionic, Naukr. Bechtel, 259.
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For a similar fluctuation in other dialects, cf. my Diphthong El,

p. 60. EI/u in Attic is as old as 570 B.C. (Cauer, 487), this proving
that et =

rj
in this and a few other words had a tendency toward

diphthongization at an early period.

9. Spurious El from eor.

The orthography of emu in Ionic inscriptions shows the fluctuation

in the representation of the closed e sound.

With E. With El.

Halik. 23822,24,42 (fifth cent,). Halik. 23727,29,36-

Erythrai, 1995,10,11 (after 394). Thasos, 71 5> 6 (fourth cent.) 729

(300-250).

Oropos, 1 8 o2 (about 400).

Keos, 434, cewu (fifth cent.). Amphip. iOi2 (about 350).

Eretr. 15 M (fifth cent.).

e/, Olynth. 8 A 3, B 5, 7 (betw.

389 and 383).

e'etv, Orop. i8 31 .

7reiVw0cu, Hdt. IV, 64. Cf. KaTaeiVixrav, ^ 135. eu/iyu is not

a direct descendant of evi/v/xt, but derived from a later *eo-vu/>u,

brought into life through the influence of tWw, ZCTTO.L, etc.

/cAeivos < KAe/reoros : AcAEvoyei/^s, I. G. A. 396 (Keos). "Apytvvov

near Erythai is perhaps due to the Aiolic element in the neighboring

Chios. *Apywoj/ occurs in Troas and Lesbos, dpyevvo? being an

Aiolic word, Hinrichs (H. E. V. A., p. 56). Other traces of Aiolism

are IleAivvcuoi/, name of a mountain in the north of Chios, and 3>ateV-

vov, Thasos (L.) 18 C 5.

10. Spurious El from co-A.

Xei'Aioi
= Aiol. xeAAioi, Lak. x^Atbt.

XeiAo? < X VXos. Windisch, K. Z., XXVII, 169.

1 1 . Spurious El from evt .

According to Brugmann, Gr., 54, Homeric dv is = evt + vowel.

eVoAtos we find in Archil. 743 (tetr.), eii/aAtos in Theogn. 576.

NOTE. Brugmann, Grundr., I. 639 (cf. Johansson, D. V. C., p. 212), has

no hesitation in referring the ct of a^eiixav to compensatory lengthening (i.e.,

et is a spurious diphthong) ; and to make this ei of a.y.tiv<av a point of depart-

ure for that of KpdrTcav, juei'Ca"/ where e would have been in place.
1

itfttivt-

1 The only way to reconcile Brugmann's view with the fact that El is written

on old Attic inscriptions, is to assume that genuine El was monophthongized,
which is directly opposed to Meisterhans' view (p. 1 6). Brugmann himself be-

lieves in such a monophthongization (Gr., 15).
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Tfpos occurs in Mimn. I4 9 , 'A/AeivoKpeb-Tjs, Mykonos, 92 14 , a/iEIvoi', Rob. 159 a,

Amorgos.

12. Spurious El from
e/oi.

fct/xo say < /:/>*> Ionic tlptOyv, Hdt. IV, 77, 156, etc. < e/repe-

07JV, Attic fpprjOrjv < e-pprj-Orjv.

vavoTeipvys, Styra, 19 2^, Homeric a-relpa. or
<rrc.ip-rj,

A 482, /? 428
and nowhere else (Dipth. El, p. 65). Theog. 757 vTreipexoi

with
vTTci'p, as in Horn., < VTTC/OI before an initial vocalic syllable.

vTrapo'xov? (Hdt. V, 92 -ty), adopted by Stein, is alien to the form

usually accepted by the historian, and can be defended solely on the

assumption of irouciAta in the Herodotean dialect.

94. El of doubtful origin.

SaX^ny, Paros, 66, a late inscription with ci not in accord with

the common Attic-Ionic form (Sappho, o-eAawx ; Doric, o-eXdva ;

Archim. o-eA?jva).

EiXaOvu, Delos, 5650, Paros, 66 (EtAeiflufyi). See Baunack,

Studien, I, 69.

, Styra, 1939. See 67.

Cf. reipca, S 485 (<repa5, cf. yepca, MiletOS, IOO 7).

Kcti/05, written KEi/os, Teos, 156 A 4, 5, n, 13, 156 B 28, 39, but

with El, 15667; c/cEIvos, Mylasa, 248 A 16 B 15, C 19. Prellwitz

rightly holds that the is a monophthong, and divides e-Ket-cvos : his

proposed etymology, B. B., XV, 155.

95. 01.

This seems to have been pronounced as a genuine diphthong.

Bechtel, Ion. Inschr., p. 37, has refuted the view that in Styra ot was

pronounced as ii, and that the dialect of Styra was herein influenced

by the Boiotian change of 01 to v, i.e. it. MeVw/co?, 1970, may or may
not be correct

;
but in the fifth century, the period of this leaden

tablet, Boiotian <H had not abandoned the old diphthongal pronun-
ciation of 01. Cf. Blass, Aussprache? p. 57.
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96. Antevocalic OI = O.

See above for A (I), E(I) in Ionic.

A. In inscriptions.

WEST IONIC.

Ev/?oev?, Styra, 1933
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ASIATIC IONIC continued.

, Teos, 158^

7rouj(m, Chios, 174 A 12

irotiji, Chios, 1 74 C 9

Chios, 174 C ii

,
Chios ?] Rob. p.

64

', Eryth. 207

,
Sam. 22 1 24

ta, Sam. Rob. 157

vea>7TOtr/cravTes, Sam. 222

, Halik.24i (metr.)

, Myl. 248 A 12

eVoir/crai/TO, Myl. 248 A 13

, Myl. 248 B 6

Myl. 248 B 12

7TOLrj(Ta<rOaL, Myl. 248 C 9

, Myl. 248 C 1 6

crev, Adesp. 264

Chios, 183 A 46

, Eryth. 201 27

, Adesp. 264 (metr.)

B. Before o.

;, Kyzikos, m 6

:, Teos, 156 A 2

TTOIOVVTon/, Teos, 1 5 8 18

lepoTTOiou, Eryth. 206

ABC (12 times)

"EvSoios, Adesp. 264.

C. Before a, at.

i/ctoTToaxs, Ephes. 147 is

vewTTOtas, Halik. 240,-,

cvi/oi'cu, Ephes. i47 8

Samos, 22 1 8

II or I?

V
V
V
V?

II

322
V

pre-Rom.
?

367/66

367/66

361/60

361/60

355/54

355/54
VI

35

IV

VI

IV

470
Hellen.

278

VI

300

450400
300

322

7rot<i> is the word most frequently affected by the change.

Cf.
77-0775,

Theokr. 2921 ; eVoS/o-c, Theokr. 2924, Aiolic, 2i8 9 ;

?ai, Aiolic, 281 A 19, B 24; TTOI;
=

71-007,
2 3%6'> Troy<r<a, 281 B 54;
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305 8 ; Arkad. TTOCVTO), i222 9 ;
other examples, G. Meyer,

.f 155.

B. Lyric Poets.

Anakr. dSoiaoTw? 95, eTTTorjOr) 513 (e7rToi?7#ev ^ 2 9^, Trrotto/Aai, Mimn.

50-
C. Herodotos. Cf. Fritsch, V. H. D., p. 45 ff.

Eajffoeife, VII, 156, VIII, 4, 19, 205 E*0ofe, III, 89.

EV/&HKOS, III, 89, etc. In fact, Eu/3oieu's is found in no Attic pro-

saist, and Eu/?oits only in poetry : Trach. 237, 401 ; Evicts Trach. 74,

Eurip., Herakl. 83.

and vpavofy.

tr),
as in Homer TroKoS???. Attic 71-010. is poetical, elsewhere TTOCI,

as Sappho, 543.

poii}, Homer pouu, Attic poa (Greg. Corinth, p. 220, quotes pota as

Doric).

O-TOT}, according to Stein, III, 52 (R has O-TOITJ) ; oroia is poetic in

Attic, oToa alone is found in inscriptions, o-rota is Doric (Z>. S.,

3692s)-
1

Why Hdt. should use
TTOLTJ

and pot?/, but a-rotj, is not clear.

</>Aotos, IV, 67, also Homer and Attic.

X^-orj, IV, 34, Stein
; x\oi- in ^AotoOo-^at, Galen, lex. Hippokr., ^Xotw-

S>/5, Hippokr.
has Mss. authority, I, 74, where Stein prefers -on;.

in Hdt. throughout.

is a medical expression adopted by Plato, perhaps from Hip-

pokrates. Wackernagel's (K. Z., XXX, 268) objection to the hiatus

is removed if we compare Skt. kshaya and apply Fick's law as to the

interrelation of t and yod': when the accent falls originally, as here,

upon the final syllable, t is expelled, i.e. becomes yod. Cf. Bechtel,

Gott. Nachrichten, 1885, No. 6.

97. Varia.

i . There appears to be no certain instance in Ionic of ot for o be-

fore a vowel (as in 0780177$, etc.). KottAr;, Mimn. 12 6 (Alkaios, 155),

is a conjecture. It has not been shown that a Koa'Aos arose in the

manner assumed for yeAouos 6/u>uos (Hartel, Horn. Stud., Ill, 41).

A preferable solution is that Ko/riAos (KO/T
= cav-us) = KouiAos was

represented graphically by /coaAos.

2. [T]pot^rjvtos, lasos, 10429, before 353 B.C., disproves the state-

lAlsoC. I. G., 2483 22 , Astyp.
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ment of G. Meyer, Gramm., 112, that this form (with anaptyctic t

before ) does not appear before the imperial period. Cf. Tpoai/tos,

Roehl, 70 J3 , Schneider, Dial. Megarica, 39, Miillensiefen, Dial.

Lacon. 88.

3. SCO-TTWT/O-IV, Kyzikos, Rob. i48= Secr7rou/ais, if correct, is a unique

form. The converse appears in <l>iA.o8eWoiT09, Wolfe Expedition to

Asia Minor (Papers of the American School, III, No. 218).

4. 01 appears for cot in the Herodotean ot/cas, OIKOS, with absence of

reduplication, as in oi/coSo'/x^rcu, I, 181, Heraklea, I, 137.

98. YI.

The second mora of the diphthong YI may disappear before a

following vowel.

vos, Paros, 67 (late), Hvvs, 266, of uncertain provenance. Cf. vto's,

A 473, A. 270 ; 81)77,
v 286. dt^vT/, often used by the comic poets, may

be an Ionic loan-form (G. Meyer, Gramm., p. 36).

vio's is found, Amorg. 35 epigr., Priene, 141 (in Ionic alphabet),

265, uncertain locality ; Delos, 57 (cf. /xvoo-o/fcu, B. C. H., VI, 32, 33).

On wos in metrical inscriptions, cf. Allen, Versification, p. 71 ff., on

v(i)os in Attic, Meist.,
2

p. 47.

DIPHTHONGS KO.T eViK/oaroav.

99. AI.

ai = pre-Hellenic ai, gave way to
771

at the earliest period of Ionic

that can be reconstructed by us.

100. HI.

Whether HI is really a 8i'<0oyyos Kar* cTriK/aarciav in such forms as

/3cunA.?jios is not perfectly certain (Blass, Ausspr? 22, Johansson,

B. B., XV, 182). Schulze, K. Z., XXIX, 252, writes /?cunA#os,

and holds that
7/1

became # between the time of Hipponax and

Herodotos. 1 See below, 152.

101. Medial HI.

I. Retained before vowels.

In this category fall chiefly the derivatives in -rjiov, -77177
= Attic

-eiov, -177, from steins in -77v. In dealing with the vexatious problem

1 In Ildt. the correct form is $t t not *?ie.
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of the interrelation of these terminations it must be borne in mind

that originally an -rjv- stem yielded -1707 or -1710-, except in the case

of such feminines as had adjectival motion
( 46) ;

while sigmatic

stems produced -177 and -eio-. This original mark of distinction has

been obliterated to a great extent in all the dialects, and especially is

this the case in Ionic. In the following wherever
771

is written,

this is regarded as
rfi.

The forms of the rjv stems have been col-

lected by Fritsch, V. H. D., pp. 9 ff.
; e.g., Hdt., dpiorrjiov, dpx^ov,

tep^tov, /jiavTrjiov, -17177 (/xavreias, Tyrt. 4 2) , 71-0X1x77177, Trpvrav^tov, Prokon.

103 (V cent.) ; 0-17x1x77177, rapL^Lrj, xaAK^iov, etc ' Also from -77^- stems

nouns and adjectives in -7710?, -TJLOV, -77177,
= Attic -eios, -eiov, -eia.

,

1

0877177, KrjpvKrjLov, 'OSvo-o^ios, (1/077109.
Mimn. has

In other Ionic prosaists we find that the
-771-

forms are not so preva-

lent as in Hdt. :
Of.pa-rrf.ir], Lukian, Syr. 31, Aretaios often, Hippokr.

IIK 460, IIA 2, E III, 3, II i. 6pa.7rr)ir) occurs only in the letters :

Hippokr. 157, i6 7 , 1720,23- -iyt-
forms occur as follows: /xcu^t-,

Luk. Syr. 36, Astr. 8, 23, 24 ; 71-0X1x77677, Hipp. ep. 1 7 & ; (3a<n\r)i-,

Luk. Syr. 18, 25, Astr. 12, Arr. Ind. 3, 8, 39, Hipp. ep. 1734,41;

djoT^os, Arr. Ind. 7, n, 12, Euseb. 2; Tra^ibi?, Euseb. 2; 1/07710?,

Luk. .S^r. 42, 58, 57, Arr. Ind. 18. The following have no variant

in
-771- : /xot^et77, oWaoret^, yorjTCLr), Trpo^Tet^, <$>a.pn,a.KC.ir), Trptcrpeir),.

fpfjirjveirj. crrparrjiri is the only example in the vita Homeri.

Fritsch's thoroughgoing examination shows that here and there the

Attic forms have forced themselves into the Mss. of Hdt. In the

inscriptions we meet with the following forms in where
771

would be

Ionic :

lasos, 105 (end of third cent.).

., Zeleia, 114 ABC (late), Samos, 22127 (322 B.C.)

Kyzikos, 108 B (first cent.).

Ka.7T77A.etoi/, lasos, 10444.

, Samos, 221 21 (322 B.C.).

All these forms are due to Attic influence.

Furthermore, -7710- occurs (Attic -eto-) where there is no -77^- stem

involved. Hdt. dVSpTJios, avSprjirj, ywaiKTJios, where Homer has, \ 437,

ywoticeias, Phokyl. 33, ywaiiceiW (cf. Fick, B. B., XI, 272), Archil.

ywaiKctov, 9 10 ') fpyaXrjLov, eratpTyto?, -77677, KaS/XTitos but Ka8jU,et77, I, 1 66,

KaS/xetot often in Hdt. fivrj^iov, 01x77105 -ow,

1 Cf. Anakr. 1 14.
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Stems in A or O yield -7710
in the later lonists :

01*7710?, Luk. Syr. 20, 22, 53, 54, 57, Arrian, Ind. 20 (elsewhere

--) ; dytf/HOTnyios, Luk. Astr. 27. From consonantal stems we have

ai/S/aTyios, Luk. Syr. 15, 26, 27, Euseb. Mynd. 56 (Hippokrates has

--
always) ; ywaiKi/ios, Luk. Syr. 15, 27, 51, Arrian, Ind. 8, Aret.

60, 61, 62, 285 (Hippokrates --, and also Euseb. Mynd. 54);

<rrjfjirjiov, Luk. Syr. 15, 17, 49, ^j/r. 4, 7; Arrian,/;^. 28. Here

Hippokrates and Aretaios follow the Attic rather than the Ionic

standard. We have here a line of distinction drawn with tolerable

distinctness between the medical writers and Herodotos, Lukian, and

Arrian. Arrian, Ind. 10, has furthermore /xi/^/^ta, 10, but 0-rjpeia, 17,

24, and Ai&oTmo), 6.

And again, -7710-
= Attic -o-.

(and -os), /JopT^ios, EV/XDTTT^IOS, KTiAwr/tov, ^ot/^ios,

(</>oii/iKTJia, TeOS, 156 B 38, 470 B.C.), dyyapr/ioi/, A.aur7;ioi/,

A.ifjLvrJLov. Hipponax, 57, has Tpoirrjtov from Tpcwreo), an

Ionic verb.

Upon inscriptions for
771

in'

'Ai/o>eiW, Eryth. 206, B 48, 56 (278 B.C.).

ot/ccioTTiTo?, Ephesos, 1474 (300 B.C.).

ot/ceiot, Lykia, 263 (perhaps an Attic form).

Eu<pot/ieioi, QaActot, Eryth. 206 B 46.

Av/cetov, Eryth. 206 A 20 (Steph. Byz. AVKTJIOV).

tepr;Tcuii, Eryth. 206 A 44, B I, 45, 60, C 7 ; te/or/raaiv, A 14, 36,

Zc/jareai, C 13 ; Priene, 144, tepareuis.

opKweiov, Halik. 24044 (fifth cent.).

The inscriptions have
771

in TrpvTavijiov Prokon. 103 (600 B.C.),

<j>(HviKijia (above), tepr/ov, Oropos, 1833^ (see 103) ; ^/xi/x^W and

<nrov8rjiov, Paros, 62
; SapaTTT/'ia, Naxos, 28.

-7710- in Ionic has by analogy extended its sphere beyond that of

the 77u- stems in the class di/SpTJios and di/^/awTTTJios. In no case is there

any justification for the adoption of
-771-

even in such -es- stems as

yield abstract nouns, e.g. 0X77^77177, which has been foisted upon Herod-

otos by the Aldine edition. The few instances of
771=t, are of late

date. 'ApyTjto?, Ditt. Syll. 4215 (400-350), is, however, certainly on

the stone, though it may be an error, as it dates from a period when
there was a fluctuation in the orthography.

NOTE. If it can be shown that there are stems in -770-10-, which is still a

moot point, such apparent anomalies as Aiolic Kuirpoyevna, and Boiot. names in

ytveuos, -j"i5uoj, may be cleared up. See Johansson, B. B., XV, 181. e.tvo-
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Kparrjia, Eryth. 208, is a hyper-Ionic form, and not to be regarded as an ex-

ample of -?7<ria< That yod should lengthen a preceding vowel, as G. Meyer,

Gramm.? 79, states, is of course out of the question.

is not to be classed with Delphic KoAAiK/oa-nja, etc.,

where the
77

is a late graphical expression for et. It is scarcely prob-

able that a stem in -rjono- should manifest itself so late as the first

century B.C. when it is not beyond peradventure proved in the case

of older forms.

NOTE I. ayyf)tov without variant, Hdt. II, 1 21 0, 5, IV, 2, Lukian, Syr. 20,

48. This is the sole support for this supposed Ionic form. Keos, 43 10 , with

a]77e?a, is not free from the suspicion of being Attic, though this form is un-

doubtedly Ionic too. Cf. ayyelov and Kfveayye'u] in Hippokr. and Aretaios.

NOTE 2. Feminines derived from masculines in -evs have et, not T?J. In

Keos, 48, Upeia; Pantikapaion, 1233, leprj', Ephesos, 150, tepf). In Herodotos,

the Mss. have generally t/oeny, but occasionally the shibboleth of the Ionic tji

is disclosed (II, 53, 54, 55). Cf. also, &a<rl\fia, not -77^7.

102. Medial
rji

retained before consonants.

1. Masculine patronymics.

In but one case in Hdt., VIII, 132, Baa-tA^i'Sew. Cf. [B]a<riAet&79,

Chios, 1799, the same form on a Chian coin, Denkmaler der Wiener

Akad., IX, 322 (400-350). If SeAAT/t'Sew in Archil. 104 is correct, it

is the only instance in the lyric poets, and S/oy/fyc'&ys, Teos, C. I. G.,

306423 (late), the only instance in the inscriptions. In all other

cases -etSr;?, on which see below. n^A^i'Sr/s, attested by Greg. Cor-

inth. d. d. Ion., p. 377. MrjLw, Hdt. I, 7.

2. Feminine patronymics.

Hdt. N^i&oi/, II, 50; N^pryto-t, VII, 191 ; Boi/fyt'?, VII, 129, not

to be written
771,

a poetical form introduced by the grammarians.

Doubtless -rjiSrys and ->jis (-#'s) are correct.

3. Dat. Plur. of A (17) stems.

-7710-1
was the regular Ionic form in the fifth century in Hdt. and in

the inscriptions. The last Ionic ^to-i of which we have any knowl-

edge dates from 394 B.C. (Erythrai, i99e)- After this, eus is the

normal use. See under Declension.

4. In compound names (two stems).

, Aigiale, 28 A.

, Smyrna, i53 ]8 . Cf. Bechtel, ad loc.

s, Thas. (L) 7, B 9.

s, Th. (L) 3 4 , 9 o-
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, Th. (L) 3 A 8.

, Styra 19131, perhaps.

Th. (L) 1462; i6 7 .

v, Anakr. 106.

5. Greg. Corinth. <1. d. Ion., p. 377, quotes /cAi/io-fleWes as Ionic.

MapcovTyireW, Maroneia, 1960, though from the same period (before

400) we have MapwwreW, 196s.
1

171,
as augment, is preserved;

;, Samos, 22135.

103. II. Medial HI becomes H.

Uprjov, Oropos, 1833,36, about 400 B.C. Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion.,

p. 379, mentions itprflov as Ionic. Also Aiolic and Delphic.

A remarkable form is X-rjrovpydv, on a Tean document, Ditt. Syll.

12670 (306-301).

104. III. Medial HI passes into El.

(a) before vowels.

Here belong the forms mentioned under 101, from inscriptions,

from the lyric poets ywaiKeioi/, Archil, and Phokyl., unless Pick's

defence of the form as it stands
(
= ywcuov) holds good. [d]yyeia,

Keos, 43 10, while Hdt. has dyyrjia, IV, 2; Homer, i 222, ayyea.

Fritsch holds that dyyeioi/ alone is correct, which is probable (cf.

ayyos) .

(ft) before consonants.

In all masculine patronymics, except those mentioned 102, Hdt.,

as Attic writers, uses -18775 with but a single exception : AiyeiScu, IV,

149 ; 'Apio-Tei'8775, VIII, 79-82 ; 'ArpctSui, VII, 20
; NrjAeiSai, V, 65 ;

Hepo-ciSou, I, 125; 'AA/cei'Si/s, IV, 149. No Ionic inscription of the

fifth century contains a patronymic form. Ilt&tSi;?, Keos, 44 A 10,

*Api](o-) ret 8775, Thasos, 77 A 9, 'Apioret'Sevs, B 14, are all too late to

be of moment, though they apparently support the general conduct

of the patronymic in Ionic prose. BcwnAT/i'Seo) may well be correct

despite the numerical weight of evidence against -7/18775
in Hdt. As

Attic inscriptions of the fourth century have
-7718775,

the older form

existing parallel to the younger -18775 (to say nothing of the fifth

century with its EIAE2), so in Ionic we may assume the contempo-
raneous existence of both forms, though 771 may have been weakened

to in the majority of instances. The Ionic dialect is tenacious of

rji (vy{, 11^1771071, etc.). See 102, and below, 106, 107, 152.

1 Cf. Hdt. Bopv<retv<iTcut>, TV, 17.
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105. IV. Medial HI = EL

This metathesis quantitatis was first proposed by Fick (B. B. XI,

267) on the score of Anakreon's four syllable prjiKi-rj (96) by the

side of 0/077*177 (49, 75), Hipponax' QprjuCMW 42 (eV a/o/xarwi/ re /cat

prjLKi(av TTwAwv). Bechtel, Ion. Inschr., p. 13, goes so far as to claim

for Ionic and Attic that, wherever et appears for
771, 771 passed through

the stage el. On any view <?;(. is found chiefly in Eretrian Ionic,

since in Asiatic Ionic
771

lost its iota and did not become a. From

prose inscriptions we can scarcely expect proof, and even if we ac-

cept peiJctW, we are not compelled to extend this metathesis quan-
titatis over all the territory claimed by Bechtel. The parallelism of

later Aeirovpyetv and ret does not disprove the vocalis ante vocalem

corripitur rule, or necessitate the hypothesis that in Ionic-Attic there

was a middle stage, el.

106. I. Final HI is retained.

(a) In the dative singular.

vrji, perhaps from
vfj from the analogy of 1/7705, etc. (Alkman has

va according to Blass, Hermes, XIII, 25). On TLpitj[y']rji see under

Declension.

(ft) In the subjunctive (Island and Asiatic Ionic, but not gener-

ally in West Ionic). See under Conjugation.

The i avcKfjiuvrjTov is but rarely misplaced ; e.g., efyi (opt.), Teos,

1 58 is, so, (second cent.). Cf. the similar form on an old papyrus,

Blass, Ausspr? 48, and the confusion between
177

and
177,

H 340,

5 88.
1771

occurs on the papyrus that has

107. II. Final HI = EI.

(a) In the dative singular of A (77) and
-77^-

stems.

For the forms from Euboian Ionic, see under Declension. The

Herodotean /fao-tAe'i, or (3a<n\tl, is due to the analogy of other cases.

"Ap, found Sim. Amorg. 1 13, may be read
v

Ap77 ; *Apei in Homer

will readily yield to Ap, or "Aprj (3> 112, 431, B 479)- Smyth,

Diphthong El, pp. 36, 42.

((3) In the subjunctive. Here we have to distinguish between

(i) et, an original form with short modal vowel (Schulze, Hermes,

XX, 49 iff.).
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Teos, 156 637,

**wy/v,0> Teos, 156 B 38,

Tronjo-a, Teos, 156 B 39,

Tronjo-ci, Chios, 174 A 12,

a7roKpw/>, Ephesos, 145, 1,8,

cirapa, Ephesos, 145^,

of the fifth century.

between 4 1 1-402 or 38 7-3 7 7.

Cf. Trapa/AcfyeTcu, Mimn. 3, and also in Kretan (Baunack, Studien,

I, 3 ; Bechtel, Gott. Nachr., 1888, p. 402).

(2) u<rji in later inscriptions.

di/cu/^'crei, Amph. io 19 (middle of the fourth century),

i, Orop. i8 3 ,

Orop. i8 9,

(KTivu, Orop. 1 8 12,

dStKrjflei, Orop. l8 14,

trw^wpa, Orop. 1820?

Trapei, Orop. 1 8 JG,
=

cf. !, i8 M , =3,

c/u/?aAAa, Orop. 1840,

This ct < 771
is restricted in Ionic to the division of the West,

1 and

in so far presents a proof of the progression of West Ionic and Attic

along the same phonetic lines. There are no examples of this later

ti from other portions of Ionic territory, and even in West Ionic the

change has not been thoroughgoing (Olynthos, 8 A 6, B 17, 071 ;
B 14,

80*771). In the Kyklades and in Asiatic Ionic we have 171 in the verb

and nouns, except where t has fallen off. The change of
-771

to -

precedes in Amphipolis that of -wt to -01. In Olynthos, 8 A 6,

Bechtel reads TrjoAe/xot whereas we have -OH in 8 B 4 (as well as -771).

1 08. Final H from HI.

Rarely, and then not in West Ionic, in the dative : Mdvr), Kyzikos,

108 (sixth century) ; TT} ftov\r}, Eryth. 199! (394 B.C.) ;

Eryth. 201
j (fourth century) ; rfj, Zeleia, 11315 (after 334) ;

Mylasa, 248 C 15 (355/4)-

IOQ. 121.

Final QI becomes OI only in Western Ionic.

clension for examples.

See under De-

1 lav 8'87, Teos, Ditt. Syll. I26
7 (306-301), is Attic.
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no. AY.

I find the following examples of ao = av {a -j- u) in Ionic inscrip-

tions. See below for eo = ev.

aoVoi', Priene, 1449.

aoTos, Chios, 184.

a6V6V, Samos, 2 2 1 14 .

ao[Tw]i, Eryth. 202 n,
1

263 (unc. loc.).

aoTots, Samos, 22i
21)27, 28, Eryth. 2032 (TavYa, 1. 8).

aoVovs, Samos, 22129, Leros, 1077.

Ta6Ya, Leros, 107 12, Chios, 184, Eryth. 2O2
10>18, Samos, 22i 14,

Halik. 2407 (the only example of the change in the dialect of

Halikarnassos) .

caoTon/, Samos, 22150, 263 (Asiatic).

FXaoKos, Eryth. 209^

Taope'as, Eryth. 2093.

KaoKao-iWos, Chios, 183 A 33 ;
but Kav/cao-[a]s, B. P. W., 1889,

p. 1195 ;
cf. Eryth. 206 A 19.

NaoXo^oi/, Priene, 141, an inscription not in Ionic dialect but in

Ionic orthography. NaoK\os, Paus. VII, 3, 6, may be compared.

Styra, 19^, has Navo-Teipr;? ; Olynth. 8 B 2, rawn/y^o-i/xan/.

The graphical substitution of o for v is practically confined to Ionic

territory. Kumanudis, 'ETrtyp. 'ATT. ITTLTV^LOL, 2597 (AoTOKpa[Tjr/s),

offers the only example from extra-Ionic territory. So far no evi-

dence for this ao has been found in any portion of Ionic except that

of the Asiatic mainland and adjacent islands.

This method of writing, however, does not of itself necessitate the

conclusion that Ionic av was of different color from Attic av. Per-

haps the Naxian AFYTO represents nothing more than an attempt
at showing the pronunciation of au in a clearer manner than by AY,

though we must not entirely exclude the suggestion that AFTO was

meant, and AFYTO was a correction of the engraver (dfVTOV). See

Blass, Aussprachfy pp. 74 ff. This ap for av before a consonant is

chiefly the property of Kretan, and sporadically of Lokrian and

Korinthian.

ill. AY = 0.

\

See 74, 126, for Tpoi/xa, O^WO-KW, etc. The substitution of o

for v is more frequent in Ionic than that of v for o. At present but

one example of the latter orthography is known to us in Ionic :

1 About 350 B.C. No. 199, Eryth. (394 B.C.) has avrwi twice.
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Styra, 19133
=

/u.vA.w/oos < -aopos. Cf. TrvXavpos = TTvAwpos in

Hesychios and the other examples quoted, G. Meyer, Gramm., 1 20.

Hdt. Ill, 72, has TrvAovpo's with the z;. /. TrvAwpo's. The grammarians
went so far as to hold that av became <ov in a suppositious form WUTOS.

Greg. Corinth, p. 419.

On OY from AY, see under OY, 19, 124.

112. A from AY.

In late inscriptions v is sometimes not written before a consonant.

In Kaibel's Epigramata I find rowo/xa rdroV 311 Smyrna, aron/ 321,

near Sardis, carols 340, valley of the Makestos, dr^s, Sterrett, III, 235.

113. EY.

EO for original EY is not specifically Ionic, though this orthography
was more extensively adopted by the lonians than by any other

Greek people.

1. Inscriptions of the fifth century.

/?acriA.eos, Chios, 1 74 C 10.

Ke<aA.eos, Adesp. 266
;
see Bechtel ad loc.

2. Inscriptions of the fourth century.

/, Amphip. io 3 .

>, Amphip. IO 24.

<oyo[v<ni/] , Chios, l85 15 .

Chios, B. P. W., 1889, p. 1195.

, Miletos, 102, i.

E6eX0an/, Ephesos, 1513.

Eo7ra^t'8ry(9), Ephesos, 1514.

, Ephesos, 1515.

, Samos, 2 2 x 8 .

eopyeryv, Eryth. 202 s.
1

Eo^a/^09, Klazom., Le Bas, Voy. Arch. Inscr. Ill, i, No. 86.

Awccuos, Klazom. 1693. Cf. ACOKOIS, Priene, 141, Ionic orthogra-

phy as in NaoAo^oi/.

corns, Chios, Zeitschr. /. Numism. XIV, 153, No. 3. Cf.

evrr[is], /. /. No. 4= Becht. 194 (both fourth century).

3. Inscriptions of third century.

, Thasos, 833; cf. 83 4 .

1 Bechtel's [eop7]Tr;i', Kryth. 199.,, is doubtful on account of OUTOM, 1. 5, 12.
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4. Of uncertain date.

, Eryth. 2093.

Sinope, 116.

NOTE. EoirdfMovos (Bechtel, Ion. Inschr.,^. 104), held by Boeckh (C. I. G.

2121) to be Phanagorean, cannot well be Ionic on account of -irafAwv= Kr-n/^uy,

despite iro\vTrd/j.oi>os, A 433, which must give place to iro\virdfj./uLovos of many
Mss.1 That eo=ev is not confined to Ionic is clear from the following list :

Eo0w\os, Knidos, B. C. H. IV, 51; &Vf0 , Sunium, C. I. A., Ill, 73 12 ; 'Op0e(k,
C. I. G. 7049; SeoTjpo*/, C. I. G. 3423, etc. See Hausoullier, B. C. H., II, 47 ff.

Bechtel proposes to refer Eoirdpovos to Knidos. -

This eo is sporadic merely, and does not indicate that the pronun-
ciation of ev

(i.e.,
e -f- u) was any different in the localities where

these forms were at home from that prevalent among all Ionic speak-

ing Greeks. The following list shows the retention of ev in words

that in the above list had eo.

<jf>evyov[ro]s i3 6 ,
Chalkis (?), found at Olympia.

lasos, 1045.

, Thasos, 834.

Ev(7r)o/)ia, Pantik. 121.

/, Theod. (?) 127; AevK[a]pios, Styra, I9i24 ; AevKapos, 19339,

, Phanag. 164.

j Eph. 145 5.

, Teos, 1593.

On ev for original eo, see also under Contraction.

114. evo represents the diphthong ev in IItT0evog, Ephesos, Num.
Chron. 1881, 16. eov stands for eo = ev in Aeowv?, Maroneia, on a

coin in Imhoof-Blumer's coll., referred to by Bechtel on No. 196.

eov=ev also in 'Apio-roKAEOYs, Thasos, 72^ Evpvo-fleVEOYs, Samos,

217. Analogous is aov in HaovXAtVa, C. I. G. 6665, G. Meyer, 120.

Cf. Baunack, Studien, I, 72 ;
B. B., II, 269.

115. /3 takes the place of v in the late /caTeo-Ke'/Sao-ei/, Kyzikos,
C. I. G. 3693. Cf. the same form C. I. G. 2015 (Gallipoli), and such

forms as Boiot. evSo/zov 49117, evSo/xe'Kovra, C. I. G. 1845 (Korkyra).

1 On rioXuTTTj^oj/iSao, a> 305, see Wilamowitz, Horn. Untersuch. 70, note.
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1 1 6. Loss of Y in EY.

Before vowels v is expelled as is i. Scanty evidence of this phe-

nomenon is furnished by the Ionic poets, Hipponax using cv as a

short syllable in eiWov 22 B (cf. 'Ecoi/v/xcvs, Kuman. 'ETriyp. 'ATT.

c7riTv/M/?t(H 5OI 3), Orjpevu 22 A.

Inscriptions offer us but doubtful evidence :

'EaAKi'&js, Styra, i9 183 , maybe due to pure carelessness, as Blass

suggests; at least we have EvaA/cci'S^s, Thasos, 77 B 10, and EwA*a-

8eo>, Th. (L.) 3 A 10.

7rpuTaW(o)i/Tos, Priene, 14410, Ross' conjecture for -COH/TOS of the

transcribers. Johansson, D. F. C., p. 61, retains -COH/TOS, which he

explains as = -I/OVTOS, comparing Lesbian dSi/c^w. This is, however,

entirely unwarranted and has in fact been partially withdrawn by the

same scholar, B. B., XV, 171.

/Jao-tAt'ovTos, C. I. G. 2107 C, Pantikapaion, is not free from suspi-

cion, since Ionic verbs in -evu> retain the v
1

; e.g. /ScunAeun/Tos, Pant.

1 1 8, Mylasa, 248 ABC ; eai0pa,7rew>i/TOs and TraptTrpeo-fievev 248 A 6
;

OepaTrevco-Oai, Oropos, l8 21 ; [tepa]Tevcrev, Ephesos, 150; [Kia]AAewn,

Teos, 156 B 19; /AV77/U.OVCUOVTOS, Halik. 238^. There is no confusion

here between -evto and -eo> verbs such as is discussed by Bredow,

p. 81.

117. EYforAY.

TreVevpoi/, Oropos, 1842, deserves notice as the Ionic form, found

also Theokr. XIII, 13.

OY.

118. I. Genuine OY.

The diphthongal ov is generally represented upon inscriptions by
OY or in a few cases by OY (OY = ou, and OYAE = ovSe, Thasos, 68) .

OY in TOYTO, Halik. 238 21 , ,, 33, TOYTO2, Amphipolis, IO M .

TOTO = Tovro 175 = Roberts, 150 (Chios), as occasionally in pre-

Eukleidean Attic documents. APOAHI, Teos, 156617 = apovpyi (?)

is a vexatious spelling, though it is certain from Kyprian a ro u ra

that the diphthong is genuine.

1
Ka.TC<TK(a(Tt, Magnesia (Moucr. KO,\ &i&\. rijs evayy. ax<>A. ~2.ij.vpv. 1878, p. 46),

is late. Cf. similar examples from Kyme (C. D. I. 311 42), Korkyra (C. I. G. 1838
B 6), Tenos (C. I. G. 23443); icaTaa/ce^r/Ta*, Delphi (W F), 263,,.
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Genuine ov (i.e. o -f- w) is retained in Ionic as in other dialects.

It occurs in ablaut forms, such as a-n-ov8rj and where v has been joined

to o as in TO-V-TO (particle v) .

1 19. II. Spurious OY.

The monophthongal ov is generally written O ; e.g. :

op/cOv, Halik. 23826, = op/cow.

TO/o/xoKpareos, Prokon. 1033.

BO/Vevoi, Teos, 156 B 24.

?, Teos, 156 B 29.

Miletos, 98.

Sporadically OY appears :

TOY, Amphipolis, io 13, only case of this writing of rov.

/Ja/o/fopOYS, Teos, 156 B 26; in every other case of the accus. pi.

02.

1 20. Spurious ov before nasals.

/xowos < */xov/ro-5, in Hdt. Archil, ep. 894, Sim. Amorg. 724,143,

Kail. 1 21, Solon, tetr. 33 c ; /xowoKepa, Archil. 182; povvapxos, Theog.

52. Attic forms in Solon, 243, 93. /xowo? survives in late inscrip-

tional poetry; e.g. Arch. Instit. of America, III, 34 i c (Pisidia).

Lukian, Abydenos, Aretaios, and other later Ionic writers have ov.

Arrian varies between //.owo? and //.oVos, but the prevalence of the

former in Aretaios and Hippokrates is so striking that there can be

no question but that /xowos was accepted by all the pseudo-Ionists,

except the author of the Vita Homeri.

yovvara < yov/r-, Hdt., Theog. 978, Tyrt. io 19 ;
Archil, tetr. 75,

yowv/xevo) ; Lukian, d. d. S. 22, yovVtov ;
Arrian 36, yovara. Hippokr.

and Aretaios have the ov form.

NOTE i. The etymology of ovv is uncertain. It is found Hipponax, 61,

though there probably an Atticism. Sim. Amorg. 7 45
has the genuine Ionic

form. Wackernagel (K. Z., XXIX, 127) suggests that &v is extracted from

H&v. But /JLUV is not Ionic. See 75.

NOTE 2. The principle that the exigencies of the Homeric verse cannot

force any Greek form upon the ordinary dialect life of the people is fatal to

a genuine Ionic ovi/opa, despite the fact that Lukian, etc., read it in their

copies of Hdt. Stein writes OVVOJJM, although the Mss. are in a constant flux, and

ovofAaifca, 6vofj.d(a. ovo/j.a is the genuine Ionic prose form, found Oropos, i8 39,

and so also in 'Ovo/j.d(TTov, Kyme (Roberts, 174). ovo^a is found in poetry,

Theog. 246, Tyrt. I2
31 ; 6vo/u.a<TT6s, Theog. 23, 'Qvon&KpiTt 503. ofo/o/ia receives

poor support from Sim. Amorg. 7 87 , Kovvo(j.a.KKvTov, a form alien to the genius
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of the folk-dialect (misread from KON?). In Hippokrates, Lukian, d. d. S., de

Astr., Arrian, Aretaios, ovvo/j.a prevails over uvop.a, in the Vita Ifomeri, uvop.a.

over otfj/oita; ovo^d^u is the accepted form in later Ionic prose, while 6vo/j.affTi

varies with

121. Spurious OY before liquids.
I. -op/r-.

ovpos, mountain, Sim. Amorg. 14 lf Theogn. 881
; ovpeos, etc.

;

Hekat. 172 ovpea, 173 oupco-iv. In Hdt. and Homer we find both

ovpos and opos. The latter is the sole reading of the Mss. in about

nineteen passages in Hdt. In other places where the word occurs,

ABR have opos, CPd ovpos ;
whence Stein concludes, in opposi-

tion to Dindorf and Bredow,
1 that 0/305 is the genuine reading in

Herodotos. Of the pseudo-Ionists, Lukian has ovpos, d. d. S. 8, 28
;

Arrian has ovpos but once ( n), opos fourteen times. Hippokr.,

Aretaios have the o form, as the Vita Homeri ; opos, Hekat. 44, 227,

344, Tyrt. 5 7 ,
Archil, tetr. 749, ep. ii5,Theog. 1292 ; Hipponax, 35,

opci'as is attacked by Renner (p. 179), whose VtVpas yepatos has not

met with favor. The form opetoi is certain, Arrian 'IvS. 17. 'Opo-

/^[TT/S] or 'Opo/3ie[v's], Chalkis, Roberts, 172, an inscription not

adopted by Bechtel. OvpaAios is an uncertain conjecture of Roehl,

No. 394 = Bechtel, No. 42.

ovpos 6, boundary, Chios, 174 A 6, 8, 10; oupo^vAa/ce? 174 A 15,

19 ; o/Aovpos, Halik. 240 m ; ovpos, not opos, Samos, 216
;
and if Roehl

406 is Ionic, then HOPO2 must be read Hovpo?. In Herodotos, ovpos,

6/AovpeW, ovpi'^ctv, etc., Demokr. Mor. ovpos. In Arrian, 2, opos,

ovpo? 40, Euseb. Mynd. 13, oSpov. Solon, trim. 364, has the Attic

form.

8ovp- is not found in Mss. of Hdt. in the oblique case forms, though

Tyrt. 1 1
20, 37, Archil, eleg. 3 5 have the ov form, which alone is genuine

Ionic. Cf. Aovpoys, Adesp. 21 (Western Ionic) of the sixth century.

The epic 8op-, Archil: eleg. 3 1?
,.

/covpos, amply attested on Ionic inscriptions and by Greg. Corinth.

d. d. Ion., p. 387 ; cf. p. 489.

*E7rtKovpo[s] Styra, 1935, Samos, 22 1 2 .

povpi;, Naxos, 23 ; but Kdpr/t, Paros, 65 (late) ; Kopr;?, ]",ryth. 206

B 22 (almost an Attic inscription).

,
Halik. 240.0.,.

1
OCpfios, ovpcffi&urrjs in the tragedians make for an Ionic ovp-. Solmsen, K. Z.,

XXIX, 358, goes so far as to hold that in &pos (Dor.) and opos, <a and o are ablaut

vowels.
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A]too-/covpo[i]<n 257 (unc. loc.) ;
but Aiocr/copon/, Eryth. 206 A 7

(Attic).

Aioo-Kov/ot'8evs, Thasos (L.), n C n.

Aioo-Kov/oiSou, Thasos (L.) 20 B 3.

In the poets we find Kovp-, Tyrt. io 6 ; 152, 16 (Doric !).

AKXTKOV/OOS, Hipponax, 120, and so in Hdt., who has also KOV-

Kopos, Attic, Hdt. only IV, 33, 34. Aret. 18 has Kovpyo-L Archil.

1 20, in the iobacchics, uses Koprj<s. On Koupevs, cf. K. Z., XXIX, 128.

122. Other Ionic forms with ov.

Phanag. 164, 168
; Ovpavti/, on an old amphora, C. I. G.

8412. Wackernagel derives from popz-, rain, with accent on the

syllable after the radical syllable (K. Z., XXIX. 129). In that case

we may connect ptpo-rj and /rovpew. The older attempts at deriva-

tion assume pp (rum-).

ovprj, tail, illustrates Wackernagel's accent theory, K. Z., XXIX, 127.

2. OUA.

(a)o\p.

ouAcu, Hdt. < poXpo- ?

Horn. ovXos, en/ire, < 6A/ro- is not represented by the same form

in later Ionic. The absence of any form except oAo? shows that the

parallelism between Horn. Ionic ov by compensatory lengthening =
Doric to = Attic o is not complete. Attic, Doric, and Ionic here

agree in having oAos.

Proper names in IIovAv- have come to light in Megarian and Thes-

salian as well as Ionic. Hdt. has TroAAo's (cf. TroAAas, Abdera, 162,

metrical) ;
but that TrovXvs may have been Ionic is probable from

TrovXvTTovs in Attic (Athenaios, VII, 316), which looks like a loan

from TrovXvs. Theog. 509 need not be Megarian, but is to be classed

with such lonisms as TrovXvTroSos, e 432, Hym. Apoll. 77.

IIovAv8a/xas, Samos, 1537, Eretria, 1665.
-X<*-pv, Eretria, B. C. H. II, 277.

novAvwvo[s], Chios, 187.

Hov\vdva, Thasos (L.), 8 B i.

IIovAvos, Thasos, 78 B n.

IIollAv/a.'Sr/s, Styra, 19286-

There are no names in HovXv- in Hdt.

Cf. also in other dialects :

in the Hermokopidai process (Thuk.).
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Megara, IIovAua9, IIovAv^apcos, Revue Arch. XXXi9 ;

Le Bas, Explications, No. 346.

IIouXvSa/Luxs, Thessal. 34579.80-

There are no names in IIoAAo-, but those in EEoAv- are abundant.

19257, and perhaps 19406.

19288*

[i]&7s 19407-

i928f,> framed from IIoAvci/os.

IIoAv0/oovs, Thasos, 75 B n, Teos, 15827.

rioAva/7Tos, Abdera, i63 12, Maroneia, 19615, Thasos, 723.

IIoAv8a/xas, Thasos, 765.

, Thasos, 81 B n, Thas. (L.) 37, 6 A 9, 15 C 10.

, Eretria, 16 B 37, 49 ; also Thessal. 34575.

IIoAv;(ap/u.os, Smyrna, 15311.

IIoAvo?, Smyrna, 15322-

IIoAv7m#T7?, Erythrai, 206 A 28.

IIoAv'tSos, Halik. 240^.

Thasos (L.), 6 C 9.

,
Thasos (L.), io u .

,
Thasos (L.), 2i 5 .

IIoAv-, Thasos (L.), 16 A 17, B 3.

IIoAv[/?]os, Volci, Roberts, 188 H.

Bechtel holds that the names in IIovAv-, in whatever dialect found,

are due to the influence of the epos. This, if true, does not render

nugatory our contention that the Homeric verse does not create

genuine forms in the dialects, since proper names have their own

history. It is better to regard TrovAv- as a genuine prose form, from

contamination of TroAv- and irouA.-, -n-ovX- originating in the oblique

cases (TTOA.V-OS).

TrouAus is but sparingly attested in the late lonists. Lukian and

Arrian follow Hdt., while the medical writers use now TTOV\V-, now

TroXv-. TrovAv occurs in the letters of Hippokrates (XVII, 16 in c) ;

elsewhere TroAvs and TroAv should probably be read (Lindemann,

P . 12 ff.).

It is no contradiction of the laws of phonetic development that

TrouA- and TTO\- should be coexistent at one and the same time in a

single dialect. As in Ionic, so too in Megarian (Baunack, Stud. I,

229) are both forms permissible. A 7ro>A- is, however, foreign to

Ionic, despite TrwAvrroi/, Sim. Amorg. 29. Perhaps Sim. of Keos is

the Simonides referred to by Athenaios, VII, 318 F.
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(/?) ovA from oAv.

ovAos, crisp, < poXvo- ?

, Tyrt. 70, Theog. 156, 1062.

i, probably from poXvo-, from /3o)Av- ? Forms with O :

(3O\r)Tai, Oropos, i8 31 ; K/oiro/SOA^s, Kyme, 2.

eo/?ovAov, Naxos, 28 and BovAotfe'/xios, Naxos, 28 with OY (late)

NOTE. The ov of Ou\u/unros appears to be due to the metre alone in

Homer and Theog. 1136. In Herodotos 'OA- is to be written, a form attested

by Xenoph. 2
3 , Theog. 1347, Solon, tr. 36 2 , Sim. Amorg. 7 21 ,

Arch. tetr. 74 2 ,

Hipponax, tr. 30 A; 'OAu^Tn&j (dat.), Miletos, 101 (late), and 'OAu/A7riJ5<wpos,

Smyrna, I53 27 (before 350 B.C.).

123. Other cases of ov.

Editors of Hdt. reject ouSwv, ways, I, 123 (cf. Od. 17, 196), but

accept ovSoV, threshold, I, 90. So long as this ov is to be regarded as

metrical merely, it cannot belong to common Ionic speech. Samos,
2 2

30, 865 has oBov (346/5 B.C.).

vo<ros, Hdt. Mimn. 6, Solon, 24 10, Theog. 274, etc., is not from

*i/oy/ao?
=

*voi/(To-os, as Curtius held in his Studien, X, 328, but from

oro/TTtos,
= Old Norse snauSr, stripped, poor, bereft, sneySiligr, des-

titute (Germ, schriode). vovcros occurs in late poetry, B. C. H., VIII,

502, No. XI, from Phrygia ;
Am. Arch. Instit. Ill, 3413. Lukian

adopts the form seven times in the Syria dea, Arrian has it chap. 15 ;

Herakleitos, epist. V, VI ; Pherekyd. and Hippokr. epist. ;
and so too

in Aretaios. Hdt. always uses voo-ew, if Mss. authority means any-

thing, and Hippokrates, Lukian, and Aretaios agree in adopting this

form. The Mss. of these authors fluctuate constantly between vo-

crrj/Jia
and vova-rj^o., to the former of which preference must be given.

Sim. Amorg. iamb. 1 12 has voVoi, corrected by Ahrens and Renner

(see especially the latter in Curtius' Stud. \, 178). The author of

the Vita Homeri used the o form alone.

Supa/coixrtos appears to exist in Ionic side by side with Svpa/co'crios.

That the latter is not a fictitious form is evident from its occurrence

in C. D. I. 1200, incorrectly supposed to be Arkadian, and in in-

scriptions from Agrigentum, Cauer,
2

1999,13, etc. -Kovcra is from

-Kovrta, -Koo-a from -KOTUL, instead of -Kana, by influence of the former

termination.

124. Ionic OY = AY of other dialects.

This is found in evro0a, Oropos, i8 17 (Hdt. IvOavra, Sim. Amorg.

23, IvTavOa). Cf. eoirrwv, Panionion, 1444 (an inscription indifferently
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copied). Cf. Attic OuAiaTcu, C. I. A., I, 2317 = AvXtarai, C. I. A.,

I, 226 13 . a seems to have become o through influence of the follow-

ing v. This change is unique, recalling only indirectly o> for av. See

i9> I"-

125. HY.

In the dialect life of Greece wherever
rjv appears before a conso-

nant it is not an original diphthong.
1 So Ionic ypyvs, 1/171)?

with
77
from

the oblique cases (vrjf-os y/o^/r-o's) ;
so too in Trprjvs, whence EEp^u'Aos,

a Thasian name (and HpedvOrjs, Keos, 50, IV, 65), from root prai.

rjv in the augment (e.g. rjv^rja-are, Solon, 1 1 3) is not proethnic eu or

au. In Attica rjv as augment of ev- verbs held its ground until the

second half of the fourth century. Hipponax, 632, has /carT/vAto-^i/,

but Hdt. often avoids
r)v~.

126. OY.

Like yv, OY is not an original diphthong in the dialects. o>v

originates in Ionic chiefly by crasis, as in rwvro, e/xetouToi>, cretovrov,

< ?o + O.VTOV. All these forms are based on the genitive.

, eravrov, are from analogy to e/x(e)currov, o-(e)auToV. Whether

KOV (e.g. AcOY*, on a papyrus, cited Blass, Aussprachef ^^ is for KWV,

as in Sappho's KWVK i 24, /cwvSeV, Epicharmos, 19, may well be doubted.

The same Ionic papyrus has KEN, i.e. K -f- ^V, and Sappho's Sam-e by
the side of S^vre shows the possibility of elision, K'(at)+ov. Nor

would I agree to Blass' explanation of COVTWV, Priene, 144 = C. I. G.

2908 (Mykale), from cwvrcui/. A form ewvrcuv is utterly unknown on

Ionic inscriptions. Its a of eovraiv became o either through assimi-

lation to v as c became o in Kretan ^ovSi'a, or it is due to the influ-

ence of OVTOS, etc.

To a limited extent outside of crasis, wv appears in Ionic. Hdt.

Owvfjui, 6a)vtJida>, r/acuC/xa, IV, 180, in one Ms.
;
Luk. Astr. 3, Syr. 7, 8,

10, 30, has 0wiyxa, 0a>v/u.aco 13, 32, 36, and the Vita Homeri, Ow-.

Arrian, Ind. Oavfjua. 15, but 0o>/xa 40, as Euseb. 3. The epistles of Hip-

pokr. have generally the Attic form
; rp^v^a. is found in the majority

of the Mss. Syr. 20, while Arrian, Ind. 19 has r/aw/Aa. Lindemann

(de dialecto lonica recentiore, p. 30) holds that the o>v of 0an^aa is

due to the influence of <OVTCW, etc. A partial support for this sug-

gestion is to be sought in the fact that Greg. Corinth, p. 419, by

1 In a pre-dialectal period eu, ou, au, having become eu, etc., before consonants,

their history is the same as that of I.E., eu, etc.
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quoting tovros, seems to regard wv and au as interchangeable. Are-

taios, in fact, abounds in forms which indicate that the grammarians
were ignorant of the true interrelation of u>v and av. See 74, in.

NOTE. Perhaps 0o>C/ia may be explained from fldFeojueu; and was thus the

incentive to the formation of a rpcav/j.a.

127. VOWEL CONTACT.

I. Contact of like vowels.

II. Contact of unlike vowels.

III. Contact of vowels and diphthongs, diphthongs and diphthongs.
Under these heads will be treated actual contraction, poetical syne-

zesis, diaeresis, and crasis.

Both medial combination of vowels and diphthongs and sentence

Sandhi are thus included.

Under the head of a short or long vowel 4- 77, to, are included
171,

cot. Examples of the crasis of t and v diphthongs are placed under

the head of a, e, o -f- the vowel in question (e.g. ot -|- e under O + E).

In citing inscriptions I have generally selected only those of consid-

erable antiquity.

I. CONTACT OF LIKE VOWELS.

128. A-f A.

1. apa = a in arrj (except Archil. 73), arTy/oos, Theog. 433, 634,

Solon, 4^, i3 13)68)75
.

2. atra = a : /cpe'a, Sim. Amorg. 24, and Hdt.
;
otherwise -as stems

have -ea in Hdt.

3. Hdt. raXXa, rdyaX/Aara, etc. (Bredow, 201). TaAAa we find in

an almost Attic inscription, Teos, 158^; TO, aAAa, Eryth. 204 18 ;
and

TO. dyoA/Aara, MiletOS, 93.

Crasis of AI-f-a = Ionic d : Ka.7roOv^rj, Sim. Amorg. 7 33 ; KavapiO-

jtxto?,
Arch. tetr. 63; /cdyaflos, Sol. tr. 36 16, lasos, 105 2 ; KOLTI/X.OS,

Chios, 174 A 15 ; KaTroXXwn, Thas. 68 (KojTroXXwvt, Hipp. tr. 31 =
KOL 6 'ATT-). Crasis with *at is almost always omitted in inscriptions :

/cat a-yaOoi, Samos, 22i 5 ;
/cat d

(
ocrv, Thasos, 68; Kat

'

Miletos, 93.

129. E -f E.
i. cfe.

(a) uncontracted
;

in Hdt. pUOpov, as in Homer (evpcenys,

sic).
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cc < >7/re < eve open in Hdt. (/Jao-tAe'e? ve'e?),
1 closed in the in-

scriptions in the forms of the -yv- declension. See under H -f- E.

,
Archil. 74 8 ; reAecvr', Tyrt. 4 2 ; xatT/eo""'> Sim. Amorg. 7 sr ;

2

,
Arch. QJ, 16

; 'Hpa/cAecs 1193.

(ft) contracted in KXeiros, Th. (L.), 20 C 9, etc., in later inscrip-

tions. /cAciros, in Theog. 777, Mimn. 17 ; KAarwvu/Aos, Thas. (L.), 8 9 .

2. e<re was contracted to ct, ^.^ in ctxci/ ' ^n tne es declension the

inscriptions have -?, the prosaists -ees ;
in the future of verbs, Hdt.

oAc'crcu. In Ionic on the expulsion of intervocalic sigma (and yod)
no metathesis quantitatis took place.

3. etc becomes in Ionic generally. Examples of -ee- in the im-

perative and imperfect act., present, imperf. mid. and inf. from prosa-

ists alone are to be found under the section on the verb.3 All these

forms are probably figments of grammatical doctrine. In nouns,

pronouns, and adj. e^c yields et Invariably :

NOTE. Whether the infinitive ending is pf, atv
t
or itv, the result of the

combination of this ending with the final e of the stem is always -etv (eg.

/
, Keos, 43 T2 , eirindciv, etc.); also in fleiVai, etc.

130. E + H (see Fritsch V. H. D. p. 31 ff.).

1. epj.

(a) contracted in vrjvt < vojn, Anakr. 14. Hippon. tr. 49 B 4, has

on/, a form found also in Hdt. IX, 91, 101, without the iota.

On -KA.T/S and -/cAe^s, see under Declension. Western Ionic has

the open, Island, and Asiatic Ionic, the closed forms.

(b) uncontracted in ^TO.L, Olynth. 8 4 , Nei^-oAts, Neapolis, 4,,

parallel form to Neo-.

7) < ?7f (i)*7 < ^v^ m wA.07, Hdt. I, 178 (nXy, Diogenes of Apollo-

nia, Hdn. TT./A.A. 7, 8).

7 < *7P7 < ^v^ remains open in
6i-q, OerjfjM, Sim. Amorg. 7 67 , Orf-

<r<r6ai (but ^cra/acvos, Abdera, 162).

ejy < 7y/re
in XcTyXareoo <C XT;/T(O) -f- cXarca), K. Z. XXVII, 269.

2. <ny.

On
r;, ^ in Trapet, Oropos, 1826 and on

Zrjv, ty, see j^ MI Con-

jugation.

1 Cf. -c'ej for T)J in Attic 'A\ai(fs, etc.

2
Kick, B. B. XI, 266, 271, writes er)<-nc in all these cases. This metathesis

quantitatis is, however, not a necessary, only a possible, change in Ionic. Forms

in rje are usual, see 131. 'AX/ei/Toy, Mimn. 9 6 may be correct.

9
JKTfCTo, lxP*fTO > oiKfCTat, UvOffu, in Hdt. are forms due to grammatical theo-

ries, and do not represent any actual dialect.
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(a) In substantives.

In the nouns in -ys, -77$, we find that the poets use the contracted

forms: 'Ep/x^s, Hipponax, 32, 55 B, Anakr. in 3 (voc. 'Ep/xJ}, Hipp.

i, 16, 21, 89). 'Ep/jifji Abdera, 162 (metr.), Lampsakos, 171;

'ATreAA.^5, lasos, io4 ]5i42 (and so probably Anakr. 72 B, where Bergk
writes -075 ; cf. Meyicrn}? 4 1 ) ; Aean/rjs, Keos, 44 A 5 ; Ar^^s. Thasos,

78 C 14, Thas. (L.) 13 A 10
; 0oA.i?s, Miletos, 93 (sixth century).

Hdt. has also (DaAJ/s, I, 74. With such authoritative testimony in

favor of the contracted form, we cannot but conclude that Bop^s is

the genuine Ionic form, despite the fact that the Mss. of Herodotos

prefer -779, though in VII, 189 there are two occurrences where the

Mss. with but one dissenting voice speak in favor of
-fj<s.

The same

conclusion will hold good in the case of /Sop/}?, 'Apurn}?, HvOrjs.

y>7 is from ya<i*-yfja. from ydta (but see Merzdorf, Stud. IX, 225,

Wackernagel, K. Z. XXVII, 269) . dSeA^t, Roberts, 1586 (Amorgos-

Arkesine), is not in itself an obstacle to the validity of the Herodo-

tean dSeX^eiJ, though we have dSeA.^ (sit), Mykonos, 92 22 (Attic?),

and Halik. 240 D 34, parallel to the masc. dSeX^o?. If we admit a

by-form in
-erj

as Ionic, the open -e^ cannot be said to be in har-

mony with the usual treatment of e + rj.
When t was retained in

Hdt. (Iptfy) but disappeared in a later period, contraction ensued

(itpf), Pantikap. 123, Ephesos, 150).

yevoj is open in Solon, 27 10 ;
e -{- 77

=
77

in

Sim. Amorg. 7 50 ; 'Ep^, Hipp. i 2, 16, 21,

B, <rvKr]v 34, MI/XVT; 49; Anakr. Meyio-rr} i6 2, 74 3

100 3, iCenoph. 5 ; CTVK.^, Anan. 5 2 .

Avoidance of contraction will have to be accepted in a few proper

names : Mverjruv, Ainea, 12 (550 B.C.), later, Aivrjrw (end of fourth

century) ; Ne/^i, Thasos, 69 (fifth century) ; KpojrT;, Archil. 175 =
KpTJT*; (a pun on Kpeas ?) ; Hdt. Teyer;, vpcr).

(b) In adjectives (masc. -eos ;
fern, -erj, -77).

The forms will be quoted under the A Declension. The inscrip-

tions prove that when
rj

follows e, contraction ensues, when o or a

follows e, the forms are kept open till the latest period of declining

lonism. In the poets -fj
almost without exception (-aAejy and

L, Tyrt. H32),
1

xpvfrfjs, Mimn. i, dpyupe^, Anakr. 33.

Arch. 292 ;

'E
/0//.r> 32, 'Ep/^s 55

Miletos,

1
Renner, in Curtius' Studien, I, 217, claims that the open forms alone are ad-

missible. Kfp5a\fi) occurs Archil. 895, apya\f-n, Anakr. 43 5 , but 'Ayxa^fl, Hip-

pon. 99.
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Anakr. 14; irop<vpe>/, Anakr. 2 3 ; irop<t>vpfa Sim. Amorg. i lc . Cf.

155. In Herodotos we find -rj generally, but not without excep-
tions

; e.g. StTrAtT/, III, 42.

As regards the forms of -EQ verbs, Merzdorf's
" law

"
that after

consonants 07 remains open, but is contracted after vowels, has been

accepted in many quarters; but incorrectly, as is clear from the

fact that his contention is based upon a mere numerical count of

Mss. For the establishing of the dialect of Herodotos, we cannot

assume that a given form is genuine Ionic merely because a varying

per cent of Hdt.'s Mss. speaks in favor of its adoption. The inscrip-

tions proclaim that the lonians in their decrees adopted the con-

traction without exception ;
and the poets unite with the inscriptions

in their opposition to the Merzdorfian law. All the MI verbs too con-

tract 07. On #077-0 in Hippokr. see under Conjugation.

131. H + E.
1.
w._

From eve, remains uncontracted in a few forms of the -rjv- declen-

sion, as in <<H/>/es. Archil. 59. See under E + E.

ave in i^eAios (o-a/reAtos) : the elegiac poets adopt this form alone

(Tyrt. 1 1 6,
Mimn. 1 8 ,

2 8,
12 lt 14 , Solon, 1323, 14, Theog. 168, 1183,

etc.). The iambographers contract: 17X105, Archil, tetr. 744, Hipp.
tr. 155, Sim. Amorg. i 19, and in Anak. 27 ;

and upon an inscription

Arkesine, 33, Zev? HrjA[to]5 (fifth century), Herodotos, II, 92, ijAios

(Bredow, 45), as Arrian, n ;
Lukian using ^eAios, Astr. 3, 5, etc., d.

S. 29, 34. Both forms form a part of the poet's material in Aiolic

(Sappho, 69, 79).

rjt also in adjectival forms (nom. -rjets), Kail. i 6 , rt/x^ev ;
Mimn.

5 5, Ti/Aiyeo-o-a ;
1 2 7 , Ti/x.iJei'Tos ;

Phok. 3 3 , xatTTjeWT/s. On Fick's 07,

Archil. 74 8,
Sim. Amorg. 7 57 ,

Mimn. 9., see 129. ^e in these forms

often in Hdt., ^e in the poets and in prose writers is found only when

f followed
77.

Forms with ye seem to be obsolescent in the seventh

century.

rjpi < auser-, in ^piyeVeia, Mimn. 1 2 10 ,
as in Homer, ^epios, etc.,

must be kept distinct from
1777/3,

Hdt. rjipa. Notice also fopi = rjpi,

Ananios, 5^

NOTE. On Fick's XapofXrje, Archil. 79, see 30.

2. 17^.

Cx]p5<r^[al] Keos, 43 12,
is not necessarily for ^p^tco-^ai, since it

may be formed directly from xpy 4- ~0cu (Johansson, D. V. C. p. 155).
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Cf. 36, 139, 155. x/o>7 in Tyrt. stands for exp>7e or for *ex/oo7> if we
assume that

ryte
in Ionic becomes

77. eSt'j/^, Hippokr. Ill, 36, 42,

Sufrrjv, Hdt. II, 24, i.e.
-77 + -/rev or -trev.

4. Crasis and aphaeresis :

With
17 Va/077, TCOS, 156 B 36 (rrj-rrap^L, B 34, Chios ^. P. W^. 1889,

p. 1195, as rriTprjL, Arch. 93 2/) /AT) 'Aao-o-oves, Chios, 174 B 24, r} 's,

Chios, 174 A 2, compare dper^ Vrti/, Theog. 147 and Phokyl. 17,

oldest example of aphaeresis in the case of
ei/zi', 77 V, Theog. 577 (in

^4), ST) Vifcovpos, Arch. tetr. 24, and perhaps Mt/x,v^ VaTo/x^ave, Hip-

pon. 49, oSw?; ViaAei 21 B.

132. H + H.

Is contracted almost universally. On
7777/0

in Hippokrates (ap7/)>
see 38. Ionic of the post-Homeric period does not possess such

subjunctives as
0-7-7717,

< a*/>
7?7> o-aTrr/^. On lOrjfjro, v. 1. Hdt. I, 10, etc.,

see under Conjugation, rje held ground longer than
7777.

133- o + o-

So far back as we can follow the history of Ionic, o + o became ov.

In view of this fact the position assumed by many scholars that in

Ionic o -f o became w, which afterwards became ov, is without foun-

dation. The Doric dialects, which at different stages of their exist-

ence had o> and ov, offer but a specious parallel to an Ionic ov < co.

oo-o in Homer never becomes o> as eo-e never =
77.

I. opo.

In a few nouns and adjectives of the O declension oo is apparently

kept open to a limited extent : Hdt. i/o'os, evVoos, TrAo'os, SiTrAoos (but

&t7r\fj, Stein, Praef. LIII), o-oov, /8oos but xov?> etc - Love of the old-

fashioned orthography dictated voos in the Mss. Sim. Amorg. I, 3,

where vovs, or j/oo?, must be read.2
voov in the same poet (7^ must

be an archaism, if the authority of the inscriptions is invoked.

7r[p]oxow occurs upon a vase from Naukratis, Roberts, 132 bis.

Perhaps contraction resulted during the seventh century, since Ar-

chil. 89 epod. and Mimn. 5 8 have voov. Homer preserves voos, but

the beginnings of the later forms appear O 354, K 240 (Menrad, p.

46). Later inscriptions have 'Ao-rvVovs, Eryth. 206 C 9 ; KaAAiVov?,

1 TETEPEI = TT/TcpTjt, Rob. 167, of uncertain dialect. Bechtel suggests Asiatic-

Ionic. See Roberts, I, p. 374, Cauer,
2
557, and 6, note.

2
vovs, Theog. 1185; vovv, Theog. 350, 898, Sol. 27 13 , frovv 41.
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Thas. (L.) 7 7 ; ocTrAow, co-TrAow, Eryth. 202
7 ; IIoAv0povs, Thasos, 75

B 1 1 ( Ho\v6pov, Teos, 1 5 8 >;)

The pseudo-Ionists have TrAoos generally in the uncontracted form,

though the compounds more frequently avoid the open forms, voos,

po'os, rrvoo;, -xps, adpoos, generally are found in the resolved forms.

SiTrAo'os prefers the closed forms.

In composition : 'Adi/ran/i noAiot'x[wi, Eryth. 200 (epigr.), and so

Roberts, p. 64, and Hdt. I, 160; IIoAiouxov, Paros, 64 16 ; Ti/xouxoi,

Teos, 15806 (TI/AOS in Aischylos) ; *A/>io-Toi>xov, Ross, 148.

2. OtO.

2a7noos, AI/TOOS, called Ionic by Herodian II, 238,.,, 75521? are

supported by no such formation in the existing monuments of the

dialect. Hdt. has Aiyrovs, A^TOW, etc., and <Aow. On the retention

of -oto < o(o-)to, see under O declension.

In verbs in -oto, ou, and never cv, arises from o + o. The examples

of ev collected by Merzdorf, Curtius' Studien, VIII, 215, show the

confusion as to the character of the Herodotean dialect in the minds

of the diasceuasts.

134. O + Q.
1.

0/T(D.

Xu>v, Keos, 43,,, fifth century; cf. TT[J>]OXOVI/, Naukratis, 139 A.

Hdt. keeps o-6wv open, so vow, o-v/z7rA.6W.

2. OO"0).

Always contracted, e.g. in gen. plural, O declension.

3. otw.

Contracts in verbal forms (SiKcuo)). (O/AO/, Sim. Amorg. 3.,, from

o'o>/Ai/ < wo/xev (so the Mss. i 4), and piyw, Hipponax, i6 2 , 17,

from piyoo} < piyww ; Xayw?, Hipponax, 36 < -ows, from -wov? (Hdt.

uses Xayo's), if we extend the limits of metathesis quantitatis beyond
those ordinarily set up for Ionic.

135. + 0.
1.

<D/:O.

17/00)0$, Hdt. ; <oos, Tyrt. 1030, with <o preserved before a short vowel

by the interposition of p. oov is the correction of Person for the tra-

ditional reading <oov, Archil. 63. 2oio9, Styra, 1923,309.

2 . UHO.

c^cuov, Hdt. IV, 1 12, a>oi/Ton/, I, 86, but oWa, ibid. aio-a, IV, 205.

The latter appear to be regular, yet the uncontracted participial forms

may be defended. See B. B. XV, 1 70, 1 75, and M. U. I, 8.
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136. 0-f O.

wo> preserved in w<o, Hdt. oW, Kallinos, 1 19 . Anan. 5 5

either from Horn. Aaywos or Hdt. Aayo's.

v s

I.
i/ri.

137

The Ionic dialect permits, but does not require, contraction : Au,
Paros 65, a late inscription, Mylasa 248 C 6 (fourth century), both

examples probably Attic; At', Eretria 14 (fifth century), Samos(?)
in Roberts 157, Asiatic-Ionic, Bechtel No. 260. Hdt. has Au. I do

not find either form in the poets.

2. On I in the dat. sing, of iota stems, see under Declension. In the

optative of roots ending in iota, contraction of t -J- 1 is pan-Hellenic.

138. NOTE. Before passing to the concurrence of unlike vowels,

we may here treat of u + 1, strictly not a diphthong, but a phonetic

combination, the v of which was probably //. On the treatment of

the m of vto's, see 98. In the forms from which t is absent, Cauer

held (Curtius' Studien, VIII, 275) that v and t had been fused as in

Sw;, v 286. iV^u'i, vTj&vi, are edited by Herodotean scholars as -e'i in

the dat. of -es- stems.

II. CONTACT OF UNLIKE VOWELS (horizontal and vertical vowels).

139. A + E.
I. a/re.

(a) Uncontracted in CUKCOJ/, Theog. 371, 467, 471, 1379, de/cowrics,

Theog. 1343, both forms in Hdt. and in Lukian. Hipp. IITK 10 has

cU'/con/, Aretaios, 58, de/covcnou. deKcov may be read in every case in

Homer. In Attic the form is open in the law of Drakon (C. I. A. I,

6134), but contracted before the middle of the fifth century in <ucov-

cn[a], C. I. A. I, B, T.

ae#Aov, Archil, ep. 104, Tyrt. i2 13, Mimn. n 3 ; 7rei/rae0Aevw,

Xenoph. 2 2 ; Hdt. ae#Aoi/, ae9X.o(f>6poi, 7revrae#/W, etc. Contracted

a#Aa, Theog. 971, 994, 1014, Hippokr. IIA 6
; 7revTa.0A.eii/, Xenoph.

2 16 ; a0A.oi?, Roberts 1 74, Kyme ; dsATrros, Arch. tetr. 74, Salon tetr.

35; deATTTn;, Arch. tetr. 54 3 ; e^Kovraer^s, Mimn. 6 2 ; oyScuKoi/raerr/s,

Sol. 2O 4 ; Trei/raeVr;?, Hdt. cf. Attic Trei/raer^? and TrevreVr;? ; e/caepyos,

Tyrt. 3 2,
Solon 1353; de/ayos, Theog. 1177, but dpyos, Theog. 584,

Hipp. tr. 28, Hdt. Ill, 78; d^<o, Sim. Amorg. 7 &5 ,
Sol. 275, Theog.

1031, 1276. Hippokr. aij<o, avdv(D, Mimn. 2 2, Theog. 362, av^erat,

Sol. T 1 3, r/u^are, are from d/r(e)^-.
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,
not deX-, is the Herodotean form.

(ft) Contracted d/>0ci's, preferred by Mss. of Hdt. to depfleis (Bre-
dow 193, Merzdorf, Curtius' Stud. VIII, 186). Anakreon, 19, apOtfe.

See on deipw, jw A + El, 1 71.

NOTE i. Contraction of are, both in o privative and other forms seems to

have been possible at least as early as the sixth century. In the ordinary

speech of the people many forms were doubtless contracted which were kept

open by the artifices of literary expression.

NOTE 2. In the inf. active a+pfv (or -crtv'), e.g. taopav; see 171. On
T(0vdt>ai, Amphip. IO

9 , and Mimn. 2 10, as the Mss. read, or rtOvavai < TfOva +
even (cf. yfyov-evai), see under Conjugation.

2. a
if.

Always contracted in verbal forms : oy>a, opaa-Oai, Stcireiparo,

Hdt. xpao-tfai from xpa-feo-ftu, Keos42 12, x\pr)v6[<u~\ from

or from "xp^tb/uat (Merzdorf, /./. p. 210, G. Meyer, Gramm. 51,

Johansson, D. V. C. p. 155). See 36, 131, 155.

Crasis of a + e in rdv, Chios 174 C 19 = ray 174 C 22
; rd^a,

Theog. 346, Archil, tr. 50, but often kept apart : ra e/ud, Hdt. VIII,

101, but tfdrepa, IV, 157, despite Bredow's protests (p. 201). ai + c in

Kdo-0AoiW, Theog. 355 ; KaK<f>epr), Hippon. 29 ; Kayw, Amorg. Rob.

1 60 A
; Ka/xot, KOLKCLVOV, Hdt.

; Ka.TTiTtTp'iffrOaL, Sol. 33 7 j Kay8tAcacrdvTa)i/,

Chios 174 B 22
; KaTricATrra, Archil. 745.

140. A + H.
a^.
In verbal forms : n/xa, n/xarc (Doric rf).

a.ft) contracts in Aava, Hekat. 358 M.
;
on the other hand in

AavflUT/, Miletos 99, a glide iota has been generated between a and
rj,

as in Ila/A^any? from Ila/x^d^ ;
cf. Aai/cuy H 319. NiKa, Thasos,

72 8 < NIKOLA >
c^ "P^ < "peiiy. /xvas, Hippon. 2O < ttva^s, Attic /xva?

from /Mi/a as. Crasis of Kai + r/v
=

/cav, Ephesos 1453,4, Chios 174

C 5 (in both inscriptions rjv, not e'dV or dV) ; Hippokr. K^I/, IIK in,

283, 491, 599, HA 15, etc.; K^Xei^o/>tr;/, Sim. Amorg. 16; x^/^
Theog. 1 60, K^ttcprys, Anan. 5 ,

. Where crasis might take place in

the inscriptions it is omitted : Kat 'Hyijo-avSpos, Miletos 93 ;
Kai 'Hpa-

KAciWii/, Teos 156 B 33 ;
Kai rjOpov, Prokon. 1033.

141. A + I.

I. api

= at and at. Trdi? occurs in but one passage in older Ionic poetry

(Archil, tetr. 70, TTCU). Renner (Curtius' .SVW. I, 189) seeks to find
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an excuse for the se judice irregularity of the Archilochian Trd'i by

assuming a "
poetic diaeresis." No such license can be admitted

;

and these forms find their explanation, in comparison with Hipponax',
rrcuSa i, iratSas 14, and at in Solon, in the fact that the dissyllabic at

in nominative and vocative, and the monosyllabic at in oblique cases

are an inheritance from Homeric times. Trdi's is, however, not

an archaism whose observance was enforced. Sim. Amorg. 1 1 has

ma, Hipponax, 38, Trats. Anakreon has TTOL, 1 2 , 4 lt 62, 63 j ; Wig, 21 13 ;

Trats, 24 2 . Oblique forms, TratSa, Hipp, i, TratSt', Anakr. 170 (at pos-

sible) ; TratSes, Anakr. 45 ; Trai'Son/, Mimn. 2 ]3 (at possible) ; Trato-tV,

Mimn. i 9, 3 2 ; TratSas, Hipp. 14 1
-

)
Hdt. -n-ats (Bredow, 174) ; K\aicoy,

Archil. 13, is possible, KAai'w, 20, necessary; wpKafys, Anakr. ioo 2 (at

possible) ; atw, Xenoph. 6
r> ; dufyA-o?, Tyrt. n 7 (cf. v.L E 757, A 897),

di'o-Toxm, lyio-Tcoo-e, Hdt. Ill, 69, 127. See 142 on "AiSiys. diS/ots,

Theog. 683 ; di'S/w/, Solon 9 4 ; tibprftif, Hdt.
; atKt^ot/xe^a, Sim. Amorg.

1 24, from aft*- rather than d/retK-. So too in the case of aiW

Theog. 1344.

In suffixes : Sai<o, Tyrt. 1 1 17 ; dyA.at^o/xai, Sim. Amorg. 7 70 ;

Arch. el. 6
; -at/cos in Hdt.

a>.
I 42. A + I.

IIoXv7rat8r;s, Theog. 25, 57, 61, 541, from TTOL, 38, or due to the

ictus and = 7rau; 'AptoroAatSi;?, Hdt. I, 59.

,
Sim. Amorg. i ]4 , 7 117 ,

with a as in the tragic poets, a in

, Tyrt. i2 K8,
Mimn. 2 lt , Theog. 427, 703, 802, 906, 1014, 1124,

Solon 24 8,
Anakr. 43^; with no instance of a necessary at.

probably does not revert to an original 'A/rt^s, but to *At/

which became either at'S- or at'8- (cf. da'< cu/a). Hdt. II, 122, has

Kara/3rjvaL e? TOV ot "EAXryves 'AiSrjv vofitfcov&t eivat. See Wackernagel,

K. Z. XXVII, 276, and above, 30.

dtStov, lasos, 104 6, may be a later form, built out of da. The

length of the a in diStos is attested but rarely, e.g. Hymn. 293, where

it may be due to the ictus.

'A^an?, Sim. Amorg. 23^ where aurj might be expected. Since the

reduction of att to at in Attic ensued as early as the fifth century

(<E>a>icai8e[s], C. I. A. I, 1997), the traditional reading may be correct.

See 77, on a from antevocalic at.

143. A -f H.

Original a -f- rj
did not remain in Ionic

;
see H -j- H.
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1. 5/ro.
'44- A + O.

aao<t>p<i>v, Phok. 9, as in Homer : o-ox^pomv, Sim. Amorg. 7 108,
o-w-

</>po>v, Theog. 756, o-ox^poveVraToi/, Hippon. 45 2, need not contain a

contraction. These forms are placed here tentatively, as it has not

been shown that p intervened between a and o in o-dos. Certainly

Roehl's reading, 532, o-a/rot, is too much a matter of dubitation to

be admitted in proof. Perhaps <rdos stands for *<rao-os. See Ruehl

in Philol. Anzeiger, 1886, 14, note 8, and 161.

Ovpwp&s < Ovpa -\- pop- (Fick : Qvpewpos < Ovprj-popos} ',
cf. Tt/xw-

pOS < TLfJLOL-.

dyXttos :

1 i ) Not contracted : dyAaoV, Kail. I, 6, elegy ; 'AyXaoKv'o^s, Thasos

(Louv.) 20 A 8 (about 175 B.C.) ; 'AyXa(o)vi/<os, Styra i9 433 (fifth

century) . The preponderance of names in 'AyA.<o- has made Bechtel

question whether we should not read 'AyXwviKos. 'AyAaoxuSy/s shows

that Bechtel's statement (that 'AyXco- is the invariable rule in Ionic

inscriptions) is not accurate. It must, however, be confessed that

this form of the name is, if Ionic, an obsolete form for its period.

'AyAa[o]<wv, Kyzikos C. I. G. 1780 is late.

(2) Contracted: 'AyAw^apos, Amorgos 227 (sixth century) ;

'A(y)Aa>0ecrri79, Amorgos 37 (unc. date) ; 'AyA/ovi/co?, Keos 50 II, n
(fourth century) ; 'Ay]A.w<oWos, Thasos 78 A 2 (beginning of third

century) ; 'A[y]A.o><(ui/Tos, Thasos (Louv.) 6 B 14 (third century) ;

'AyXwyei/r;?, Delos 55 I 7 (282 B.C.) ;
cf. also 'AyXoii/, Thasos (Louv.)

2 14 .

We find in other dialects : 'AyXw^ai/^s, Thera, C. I. G. 2460 ;

"AyXaos, Boiot. 41335; 'AyA.ao<cuSao, Boiot. 478.

<^>aos, Archil, tetr. 743, Sim. Amorg. 1 19, Theog. 569, 1143 ;
on the

oblique cases of names in -<a>i/, see Spitzer, Lautl. p. 41, Johansson,

D. V. C. p. 1 6.

2. euro.

Archil. 116, Mimn. 2 C, yrjpaos, also in Hdt. Ill, 14, in the phrase

eVi yT/pao? ovo\u, with the unusual form on account of the stereotyped

nature of the expression. Hdt. generally has -cos in -as nouns, -aero,

or more strictly, -acr/ro, in the second pers. sing, of imperfect and

aorist middle: Archil, ep. 94, e'<pdVa> 101, e'8cci>, where Hdt. has

e'&pydouo, I, 45, and Xenoph. 5, 7ypao.

3. aio.

On the relation of -aw to -da> (-770)) verbs in wpeov = wpaov, etc.,

see Johansson, Z>. V. C. p. 151, etc. ato becomes cu in the
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Ionic verb despite fluctuations in Mss. of Hdt. See under Con-

jugation.

On ao, written for -av, see under AY, no.
Varia. 'Oo-7r/oa<Wa>t, Halik. 24043, Macros, Roberts I, 193 D, are

of uncertain derivation.

145. A + O.
I.

d>5, Tyrt. 1 2 19, and so Attic eo-rws, probably not from Hdt.

ws, but from -a/rw?, as TruAwpo? < TrvAawpos. Also in proper
names in -<on/, 106, and in 'AyAwj/, Th. (L.) 2 14, 144.

2. atco.

For the treatment of -aw verbs, see under Conjugation. The con-

tracted forms alone seem genuine Ionic.

Crasis of at H- <o in ^ok, Sim. Amorg. 24 (but *at ok, Halik. 23844) ;

KwVoAAwi/, Hippon. tr. 31, according to Bergk's reading, which is

open to grave doubts (see Renner, p. 199).

146. A + a
I . a/rw.

Iloo-eiSawv, Theog. 692 ; -awvos in Arch. eleg. 10, by conjecture,

the Mss. having w. Is -TJWVO? correct? See n. If Attic Iloo-eiSwv

is from -eW, this instance deserves note as being a rare case of con-

traction of vowels originally separated by f (ews, /foo-iAe'cos). Attic

TTpwi/, TTomav (natwvos, Solon 1357), "Iwves, arose directly from -dwi/,

-dov-, not through -ewv (Bechtel, B. B. X, 283).

On the treatment of pre-Hellenic dto, see under E + O and E-f- O.

147. E+ A.

NOTE. e before a vowel does not become i in Ionic.

I. e/ra.

Remains open in adj. in feminines of -vs (8acreW, Miletos ioo 2,

etc.), in KAed/0109, Thasos (L.) 4 13 ; KAeWS/aos, Styra 19220 ; Aeava/cros,

Thasos (L.) 367; Aecufy?, Styra i9 242 ; npedv^s, Keos, 50, IV, 65.

Cf. Trprjvs and the Thasiote np^vAos; eacreis, Anakr. 56, cacrov 57.

/3acrtAea = Attic /SacrtAed (/^atnA^, Teos. Ditt. Syll. 165^, about

261 B.C.) ; vea = Attic vaw, /Sao-iAeas
= Attic /focriAe'ds (Curt. Stud.

IX, 213). E{>piy>ieSovTiaSea, Hipp. 85 (patronymic in -aSc^s, as

MataSev, Hipp. l6i), from ea (or ed?).

ey^eas, Xenoph. 4 2 ;" Anakr. 633, with synizesis. No instance of

actual contraction occurs.
<f>pea.To<s,

Hdt. VI, 119.
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2. e<ra.

Hdt. lapos, lapt, and Vita Homeri, 34 ; lapi, Anan. tetr. 5 ^ ; lapos,

Mimn. 2 2 ; ?pos, Theogn. 777; r/pivos, Solon 1 3 19 ; 5po?, Hippokr. E I,

164, 181, E III, 213, 215, 216, 220; ?pt, HA, 5. lapo?, E I, 192,

though 5p immediately before, 160, 164, E III, 213, 221, etc. In

old Attic inscriptions lap (Klein, Vasen, 133). See 90.

In es declension : Irca, Olynthos, 8 A 5 ; reAea, 8 B 6, 8
; SrpaTOKAea,

Orop. io 2 ; d^avca, Chios 174 A 12
; d</>aveas, Teos 156 B 38, and the

other forms quoted under Declension. Ovrj, Keos 43,7 (6Aoo-xep[a]

on the same inscr., end of V C.). Both forms as attested by inscrip-

tions find their parallels in lyric poetry: Solon, ITT; 274,77^7; 36 12,

KpdYr; 36 13 ;
Arch. 1 2 /xeAea ; Sim. Amorg. 3 2 Irea, Sr/Vea 7 78 ;

Mimn.

1 4 dV0x ;
Anakr. 8 2 Irca, 93 o-TTJ^ea ;

Sim. Amorg. 7 102 oW/zeva ;

Mimn. 6 2 e^Kai/racVr; ; Anakr. 36 alvoTraOrj, 41 2 /xeAtr/Sea, 5 I j i/eo^Aea ;

Solon, 1 9 4 ao-KrjOrj, 1 3 62 vyt^ ; Theog. 1 1 80
ao-eftr}.

r

Fhe open forms

are in a minority : Archil. 9 1 Kr/Sea, Mimn. 14 8 /?e\ea, Anakr. 942 vet'/cea,

Xenoph. 33 <apc', Solon Kp8ea 1374, Kallin. 4 Tpr/pea?, Xenoph. 3 t

dvax^cXeas. For a full list of forms, see under Declension.

3. eta.

% Abstract nouns in ca from eta do not contract : c^wAea, TravwAea,

Bechtel 263.

oorea, Arrian 30, Aret. 42, 88, Hippokr. 188, 237 ; oora, Arrian 29 ;

oorpea, Arrian 21, 29, 39; Keved, Luk. vit. auct. 13. vWart, Hdt.

IV, 70.

eas, Archil, eleg. 9 7 , o-^ra?? tr. 272, Hdt. ij/xe'as as

NOTE i. On Ka.rea.raL and dppfaro < ?ja, see under Conjugation.

Oropos i8, 7 , compared with ^KKfKw^tarat, Anakr. 81
2 , KfKivfarat, Hipponax

62
2, TTfTrXforat, Sim. Amorg. 31 A, seems to represent a difference in writing

merely. Whether or not the passage from original rja to TJ was made in Ionic

through o or m in the verbal forms is not as yet clear, though analogy would

seem to incline in favor of ea. Here no sound has been lost between e and

rjv e'dV, see Bredow 38, Merzdorf, Curtius' Studien VIII, 143, and

under Conjunctions, etc. In Theog. 682, we find oV where Schnei-

dewin preferred rjv. e-n-rjv,
Mimn. 3, Keos 4317; Hdt. eVedV (Greg.

Corinth, p. 465), but rjv.

4. Elision is frequently avoided in the inscriptions :
/ote

Naukr. 139 B.

148. E + A.

On TreTrAearat < TreTrAr/aTui, etc., see above sub E -|- A, note i.
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eta.

In the inflection of nouns in ^ the accus. plural remains open :

, atye'as, etc.

ea, Wood, Disc, at Ephesus, App. 6, No. i, with Attic a, but

with the absence of contraction in adjectives of material, which is the

rule in Ionic till the imperial period.

eta, from etai/s, also in Swpeas, Ephesos 14715 ; Swpea appears to be

later than Sa>/oeia in Attic. Ifa. in ea, Archil. 51, cf. ycrev
'

etao-ev,

Hesychios.

NOTE. In proper names in -ds it has been commonly held that -d\ is from

-eas. Bechtel on No. 76 (No^o-i/cas) remarks with appropriateness that this is

impossible, since Attic names in -eas could not be contracted to -as. On Attic

'A\KO.S from 'AA/fd^eVyjs, Mo\7ras 163 ]0 , Abdera, from Mo\ira-)6pr)s, Abdera l63 8,

and the name of a son of Aristagores in Miletos, Hdt. V, 30, and on Mi/c5s,

Thasos (Louv.), 14., see 34. eds occurs in two names, 'Uyeds, Keos 44 64;
'EATrcds, 44 B 1 6.

149. H + A.

rj
before the a of substantival and verbal inflections is regularly

shortened to e. It is a matter of indifference whether this
77
= I.E. e

or LA. a : veo veas, /3a(rtAea /Soo-tAeas, /carearat op/xearo. Traces of this

shortening are sporadic in Homer: TuSe'a Z 222, Kaive'a A 264, earat

earo. TroA^a?, Abdera 162 (fifth century), rj having the quantity of o>

in ^pojos, ^ 33- In Homer, TroA^a?, p 486. 170.9
in 'Hatoi/^a?, Kail. 5 ;

/?ao-tA^a?, Tyrt. 4 3 .
rj

is retained before a only when p intervened

(except Horn. TroA^e?). In Ionic these
770.9

forms are obsolescent

even at a very early period.

By crasis, eTrctSav, Hdt. VIII, 144 ; by synezesis, ^ aVoW//.^?,

Hippon. 43.

150. E + I.

1.
e/rc.

et in the dative-locative singular of -v- stems, see under Declension.

2. ecu

Becomes et in the dat.-loc. sing, of -es- stems : Archil. 113 eVayet,

Sim. Amorg. 1 13 "Apet ("Apy?) } Hipponax n ayet; ^et Tyrt. n 30,

Kparet Solon tr. 36 13 (or /cpar^), Theognis yeVet 928, 8vor/xevet 1219.

-et in Hdt. does not represent the stage to which Ionic had advanced

in the fifth century. See under Declension.

3. In suffixes -1x17?, -ti/os, etc. In Hdt. 'ATa/ovetVew,

ooTe'tVos, tre'tVo?, Kpai/aVos.
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151. E-f I.

el by metathesis quantitatis has been assumed by Fick, B. B. XI,

267, Bechtel, Ion. Insch. p. 14, in @/>ei/ao?, Hipponax 42, e'Z standing

midway between
771 (prj'i Archil. 32, prjiKtrjs Anakr. 96, pijiKiy, Sim.

Keos, 120), and el. Fick suggests that Anakr. pr)LKirjv 49, prjLKirj

75, should be read p-. As held above, 105^ this assumption
seems to be based on slight foundations. On peWwv, see Osthoff,

M. U. IV, 209.

152. H + I.

tjfi
is very common in Ionic, both from

771
= I.E. ei and I.E. at'.

1

i. t]fi < evi.

-771877? not frequent : SeAAT/ifSr/? Archil, ep. 1042, Bot/fyfc, NT/PI/C?,

Hdt. ^77/3771877?, C. I. G. 306423. Greg. Corinth, p. 379, quotes as

Ionic 1177X7718775, but by /<?;V he doubtless means Homeric. With

the exception of the instances quoted, -771877? has become -61877? every-

where in Ionic. See under HI, 104. With NyprjiSw, Nypyia-i in

Hdt., cf. NTjipaSwi/, Eryth. 206 B 27. EutfwElST?? Styra 19 1M , NIKO-

XEl8r7? 19272* IIepiXEl877(?) 19233, are transcribed with ct on account

of the extreme rarity of -771877?, despite the fact that
77/71 < evi gener-

ally =771 in Ionic. By the fifth century 771
in closed syllables could

become .

-rjiov, -77177,
in suffixes from stems in

-771;-
and from

-77- stems, e.g.

Theog. 1191, Hdt.; fiaffiXrjir), OcpaTrrjir), (TTparrfr) Hdt.;

ri'to* Mimn. 9; 80^X7710? Hdt.; 80^X77177 Anakr. 114; oi/cr/tos (-771;

stem). By analogy -7710? is transferred to other stems. For these

and those in -eto, -a, where
7710, -77177,

are to be expected, see above,

101.

NOTE. Either KcTos, or K-^'ios, is Ionic from Keos. Hdt. VIII, I, 46, KcTot,

IV 35, V 102, K^i'ot; Sim. Keos, 129, Kei-; Bacchyl 48, KTji-; Timokreon 10,

Kfta, and KeiW 'loi/A^rat, C. I. A. II, 1 7 B 22. See Wackernagel, K. Z. XXVII,

265, who regards Kelbs as certainly Ionic whatever may be said of KTji'os (*K7jfrios,

cf. Ionic Ac?os, from ATJFIO). Baffle! is due to the influence of &a<ri\fos, etc.

0a(ri\-fi'ios, etc., amply prove that I.E. evi is represented in Ionic by rji'. On

j, on a Samian inscription, No. 212, see under Declension.

1 It is not easy to determine chronologically how long -T/i'os was regarded by the

lonists as a trisyllable. The eases of rj in Ionic poetry though rare, as in Homer,
show that rv was not far removed from a diphthong. On the accent of j8a<rtA^ios,

see Fritsch, V. If. D. 30, and Johansson, B. B. XV, 182. It is not clear that TJI in

0affi\-f)ios is a $t<i>8oyyos KOT' tiriKpdTfiav. Kyprian fivdiipv, C. D. I. 41, if correct,

supports an Ionic /wvtji'of.
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rifi < avi

Appears in Ionic as
vfi

without exception. Attic differs from Ionic

in its treatment of pre-Hellenic evi and avi in that the former is gen-

erally represented by (except in patronymics, as Aiy^'s, Nrjp-rjs), the

latter by $ (/cA^'s, AT^O/ACU, Arjrovpyos, rjOtos, Trpovfjov, etc., with et as a

form common to the fourth century) . Ionic represents both by rfi,

though -771877? from -rjv- stems has been generally supplanted by -18775.

77io)v, Xrfiov, X.r)ir), Greg. Corinth. 69 ; Aiy'icrnys, -TVS, \v$ofjuu, Hdt.

Sim. Amorg. 6, Teos 156 B 20, 21
; ATJITOV, council-hall, T^COS, Hdt.

;

IIoo-iST/i'ojv, Anakr. 6
; MTJUWCS, Hdt. Qprj'LJ;, Archil. 32, Anakr. 49, 75,

96, Hipp. 42, 120 (see above on E -f- 1).. Homer has
/DTJKUJV, -/ceom,

-K77,
Hdt.

p?]'i } pr)iKios, ^afJioOprfinf.^, -i/aos. 87710(0 in Hdt. 87/109

Sol. tetr. 34 2, Tyrt. iii8)30
- Theog. 552, Tyrt. i2 12,

Mimn. 149 have

oflow (877100)) as Homer, by metrical compulsion.
1 Solon i3 21 , S/ioWs,

has the Attic
77.

Furthermore, in
1/771; eirweiov Hdt. VI, 116, must be incorrect (cf.

ILpovrjir) and Attic irpovrjov) ; /cAritw is genuine Ionic, not KAeuo, Bredow,

p. 176, Greg. Corinth, d. d. Ion. 3 ;
so too KAT/tSe?,

2

pT/t'Stws Hdt.

IX, 2, in Mss., but ^O-TWI/T;, III, 136. Theognis, 239, 524, 592, 1027,

1034, has pT/i'Sio?, but
/ofl'Stos, 574, 577

s
. pyrepov 1370 (Horn, p^tre-

/>os) . Tr/to?, Bechtel, 155, probably from *Ta/no? (cf. Tews) . In Attic

either T^fot, or Tijtoi, according to Meisterhans,
2

51, with
771,

which

is an Ionic loan. yijiVos, Sim. Amorg. 7 21 ,
is not from yrjpwos, but a

neologism from yrj,
which never contained

/:.
So too -yeio- is a new

formation. It will be noticed that of the forms that have preserved 77

before t, most once had f before t
(77-0X771', rjia, -7710?

from non -T/V-

stems, are the exception).

XP^M (Greg. Corinth, p. 441) in Hdt. and restored in the only

passage where t is omitted, VII, 38 ; Phokyl. 7^ Theog. 1333 (x/>^WJ/

958). Whether XP /OS is from *x/3T7/ro? or *XP7
7
OS ^s uncertain.4

Xprj'ta-Ko/jiaL
in Hdt. alone

; XP7?"* (
/ - <? - ~^) XP et/a

' Hesychios.

T/ta, Sim. Amorg. 32, from ^/ves, eat, Baunack, K. Z. XXVII, 561,

found in Alkaios 9 1
, Wai/.

jl, Tyrt. 12 15
,
is a double locative, and not a raised form of 7roAe-i.

1 Homeric Srfoio, dyw, drfcav, dpcadevr-, etc. So too prj/fcSi/, etc. TJR becomes ei'

but once in Homer (AeiVrTTj, I, 408). Nauck reads Qpeutes, H 234.
2
Tyrt. 12

24 , evK\f'i(ras is not Ionic.

3 Cf. paSiov, Solon Eleg. 9 5 (Diod. Sic. pa'tew, pdSiov, Theog. 120, 1220,

paov 429.
4
Wackernagel, K. Z. XXVII, 264, Danielsson, Grammat. und etymol. Studien,

52, and Gramm. Anm. I, 17.
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153. E + O.

The earliest testimony to an Ionic contraction of eo is the existence

in Homer of eo and of a few cases of ev. In the older periods of the

Greek dialects whenever the contraction of eo to ev appears, it is to

be regarded as Ionic, ev is but sparingly attested from earlier Aiolic,

but more frequently from later Doric sources (Ahrens, II, 213 ff.).

As regards the genesis of eo from
7/0,

it should be stated that Merz-

dorf 's
1
distinction between pre-Hellenic ao = Ionic 170

= Ionic eo>, and

pan- Hellenic eo = Ionic rjo
= Ionic eo, a distinction accepted for

many years by many distinguished scholars, can no longer be upheld.

Cf. -ev from masculines of A decl. and tepc'w < *lepr)o. The occur-

rence of eo (ev) makes it appear that the combination 770 is treated

in three different ways in Ionic. (1)7/0 may be retained as an archa-

ism, see below on H 4- O, (2) 770 becomes eo>, and (3) becomes eo.

In Ionic no difference can be detected in the treatment of long
vowel -f short vowel whether p, yod, or sigma intervened, though the

dialect bears traces of the fact that the labial spirant disappeared
later than either of the others. In Attic metathesis quantitatis seems

to have occurred even when sigma or yod were expelled, though the

cases are rare.

To a large extent the question whether eo or ev should be written,

is an orthographical question merely, at one and the same time the

same word being written eo or ev in the same portion of Ionic terri-

tory. There can be no doubt that eo was pronounced ev more fre-

quently than it was written.
2

Cf. eo for original ev and ao for av. eov

1 Merzdorf in Curtius' Stud. VIII, 163 ff., IX, 226 ff.; Wackernagel, K. Z.

XXVII, 262; Schmidt, K. Z. XXVII, 297; Osthoff, Philol. Rimaschait, I, 933;

Erman, Stud. V, 294; Brugmann, Gramm. 19; Bechtel, B. B. X, 280, Ion. Insch.

p. 69, 107, 109; Johansson, D. V. C. 153, B. B. XV, 167; Fick, B. B. XI, 259 ff.;

Karsten, 19-22; Blass, Aussprache^ 72.
2 In the pseudo-Ionists eo was carefully preserved. From Lindmann, de dial,

lonica recentiore, p. 53, I construct the following table :
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is occasionally found ('Epvo-$eVeous Samos 217, 'Apio-ro/<Aeous Thasos

72j). See 114. The writing eo shows that ev was not pronounced
eu. eo especially in the -es stems becomes ev from about 350 B.C.

Whenever in Ionic poetry eo must be read ww, it is an archaism.

In the early inscriptions of the same date eo occurs, both = ev and

= earlier e + o. The eo of <e'oyeiv shows that the eo of yeycoveovre? is

a diphthong.

I. epo

Becomes in Ionic eo or is contracted to ev. Names with ve'os,

as first parts of a compound name show both forms.

veo- in NeoTToAireW,
1

Neapolis 40, NeoKAet'S^s, Styra, 192153, -K

1 9 see ', -MVLOS, Olbia, Jahrb. fiir Philol. suppl. vol. X, 26, No. 8,

Maroneia 196 14 ;
Halik. 240 B 29, D 38; -/mvSpos, Thasos (L.) iy 2 .

Cf. ve'ovs, Arch. 55 ; ve'oi, Kail. 1 2 ; veW, Anakr. ioo 3 ;
Hdt. ve'os, etc. ;

veov, Samos 22O 25 ; veWa, Sim. Amorg. I 9 <C vf.popa.ra..

Nev-, in -TroAiT^s 4 3, Neapolis (350-300) ; -TroAirwv 4 4, Neapolis

(350-300); Ne]v/x,rynov, Olbia 1319; Nev/x>7v[toi;], Halik. 240 B 7.

Cf. Neo/?ouV?7s in Archil. 71 and veo/xr/vta, Find. A<f#z. 4 35
= ev; also

vv/j.r)VLa, later Kretan, and vev/xetvt>7, Boiot. 951. Nov/xTJvto?, lasos

IO422,48 (about 350 B.C.), and upon Olbian coins, is Attic.

KAeo- in -/xaxos, Styra 19^; -ft^/oros 44 B 10, Keos, Thasos 77 B

12; -Si/cos, Styra i9 222 ; -Trar/oa, Delos 55, VII, 27; -/c/otrou, Thasos

75 B 4; -vtKov, Smyn. 15319; -/opos, Styra i9 239 ; -/xr;8eo?, Th. (L.) i ;

-/.e'Scov, Th. (L.) 3lo ,
6 C 6

; -[Xo]Xos, Th. (L.) 6 C 15 ; -^av^s], Th.

(L.) ii C 5. -KvSevs, Thasos 77 A 10
; -yeV^s, Thasos 77 B 5 ; -rijaov,

Chios 17710-

KXev- in KAeo/xai/8pov, Arkesine 34 (fourth century), epigram. KAeo-

/SovAos, Anakr. 2 9, 31,0,3, by synezesis (Mss. ev). /<Aev- in prose is writ-

ten in -Trarpa, Delos 55, III, 34; -VLKV), Pharos 87; -KPLTTJ, Siphnos 89 ;;

-Swpov, Hyele 1723. Cf. K'Aeo8a/xov, Pind. Ol. 1422, the names im

KAev in later Kretan and Rhodian documents.

-eos in the genitive of -v- stems is closed in ao-reo?, Sim. Amorg.

7 74 . These genitives are never written -ers, as those of the sigmatic

declension may be. -eos from ^v-stems in ^ao-iAe'o^, etc. (on ??os,
see

H -f O). -eos<r;/
roTs in re^i/eo?, Hdt. I, U2 (Studien, IX, 242);

FeAewTes, Perinthos 234 B 13 ; AeoVno-Kos, ibid. 234 A 4. tAeos, prob-

ably Herodotean (cf. IV, 94, VI, 91), from iA>//ro?. Cf. Kretan

(accus. pi.). TAao? is also Ionic, Archil. 753. See 10, n.

1 Cf. Ne-f)iro\ts 4 X
= Attic Nea-. In Attic the forms in yea- outlive those in

which obtain from 454 to 356 B.C.
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ev from eo == eo> :

Ocvpot, Thas. 72.,, from (teapot; cf. efleopeov, Thas. (L.) 7 2,
with

0eop- from Ottop-. Cf. B. B. X, 282
;

cf. Aevrv^tS^?, Hdt. 1 and

os, in Hesychios, from TrvAecopo's. See Brug. Gr. Gr. 19.

NOTE. Greg. Corinth, p. 447, Gramm. Meerm. 654, August. 669, say that

the Ionic form is 6pri), which appears in Hdt.- That this statement is only

partially true is evident from copr-fi, Oropos i8 34 . That a prosthetic vowel

should have the asper is irregular (cf. 'E^/mos in Attic, Roberts, 52), hence

Bury's attempt at etymologizing (opr-f) has at least the vantage ground of ex-

plaining its presence : fopT^ffpopr-f], ppVo/jTT?, as urvdta from vrvdta ; dpr-f)

on the other hand is = vratd. Cf. B. B. XI, 333.

2. CCTO

Yields either eo, eo, or ev. In the Ionic poets : Archil. dyoAAeo 66 4 ,

oSvpeo 66 5, aTrayxeo 67, xapicv 75, aAe'^eo 66 2, yeveo 75 g,

1 Anakr. 2 9 ;

evxeo Phok. 3 8,
i/ceo

8 Anan. I 3 . eo in AvKa/x^eo?, Archil. 28; 0c/oeo?,

Sim. Amorg. 739, TraXtvrpt^eo? 740. IIcupwra8eo5, Pantikap. epigram,

Kaibel 773. Cf. the Attic IIcupio-a8ovs, Bechtel No. 119, 120
; ILu/H-

o-a8ov, No. 122. ev is written in Hipponax 192 pi'yevs, 492 rpojpev?,

though no reason may be adduced why in Sim. Amorg. eo should

be written, but ev in Hipponax. Tradition is worth but little in such

cases, as ev did not come into vogue at
" the stroke of twelve."

The open forms still hold their ground in the Ionic poets : TroAvav-

0eos, Mimn. 2 1 ; ai/0eo?, Xenoph. i c . For a complete chronological

list of -eo?, -evs, in the genitive of /cAe^eo-- stems, see under Declension.

In derivatives from 0eos,
4

eo-, in eo<on/, Thasos 835; -[/cA.] 68775,

Keos 44 B 6
; -Kv8r;s, Keos 46 ; -So>pos, Thasos 7768, Olbia 131, 3,

Halik. 24O 31 ,
Samoth. 236; -Soros, lasos 105^ -800-177, Phanag. 164,

166, Theodosia 127 (Stephani's Compte Rendu, 1866, p. 128);

-yetrwv, Teos 1591- Ci.Jahrb.fur Philol., Suppl. vol. V, 487, No. 47,

X, 29, No. 21. -yeVevs, Thasos 78 C 5, -n/u^?, 78 C 4, -rt/xos, Styra

19376- -TrpoTros, Chios 174 C 21
; -<f>dvr)s, Eryth. 206 B 63 (1. 2 i)24l26,29,

have ev-) ; -0pwv, Eryth. 206 C n (cf. e[i]o'4v>on', Eryth. 206 C

12) ; -TTO/XTTOS, Th. (L.) 6 C 10.

1
Afi/K[<]pu>s, Styra I9m, regarded by Merzdorf and Wackernagel as contain-

ing Aev- = AC&J-, is an hypocoristic name for *Aeu/c<f/capos.

2
copr-fi, Luk. Syr. 10, v. /., with dpr-f) in the better Mss.

3 ou in Mss.

4
Brugmann, Berichte d. konigl. sacks. Gesell. d. Wissen. 1889, p. 41, compares

Skt. glibrds. In this paper Brugmann mentions all the old etymologies of the

much-disputed word 6e6s, except the one which I have here provisionally adopted
= *0Fros, = Lith. dvesti).
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NOTE i. In Attic we often find eo- in proper names in sixth, fifth, and
fourth century inscriptions parallel to the same names in &ov-. See K. Z.

XXIX, 138.

NOTE 2. The 6 of 0eo- is sometimes omitted (0<taAos I9 2o6> oSiW I9 378).

Cf. KAo'Setj/os 19 221 > and Megarian names in o-, Mitth. VIII, 189, 190. In

reverse direction o is omitted in c/cA^r/s I9 209 . See Baunack's Studien, 1, 229.

1.6 B 25, Eretria (340-278) ; -/SovAos, Naxos 28; -

Delos 55, 330, Keos 169 5 , Eryth. 206 B 42, Eryth. 207, Olbia 131 ]7j21 ,

Teos 161 (also ev- in Jahrb. fur Phil. Suppl. IV, 478, No. 16
; IV,

484, No. 45; X, 31, No. 3) ; -7rp07ro(s), MiletOS IO2; evTr/ooTriSov,

Smyrna 15323; -800-177, Pantik. 119, 120, 122, Phanag. 165, 167, 168;

-yv>7Tos, Smyrna i53 12 ; -n/u'Si/s, Smyrna 153 19 ; -^tvt%, Smy. 153^;
-ei/o?, Eryth. 206 B 24; -8a/xas, Keos 1693; -Soros, Samos 22 1 4,

Eryth. 206 A 26, an almost Attic inscription; -K/atros, Eryth. 206 A
29 ; -7TO/X7T09, Eryth. 206 B 21

; eoyn8o?, Theog. 22 = ev. 0eos, Sim.

Amorg. 7 b 0eo 7 104 ,
and elsewhere 0eos in poetry. Even in Attic :

eu36W, C. I. A. II, 445 C 16 (160 B c.)-

3- -

eo < eto in verbal forms is generally contracted in old Ionic poetry,

the contraction being written eo. Mss. of the lyric poets vary be-

tween eo and ev, the Attic ov sometimes having been brought in by
the copyists. See under Conjugation for the parallelism of eo and ev

forms. All instances of ov in Ionic documents must be regarded as

foreign to the character of the dialect. eo from atw or
771(0 verbs is

a diphthong, as is eo>, at least in the period of Ionic represented by
the iambographers.

On x/oeo/Acu, see B. B. XV, 171-173. That it is a genuine Ionic

verb = Doric x/Ko/xai is at least open to doubt.

In adjectival forms : -eo?.

Hdt. xpu'o-eos ; xpwreov 1 14 E 8, Zeleia
; Wood, Discov. at JSphesus,

App. 6, No. i
; Aphrodisias 254, of the imperial period; Olbia 129,

12
; Latyschev, Inscr. antiq. orae septentr. Ponti Euxini, I, Nos. 50,

54, 57 59> 6l
>
6 3> 64, 7 (after Christ).

This eo of late Roman times is a diphthong; in adj. of material

the orthographically old form is preserved till the latest times
;

cf.

under E + O, E + OI.

XoA-Keov, Samos 224, an inscription otherwise Hellenistic.

A/i/eos, Hdt. Ill, 47 ; Xtve'w, I, 195, but Xtvovs, Samos 22O 15 ,
A.IVOW

22025 (despite xpwreov, 1. 18). The same inscription, dating from the
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middle of the fourth century, has dXopyovs, 1. 23, -ow, 1. 22, 30 (cf.

Plato, Timaios, 68 C).

d<vco's, Theog. 1 88, 559, TrAe'os in Hdt. with some of the oblique

case forms in TrAcv (see 88, and Bredow, p. 154), eTrmySeos, cirereos,

/Jo'cos, x^ ^ dSeA.<eo's, adj. in -Acos, never contracted; 130, 3 b\

177.

Nouns : tocov, Sim. Amorg. 1 1
; OOTCOP, Hdt. X/K'OS, dioxpeos, are

not beyond peradventure for *xprjpo^. If we assume x/oq-tos, we have

the ablaut x/oa- in ^paLa-fifta.

Pronouns : e/xev, Mimn. 142, Archil. 92 ; /xev, Hipp. 62, Anakr. 76,

8 1
; rev, Archil, no.

o-ov, found Hippon. 76, /xov 83, c/xov, Arch, in, are Atticisms to be

removed in favor of the forms in cv or eo. ov in Solon is correct.

154. H + O.

170 is sometimes preserved in Ionic when p originally separated the

two vowels. It is indifferent whether
rj
= I.E.5 or e. Such forms as do

not show metathesis quantitatis are to be regarded as archaisms :

X.TJOV,

Hipp. 88; Trairjova, Arch. 76 ;

J

VT/OS, Arch. 4; Trapr/opos, Arch. 565

(Hdt. and Attic /u-ereoo/oos) ; "A/o^os, Tyrt. n 7 ("Aprjo, Arch. 48, ac-

cording to Fick, for Bergk's "A/jew) .

2 On Pick's restoration 'loA^os,

etc., see 30. Elsewhere
ryo,

whether = I.E. evo or avo, suffers

change to e<o or co (ev) : Arch. 584, 7rA.e'ws(?) ;
Anakr. 94, TrXe'w

;

Hdt. TrXeo? (TrAeo-) . It is not true that 770 < do became only co> in

Ionic, and rjo
= pan-Hellenic rjo, only eo.

155. E + O.

The <o of the diphthong e<o from 770 probably did not contain two

moras, as the e on the other hand may have had greater weight than

a simple vowel of a single mora. e<o in Ionic and Attic, when

originating from
rjo,

must be regarded as a diphthong with three

moras, which in Ionic could become a diphthong with two moras (co,

cv) or finally a monophthong (o>). eu> generally remains a diphthong
in Ionic except when a vowel precedes. When a consonant stood

originally before ew, the diphthong is only in rare cases contracted.

In lyric poetry open co> (and co) is an archaism.

1
Solon, Haiuvos I3 57

. Elsewhere irai.<!>v, see 146.
2
F is here in each case the intervening consonant. WArjos alone lies outside

of this category. On this form, see under Declension. In dAAHOi/, Naxos 23

H = open e.
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6(D in Ionic comes into existence from rjo
= I.E.?#, and from

770
=

Aiolic and Doric do. As both rjos become eo, so may both appear
under the form of eoj. Cf. the remarks on E -(- O. On the retention

in Ionic poetry of
770 where the later dialect adopts eco or eo, see

under H + O.

1. eo> from rjpo.

AeoS?, Hdt. 'ApKeo-i'Aews, Styra 19,., Aew/a/3/H/Aos ipgg, show that \rjov

in Hipponax is a survival. The change of d to
77 precedes in time

the metathesis quantitatis . TrAe'ws, Anakr. 94, and perhaps Arch.

584; /SacriAeW (Horn, -TJon/) ; vewflroie'co, Samos 222; ewtfev, Arch. 83,

while Mimn. i2 3,
has the obsolescent 'Hois.

le/oecD, Olbia i28
22)23,59, to which a new nominat. icpeW, Miletos,

ioo 4,
has been formed, tepeco is the genitive of 16/377? (Ark-Kypr.).

On the connection of stems in
-77

and -TJV, see Bechtel, G'dtt. Nachr.

1886, 378, Smyth, A. P. A. i8,p. 79. A similar form is "Apew, Archil. 48,

though there eo> represents the stage intermediate between eo> and o>.

TroAews (occurrences under Declension), a genuine Ionic form,

from TroAiyos. Johansson, B. B. XV, 169, proposes to explain the ecu

of TToAews on the theory that if the accent fell upon a syllable pre-

ceding or following rjo,
eo> and not to, is the result. Cf. Attic yeo>- <

777(1)0- in AeTTToyeojs, yeco/xerpta, Hdt. yecoTraV^s, yeoopv^eto, yewTreSov

(yrjo^loi, VII, 190).

eto originates from e/rw, not from
Ty/ro, ^/rco,

in KAeoiw/xo?, Smyrna

JSSio* Thasos 82 B 9, from KAe/ro -f- tovu/xos ; 'H/oa/cAewr^s, Eryth. 206

A 38, Halik. 241 ( 88) ; HavraAeW, lasos 104 -
; KAvrtSeW, Chios

183 A 7, etc.
; di/evewo-aro, Ephesos 1477.

ea> from e + o/ra, e -(- a/ro ill i/ewra, Sim. Amorg. 1 9 < ve/ro/rara,

^ew/oos, Theog. 805, Samoth. 236, from ^copos < Orjpafopos.

co> from
77/ro

:

ry/rto
in

Aeo)<iAo?, Archil. 69. Cf. names in Aev-, 28, cf. 30. KVAceuW,

Hippon. 434 < *KVKrjov ; re^veoSs, Theog. 1192.

o) from original ^o) in

{wiovfyvf Arch. 86 2,
is from ^wov = ^w^wv = ^waftov. IIoa-et8a>v

is found Archil. 114, to which Iloo-eiSeon/ is to be preferred (Herod.

TT./X.A. n, 5, Renner 190). The long form, Archil. 10; Iloo-tS^toii/,

Anakr. 6
;
Hdt. has Iloo-eiSeW.

2. eto from 77(0-) 10.

The Ionic genitive in -eto = Homeric -do, is represented on the

Naxian inscription, No. 23, by 170 (Aew>oY/<HO), where HO is a diph-

thong, whose
7j

is not equivalent phonetically to Homeric d.
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-eo> in the Ionic elegiac and iambic poets in a monosyllable : in

Hdt. we have /fope'w for ySo/ocew, on which see under Declension.

-a) from co> < iy(<r)io.

'AmKto, Chios 174 C 13, 'Ao-uo, ibid. C 27, Hv6u, ibid. D 4, Avo-w,

#/V/. D 1 7, are the result of the contraction of e -h o> reduced from

eeo>. With 'Ao-i'co, cf. Ilttvo-avta), Abdera 163^. These genitives, as

Bechtel has shown (Ion. Insch. 109, B. B. X, 280 ff., cf. Declension) ,

do not represent a different period of the dialect from those in -eo>.

Those in -e'eo> are probably grammatical figments. Since upon the

same inscription (e.g. 240) the forms in -eo> and -o> occur, since -eo>

is a diphthong, and finally, since the' e of the genitive had not dis-

appeared from the Ionic genitive in the third century B.C., -c<o and

-oi must be mere graphical variations of one and the same ending.

'Ep/u'eco, Chios 180, and 'Ayieco, Olbia 131, n, seem to owe their ex-

istence to the workings of analogy. Even Hdt. has 'Ep/Aea> with his

usual -ceo.

In na]w/Avo>, Halik. 238^, 240 An; IlaKTvw, Myl. 248 C 3, 13 ;

'Apxayopw, Halik. 240 B 3 ;
Mi/awai 240 A 38 ; Bpa>Aa>, Ditt. Syll.

6 D 22, we have the contraction. The genitives in -ev from -co < -eo>

probably came first into existence when -ew constituted the final

syllable ;
and ev gradually forced its way into medial syllables (Oevpo!,

TrvAev/ods). But see Brugmann, Gr. Gr. 19.

w from
770-0).

o> is diphthongal in the gen. pi. A declension. The occurrences of

-eon/, -on/, -eo>i/, are given under Dcd. dABON, Naxos 23, I regard

not as = T/OV, as Fick takes it, B. B. XI, 268, but as = eon/, the H
expressing the open quality of the e sound (cf. Dittenberger, Hermes,

XV, 229 ; Blass, Aussprache? 24 ff.).
There appears to be no warrant

for deriving -cw from
-r/oi/,

attested at best in this single instance.

NOTE. Attic -o> arises from -eeo (either from pan-Hellenic TJO or Attic- Ionic

770) when either e or o> was tonic. Ionic resisted the operation of this law until

a late period in its history. Whether accent position (jL TJO-, or -TJO _^_} should

have produced to is entirely doubtful.

ecu, ew, from e<ro>.

e'on/, Amorg. 35, epigram, Mimn. 3; ewv, Xenoph. 2 n . Adverbs

in -eu>s :
dSr;i/coJs, Chios 174 B 12; Theog. 406, eu/xa/oews, o-a^vecos

963; v7;A.ea>5, Anakr. 75 2 (< vryAeco)?) ; do-<aA.ea>?, Archil. 584, 66 4 ;

Hdt. reAe'tos, a\v)0<D<s, cra^r/ve'cos, etc., but axAeoi?, V, 77, aSeais, I, 2 1 6,

etc., Diog. e'/x^Woo? 4, aTpeKe'ws 6. Cf. -u> in the genitive from -eew.

ea>, eo>, from eo-w in other forms.
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0eo>v, Arch. tr. 253, Mimn. 2 4 , 9 6, Xenoph. i 24 ,
Solon 4 2, 133, but

0eoh/ 1330, and Archil. 84 2, Hipponax 30 A, Anakr. 654. In the

genitive plural of nouns of the sigmatic declension both -e<ut/ and

-etav occur : Archil. ^i^>cov 3 3, opcW 115; Mimn. o^ewv 1 2 u, St-or/xeveW

I4 8 ;
Archil. Svcr/xecrewv 66 2, vrrjOetov 103; erccov, Sim. Amorg. I 8 ;

6pew, Anakr. 2 5 .

3. ew from
7710.

8ul/<ov (_w_), Archil. 68, St^ewi/ra, Anakr. 57, according to Fick

(B. B. X, 265), for St^oWa.

xpe'w/xai, the genuine Ionic form (whatever be made of Hdt.'

/xcu in -P, from II, 77 on) is = *^pr;to/xat. On xpao-Oai <C

see 36, 131, 139. Hdt. has xpeWrcu, e^peWro, ^pew/xevos. From

XP^V> pronounce, ^prfa-Oai, interrogate an oracle, we have in Hdt.

Xpeoxra, xpeco/xevos, e^peWro (jP here too e^peWro, V, 82, VII, 141).

From (r/xr/v, Stao-jueWre?, II, 37 (Stein, Kallenberg, -(r/xcovre?) ;
hence

, III, 148. If v^i/ is the Herodotean form, we would expect

IV, 62
^

if veti/, then fTrLveovcri.

ta> from etw in verbs : under the head of Contract Verbs are given

the forms in ew, ew, w. Here too are to be classed participial nouns :

Trpo/xa^eojv, Hdt. (Trpo/xa^wves, Teos 1599, Attic form) ; 'Apxewv, Styra

19 17 ; KooAeW, 19237; ^tAe<oi/6'8[e]o5, Thasos 73.

Adjectives denoting a material retain the uncontracted form until

far into the imperial period, dpyvpew, Olbia i29 12 ; xpvo-e'wt, Ephes.

147 9 ; xpvtre'co, Latyschev, Inscr. antiq. orae septentr. Ponti Eux. I,

No. 67, Wood, Discov. at Ephesus, App. 6, No. i. But xpuo-eo>,

Mimn. n 6, and one case of-oi, Latyschev, /. /. No. 57. Adjectives in

-Xeos with but a few exceptions fail to contract any form : dpyaAew,

Tyrt. i2 28 . See 130 b. In the pronominal declension we find

^aeW, v/xeW; see Brugmann, Gr. Gr. 96.

Suffix -t(DV in dvSpewv, TroSetov, ^>aperpetov, etc., in Hdt.

c<o where no consonant intervened :

d<(o, Hipponax 75, from *d^oj ; etSeWu/, Halik. 238^, Demokr.

87, whose eoo is diphthongal despite the absence of contraction, and

is = aSojo-iv, Ephesos 147 17 (300 B.C.). Cf. eo in yeyoWoi/res, Chios

174 B 12. Original etw becomes ew, <?.^. in the subj. : 8o/coo-tv, Sim.

Amorg. 7 97 ; rpaTrewo-t K<H Trarewo-tv, Ananios 5 4 ; irapamTvSxn, Samos

22022-

156. H + O.

The Ionic developed a pronounced objection to
rj
with following

vowel. See above, on eo, eo>.
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157. H + n.

rju)
is preserved as an archaic form

; e.g. in 'Hoi?, Mimn. 1 2
3> 10, and

in Hdt. through the protection offered by f (^ws from *avo-o>s, K. Z.

XXX, 422, No. 2). On Archil. 83 o0ev, see Bartholomae, K. Z.

XXIX, 522. Elsewhere H + (/r, i, o-) + fl becomes co>, whether rj
=

a or pan-Hellenic 17.

158. E H- Y.

The elegy still preserves eu, if the possibility of reading ww may
be regarded as a criterion (eWAo/ca/xov, Arch. 1 1

; cv^poo-vVry, Xenoph.
i 4 ; uo-Te<eu/ov, Theog. 1339; cf. 548, 574), while cv is permitted

(Archil. 19, Theog. 639, 845, etc.). Iambic poetry records ev in

, Sim. Amorg. 799, evrv^et 7^.

159. + A.
1. o/ra.

,
Hdt.

j lSt/u.(ovaKTO?, Hippon. 55 B (=
Hipp. 13; 'ApioTwvaKTos, Chios 1 77 loj 'Ep/xwra, lasos 104 14,

Eryth. 206 B 13 ; Arj/zwvaKTos 206 B 21, Thas. (L.) 4 B 10, 143, Thasos

8 1 B 4; Ti/xoW, Thasos 75 B 4. It seems not incredible that in

most of these compound proper names the termination -on/a is due

to the influence of such names as HvOuva (which rests upon IIv0wv) ;

and that there seemed to be an echo of the vocative <3va in the

names of the Ionian democrats. See Wackernagel, K. Z. XXIX,

143-

TiywTo? (perhaps from *7rpa)paro<s) )
Keos 43 16, Styra 1947; oW,

Anakr. 2 1 4 ,
*6ar<n < Horn, ovar-, ovcrar-. See Schmidt's Neutra,

p. 407.

o(/r)a uncontracted in aKTJKoa. veoaAwroi, Hdt. IX, 1 20, is felt to

be a compound.
2. ocra

= o> in KaKtw, Archil. 6 4 ; KpeWw, Anan. 33 ; d/xctVw, Theog. 409

[7rA.euo 907, not certain]. Hdt. has cAao-o-w, KaXXto), a/xciW, TrAcw,

etc., as well as the v forms. Hdt. m'Sw, I, 8 (Greg. Corinth. 35, says

alBovv is Ionic) ; ^o>, Hdt. II .

3. Crasis (cf. Greg. Corinth. 29) : Tw/a^atoi/, wi/r/p, roryaA/xa, etc.,

in Hdt. render a/x, Thasos 68 A, very noticeable, if Kick
(
G. G. A.

1883, 126) is correct in regarding it as = 5 a,u. o -f- a results in a in

Elean, Argolic, Korinthian, and in other Doric dialects. In Attic we

find a in 'AOrjvalos, rayaX/xa, Mitth. Ill, p. 230, 5 (before 343 B.C.),
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and also <o in Tr/otoro?,
1

TwyaA/Aaros, C. I. A., I, 322 A 75 (transcribed

by Kirchhoff, Tou(d)y-). The parallelism of Attic and Ionic makes

it probable that o -f- a may become w and a. 'A/xot^t^ou
= 6 'A/*-,

Abu-Simbel (Roberts 130) cannot be introduced in evidence, since

the name is not that of an Ionian. Absence of crasis is frequent

upon the inscriptions; e.g. TO aSos, Halik. 238 19 . ot + a in wAAoi,
2

atvOpanroi ; ou -}- a in TojTroAAoui/os, Chalkis i3 12,
Halik. 23836, Naukra-

tis, Roberts 132 E; rwywi/os, Teos 156 B 32 ;
but rov 'ATroAAwvos,

Amphip. io 13, Eretria 15 15,
Milet. 98, rov 'A<vdcrios, Halik. 2384.

With To,7roAAa>v[os], Naukratis, Roberts 132 G; cf.
a/u, above.

160. O-fA.

In accus. pi. of A stems o -f a < avs remains uncontracted.

161. O + A.

SuivSpos, Amorg. 32 rather from < <ra>u = crw before vowels (Spitzer,

Arkad. 43, 44), than from o-ao-o. See 144. Hdt. has ypw for

ypua. 'OpiW, Miletos 93 (Pindar 'Oa/otWa) and in Homer, though

Nauck proposes to substitute 'Oaptan/- for 'O/nwv-. Cf. Menrad, p. 13.

By crasis: oWfyxoTre, Hdt., Theog. 453; wva, Hdt.;

Miletos 96, 97, Naukratis 139 B = Roberts 132 ter. ;

Hippon. 49 6 ;
rok 'A7roAA[wvt]a>, Mil. 93 and Halik. 23845, an inscrip-

tion that refuses to follow the crasis laws.

162. O +E.

i. o/re yields oe and ov in the poets. Arch, t/xepocvra 8, o-Tovoevra

9i, at/AOToev 9 8 ;
Mimn. dAytvoeo-o-av II 2, at/xaroevTos 14 7 ;

Anakr. 8a-

Kpvotcro-av 31, KepoeWr;? 5X3, Sa/cpvoei/ra 94 2 ; Xenoph. aAytvoecro-av 2 4 ;

Phok. i/jitpoevTos 3 8 ; di/^e/xewras (ov?) Anakr. 62 2 , xaPLTvv (of?) 44,

BaTou-o-icufys Arch. 1043 < Barovs = Baroets, the only examples of

contraction in forms of -oas, i.e. o + spurious a
;
see 179.

In the compound Te(o-)o-epaKat^8o[/x>;]ooi/roTJTr75,
Paros 58, o/re is

contracted, and in the adjectival and participial formations :

ov(o-)<n7?, Miletos 98 (Tei^o/rem;?) ; Mapa^owra, Eryth. 2OI 26 ;

o~av 264, Adesp., o-reyovcrav, Keos 47io ;
in Hdt. Oivovo-aaL,

2,vpai)vcrLoi (on 2upaKoo-to?, see above, 123). oe in MoAoevra,

Aoevro?, Aiytpoeero-a, /xeAiro'eo-o-a, Hdt. So too in ewoeVrepov, V, 24.

1 Unless Trp&JTos is for *?r

2 Cf. Et. Mag. 82 1 39 .
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The concurrence of a stem in e/o and of -epyo or -/revr-, as the

latter member of a compound, is dealt with in the dialects in differ-

ent ways. The original ablaut form, -/ropyo?, gave way at an early

period to -/rcpyos, as is shown by Homeric 7/Aioepyos T 383. See

Stuiticn, VIII, 213, 20, 21, A. P. A. XVIII, 95, 158, Meister, II,

41, Bennett 28 ff.

I. The vowels are uncontracted.

o/?pi/u,opyuij/, Kallin. 3 ; dya^ocpyot, Hdt. I, 67 ; Av/aoepyeas, VII,

76; 2]eXivoevT[i], Megara C. D. I. 3045 A B 9 ; 'OTTOCVTI, Lokris C.

D. I. 1478 B 33.

II. The vowels are contracted.

(A) o + c becomes ov.

TravoAovpyt'a, Xenoph. 3 3 j AuKOvpyos, Styra 1915; VTTOVpyew, v\ovp-

yceo, Hdt. (Stein, Preface, liii) ; epiovpyi/o-cu, Vit. Horn. 4 ; oavovp-

yirjs, Luk. Syr. 34 ; /xovo-oupyt?;?, Astr. 10, #//. auct. 3 ; Aei-rovpyot',

Arrian 12
; vTrovpyr^uuiTa, Euseb. Mynd. 10

; vTrovpyfjo-ai, Hipp. ep. 14 j.

TT/tovpyos, MtA?7o-ioupy?7s, Xiovpyrjs, in the inventory of the temple of

the Delian Apollo (B. C. H. VI, 29 = Ditt. Sytt. 367), are too late

(185-180 B.C.) to be placed in evidence. So too in North Greek,

8a/uovpyos, Phokis (Ditt. Syll. 29439), of the second century and

Argolic, /. /. 38920; Kameiros in Rhodes, Revue Arch. XIV, 333,

No. 59 ; Lokris, 'OTTOWTIOI C. D. I. 1503, 1504 A B, 1505, 1509 B,

1510; 'OTTOWTI 15023 (all late) ; SeXfvowno? C. D. I. 3044, Megara

(so Bechtel edits, but in his note suggests SeAivovr-). The Megarian
dialect contracted o + to ov even in an early period (the inscription

is written fiovo-Tpocfrrj&ov) .

(B) o-fe becomes <o according to some scholars (Roehl x
G.

Meyer, Blass) where syllabic hyphaeresis is preferable. <o is however

certain in :
d//.7rc/\.copyiKa, Herakl. Tables II, 43 ; TeA.<o><ro-a, a spring

in Boiotia, Ahrens I, 173.

NOTE. Contraction to u has been assumed on the strength of KapiKtvpycos,

Anakr. 91, as written by Bergk for Strabo's Kapiitoepy-. This contraction be-

longs in the same class as iliKa.ievv with hyper-Ionic eu.

III. One of the vowels is lost either by syllabic hyphaeresis,

or by the lightening of -/rwpy- to -/ropy-, ovr to -ovr (never to

-err).

(A) is expelled in d\opyrjv, Samos 22O
15i]0)]9 , oAopya 22o

;i0 , aXop-

yov? 2 2O 03, aXopyow 22Oy2,^}, aAopyas 220^, TrapaXopyiq 22O 2] , 8r;/xtopyov

22039 (cf. Rhein. Mus. XXII, 313) ; tpopyt'ai, the reading of ABC
in Hdt. V, 83. In the other dialects we find <5a/xiopyos, Andania,
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Catier 47 116,
first century; Megara Mitth. VIII, 191, No. 5 ; Aigos-

thenai, Cauer 104 19 (III, C) ; Knidos, Cauer i66 7 (I, C) ; Kameiros,
Cauer 187 1 (conj.) ;* Astypalaia, ^. C. Zf. VIII, 26 B 7, 8

; Telos,

Cauer 1693; Argos, Cauer 48 (conj.) (V, C) ; Arkadia, C. D. I.

n8i 9 (III, C), B. C. H. VII, 488, Mitth. VI, 304^; Achaia (Ditt.

Sytt. 182 ls (II, C), 24 2 21 (II, C), B. C. //. II, 97 1. 16
; Lokrian,

C. D. I. 14762.3; Oianthea, C. D. I. 1479 B J 5 (V, C), 1480 (V, C),

Pamphylia, C. D. I. 1260 (late), 1261 (late). Also in 'OAoVnot in

Krete, C. I. G. 25543, 'OJTrovriW, C. D. I. 1478 A n, cf. 14 (V, C)

('OTroew.B 33), as we find OHONTION on the older coins; 2eAi-

VOVTIOS, as Bechtel proposes to read C. D. I. 3044, Megara, instead of

-OVVTIOS.

(B) o is expelled.

Sa/xiepyos, Nisyros, Ditt. Syll. No. 195 (about 200 B.C.) ;

Lykophr. 716. Both are doubtless, due to the influence of

Cf. 20.

In infinitives of -ow verbs o -f- /rev (or o-ev) or o + spurious et, has

invariably yielded ov. op/cow, Halik. 2380(5; fle/Saiovv 240 4)5 ;
also

o-f-/rev
= ov as in Sov(v)<u, Priene i44 8 ; SiSow, Oropos i8

21)33,
Tha-

SOS 72J!. piyow, Hdt. V, 92, -^
= Attic piyw (ptyto + ev) ; /oiyow,

after Plato. We should expect piyoiv in Hdt.

2. O<7

Becomes ov regularly; e.g. /Aetov?, Xenoph. 34 ; d/xetVovs V, 78,

TrAeovs II, 8, 1 20, are the only contracted forms in Hdt. of the nom.

pi. of these comparatives.

3- e-

In verbs in -oco, ote invariably becomes ov. See under Conjugation.

4. Crasis : oe suffers contraction when no spirant intervenes. In

lyric poetry: TrpoeKTrov^, Sim. Amorg. 22 j; TrpovOrjKe, Arch. tr. 38 ;

TrpouTrii/ev, Hippon. tr. 393, Tr/oouSwKa, Theog. 529; not contracted in

the Ionic of Hdt. Lukian Syr. 24, Hippokr. ep. 17.54, have TT/OOV- ;

but Arrian 2nd. 19, 22, 34, Euseb. Mynd. 21, 41, Epist. Hipp. 2y 19,

irpof.-. KAeov/xTropov, Lampsakos 171, from /cAeo + C/U-TTO/OOS.

Crasis occurs also in ovrepos, Hdt. I, 34 ; rovre/aov, Hdt. and Sim.

Amorg. 7 118 ; rowai/rtW, Euseb. Mynd. 2
;
but TO ^Xd^icrTov, Hdt. II,

13, TO eo-^aTOv, VII, 229, TO e8a^>o?, VIII, 137. ov -f- e in rovpfJiOKpd-

Teo5, Prokon. 103; ovveic', Sol. tr. 375, Theog. 854, 1349; ToiW/ca,

Theog. 488; TOVVCKCV, Xenoph. 2 19 ; TOVVCKO., Luk. 6)'r. 33, 39, 54.

This ov is not a diphthong. Aphaeresis in Trorajnov
'

Anakr. 23.
1 For
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163. + H.
I. op;.

oySw/covraeTTy, Sol. 20 4 . Cf. oySor/Kovra, Kaibel I2O 3 ;
Hdt. oySo)-

Korra (Eustath. II. 288 = 218), through influence of OKTW. See 76.

/?u>o-at, tfiuo-6-r], etc. in Hdt.
; e/?o>cre, Hippon. tr. I, I, for e/So^o-e of

the Mss. Homer has /^wcravrt, Anakr. 60, 7ri/3<oTov. That the con-

traction is not thoroughgoing is evident from Anakr. ioo 2, e/So^o-e.

cVt/wo-a?, ci/vwo-avra, etc., Hdt. (Greg. Corinth. 94, Eustath. II. 288=
218) ; voxra/xo/os, Theog. 1298; vcvoo/xevo?, Anakr. 10

; vwcrcDi/rat, Sim.

Amorg. i ]7 (conj.). This contraction is sporadic (TrpovoTJcras, Sol.

I 3e7> vo^o-ai 1 6, and often in Hdt.). oprj is retained in aOporjv, Arch.

35 etc -

There seems to be no ground for the contention that ftZxrai and

i/vd>o-a? do not stand for ftofja-ai, etc., but are comparable to Homeric

and Herodotean OJ<D and have themes ending in 0.

NOTE. j8o7j0eo> (or -oew?), in Aiolic cBdddr), is not paralleled by an Ionic

&(od-. Hdt. has 0or)dew, and so &oridri<r<a in Eryth. 204 15
.

2.
0177.

Contracted in dAAoyi/dWs, Hdt. I, 85, perhaps through influence

of dyvoi/Awv, dyvw/xocrvvr;. fJua-Qwrov <C /xto-^oT/rov ; /JLiaOorji
=

/xtcr^oi.

Hdt. uses neither StTrAo'r; nor StTrX^, but Hippokrates has oWAwy as a

substantive.

164. O + E.

eyre.

weov, Sim. Amorg. n. Cf. Sappho, wtov; Hdt. a>6V, II, 68 (Stein,

though many Mss. omit the iota) \ Hesychios quotes ufitov as Argolic.

Aphaeresis in o* -Vaipe, Arch. tetr. 85.

165. + 1.

I. op
Becomes ot and 01 in Ionic poetry : 6i'v?, Arch. 52 ; 6'ifrpot, Theog.

65 ;
and so we generally read in Ionic prosaists, ot in oivpoV,

Sim. Amorg. 7 50; Tpi<roivpr)v, Archil. 129; i.e. about 700 ot could

become ot.

otwvo's, not otwvos, Theog. 545, Solon 13, 56, Hdt. 6tw < o/ri<o,

from ofts, bird, which lies at the base of oton/o's (Hintner, K. Z.

XXVII, 607), is not found in Ionic outside of Homer.

ots : monosyllabic nouns that contain a diphthong, separated origi-

nally by /:,
are in Homer generally dissyllabic in the nominative and

accusative cases, but refuse to admit the diaeresis in the oblique
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cases. This holds good in Ionic poetry as late as the sixth century,

at least, in the case of TTCUS. ots otes, oiv ols, are the rule in Homer
;

but in the other cases both o'i and 67 occur. For the later Ionic it is

difficult to say which form should have the preference, on account of

the paucity of poetical forms, o'tos is a conjecture, Anan. 5 6, for olos ;

otherwise we have no evidence. Stein {Preface, liii) maintains that

ot?, oieos, are the correct Herodotean forms, while Bredow (p. 173)
writes ot in all cases, even in

010-71-17, oi'e'^o-t.
But if TTCUS is the Ionic

form of the fifth century, it is difficult to see why Bechtel's otv,

Thasos 68 A, is not correct.

oto-To's is written in Hdt. by Bredow and Stein
; AT/TGIO^?, Theog.

1120; d0poto/*at, Archil. 60, 104.

2. ote.

KaTa7rpoiecr0ai (cf. Trpoio-o-o/xat, Arch. 92, 130) ; TrpotKa, Myk. 92 ]5

(Makedonian period). Ionic 7rpot, Et. Mag. 49539, a form found in

the spurious Hipponaktian fragment, 72.
1

3. oo-t.

alSot-rjv, Epigr. adesp. 264; tuSotos, Archil. 63!.

<

166. + 1.

Except in suffix syllables (-OHOS-), w before i is preserved as an

archaism in the earlier phases of Ionic poetry by the echo of the

lost p, as in

AOKOH/, Sim. Amorg. 7 30 ; AOHOV, Theog. 424, 690, as in Homer;
A.OHOS 800, Aoua 853, but Aa>a 96 (see Bergk on v. 800) ; Ou'irj, Arch.

109 = &OT; (cf. Lokrian 6&t eo-reo, or 0<oiryo-To>, in OIE2TO, C. D. I.

14799 ; d#o)iov, Thasos 71 6) ; <ai<ovt Sim. Amorg. 130, the only in-

stance of the open form (cf. weov in Sim.), elsewhere OKH/, as in Hdt.

some Mss. having okov, uW. See M. U. I. 8. <on8as, according to

Renner 186, Hipponax 59; Bergk, <o>8as. Perhaps we should

write </>unSas. O-OH<I>, Hdt. with the i that is often found on Attic

inscriptions.

Adjectives in -ooto? : TraT/oouos, Greg. Corinth, p. 441, Theog. 521,

Delos 53 epigram, 264 unc. loc.
; Trarpwas, Theog. 888, 1210, and

so often in Mss. of Hdt. though cot appears to be genuine Ionic

of the fifth century. Thus we read Trarpanos, /xT/Tpcotos, ^pcuto?, Hdt.

(Bred. 175) ; ^ponov, Eryth. 201 6 (cf. ^pan) ; Trpa/tS/i/,
Hdt. VIII, 6,

1 On the relation of Trpoiao-o/jiai to Tiyxn/cTT/s, see Ascoli Krit. Stud. p. 332 u

(Germ, ed.), Fick, B. B. VIII, 330.
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as Trpon, IX, 10 1. From the Mss. of Hdt. it is impossible to deter-

mine beyond any doubt whether -ou'os or -o>os was the actual form.

Most editors write the forms as given above, while for o> a preference

may be made out in the case of 170)09 (
=

17010?) ,
a poetical word used

by the historian, 'A^eAou)?,
1

Tpuas, Kwos (on Ke'os, see above, 152),

167. I -f E.

we in up- in Hdt.'s dpxiepev?, KaAA.iepa>, 'lepwwpios ; as regards

the Mss. of Hdt. have u in the majority of instances, but I in some

cases without any variant. Hekataios, 284, has ipos. The latter de-

rives a weak support from Greg. Corinth. ( 66), who states that

te = I in Ionic, but quotes tepees in 67. The text of Herodotos, in

reproducing the occurrence of both Homeric forms, cannot per se be

held to guide us to the genuine Ionic form in use in the fifth cen-

tury. The testimony of the poets is without great weight : Sim.

Amorg. 7^ Ipd with v. L tepa; 24 2 ipooo-ri (conj.) ;
Anan. i 3 Upo>v ;

(a very obstinate passage), Archil, up- 18, Solon 4 12, Theog. 545.

In the inscriptions we find but few cases of Ipo-, but these occur in

the three geographical divisions of Ionic: 'Ipo/xv^/xwv, Abdera 1637,

before 400 ;

2

'Iprj, or 'Ip>j, 267 adesp. ; Amphip. io 13, Ipov (367 B.C.),

a sure. proof that Ipo is Ionic; IHPON = Ipov, Thasos 70, Ipov 719,

(i)pet 71 n (but Upca 1. 7). up- is far more frequently attested :

500-400 B.C.: Eretr. 1514,19, Oropos 18 (18 times), Miletos

100
4,6,7) Amorgos 230, Halik. 2383^.

400-300 B.C. : Keos 48 ;
Thasos 71 7 (also fpo-) ;

Miletos 102, 2
;

lasos iO4 14il6 ;
Zeleia 11337,38; Pantik. 119, 122, 123 ;

Theodosia 127 ;

Ephesos 147 H ; Eryth. 2Oi 5(24, 20423,32,33; Samos 22i 37 ; Mylasa 248

B 8, C 4, 8, Chios, B. P. IV. 1889, p. 1195, 1. 20.

300-200 B.C.: Thasos 72 10(11 , 14 ;
Olbia 128; Eryth. 206 very many

forms. In still later times : Ephesos 150 (Hadrian), Teos I58 15)16t22 .

From this evidence we cannot but conclude that both forms existed

contemporaneously in Ionic, and that it is in vain that we attempt to

draw a sharp line between them. As long as the only form that we have

from Chalkidian has t, and as long as the genuineness of the Thasian

and the Abderite I is unassailed, it is beyond the lines of sound argu-

ment to hold with Fritsch that ipos in Herodotos is borrowed from

1 Perinthos 234 B 23, and a Samian coin in Brit. Mus. Num. Chron. 1882, 255,

have 'AX<AO>IOJ.
2 This disproves Erman's statement, Stud. V, p. 297.
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the epic, and that
t/oo's

in Homer is Aiolic. If evidence of inscrip-

tions and Mss. is to be taken for anything, Hdt. used both forms as

he used KCII/OS and e/cetvos.

The pseudo-Ionists fluctuate to such a degree that their testimony

can scarcely be brought into court. There appears to be a slight

predominance of the open form, which is the sole form in the

Vita Horn.

Whether t/oiy^
is contracted from i'e/xx, or whether

1/017^ is the older

form, is still uncertain.

NOTE. The explanation of Ipos from *lap6s is shattered by the Aiolic

Ipos; I<rp6s would have become, and remained, in that dialect, Jppos.

168. I-f-H.

TroXirrjs is of course not contracted from TroAt^Tiy?, as was formerly

held ;
a view as incorrect as that of the pleonasm of the

rj (Bekker,
Anecd. II, 524). ipy in /xeXtT/Siy?, etc.

169. Y + I.

v'i in the dative of v stems, occasionally vl (l\vl, Theog. 961), as

Homeric otw. vt also in TroAvtSpetflo-tv, Theog. 703, etc.

III. COMBINATION OF VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS, AND DIPHTHONGS

AND DIPHTHONGS (crasis) .

The combinations of vowels and diphthongs will be treated in the

following order :

a -f at,
a -f" ei, a -f ot, a -f av, a + ev, a -f ov.

e -f- at, e -f- et, etc. etc. etc. etc.

o -f- at, o -f et,

17 + at, 77 4- et,

w -f at, o> + et,

Combinations of at + at, at -f av, etc., are placed under the head

of a -f- at, etc.
rjL, aw, have been classed under the head of

77, o>,

above 127.

170. A-f AI.

at -f at = at in Kateros, Arch. ep. 86 (v. /. Kat ateros).
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171. A + El.

i. apu. A. Genuine .

ifc, Hdt.,
1

Hippokr. HAO 44, Sol. tr. 36U, eleg. 5 4,Theog. 8n ;

, Sol. 405. atKois X 336, does not show that a+ e -f i can be-

come a -ft; but that a -ft (U/TIKTJS) may remain open or be con-

tracted, as in at/aoi/Ac0a, Sim. Amorg. i o4 ,
which cannot be derived

from dciK-. The presence of this shorter form and the composition
of the word prevented detK- from being contracted to aV. cuWAtos,

Theog. 1344, may be a parallel form to detKeAtos (cf. Smyth, A. J. P.

VI, 439). Lukian has both <ietK?Js and deiKe'Atos.

det'Sw, Hdt., Arch. tetr. 57, Anakr. 653, Sol. 20 3 , Theog. 533, 939

(Schneid., Mss. u8-), 1065, etc. a -f genuine et when contracted can

yield only a, never d : Archil. 123 (a6W), Anakr. 45 2 a&o, Theog.

243 ao-ovrat, as Hymn VI, 2. The contraction of a -f genuine ()
2

is as old in Ionic as that of a + spurious (d). da'Sco in Hdt. is

perhaps due to the /xeraxapaKriypta/xo?, which affected archaic forms.

Lukian has the open form in every case. So too CTTCUO) in Hdt. (Ill,

29) should give place to ora'co. Herakl. 73 has still the older form

according to Bywater. See Schulze, K. Z. XXIX, 253 ff.

B. a -f spurious et either remains open or is contracted in Ionic to

d. Ignorance of this fact has led to great confusion in the minds

of dialectologists and editors of Herodotos as to the propriety of

admitting eupto into the text of the lyric poets and of Herodotos.

Homer has both det/xo and alpo), and both forms must be accepted as

genuine Ionic. That the Mss. of Hdt. prefer da/aw to atpw, and that

dciSw and detK?js are always read in the text of the historian, have

led Dindorf and Stein to adopt da/xo, though its has nothing in

common with that of dstSw or dei/cT/s. det/aw is attested as follows :

Archil. 94, Trapriupc. ;
Luk. d. d. S. 36, 52, Astr. n, Abydenos 5,

Euseb. Mynd. 9, 33, have at, and so Aretaios, 216, 224, 132, 265

(elsewhere the other forms). The contracted forms, a/oetev, Sim.

Amorg. 700 ; cVapa, Ephesos 145 A 2
; eVapas, 145 A 9.' atpw is

found in Hippokrates IIK, 165, 413, El, 178; cV^prat, IIK, 294;

, El, 192 ; eVr/p&y, El, 187, 194; twrjpci, El, 169.

and alpa) are to be separated, so far as their genesis is con-

1 I see no reason for following Fritsch ( V. II. D. p. 20) in his refusal to accept

as Ilerodotean.

2 Cf. a in Attic from at i, 38.
8 Hdt. Mss. have &pOflt more frequently than bipeds. The latter, Luk.

Astr. 15.
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cerned, the former representing d-/rep-io), the latter /rr-iw (Brugmann,
K. Z. XXVII 197 ; Solmsen, K. Z. XXIX 355) . In Attic aipw got the

upper hand. Though the desire to rescue open forms for Herodo-

tean Ionic, and to exclude contract forms, has led to the exclusion

of aipu>, the genuine interrelation of the forms offers no obstacle to

its acceptation. Whether or not it has been inserted by copyists on

the strength of the Homeric form, is another question. It is, how-

ever, probable that both forms have a claim to existence in the Ionic

dialect of the fifth century.

a + et uncontracted in Saei's, Solon, i3 M ,
and Kaei/oa, A 142 and

Hdt., the masculine form of which is derived from Karjp Kaepos, etc.

(Lugebil, B. B. X, 303). a + spurious a = a in Attic <avo's (Lukian

<aeiVo/xxH, Syr. 32), in Horn. Att. Savo's, and perhaps in infinitives in

-av; see 179.

2. out (a genuine) = a in rt/xa (Doric

172. A + 01.

a/rot remains open in dotSos, Hdt., Xenoph. 5 4, Solon 29;

Hdt., Theog. 251, 791 ; dotK^ros, Hdt.

Contraction ensues in oJSrj, Sol. 1 2 , Hippokr. AAL, 23, El, 186, as

Hymn V, 495 ; /ki/^Sos, Bechtel 260, found at Dodona, but ultimate

provenance unknown. Crasis of a + ot omitted, e.g. ra owe [7] a,

Halik. 23825.

AI + OI in Ko[i]vo7rt
/

8>7, Chios, 174 C 22, Blass, others, K' O[i]vo-

7rt8?ys j Kat oi/ctW, Halik. 23829.

173. A + AY.

Crasis in ravra, Eryth. 204^ and in Hdt., but many cases of ra

a in Hdt., e.g. IV, 114. So Miletos ioo 4 ;
Zeleia 11327.

AI -f- AY. at aLvraLy Hdt. V, 69 ; /cat>^ei/a, Theog. 536 ;

Sim. Amorg. i 19 ; KO.VTOS, Teos 15815; but several cases of /cat

in Teos 156 A and B and Amphipolis 10.

174. A + OY.

t, Ionic-Attic (av spurious) .

AI + OY : KOVK, Theog. 1342 ;
Sol. 13 eo ; Hippon. tetr. 83 ; KOWO-

fjia.K\vTov, Sim. Amorg. 7 87 ;
see 120, note 2.
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175. E + AI.

e(/r)cu in KAeaiVeTos, Naukratis 139 C; [<y]xe/al
>
Halik. 23833.

c(<r)cu in Hdt. is not contracted in verbs in -ceo. Theog. 252 has

cWy. cat for ceat in Hdt. (Studien VI, 128), Stvau, Anakr. 12 B,

from Stvceat. Is 8ivyi correct here? I have not observed an in-

stance of 2 pers. sing. pres. mid. (Attic /SouAet after 378 B.C.).

ciac in adj., even those denoting a material, = at : Atvat, Samos

2 20 21 ; dpyvpat, Latyschev, Inscr. orae septentr. Ponti Euxini, I, No.

67. In these adj. -cwt remains open. Hdt. /AVGU; ycai, Zeleia 11340.

176. E -f El.

1. c/rct remains open in pea, Mimn. 5 lf TrXe'et TrAeetv, Hdt.
;

is con-

tracted in Set, Hippon. 6, Anakr. 98, Teos, i58 8 . Hdt. has ct/coo-t

and not the epic eetWri, as Xenoph. 7. c + spurious et = et in KAE-

VO^XXI/T/S, Keos, 44 A ii
; KAEv[o]yeV>y5, Keos, 45 ; KAeVtos, Miletos,

98; KAetWvSpos, Thas. (L.), i6 5 ; KAetvos in Solon, 190.

2. ct is found in the open forms in Herodotos, e.g. SOKCCI, SOKC'CU/,

in direct opposition to the language of the inscription (see -e<o verbs) .

The only examples in poetry are /cepro/xcetv, Arch. 64 ; <iA.eW 80,

Sim. Amorg. SoKcei 1 9, where the metre in each case calls for -ct or

tiy,
Hdt. VIII, 120, etc. < *d8eeo/.

177. E-f 01.

1.
c/rot.

Hdt. TrXcot, 1/XTrA.eot.

2. co-ot in ^cot ( 153, 2), Hipponax 93, Theog. 142, elsewhere

0cot', Archil, eleg. 9 5,
Solon 139,55; 0>ts, Archil.' tetr. 56; ^coto-t 55 ;

Tyrt. 5j, Solon ii 2, 35.

3. ctoi in -coo verbs is contracted in lyric poetry and in inscriptions,

except in di/wtfcofy, Teos 156 AH, with obsolete orthography. Hdt.

has both forms (KaXcot, <poveoicv; TTOIOI, cTrt^ctpotcj/, <j!>o/3otTo) ,
the

latter representing the ordinary Ionic of the fifth century. See

under -co> verbs.

In adjectives of material, cot is kept open, even in the imperial

period : dpyvpcoi, Wood, Discoveries at Ephesus, App. 6, No. i
; \pv-

<rcW, Latyschev, Inscr. Ponti Euxini
y I, No. 22, C. I. G. 2059. Ad-

jectives in -oAeos rarely contract
; av^aXcM, Xenoph. 3 5 ,

but

Anakr. 432. See 153.
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178. E-f OY (spurious).
1. c/rov.

TrAeov?, Hdt. I, 194; TrAeov, Melissos, 14; KAeov/zTTopov. Lampsa-
kos 171, with ov from o + e.

2. eom>.

eovo-iys, Mylasa 248 C 5, etc., as /xeSeown/t, Phanag. 164, Samos

216.

0epj), Sim. Amorg. 7 104 .

3. eiov.

cov < eovr- is not contracted in the verb.

179. O + EI.

1. o/ret uncontracted in /xiyi/oeiSr/s, avOp^irou^, Hdt.; i-po^oe^?,

Hdt., Theog. 7 ; i;(0voei8i}s, Hdt. VII, 61, is a different formation from

i^vwST/?, VII, 109 (-coSTy? out of evw&ys?) ; aTroeiTroov, Theog. 89.

+ spurious a in -oet? in SoAo'eis, etc.
;
also in aAopyov?, Samos 220^,

162.

2. oiei becomes ot in verbal forms : 81801, Sim. Amorg. 7 54 ;
Mimn.

2 16 ; /ZIO-001S, etc., < o 4- spurious a perhaps in /u<r0ow; see 162,

1 and 2.

180. O + OI.

oioi = 01 in [jiKrOoifAfiv. opoi in aOpooi, Hdt. Ill, 109; Tot/c[oj7re8ov,

Chios 174 D 1 8, in Bechtel; cf. Attic rw/aStov, Clouds, 92.

181. O + AY

in awros,
1

TW^TO, e/xewvroi) < e/xeo avrov, (7a)vrov, ecovrov, in Hdt.,

Hippokr., and their imitators, ot + av in wvroi, II, 168 ; but ot avrot,

I, 182, VII, 168; sometimes even ewvroi'
2
appears, ov + av in TWV-

TOV, Hdt. (Greg. Corinth, d. d. I. 46), upon a single occasion, III,

72. Elsewhere rov avrov, V, 52, IX, 101. ov, it will be remembered,
is not diphthongal here.

182. O + OY (spurious) .

i. opov. 'ITTTTO^OOV, Chios 1 7 7 2 ; HoXvOpov, Teos 15827 ; ^oov, Archil.

63; vo'ou, Theog. 223; Arch. tetr. 565; irtpippoov, Hdt. I, 174; dvrt-

, VII, 150; but ewov, VI, 105 in Mss.

1 Cf. (DVTOS, E 396. Greg. Corinth, p. 419, had the absurd notion that covrts

stood for a.vr6s. Analogy went so far as to coin f] &vr-f) (sic}, 77 wurry, TOI wvrd,

ra fwvrd, rj fwvr-f} in the text of Aretaios.
2

ffjLavr6s in Pherekrates is a poor support to such a form.
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2. O*OV < OtOVT- = OV In fJiLO-OoiXTL, CtC.

o -f- ov = ov by crasis in rovVo/ua, Hdt. 01 + ov in ovpo<vA.aKes, Rob-

erts 149 A 15, 19.

183. H 4- AI.

T/O-OU
=

77
in ftovXy, Ionic-Attic.

184. H + EI

in 77/r, -tjtipav, Hdt. IX, 59, VI, 99 (conj. Mss. -rjpav) ; Trapi/ape,

Arch. 94.

185. H-f AY.

Siyvrc, Archil. 60, Hippon. 78 ; rj avrrj, Hdt. IV, 38, as rfj avrfj,

never with crasis, despite (DVTOS, TWVTO. Aretaios' text offers <mm} 52,

and even y u>vrrj 158, and often.

186. 0(1) + AY
in TWVTW, Hdt., etc.

ABBREVIATIONS.

A. J. P. = American Journal of Philology.

A. P. A. = Transactions of the Amer. Philol. Assoc.
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= Papers of the American School of Classical Studies at
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d. d. I. = Greg. Corinthius' irtpl TIJS 'idtos 8ia\(KTov.
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I = Lukian ircpl rris 2up/i?j 0eoG.

I). S. = Dittenberger's Sylloge.

D. V. C. ^ Johansson's De derivatis verbis contractis linguae Graecae.
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Et. Mag. = Etymologicum Magnum, ed. Sylburg.

Forsch. = Osthoff's Forschungen.
G. G. A. = Gdttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
Gott. Nachr. = Gdttingen Nachrichten.

I = Herodian irepl povfipovs A.e|6s.

H. E. V. A. = Hinrichs' De Homericae elocutionis vestigiis Aeolicis.

I. G. A. = Corpus inscriptionum Graecarum antiquissimarum.

J. H. S. = Journal of Hellenic Studies.

K. C. = King and Cookson's Principles of Sound and Inflexion.

Klein Vasen ~ Die griechischen Vasen mit Meistersignaturen (2d ed.).

K. Z. = Kuhn's Zeitschrift.

L. = The united testimony of the Mss. of Herodotos.

L. S. = Liddell & Scott's Lexicon.

Lindemann = Lindemann De dialecto lonica recentiore.

\ Grammatik der attischen Inschriften, 2nd ed.
Meisterhans )

\ = Meister's Griechische Dialekte, vols. I and II.
lr. iJ. J

Mem. = Saussure's Memoire sur le systeme primitif des voyelles dans les langues

indo-europeennes.

Menrad = De contractionis et synizeseos usu Homerico.

Mitth. = Mittheilungen des deutschen Archaeologischen Instituts zu Athen.

Mow. Kal #j/3A. = Movffftov Kal &i0\iodr)Kr) TTJS evayyf\iKT)s crxoAiJy of Smyrna.
M. U. Morphologische Untersuchungen.

Num. Chron. = Numismatic Chronicle.

Renner De dialeclo antiquioris Graecorum poesis elegiacae et iambicae in Curt.

Stud. vol. I.

Roehl = I. G. A.

~ ,

'

>= Introduction to Greek Epigraphy; Part I.

R. M. = Rheinisches Museum.

Sterrett = Papers of the Am. School of Classical Studies at Athens, vols. II and III.

Stud. = Curtius' Studien.

,T \ r
= Bechtel's Thasische Inschriften ionischen Dialekts im Louvre.

Thas. (L.) )

unc. loc. uncertain locality.

V. H. D. Fritsch's Zum Vokalismus des herodotischen Dialekts.

W. F. = Wescher-Foucart : Inscriptions recueillies a Delphes.

Arrian is quoted from the text of Hercher-Eberhard.

Eusebius is quoted from the text of Miiller's Frag. Hist. Grace.

Eusebius Myndius is quoted from the text of Mullach.

Lukian is quoted from the text of Jacobitz.

Aretaios is quoted from the text of Kiihn.

Hippokrates is quoted from the paragraphs of Ermerins. Littre's text has been

compared.
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E I = we

E III = *fpl twidri/j.ta)v ri> rpirov.

II = TlpoyvoxTTiKdv.

I1A = wepl aepcav vfiartav r6ir(av.

I1AO= iffpi dtairijs o|eW.
DTK = TTfpl riav Iv

I1K ^= vpoyvuxreis

The pseudo-Ionic letters are cited from Hercher-Boissonade.

For the study of later lonism Lukian's Astronomy has been regarded as equally

genuine with the Syrian Goddess (see Allinson A. J. P. VII, 203 ff ).

All Ionic inscriptions are quoted from the numbers of Bechtel's collection; all

other dialect inscriptions are cited by the numbering of C. D. I., except when
another source is specially stated. The date of an inscription is frequently indi-

cated by a Roman numeral followed by the letter C, e.g. (V C) = fifth century.

Wackernagel's Dehnungsgesetz and Johannes Schmidt's Pluralbildungen der

indogermanischen Neiitra were not received until the printing of the above arti-

cle had so far advanced that it was impossible to take cognizance of the views

advocated therein. A few references have, however, been inserted. The second

edition of Brugmann's Griechische Grammatik reached me too late to permit any
but a sporadic notice of modifications of views maintained in the first edition and

referred to in the course of this paper.

I desire to express my thanks to. my colleague, Professor Collitz, for his cour-

tesy in looking over the proof-sheets of this paper.
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II. A New Source in Plutarctis Life of Cicero.

BY DR. A. GUDEMAN,
NEW YORK.

Two modes of philological investigations have of recent years

risen into high favor. The one, which may be termed the statistical

method, consists in carefully and minutely examining the style of

some Greek or Roman author, usually with a view to determine the

chronology of his works or to settle questions regarding their authen-

ticity. Dealing only with documentary evidence, this method pro-

ceeds on perfectly safe lines, the only danger which it constantly

incurs being a kind of irresistible tendency to sweeping inferences,

based upon coincidences often, indeed, remarkable. 1 The other

method, that of " Source Researches" rests on no such firm foun-

dation, the loss of the original sources being, in fact, the conditio sine

qua non of its existence. The question with which this paper is

concerned belongs to this latter category of philological inquiry and

is more immediately confined to Plutarch's Life of Cicero.

I need hardly expatiate upon the great difficulties necessarily

involved in researches of this nature, a fact made emphatically

apparent by the utter lack of unanimity so frequently displayed by

scholars, in the conclusions at which they have arrived. The in-

trinsic difficulty of the subject and an ever-present element of

uncertainty, are, however, I conceive, not the only reasons for this

deplorable state of affairs. It is also due, in no small measure, to

the undeniable fact that philologists too often enter upon their task

with preconceived opinions and without having previously ascertained

their author's method and style of work by a diligent perusal of his

writings, a demand perhaps never so frequently disregarded as in the

case of Plutarch.

He was a most voracious reader, with a keen, absorbing interest

1 Cf. e.g. Dittenberger (Hermes, XVI. p. 321 sqq.), Schanz (Hermes, XXI.

439 sqqO> RUter, Untersuchungen liber Plato, Stuttgart, Kohlmann, 1888; Hus-

sey, On the Verbs of Saying in Plato, Proceed, of Am. Ph. Ass. 1889; Roquette

De Xenophontis vita, Diss. Regiment, 1884. See also Zeller's criticisms, Arch. f.

Gesch. d. Philos. II. p. 665, 676 sqq.
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in every branch of human knowledge ;
and it was his habit to take

notes of what he read or heard, either with a view to the composition
of some particular treatise, or perhaps merely for the sake of future

reference and use. His erudition is encyclopaedic, and in his works he

would draw freely upon this vast thesaurus of fact and anecdote, mar-

shalling them into literary phalanxes, as would best suit his purpose.

But, while the characteristics and typical traits in Plutarch's bio-

graphical writings are the direct result of his literary skill and his

historical method,
2 influenced though they were by the limitations

imposed upon him by nature, we can properly estimate the value

of his biographies only by the authenticity of the sources consulted.

Where these were few, he naturally followed the one that appeared
to him the more copious and best adapted to his purpose. If, how-

ever, the material at his disposal was as superabundant as was un-

questionably the case in the Life of Cicero, he had to exercise his

faculty of criticism and discrimination to no small extent if he desired,

as he professedly did,
3
to give an impartial and truthful picture of

his hero. To ascertain how near Plutarch came to realizing this cher-

ished aim, unbiassed investigations into the sources whence he drew

his information are absolutely necessary. The mere assumption of

some one particular source, because of real or alleged coincidences

between it and Plutarch's narrative, is quite gratuitous and unwarranted

as long as the probability of some intermediate source remains, for

Plutarch did not at all times have access to the original sources for

the information which he imparts. He may well have taken, and in

innumerable instances demonstrably did take, his facts at second hand,

which does not, however, necessarily render the testimony given either

worthless or even less in value, unless demonstrated to be so on other

grounds. A quotation, therefore, from some author now lost, or a

striking coincidence with some work still extant, does not necessarily

imply that the writer had the original, from which the words are taken,

before his eyes.

To determine this, we must, in the first place, carefully inquire in

each and every instance, whether other passages in Plutarch will war-

rant us in ascribing to him a personal knowledge of the particular

2 Alex. I sqq. (oftr* yap ItTropias ypd<po/j.fv eiAAa ftious, etc.); Pericl. I, 7, 13;

Timol. c. i; Cato Mai. c. 7; Galba 2; Fab. Max. 16; Pomp. 8; Artaxcrxes c. 8;

Nicias i; Arat. I; Demet. I.

3 Thes. I; Cimon. 2; Cat. Min. 37; de Herod, malig. c. 5; de gloria Athen.

c.J.
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work under discussion. If so, the further question arises, whether

the two apparently similar accounts do not harbor discrepancies and

differences of a nature that would make it impossible for us to believe

that a writer, possessing the unquestioned ability of a Plutarch, can

possibly have made use of certain portions of his
"
Quelle

" and then

suddenly have had recourse to some other authority, while completely

overlooking or purposely ignoring an entirely different, though per-

haps equally truthful version in the author just abandoned by him.

I may explain my meaning by an example. In Plut. Cic. VI. 15 sq. 'S.

we read the following :

ow /Aya <pova>v cis 'Pwp^v /3aSta>v yeA.oiov TL Tra-

Qtiv <j>r)(Ti. ^tWTV^oiv yap avopl roov 7rt<avu)v <^>iXa) OOKOWTI 7Tf.pl

Ka/x/Travtav, epecr$ai, TWO. Sry TOJV TreTrpay/xeVwv VTT avrov Aoyov e^ovcrt Pa>-

/xatot KO.I rt <f>povov(rw <os ovd/xaros /cat 80^77? TO>J/ TreTrpay/ztVtov avro) rrjv

TroXiv a.Tra.o'a.v /JL7T7rXr)iji)<; TOV 8" eiTreu/
" Tiov yap 77?,

a> KiKepcov, rov \po~

vov TOUTOV
"

/ rore /xei/ ovv a.6vfjaja'aLL TravraTracriv, et KaOdirep eis Tre'Xayo?

r^v TroAtv e/XTreo-wv 6 Trept avrov Adyos ovSev eis Sd^av CTuS^Aov

As this anecdote is not found elsewhere, except in Cicero's speech

pro Plancio (26, 63 sqq.), this oration has always been looked upon
as the source of Plutarch. This assumption is, however, altogether

erroneous, as will be readily admitted on comparing the passage just

quoted with the original :

"Vere me hercule hoc dicam: sic turn existimabam nihil homines aliud Romae

nisi de quaestura mea loqui; excogitati quidam erant a Siculis honores in me in-

auditi, itaque hac spe decedebam ut mihi populum Romanian ultro omnia dela-

turum putarem. At ego cum casu diebus iis itineris faciendi causa decedens e

provincia Puteolos forte venissem, concidi paene, iudices, cum ex me quidam

quaesisset quo die Romae exissem et num quidnam novi. Cui cum respondis-

sem me e provincia decedere,
'

Etiam, me hercule,' inquit,
' ut opinor ex Africa.'

Huic ego iam stomachans fastidiose 'Immo ex Sicilia
'

inquam. Turn quidam

quasi qui omnia sciret, 'Quid? tu nescis hunc quaestorem Syracusis (!) fuisse.'
"

Now Plutarch was, as is well known, a passionate lover of anecdote,

nor could any one tell a good story more delightfully than he
;
and

yet we are asked to believe that this clumsy and pointless account,

differing also in essential details from the original, is the direct repro-

duction of the exquisitely well-told story just quoted from Cicero !

But if Plutarch can never have read this anecdote in Cicero himself,

it certainly is no rash inference to maintain that he in all likelihood

never read a line of this speech, let the alleged coincidences between
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it and certain parts of the Greek narrative be what they will. The

same may be predicated of the orations against Catiline which are

generally supposed to have been known to Plutarch. Such simi-

larity, however, as apparently exists between the two accounts, is in

no sense surprising, rather perfectly natural, as it almost necessarily

arises from both authors treating one and the same well-known his-

torical occurrence. By a similar process of reasoning which seems

never to have been resorted to before, we are enabled to eliminate

a number of other writings of Cicero commonly supposed to have

been known to the Greek biographer.

In the discussion of Plutarch's Roman Lives still another problem

presents itself, which must at least be touched upon before we can

enter upon the more immediate object of this paper. The question

is simply this : Are we justified in attributing to Plutarch a sufficient

knowledge of Latin that would have enabled him to read the innu-

merable authors whom he expressly quotes?*

4 C. Acilius, Rom. 21
; M. Porcius Cato, Cato Maior (17 times), Comp. Arist.

et Cat. 5, Quaest. Rom. 49; L. Capurnius Piso, Numa 21
;

C. Fannius, Tib.

Gracch. 4; Sempronius Tuditantts, T. Flam. 14; Scipio Nasica, Aem. 15. 21;

C. Gracchus, Tib. Gracch. 8; Rutilius Rnfus, Mar. 28, Pomp. 37; Q. Lutatius

Catulus, Marius 25 sq.; Claudius (Quaclrigarius?), Numa I (lv t\fyx<p xPov<av}>
Valerias Antias, Rom. 14, Numa 22, Ham. 18, de fort. Rom. 10; Sallustius,

Lucull. 1 1 . 33 ; comp. Lys. et Suliae 3. Cicero Letters : Pomp. 62 (= ad Att. 1. 1 2,

3, cf. also ad fam. V. 2. 6) ;
Cic. 24 (de Dem. ad Herodem et ad filium, de Gorgia

ad filium et altera ad Pelopem Byzantium, cf. ad fam. XII. 16. 2; XVI. 21. 6);

Cic. 35 (ad Caelium, cf. ad Att. XIV. 5. I
;
ad fam. II. I r) ; c. 36 (= ad Att. \ 1 1 1 .

7. 2), c. 40, Praecept. ger. rep. 27 (= ad fam. IV. 13); Cic. c. 37 (sed cf. ad Att.

VII. 17. 3). Orations: Crass. 13; Caes. 4; Cic. 24 (Philippics, cf. also c. 48, Ant.

6 9); c. 35 (pro Murena, cf. also Cato 21; comp. Dem. et Cic. i); comp. Dem.

et Cic. I (pro Caelio); Cic. 37 (pro Ligario), cf. c. 10-23 orations against Cati-

lina. Other ivorks : Aem. c. 10 (= de divin. I. 46, 103; II. 40, 83); Cato Maior

17; Flam. 18 (= de senect. 12, 42); Lucull. 42 (Academica) ; Crass. 13 (vfpl

uiraTfi'aj); Caes. 3, 54; Cic. 39 (laudatio Catonis); Cic. c. 40 (philosophical

works). Cf. also Phoc. 3; C. Gracch. I (= de div. I. 56); Cato Min. c. 50; Cic.

2; comp. Dem. et Cic. 2 (cedant arma togae, etc.). Tiro, Cic. 41, 49. Nepos,

comp. Pel. et Marc. I; Marc. 12, 30; Tib. Gracch. 21; Luc. 43. Brutus, Cic. 44,

45; Brut. (13 times). Caesar, comp. Pel. ct Marc. I; Pomp. 63; Caes. 2, 3, 22,

54; Cato Min. 46, 52, 54; Cic. 39. Asiniits Pollio, Caes. 46; Pomp. 72. Sulpi-

cius Galba, Rom. 17. Tanusius Geminus, Caes. 22. (.\ilpurnins Jiibulus, Brut.

2, 13, 23. Volumnius, Brut. 48, 51. Mnnatius Ritfus, Cato Min. 25, 36, 37.

Livius, Cam. 5 (cf. Livy V. 21); Marc, n, 30 (lib. XXVII. 27); comp. Marc. I

(lib. XXVII. 2, 12); Flamin. 18; Cato Maior 17 (lib. XXXIX. 42); I lamin. 19

(lib. XXXIX. 51); Sulla 6 (ex lib. LXXV1I. dqu-rdito); Lucull. 28, 31 (ex lib.

LXXXXVIII. dep.) ;
Caes. 47 (ex lib. CXI. dep.), 63 (ex lib. CXVI. dep.) ; Q. R.
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On the strength of a famous chapter in the life of Demosthenes

(c. 2), it has been answered in various ways. We are there told

that he did not begin the study of Latin till late in life, and that he

acquired a knowledge of the language by a method most unique and

quite incredible, for
"

it was not so much by the knowledge of words

that I came to the understanding of things, but by my experience of

things, I was enabled to follow the meaning of words . . . and so

in \\\\*ffth book of my Parallel Lives, in giving an account of Dem.

and Cicero, my comparisons of their natural dispositions and their

characters will be formed upon their actions and lives as statesmen,

a no! I shall not pretend to criticise their orations one against the

other, to show which of the two was the more charming or the more

powerful speaker. ..."
If I rightly interpret this interesting passage. Plutarch does not

wish to be understood as saying that he was unable to read Latin

intelligently, for he distinctly implies the contrary; but he simply

tells us in his modest way that he did not sufficiently master the lan-

guage of the Romans to constitute him a competent critic of the

respective merits of Dem. and Cicero as orators^ and I am persuaded

that every reader will rise from the perusal of his works with the very

strong impression that Plutarch certainly possessed a very fair ac-

quaintance with Latin prose writings. But while this must be ad-

mitted, it will be seen that the real problem is not whether Plu-

tarch could read Latin authors, for such sources as he did consult

i/i his Roman biographies were in any case written in that lang:.

but whether the information which he imparts was taken directly from

the writers whom he expressly cites as his authorities, or if not quoted

by name, as is but too often the case, may be reasonably supposed to

point to some one particular work possibly accessible to him. The

case of Plutarch's alleged indebtedness to Livy is a good instance.

His name occurs some fourteen times in Plutarch, the quotations

extending from book F. to book CXVI^ not counting a number of

25 ; de fort. Rom. 13 (Livy V. 37 sqq.). Farro, Q. R. 2, 4, 5, 14, 27, 90, 101, 105 ;

Komul. 1 6. C. Oppius, Pomp. 10; Caes. 17. Q. Dellius, Ant. 59. Corvinus,

Brut. 40,42,45. C. Drusus, Tib. Gracch. 2. Ftnestella, Q. R. 41; Crass. 4;

Sylla 28 [P. Tnrasfa Paftus f.r Munatio, Cato 25, 36]. Ctm'ius AM/US, Q. R. 107;

Otho 3. lul Secundtt$> Otho 9. Augustus^ comp. Dem. ot Cic. 3; Cic. 45; Brut.

27, 41; Ant. 22, 68. Valtrius *1f<t.rimus, Marc. 12 (= V. 6); Brut. 53 (= IV. 6.

5 K.); [Palos TIS rf<n>', dxV urropiitbs] Mar. 35. Empulus, Brut. 2.

6
Barring a few exceptions, such as the memoirs of 1 .ucullus and of Sulla, and

Cicero's for^uvrj/Aa rijs 6irore(os, which A\erc all written in Greek.
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coincidences with this history, where Livy is not especially cited.

I do not see how the apparently exhaustive knowledge of Livy here

displayed can be accounted for except on the supposition that

Plutarch actually read, to use the words of Martial (XIV. 190),

"Livius ingens, quern mea non totum bibliotheca capit" ! But as

this is an intrinsic improbability, and in as much as there is no

evidence of an epitome of Livy existing in Plutarch's time, to which

all his quotations might in that case be easily referred, we are

forced to the conclusion that Livy was solely known to the Greek

historian through the medium of other works which he consulted.6

But if this is the conclusion which an unprejudiced inquiry must lead

to, on the face of Livian passages yet extant, the temerity of the

attempt so constantly made to establish without the aid of strong

collateral evidence, an interdependence between Plutarch and such of

Livy's books as are now unfortunately lost, will be plainly apparent.

Again, to take the case of Cicero, we contend, that there is

scarcely a passage quoted by Plutarch from this writer of a nature to

necessitate the assumption of direct indebtedness, for nearly all of

these references are either too vague or too general, if not actually

contradictory, or the discrepancies too far counterbalance apparent

coincidences, to be compatible with a personal acquaintance on

Plutarch's part with the works apparently referred to. And then,

does it not stand to reason that the biographer, when he had deter-

mined to write up the great orator's life, would not, like a modern

Drumann, have gone through the voluminous works of Cicero for his

materials, even though every single work of his, thanks to the egre-

gious vanity of the man,
7

fairly teems with autobiographical detail.

Of the orator's writings which were professedly autobiographical,

the titles of five have come down to us, the vTrd/xvry/xa TT/S vTrareta?

{ad Att. I. 19, 10
;

I. 20, 6
;

II. i, i
; Plut, Caes. 8

;
Crass. 13 ;

Cas-

sius Dio 46, 21), the same in Latin prose (ad Att. I.e.
;

cf. also

Schol. Bob. p. 270, Or.;
"
epistula ad Pompeium non mediocris ad

instar voluminis scripta"), a poem de consulatu, in three books

6 This inference is confirmed by a comparison of the passages themselves.

Thus, I'lut. Cam. 5 sq. cannot well have been taken directly from Livy, notwith-

standing the very direct reference found in our texts (AJ^UJOS or At/8os 5e 07?<n).

Cf. also I'lut. Marc. 30 with Livy XXVII. 28 (Aj)8<os) and many others.

7 What the poet Horace, in a famous passage (Sat. II. I, 35), said of Lucilius

applies with equal force to Cicero :
"
qui velut fidis arcana sodalibus olim crede-

bat libris . . . quo lit ut omnis votiva pateat veluti descripta tabella vita senis."
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(Urania, Minerva, Calliope),
8 a poem de temporibus suis (ad Quin-

tum fratrem III. i, 24 ;
III. 9), and finally a work usually designated

as De consiliis suis (cf. Asc. Fed. p. 831 Or.; Cassius Dio 39, 10

and perhaps alluded to in Plut. Crass. 13, h TLVL Aoyw . . . OUTOS /xev

6 Aoyos eeSo077 /xero, TTJV d/a<oiv [Crassus and Caesar] TeAevr^v.

Charisius G. L. I. 146; Boeth. de inst. mus. I. i. Identical with

the 'AvocSora so frequently mentioned in Cic. letters to Atticus II.

6,2; XIV. 14, 5, etc.).

The four last were unquestionably not consulted by Plutarch
; the

first has, however, been generally regarded as the principal source of

the narrative of Catiline's conspiracy (ch. 10-23). It is not the

object of this paper to enter upon a discussion of this question, about

which quite a literature has already clustered,
9 nor am I disposed to

deny that the Greek account may be based upon Cicero's vTro/xi/^a,

but this concession does not necessarily involve the further admission

of Plutarch's direct indebtedness, for the identical chapters of the

V7ro/uo7/xa may well have been reproduced in Tiro's 10 exhaustive biog-

raphy of his patron and friend, a work generally conceded to have

constituted one of Plutarch's principal authorities
;
and yet we are

expected to believe that the moment he had reached this part of his

narrative, he suddenly abandoned his author, taking recourse to the

identical fountain whence Tiro himself drew all his information !

8 A few fragments still remain; cf. de div. I. 1722. Two verses in this poem
have gained considerable notoriety, owing to the frequent attacks made against

them. Cedant arma togae, etc. (Quint. IX. 4, 41 ;
Plut. Comp. Cic. 2; also quoted

by Cic. de off. I. 22, 77, in Pis. 30, and o fortunatam natam me consule Roman,
cf. luv. X. 124).

9
Heeren, de fontibus, etc., Plutarchi, 1840, p. 133 sqq. /. G. Lagus, Plu-

tarchus vitae Ciceronis scriptor, II. p. 71 sqq., Helsingfors, 1846. Sibinga, De
Plut. in vita Cic. fontibus, etc., Diss. Leyden, 1863 (pp. 47-143). Weizsackert

lahrb. f. Phil, ill, p. 417 sqq. Besser, De coniurationes Catilin, Diss. Leipzig,

1880. E. Schmidt, De Cic. commentaris ... a Plut. in vita Cic. expresso Lubeck

(Diss. lena) 1884. Thouret, De Cicerone, Asinio Pollione, etc., Diss. Leipzig,

1878 (= Leipz. Stud. I. 313 sqq.). K. Buresch, Comment, philol. in honorem

Ribbeckii, Teubner, 1888, p. 219 sqq.
10 A phrase in Plut. Cic. c. 14, 10 s. seems, indeed, to point to a Latin source,

for we there read '

Trpay/adroav KO.LVUV ec/ne^ueVot/s.' But this is an evident transla-

tion of the well-known Latin idiom,
' rebus novis studere.' There is no parallel

Greek passage, for the vecarepuv irpay/j.d.Tcai' eiriQu/u.e'iv (irotetV) to be found in

Her. Lys. Thucyd. Isocr. is in no way analogous, though perhaps identical in

thought, for the invariable use of the comparative constitutes the very essential

difference between the two expressions. That the u TT 6 p. v 77 /j.
a of Cicero is not

responsible for this Latinism is shown by Ep. ad Att. I. 19, 10.
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These introductory remarks concerning the methodical lines, upon
which source inquiries must proceed, if the results attained are to

possess any validity at all, were deemed necessary (a fact which may
possibly excuse their prolixity) for our present purpose. The ten-

dency to rash inferences is the ever-present danger which can only
be avoided by our approaching the subject

"
sine ira et studio," and

by not allowing the " wish to be father to the thought." Our conclu-

sions must be the outcome of cogent argumentation ;
and if the frag-

mentary state of our knowledge should at any point not yield any

satisfactory results, if we can only, in the words of Cicero,
"
rivulos

sectari fontes rerum non videre," then let us frankly say so, and not

cover the weakness of our position (to wit, a recent paper on Plu-

tarch's Cicero) by apodictic assertions and a profuse display of rhe-

torical pyrotechnics.

We have observed that Plutarch's acquaintance with Cicero's writ-

ings was probably not so extensive as some scholars would have us

believe. But even if this were not so, it would still be perfectly self-

evident, from the vita before us, that the great orator's works did not

constitute Plutarch's only source of information. I do not propose
to enter upon the treatment of these sources here,

11 but shall confine

myself, for purposes of brevity no less than for the sake of clearness,

to those portions of the Greek biography which deal with the per-

sonal and literary side of Cicero, as distinct from the political. I

shall, therefore, not discuss Plutarch's alleged indebtedness to Livy,

Sallust, or Asinius Pollio
;

for these writers, from the very nature of

their histories, confined themselves to a more or less exhaustive nar-

rative of Cicero's political activity, purely biographical detail being

wholly beside the object they had in view. Nor, again, shall I inquire

into the sources of Plutarch's account of the death of Cicero. For

this tragic episode, appealing as it did so strongly to the minds of

men, was very frequently depicted by historians and often chosen as

a theme of discussion by rhetoricians.
12 The accounts possibly acces-

sible to Plutarch were, consequently, so numerous that any attempt

to determine his fons primarius, at least in the present fragmentary

state of our knowledge, will necessarily be doomed to failure at the

very outset.

Of the monographical literature on Cicero, so far as known to us,

11 The author of this paper will shortly publish a critical edition of the Lives

of Dem. and Cic., with a complete 'source commentary.'
12 Cf. the famous VII. Suasoria of the elder Seneca.
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which carefully recorded all purely biographical details, while in no

way neglecting his political history, scholars have been well-nigh

unanimous in assuming Tiro's Life of Cicero 13 as constituting one of

the chief sources of Plutarch. This biography was unquestionably

of the very greatest authenticity, for not only was this life-long friend

of the orator and the editor of his priceless correspondence in posses-

sion of absolutely all available material (cf. Gellius VI. (VII.) 3, 8),

but he was also enabled to record many incidents derived from their

original fountain, the living lips of Cicero himself, as is again attested

by a passage in Gellius IV. 10, 5 ;
cf. also XV. 6, 2.

There existed yet another biography of Cicero by a contempo-

rary writer, which, strange to say, has never even been suggested as

a possible source of Plutarch. I refer to the vita Ciceronis by Corne-

lius Nepos, a work which, if extant, cannot but have proved of the

very greatest interest and value, for as the friend of Cicero and Pom-

ponius Atticus, and himself possessed of a very profound knowledge
of Roman history, he must have enjoyed most exceptional advantages

and facilities for this task. For the solitary mention of this book, we

are indebted to the following passage in Gellius N. A. XV. 28, i,

which must be quoted in full, as it will engage our attention again :

" Cornelius Nepos et rerum memoriae non indiligens et M. Ciceronis ut qui

maxime amicus familiaris fuit. Atque is tamen in librorum primo quos de vita

illius composuit errasse videtur cum eum scripsit tres et viginti annos natum pri-

mum causam iudicii publici egisse Sextumque Roscium parricidii reum defen-

disse. In qua re etiam Fenestellam u erasse Pedianus Asconius (no doubt in his

13 This work is mentioned twice by Plutarch himself (ch. 41, 49), also by Taci-

tus, Dial. 17, and Gellius IV. 10. 5; and from Asconius Pedianus in Milon, p. 49,

Or., we glean the additional information that in his fourth book Tyro had not yet

advanced beyond the Clodian episode ! This same writer was also the reputed

author of a book, de iocis Ciceronis, to which Plutarch was possibly indebted for

the numerous 'bon-mots' of the orator found in the vita (cf. QttinL VI. 3, 5,

"utinam Tiro libertus eius aut aliquis quisquis fuit qui tres hac de re libros edidit,

parcius dictorum numero indulsisset." Again, Quint. VIII. 6, 73, Ciceronis est

in quodam ioculari libello). Also quoted, but as a genuine work, by Macrob.

Saturn. II. I, 12, and Schol. Bob. in Sest. p. 309, Or. Another collection of

Cicero's "facete dicta
" was made by C. Trebonius, cf. Cic. ad fam. 15, 21, I sqq.

14 We know next to nothing of the works of this accurate writer (according to

Hieronymus, he died 19 A.D., a septuagenarian. Cf. Teuffel, R. L. 259).

From the passages from Asconius, however, quoted by Gellius, and from four

others still extant (in Pis. p. I, in Mil. p. 32, in tog. cand. p. 85, 86), I should infer

that F. had given a complete chronological table of Cicero's writings (in the " An-

nales"?), perhaps with short exegetical notes; cf. Asconius in Pis. p. 5, Or.
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lost commentary to that oration) animadvertit quod eum scripserit sexto vice-

simo aetatis anno pro Sextio Roscio dixisse. Longior autem Nepotis quam Fene-

stellae error est nisi quis vult in animum inducere Nepotem studio amoris et

amicitiae adduction atnplificandae admirationis gratia quadriennium suppressisse

ut M. Cicero orationem florentissimam dixisse pro Roscio admodum adulescens

videretur."

This accusation of partiality was probably occasioned by the apolo-

getic and eulogistic character of Nepos' narrative, a supposition con-

firmed by a fragment preserved in the so-called codex Gudianus 278

(Peter, Fragm. hist. Rom., p. 223).
15

It will have been observed that all the authors that have hith-

erto been thought of as possible sources of Plutarch's Life of Cicero

were either contemporary with the orator or very nearly so. It seems

not to have occurred to any one that there are passages in this very

Life that clearly and unmistakably point to a later origin, passages that

can never have emanated from Tiro or Nepos or any other con-

temporary writer possibly accessible to the Greek biographer ; or, in

other words, it can be shown that Plutarch also consulted some one

or more post-Augustan authorities. Having shown this to be true,

beyond possible refutation, we shall proceed to prove that one of

these sources, if, indeed, there were more, was no other than Sueto-

nius Tranquillus in his vita Ciceronis, which formed, as is well known,

a part of his famous work, De viris illustribus.

In order, then, to prove \hefirst proposition, that among the source?

of Plutarchs Cicero there was also a post-Augustan writer, we take

the closing paragraph of ch. 2, which reads as follows :

"
Kttl TL KCU TTOlrjfJUlTlOV Tl TTtttSoS O.VTOV 8ttt(TW^Tat Hoi/TlGS

eV Terpa/xeVpa) TTCTrotiy/xevov. Hpoiwv Se rw xpova> KCU Troi/aAwTepov

TTJS Trf.pl Tavra /xoixr^s eSo^ev ov IJLOVOV pr/rtop dAAa KCU TTOLT^T^ apio-ros eti/ai

'Pa>/LUuW. 'H p.v ovv eVi TYJ prjTOpLKrj So'^a /Ae^pt vvv Sta/te'vet KatVep

ov fj.LKpa<i yeyevrjfJitvrjs Trcpt TOU? Xdyovs Katvoro/xias, rrjv 8e TTOIT/TIK^V avrov,

eixfrvwv eViyevo/Ae'i/wv TravraTrannv aKXcf) KOL ari/xov Ippuv crv/x^-

15 " Cornelius Nepos in libro de historicis I^atinis de laude Ciceronis : non igno-

rare debes, unum hoc genus Latinarum litterarum adhuc non modo non respon-

dere Graeciae sed" omnino rude atque inchoatum morte Ciceronis relictum. Ille

enim fuit unus, qui potuerit et etiam debuerit historiam digna voce pronuntiare,

quippe qui oratoriam eloquentiam rudem a maioribus acceptam perpoliverit, philo-

sophiam ante eum incomptam Latinam sua conformavit oratione (cf. Plut. Cic.

40). ex quo dubito interitu eius utrum res publica an historia magis doleat."

"
Locuples ac divina natura quo maiorem sui pareret admirationem ponderatiora-
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That this piece of literary criticism is not the intellectual property

of the biographer, as far as its essential details are concerned, will not,

I am persuaded, be seriously denied by any student of Plutarch. He
was at best but an indifferent judge, even of Greek verse, and of

Roman poetry he does not seem to have even the slightest acquaint-

ance, no mention being made by him of any Latin poet, throughout
all the voluminous writings that have come down to us.

16

But if this criticism is not Plutarch's own, it can only be attributed to

some other post-Augustan author for the following reasons: In the first

place, we draw attention to the words ^XPL v^v &a//,<-Vei and In Stao-tu-

erai, which clearly indicate some contemporary source consulted by
the biographer. In the second place, the very contents of the pas-

sage under notice bear strong internal evidence of its post-Augustan

origin, for the highly unfavorable verdict which is here passed upon
the poetry of Cicero did not begin to be accepted till the second

que sua essent beneficia, neque uni omnia dare nee rursus cuiquam omnia voluit

negare,"
16 This may seem a rash statement to make in the face of the well-known

mention of Horace in Lucull. ch. 39. This passage, however, is a most palpable

interpolation; so palpable, in fact, that I am astounded at its never having been

taken for such before. A juxtaposition of both passages will make this clear :

2 T paryyov 5 e IT or <pi\or t-

jj.ovjj.4vov ircpi Oeas Kal

T iv i K6fffj.ov alnovfjifvov iroptpvpas X^a~

fj,6das air tKpiva.ro <?K<pd.fj.evos &j/ 6^77,

StaafLv, elro /xe0' rjfjLfpav ijpwT^crev avrbv

&tr6(T<av dfoiro, TOV 5e ettarov apKecreiv

(p^ffavros, fKf\evffe AajSelV 51s To<rav-

ras, els & Kal $ \O.KKOS 6 TT o 1 77 T 77 y

us ov vo/j.iei TT\OVTOV ov

u.}] TO Trapopda/j.eva Kal \av0dvovra

ova tfav (p<uvop.tv(i)v ecrrt.

Hor. Epist. I. 6, 40 sqq.

chlamydas, Lucullus, ut aiunt

si posset centum scaenae praebere ro-

gatus
'

qui possum tot ?
'

ait, tamen et quaere
et quot habebo,

mittam? post paulo scribit sibi milia

esse domi chlamydum, partem vel tol-

leret omnis.

exilis domus est ubi non et multa su-

persunt

et dominum fallunt et prosunt furibus.

The two versions are widely different, that of Plutarch containing a number of

details that could not possibly have been suggested by the passage in Horace,

and the "
tiri<p(avr)[j.a

" can only be made to correspond with the moral which the

Latin poet gives to the story by the most liberal kind of interpretation. It is,

moreover, very awkwardly and quite unexpectedly joined to the preceding. The

anecdote is complete without it, as it is not given by Plutarch with any didactive

purpose, as in the case of Horace. The words "
els . . . <?<TTI

"
simply represent

the marginal gloss of some ancient reader, which subsequently crept into the text.
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half of the first century of our era, as will be seen from the following

passages :

Seneca enc. controv. 3, praef. 8 : Ciceronem eloquentia sua in carminibus desti-

tuit. Seneca de ira III. 37, 5 : et Cicero si derideres carmina eius inimicus esset.

Cf. also Cell. N. A. XII. 2 (Seneca frag, ill, H.). Tacitus Dial. 21 : fecerunt

enim et carmina et in bibliothecas retulerunt non melius quam Cicero sed felicius

quia illos fecisse pauciores sciunt. Quintil. XL I, 24: in carminibus utinam

pepercisset quae non desierunt carpere maligni. Martial II. 89, 3 : Carmina quod
scribis Musis et Apolline nullo

|
Laudari debes. Hoc Ciceronis habes. luvenal

X. 124: ridenda poemata. Cf. also vs. 122. Schol. Bob., p. 306 Or. 17
: Mani-

festum est amatorem poeticae rei Tullium fuisse quamvis ad oratoriam qua maxime

praestitit non videatur in versibus par sui fuisse.

Now all these authors are not only post-Augustan, but practically

contemporary. There is no instance of an earlier writer who spoke
thus disparagingly of Cicero's poetical productions. This fact cannot

be accidental. Again, we may safely assert that neither Nepos, nor

Tiro, nor Varro would have handed down to posterity any such ver-

dict, even if convinced of its truth. The only other author to whom
we might be disposed to attribute a similar criticism is the impartial

Fenestella (tip A.D.) ;
but unfortunately, even if this were not a mere

supposition, there is not the slightest evidence or probability of any
kind that Plutarch ever read any of his works, although he quotes him

three times (cf. note 2).

Plutarch's indebtedness to some post-Augustan author having been

thus demonstrated, we may now, resting on this firm foundation, pro-

ceed to show that Suetonius' vita Ciceronis constituted one of these

sources.

To accomplish this object, we must briefly discuss the sources of

Hieronymus and Sextus Aurelius Victor.

The former of these need not occupy us very long, for if there is

one thing recognized by scholars as an irrefutable fact, it is, that the

items concerning Roman literature, found in Hieronymus'
18 additions

to the Chronicon of Eusebius, are, up to a certain date, all taken from

Suetonius. Tranquillus, De viris illustribus.

17 This scholiast, although a Christian of the fifth century, is here quoted, be-

cause he very largely Asconii " fontibus hortulos suos irrigavit." Cf. Madwig, De

Q. Asconio Pediano, etc. Kopenhagen, 1828, p. 142.
18 Cf. his own preface, p. 3 Sch., and Afommsen, Quellen der Chronik des H.

Abh. der sachs Ges. d. W. 1850 (I. p. 669 sqq.). For his historical notices, H. is

chiefly indebted to Eutropius, whose principal source was Livy.
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Under the name of Sextus Aurelius Victor (an historian living in

the time of Theodosius about the middle of the fourth century)

there have come down to us, among other writings, two works

entitled Caesares and De viris illustribus}* Without attaching too

much importance to the singular coincidence in the titles of these

works with those of Suetonius, which is in itself suggestive of inter-

dependence, it may be sufficient to draw attention to the fact that

the author of the Caesares demonstrably did draw very freely upon
the Caesares of his great predecessor. The presumption, there-

fore, is that the De viris illustribus of Suetonius was also well

known to Victor. But whatever may have been the sources of the

De viris illustribus, a question which could not be discussed in this

place without far transgressing the limits imposed upon this paper,

I contend, that, at least, as far as the life of Cicero is concerned

(which constitutes chap. 81 of his work), he is resting upon the

shoulders of Suetonius' vita Ciceronis. For not only is there a

remarkable family likeness between chap. 81 20 and the lives of some of

the Roman poets that have been justly attributed to Suetonius, how-

ever diluted they may have been by subsequent accretions, but

also because of certain parallelisms between Victor and Suetonius-

Hieronymus.

i. Hieron. Olymp. 1 68, 3 (2).

Cicero Arpini nascitur matre Helvia,

patre equestris ordinis ex regis Volsco-

rum genere.

Sext. Aurel. Fief, de vir. ill. 81.

M. Tullius genere Arpinas patre

equite Romano natus, genus a Tullo rege

duxit; cf. also Sil. Ital. VIII. 404 sqq.

19 I am perfectly well aware that the De viris illustribus has been assumed

by many as having been falsely ascribed to this author, owing to its difference in

style and treatment as compared with the Caesares. I do not, however, think

that Opitz (Quaest. de S. A. V., Acta soc. phil. Lips. II. 2, p. 197-280) or Wolf-

flin (Bursian, Jahresber., 1874, p. 790 sqq., also Rh. Mus. 29) or Haupt (De auct.

de vir. ill. libr. quaest. histor. Diss. Wurzb. 1876) have proven their case, except to

their own satisfaction, for not only does the De viris illustribus bear unmistakable

traces of having been thoroughly epitomized, but we are not even certain but

that the Caesares have been similarly dealt with, which, if true, would satisfac-

torily explain the difference in style and treatment detected by Wolfflin and

others. H. Hildesheimer De libro qui inscribitur de viris ill. etc. Berlin Diss.,

1880, has not been accessible to me.
20 In its abundant use of participial constructions this chapter has perhaps

retained a reflex of its original source, such constructions being very characteristic

of Suetonius.
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2. Hieron. Olymp. 175, i.

Roscio contra Chrysogonum defense

Cicero Athenas seccssit et inde post

triennium Romam regreditur.

Sext. AureL Viet, de vir. ill. 81.

Adolescens Rosciano iudicio eloquen-

tiam et libertatem suam adversus Sulla-

nos ostendit ex quo veritus invidiam

Athenas studiorum gratia petivit.

Hieron. Olymp. 184, 2 21 = Aurel. Viet. 81 (Formiis).

To these passages may also be added : Sueton. p. 318, 4 R. (= Sext.

Aurel. Viet, de vir. ill. 2) ;
id. p. 319, 2 (= id. 3, 2) ;

id. p. 320, 5

(= id. 5, i, 7).

We see, therefore, that the notices concerning Cicero to be found

in Hieronymus are certainly based upon Suetonius' De viris illustri-

bus, while those in Victor's vita may, without temerity, be attributed

to the same source.

Keeping these facts constantly in mind, we may now turn to the

discussion of the third chapter in Plutarch's biography, a narrative,

by the way, so perfectly uniform in color and so. perfectly coherent,

that we must needs attribute the entire passage under notice to one

and the same source.

*Ev 8c T<O XP VC
L Tovry (i.e. when vas eKparryo-e Kat

nva Xa/JifSdveLv eSo^ev 17 TroAts ") Xpv<royovos dVeAeu^epos SvAAa Trpotray-

yet/Vas TIVO? ov<TLav cos K Trpoypac^T/s aVatpetfeVros avros ecoi/^craTO Stcr^iXtwi/

'ETTCI 8e 'PwaKios 6 inos Kat KAr/povoyu,os TOV TtOvrjKOTOs rjyavd-

Kat rrjv ovcriav a,7reoetKi/ve Trej/T^KOj/ra Kat 8taKOO"ttoi/ raAai/ra)j/ ovo"av

atav, ore SvAAa? eAey^o/xei/os e^aXeVatve Kat BiKrjv TraTpOKTOi/tas CTr^ye ral

'PuKTKta), TOV Xpvaoydvov KaTao"Kuao-avTos, e^o^et 8' ouSeis, dAA' aTrerpe-

TTOVTO TOU 2vAAa T^i/ ^aXe7rdrr;Ta SeSotKore?, OVTO> 8^/ 8t* ep^/xtai/ rot) /xet-

pa.Ki.ov TW KtKtpwvt 7rpoo"<^)vydi/TO5 ot ^>t'Aot crv/X7rapo>p/xa>v, cos OVK aV

avT(o Xa/XTrporepav av^19 ap^ijv Trpos od^av erepav ou 8e KaAAtco yevrj-

'AvaSe^a/aevo? ov/ T^V avvrjyopiav Kat Karop^wo-as
e TOI> SvXXav dTreS^/ATyo-ei/ cts T^/V 'EAAaSa,

Adyoi/, cos TOU o*(o/xaros aurco ^epaTretas 8co/xcVov.

This passage contains two errors. The first consists in the state-

ment that the oration /r0 Roscio Amerino was the earliest speech of

Cicero, whereas this distinction belongs to the oratio pro Quinctio?**'

Now it so happens, that the single and solitary reference to Nepos

21 Hieron. Olym. 184, 4, "Cicero ut quibusdam placet interficitur in Caietis"

is an interpolation; cf. Afommsen, Hermes XXIV. p. 399.
21 *

Cf., however, pro Quint. I. 4, "quod mihi consuevit in cetens causis esse

adiumento."
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and Fenestella, as authorities on the life, or rather writings, of

Cicero (in the passage of Gellius quoted above) was called forth

by the existence of this very error. What then, it might be argued,

could be more plausible than that Nepos (for Fenestella is out of the

question) and not Suetonius, as we contend, was the source of Plu-

tarch's information on this point. But this view, however plausible

it may appear at first sight, must be altogether abandoned, because

of the second error alluded to. "Fearing tJie anger of Sulla, he left

for Greece, giving out that the poor state of his health made his

departure necessary."

This statement flatly contradicts the facts of history, for so far

from leaving Rome out of any dread of Sulla, Cicero actually re-

mained in the city almost a year and a half before taking his trip to

Greece, delivering in the mean time at least two speeches, one for

L. Varenus (cf. Drumann, V. p. 245) and another in behalf of a

woman of Arretium (cf. pro Caecina 33, 97; and ad Att. I. 19, 4).

It must be perfectly evident that no such account can possibly

have been found in Nepos ;
but if so, Plutarch's source for this chap-

ter which, as I was careful to point out, is of a perfectly homoge-
neous character, must be sought elsewhere. Nor would Tiro or Varro

or Fenestella, or any other writer of the time have been guilty of

what is both an insult and a deliberate falsehood, even supposing all

their writings to have been accessible to Plutarch, which they un-

questionably were not. This calumny, in other words, and with it

the entire passage, can only have proceeded from some post-Augus-

tan writer, when a legendary halo had already formed about the

historical individual, and many incidents in the great orator's life had

become obscured by the lapse of time. This writer I contend was

Suetonius* For singularly enough both of the errors just discussed

reappear in but two other authors besides Plutarch, and in only two,

and these are Hieronymus and Sextus Aurelius Victor. But inas-

much as the fountain, whence these writers drew this rare piece of

22 That we are doing no injustice to Suetonius in ascribing to him the passage

under discussion is clearly shown by a most remarkable parallelism found in Suet.

Caes. 4 :
" Ceterum composita seditioni civili Cornelium Dolabellam consularem et

triumphalem repetundarum postulavit; absolutoque RJwdum secedere statuit et ad

dedinandam invidiam et ut per otium et requiem Apollonio Moloni clarissimo

tune dicendi magistro operam daret." All the circumstances here afford a per-

fectly exact parallel to the narrative of Plutarch, and the motive given for the

departure is as similar to the above as it is singularly false.
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erroneous information was Suetonius, it
"
follows as the night the

day
"

that he constituted the common source of all three. This

conclusion, although irresistible, as it appears to me at least, receives

additional emphatic confirmation from the fact that the statements

under notice, apart from the circumstance that they are found but

three times in all extant literature, are also demonstrable erroneous,

it being well known how much safer a clue to the detection of literary

interdependence is frequently afforded by errors found in common
than by coincidences in matters of fact, the treatment of the same

subject often leading to a similarity in its presentation.

In ch. i we seem to detect another instance, almost equally certain,

of Plutarch's indebtedness to Suetonius :

KtKtptovos 8 Trjv fJifv fJLrjTfpa Acyovo-tv 'EA/Jtav Kat yeyovevat KaAws KCU

/?e/?i<DKcVai, Trept 8k TOV Trarpo? ovokv rjv irvOivOai
/xerptoi/.

o t
JJL

e v yap ei>

)
2-2 a TIV\ /cat yeveV^at Kai rpac^j/at TOV aVopa Aeyovcrtv, ot o eis

TTtov drayov<7i TTJV apx*)v TOV yei/ovs (3ao~i\f.v(TavTa Aa/XTrpto?

fv OuoAovo-Kots Kat 7roAc/x^(ravTa 'Pto/Wots OUK dSurareos K.r.A.

The source of this passage cannot have been Nepos or Tiro, to the

latter of whom it has been customary, by a sort of general consent, to

relegate these purely biographical portions of Plutarch's vita. This

is not only impossible on the face of its very contents, but is suffi-

ciently indicated by the ot /xei/ . . . ot Se. On the other hand, the

passage under notice possesses the true color Suetonianus?3'

But even allowing this inference to be of too. subjective a nature

to compel conviction, all doubt as to its truth is again dispelled by
two passages in Hieronymus and Sextus Aurelius Victor. I must

quote them again for the purpose of comparison with the Greek

cited above.

22 * This same reproach is made by Calenus, an inveterate enemy of Cicero's^

(cf. ad Alt. XI. 8, 2, etc.), in a scurrilous speech put into his mouth by Dio 46, 4.

The genuine oration, to which we may add the invectives of Antony as in all

probability containing similar imputations, were undoubtedly known to Suetonius,

whereas Plutarch unquestionably read neither.

23 H. T. Peck, Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, Holt & Co., New York, 1889,

p. X.: " He can only accumulate with patient industry a vast number of details,

and set them before us in a mass, leaving us to arrange and weigh and discrimi-

nate and judge as best we may. lie is a gatherer of facts. . . . Nothing is too

unpleasant, nothing too personal, to be left unrecorded. lie pins a scandal and

adds it to his collection, as a naturalist would a butterfly ;
but at the same time

he does not dwell upon these matters."
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Hieron. (i.e. Suetonius) Olym. 168, 3 : Cicero Arpius nascitur

matre Helvia^ patre equestris ordinis ex rege Volscorum genere.

Victor de vir. ill. 81 M. Tullius genere Arpinas patre equite

Romano natus genus a Tullo ^ rege dtixit.

Plutarch's indebtedness to Suetonius' Life of Cicero having thus

been demonstrated by the aid of Hieronymus and Sextus Aurelius

Victor, we are now at liberty to look for additional evidence, corrobo-

rative of this indebtedness, and fortunately such passages are by no

means lacking.

At the end of ch. 4 we are told that Apollonius on hearing Cicero,

his pupil, declaim in Greek, cried out in despair that now eloquence

too, the only glory that still remained to Greece, would be transferred

by him to Rome.26 The story is intrinsically improbable. It is no-

where alluded to by Cicero, certainly a very suspicious circumstance

in his case, for he of all men would have been the least likely to have

omitted to speak of it had it been true. Neither Valerius Maximus

nor Gellius nor Macrobius nor any other writer of that stamp, in

whose works we might reasonably expect to find so memorable an

incident recorded, has any knowledge of it. There is, as a matter of

fact, but one other author besides Plutarch who mentions it, and sin-

gularly enough his name is Sextus Aurelius Victor, in the vita Cice-

ronis so often quoted by me :

" Molonem Graecum rhetorem turn

disertissimum habuit qui flesse dicitur quod per hunc Graccia elo-

quentiae laude privaretur."*
1

Relying on the strength of the evidence

already presented, we will not, I am confident, hesitate about desig-

nating Suetonius as the common source of Plutarch and Victor in

this passage.

I have previously taken occasion to prove that in ch. 2, 22 sq., in

which the poetry of Cicero is unfavorably criticised, Plutarch had

24 The name of Cicero's mother is given only here and in Plut. She is never

alluded to by Cicero, the solitary other reference being Q. Cicero Ep. ad Tironem

(ad fam. XVI. 26, 2)
"
et matrem nostram sic olim facere memini."

25 Cicero speaks of the antiquity of his family some three times: de leg. II. I,

3; Brut. 16, 32; Tusc. I. 16, 38 (Servius Tullius) .

" 2e yuej/, 3> KiKepcav, tiraivia Ka\ Qa.v/j.d(i), TTJS Se 'EAAaSos oiKTeipu) T^V Tu%77*v

oputv & p.6va r>v KaXGiv y/j.'iv UTreAetTreTO Kal ravra 'Pa>/xaiois Sia <roO irpoa-yfv6fj.eva t

TroiSe/av Kal \6yov."
27 It might be mentioned in passing that a very similar anecdote is related of

John Reuchlin and Argyropolus, whose lectures on Thucydides the German
scholar took occasion to attend while an embassador to the court of Pope Alex,

VI.; cf. Raumer, Gesch. der Paedagogik, I. p. 95.
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recourse to some post-Augustan source. The same is true of ch. 40,

4-24, in which he treats of Cicero's great merits in enriching the

Latin language by the coinage of new words, and then again reverts

to his poetical efforts. I do not, however, contend for source-identity

because of any belief that the later chapter bears any internal evidence

of a post-Augustan origin, for it does not, but simply because there

can be no possible doubt that ch. 40, on the very face' of its contents,

is derived from the same fountain as ch. 2
;
and as this is necessarily

post-Augustan and non-Tironian,'
8

it follows that ch. 40, 4-24, is so

too. But of all post-Augustan writers possibly accessible to Plutarch,

there is not one to whom passages of this literary character can with

more justice be attributed than to Suetonius Tranquillus, whose pre-

dilection on this point is well attested by innumerable examples.

Adding to this the positive evidence already presented of Plutarch's

indebtedness to Suetonius, the inference just made as to the source

of ch. 2, 22 and ch. 40, 4-24, will be well-nigh irresistible.

I have purposely reserved for the last the discussion of one other

passage which is calculated to give additional confirmation, if such,

indeed, be needed, to the argument which I have been advocating in

this paper. In ch. 44 the biographer narrates a dream of Cicero's

which is practically and substantially identical with Cicero's dream

concerning Augustus, as recorded by Suetonius (Aug. c. 94). Neither

writer mentions his authority, the commentators 9n Suetonius are

silent in regard to it, and the scholars who have written on the

sources of the Greek vita attribute such passages to Tiro, in want of

anything better, a proceeding, by the way, as easy as it is gratuitous.

And yet the original source of this anecdote can be determined with

singular accuracy from a passage of TertulUan de anima, c. 46 :

" M.

Tullius Cicero Augustum civilium turbinum cultorem de somnio narrat

quod in vita illius commentariis conditum est." There is every prob-

ability that this dream was also related in Suetonius' Life of Cicero,

which, if true, might well account for the succinct narrative of it in his

Life of Augustus. But if so, the question at once suggests itself,

whether the v7ro/u,v7//xaTa of Augustus constituted the common source

of both Plutarch and Suetonius, or whether the latter author is n:_;;iin

to be looked upon as the source of the former. Though not disposed

categorically to assert what can never be fully substantiated by proof,

* That ch. 40 is not dependent upon Tiro's work, as has been almost unani-

mously assumed by scholars, is plainly indicated by the &s <j>ao iv (line 12) and

the Ktytrai (line 18 Sint).
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I am nevertheless very much inclined to favor the second view
; for,

although Plutarch quotes these Memoirs five times in all (see the list

above), there is but a very remote probability of his having ever read

a single line of them, except at second hand, while Suetonius, on the

contrary, is known to have made an extensive use of the emperor's

autobiography.
29

With this I close my paper, which I am only sorry to say is not

nearly so carefully elaborated as I would like to have made it, if more

time and space had been allotted to me. But be this as it may, its

object will be more than accomplished if the philological jury, into

whose hands the case is now given, should decide that the arguments

adduced to prove that Suetonius' vita Ciceronis constituted one of the

sources of Plutarch's life of the great Roman orator are at least for-

midable enough to merit attention, if not absolutely convincing.
30

29 Among other passages possibly taken from Suetonius might be mentioned

c. 5, 29, 12 sq.; 41, I, especially c. 24, and particularly some highly unfavorable

criticisms of Cicero that are met with in Plutarch's life (omitting similar expres-

sions in the narrative of the orator's political history, the sources of which were

not discussed in this paper), for most of these are of so unfriendly a nature as to

exclude Nepos, or Tiro as possible sources, their biographies being entirely eulo-

gistic or apologetic.
80 A possible chronological objection, which, if valid, would strike at the very

root of my arguments, may be briefly discussed in a note, it being easily disposed

of. Plutarch's Life of Cicero was written at a later date than his Life of Sulla

(cf. Michaelis de ordine vitarum parall. Plutarchi, Berlin, 1875, Weber, p. 1-39).

Now, the latter happily furnishes us with a " terminus post quern," for in ch. 21

Plutarch, describing the battle of Orchomenus, fought in 85 B.C., adds that many
relics of the dead were found in the neighboring marshes, (TX^OV ercSv dia,Ko<ricav

OTi-5 rrjs /uaxrjs e/ceiVrjs ^iayfyov6r(av. This brings us down to the year 115 A.D.

(cf. Holden, Plutarch's Sulla, p. xxiv.). The vita Ciceronis was consequently

composed later than this date.

Suetonius Tranqtdllus is generally supposed to have been born about 75 A.D.;

he was appointed magister epistolarum to Hadrian, probably in 119. He was,

therefore, at the time of the composition of Plutarch's Cicero, some forty years old.

There is consequently nothing to prevent us from supposing that his work, De
viris illustribus, or parts of it, had at that time long been published, there being

absolutely no evidence to the contrary. Pliny the Younger, in a letter (V. 10)

probably written in 105 A.D., begs S. to publish his volumina. The Caesares are

undoubtedly his latest, as they are his maturest, work.
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APPENDIX.

SEXTII AURELII VICTORIS VITAE CICERONIS [EPITOME] (de Viris

Illitstribus, c. 81).

Marcus Tullius Cicero genere Arpinas, patre equite Romano na-

tus genus a Tito Tatio rege duxit.
1 Adolescens Rosciano iudicio

eloquentiam et libertatem suam adversus Sullanos ostendit ex quo
veritus invidiam Athenas studiorum gratia petivit

2 ubi Antiochum

Academicum philosophum studiose audivit.3 Inde eloquentiae gra-

tia Asiam post Rhodum petiit
4 ubi Molonem Graecum rhetorem turn

disertissimum magistrum habuit qui flesse dicitur quod per hunc

Graecia eloquentiae laude privaretur.
5

Quaestor Siciliam habuit.6

Praetor Ciliciam latrociniis liberavit.
7 Consul coniuratos capites

punivit.
8 Mox invidia P. Clodii 9

instinctuque Caesaris 10
et Pompeii

quos dominationis suspectos eadem qua quondam Sullanos libertate

perstrinxerat, sollicitatis Pisone et Gabinio ess. qui Macedoniam

Syriamque provincias
n

in stipendium operae huius acceperant in

exsilium 12 actus mox ipso reference Pompeio
13

rediit eumque civili

bello secutus est.
14

Quo victo veniam a Caesare ultro accepit
15

quo
interfecto Augustum fovit.

16 Antonium hostem indicavit.
17 Et cum

Triumviros se fecissent Caesar, Lepidus Antoniusque
18 concordia non

aliter visa est inter eos iungi posse nisi Tullius necaretur 19
qui immis-

sis ab Antonio percussoribus
M cum forte Formiis quiesceret imminens

exitium corvi 21

auspicio didicit et fugiens
*2 occisus est. Caput ad

Antonium relatum.22

1 Cf. Plut. Cic. c. i S. Hieron. I.e. 13 Cic. c. 33.
2 Plut. Cic. c. 3 Hieron. I.e. u Cic. c. 37.
8 Cic. c. 4, init. 16 Cic. c. 39.
4 Cic. c. 4, 24.

16 Cic. c. 40, 24.
6 Cic. c. 4, 26. 17 Cic. c. 45, 30.
6 Cic. c. 6. 18 Cic. c. 46, 22.

7 Cic. c. 36, 14.
19 Cic. c. 46, 26.

8 Cic. c. 10-23.
23 Cic. c. 47, 48.

9 Cic. c. 28 sq.
21 Cic. c. 47, etiam Val. Max. 19, 15

10 Cic. c. 30, 30. [" cum enim in villa Caietana esset cor-

11 Cic. c. 30, 25. vus in conspectu eius hororum mansit."]
u Cic. c. 31 sq.

22 Cic. c. 48, 49.
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III. Sex-denoting Nouns in American Languages.

BY ALBERT S. GATSCHET,

OF THE U. S. BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

THE most cursory consideration of the things in nature teaches us

the fact, that there are living and lifeless objects in the world around

us, that is, beings which spontaneously show signs of inward life, and

objects deprived of the signs of life or appearing to be so. To reach

such a degree of mental apperception our race had to pass through
a long period of training and experience, and among rude and prim-

itive nations the human mind has not reached this stage of logical

perfection ;
much less can this be said of the intelligence of the

primordial man of many thousand years ago. The primordial man

easily confounded action, motion, variation, and change with life, this

being a natural consequence of the animism which then pervaded all

human understanding. Man at that remote period also confounded

cause and effect with sequence in time, and both errors were the

fruitful agencies which produced that wonderful maze of religious

ideas, myths, and superstitions which are now being published in the

literature of folk-lore. Objects like the wind, lightning, dew, or fog

could then be regarded as animate as well as pearls, precious stones,

and flowers, although we would now laugh at the idea that there is

life in them. But primeval ideas like these still survive in the gender
of some languages, part of which are spoken by the most cultured

nations.

But besides the above another distinction was received into the

noun and other parts of speech. Man and the higher animals, as

quadrupeds and birds, were known to be divided in two sexes, and an

intimation of these was expressed in the grammatic forms of some

languages. In the Aryan languages the majority of the lower animals

and plants were also given a grammatic sex, but most other objects

of nature were relegated into what is now called the neuter gender.
In other languages, mainly of the agglutinative type, these were rele-

gated into a large class of " inanimates." The large majority of all

languages which are distinguishing gender in the noun, know of two

genders only, and a number of tongues in all parts of the world know
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nothing of any gender- or sex-distinction whatever,
1 some of these,

as Neopersian, Lettish and English, having lost them in course of

time.

The personal pronoun is that part of speech in which the mascu-

line sex is atfirst distinguished from the feminine by separate words

or grammatic signs. From the personal pronoun this distinction

gradually invades the possessive, reflective, demonstrative, interroga-

tive and relative pronoun. Sex may be made distinct in the pronoun
of one, but not of another dialect of the same linguistic family, a fact

which I have observed in the Kalapuya family of Northwestern

Oregon. Sex-distinction also exists in the third persons of the pro-

nouns in some Iroquois dialects, but not in the Cherokee language,

which is related to them. In Iroquois dialects the distinction between

he and she extends to persons only, not to any of the animals. In

the Timucua, once spoken in the Floridian peninsula, o, oqe is he,

ya she ; but sex does not appear to be marked in any other manner

in this language, which is so extremely rich in pronominal and verbal

forms.

From the personal and possessive pronoun sex-distinction passes

into the verb, which in agglutinative, languages is nothing but a modi-

fied noun. In the verb sex-distinction is less frequent than in the

pronoun. Of American languages some Iroquois 'dialects have it in

the third persons of the singular, dual and plural of the pronoun only ;

in the eastern hemisphere the languages which present this feature

most conspicuously are those of the Semitic stock.

Distinction of sex in the noun.

The noun proper or substantive and the adjective are the parts of

speech in which sex-denoting affixes are most unfrequently met with.

The majority of all tongues will resort to separate terms to indicate

sex in human beings and animals, and place them in apposition to

the noun either before or after it. In Maya dialects these sex-appo-

sites Tiave been ground down so as to represent mere prefixes ;
ah-

designates the male, but in fact means proprietor, possessor ; ish-, sh-

represents the female sex, and originally referred to the reproduction

of the species. Thus in the Maya of Yucatan mehen is son, ish-

mehen daughter ; Ah-Pech man called Pech, Ish-Pech woman called

Peek. To designate the sex of animals, this language uses other

1 To avoid misapprehension, I call henceforth gender the categories of the

animate and inanimate, sex those of the masculine and feminine.
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terms : shibil-coh male puma, shibil signifying male. The Quiche"

language, closely related to Maya, furnishes such examples as : Tzi-

quin, nom. pr. masc. "Bird" Sh-Tziquin, name of his wife; zu

flute, ah-zu musician ; achih-mun male slave, ishok-mun female slave,

achih meaning male and ishok woman.

But this is agglutination only ;
affixes like these are not real, insep-

arable grammatic marks to designate sex, but only terms used in

forming compound nouns, just as we say she-fox for vixen. However,
we find in several not sex-denoting American languages instances of

metaphoric appellations of inanimate things referring to sexual dis-

tinction. They show how deeply engrafted in the human mind is the

tendency towards animism. Thus the Caddo name for Mississippi

river is Bahat sassin Mother of rivers, for sassin means mother as

well as wife, and the name shows that that river is here symbolized
as the "

receiver of many rivers." In the Maskoki languages thumb

is
" mother of fingers

"
;
in Creek ingi itchki-, in Chikasa ilbak-ishke,

in Hitchiti ilb-iki, the literal rendering of all these terms being
" of

one's fingers their mother."

Sex-denoting affixes.

What seems to be a genuine sex-denoting affix to the noun appears
in one of the South-American linguistic families of the northern part

of that continent. This stock is commonly designated as Carib, but

since this name has been used in an exceedingly vague and indistinct

manner, it is preferable to call the dialects in which sex-denoting

affixes have been studied, by their special names.

Copying from Fr. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft, II,

p. 324, the dialects in which this feature is observed are the Arowak

and the Goajira, sex being indicated in adjectives and participles as

well as in substantives. In Arowak we have :

boy basabanti
; girl basabantu.

little boy basabanti-kan
;

little girl basabantu-kan.

a good man iisati
;
a good woman iisatu.

loving (man) kansiti
; loving (woman) kansitu.

dying (man) ahuduti
; dying (woman) ahudutu.

child (male) elonti
;
child (female) elontu.

In the Goajira language, spoken north of the Gulf of Maracaibo,

the -i of the masculine answers to a feminine in -e, as follows :

merchant oikari
; fern, oikare.

fisherman apiisha^ori ;
fern, apiisha^ore.
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good anashi
;

fern, anase.

dead autushi ; fern, autuse.

little morsashi
;

fern, morsase.

sorry, trist, ma^uaintshi ;
fern, ma^uainre.

The language of the Kalinago or Caribs of the West Indies or

Antillian islands is surviving upon a few islands only ; it is related to

both dialects above mentioned, and shows the same sex-denoting
suffixes as observed in Arowak (Miiller, ibid. p. 339) :

a beautiful man iropo
n
ti ;

a beautiful woman irupatu.

beloved (man) ki
n
shi"ti

;
beloved (woman) ki

n
shi"tu.

murderer aparuti ;
murderess aparutu.

I do not have the works of Father Breton before me, who is the

chief authority upon this insular language ; but from the extracts in

L. Adam, Examen Grammatical, p. 7 (1878), it appears that the

personal and the possessive pronouns also differed according to the

sex of the one speaking in the third person : 1-iem he does, t-iem

she does ; 1-aku his eye, t-aku her eye. Moreover, the females among
themselves spoke another language than the men, and though both

languages were called Caribbean, Fr. Miiller regards them as radi-

cally distinct from each other. 1

The Taensa people, the existence of which is recorded in the

annals from 1680 to 1812, lived between Vicksburg and Natchez

City on the west side of the Mississippi river, near the Tonikas, and

about 1714 removed to Mobile Bay. The grammar, vocabulary and

poetic collection of the Taensa language, which was published in

Paris in 1882, has been attacked in regard to its authenticity, and

since the arguments brought forward against it have not convinced

many scientists,
2

I shall make mention of the curious system of sex-

distinction which the grammar contains. This distinction occurs in

the pronouns and in the substantive. The pronouns with sex-forms are

thou wi, fern, wia
; he su, she sua

; ye wig, fern, wiag ; they sug, fern,

suag. The interrogative pronoun wekmar, fern, wekmara who ? the

emphatic and expletive forms of the personal pronoun all bear the

marks of sex-distinction. When a masculine form corresponds to a

feminine substantive, the ending of the latter is -a ;
and this in some

instances passes over into the adjective when this is used attributively.

1 Cf. also Ober, Fred. A., Camps in the Caribbees. Boston, 1880, pp. 100-103.
2 Dr. D. G. Brinton, in American Antiquarian, 1885, pp. 108-113; 275, 276;

A. S. Gatschet, in Revue de I.inguistiqiie of Paris, 1888, pp. 199-208, and several

articles written by Lucien Adam and Julien Vinson.
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The terminals -ao, -a-u indicate inanimate things, but nouns in -ao,

-a-u are regarded as of the feminine sex.

Tonika.

The only sex-denoting language which I have had the opportunity

to study on the spot is the Tonika or Tiinixka of Eastern Louisiana,

discovered by me in the autumn of 1886. It proved to be a language

heretofore unknown to science, and by its strange peculiarities de-

serves to be carefully studied and compared with other languages,

especially with those spoken in its nearest vicinity : the Na'htchi,

Shetimasha, Atakapa and the sundry dialects of the wide-stretching

Mask6ki family.

In the pronoun, verb and noun this southern tongue distinguishes

two sexes, the masculine and feminine
;

inanimate things belong
either to one or the other of the two, and abstract nouns are chiefly

or exclusively of the feminine class. If an inanimate order ever

existed, it has been merged into the above two, as in the modern

Romance languages the neuter has merged into the masculine.

In the noun the male sex is made distinct in the singular by the

prefix uk- (u-), or by the suffix -ku (-k
u

, -^ku, -^k, -k) ;
in the plural

by the prefix sik-, sig-, or by the suffixed pronoun sa'
n

, sa'ma, he

sa'ma. The female sex has a distinguishing mark in the prefix tik-

(ti'h-, tig-, ti-, t-) or in the suffix -ktchi (-^tchi, -xtch, -ktch, -kts,

-'htchi, -tch, -ts) in the singular number, while in the plural it has

sin, si
n
, si, he sin, he sinma, placed either before or after the noun to

which they belong.

All these affixes are either pronouns or of pronominal origin.

They are frequently omitted where we expect to find them, and the

masculine affixes much more so than those of the opposite sex.

A partial list of PRONOUNS is as follows :

*

heku, he"ku this one, this ; fern, hektchi, he'htch ; pi. he" san ; h6 sin.

he"ku and hektchi may also refer to inanimate things.

Personalpronoun :

1 sg. ima // emphatic i'mata" myself.

2 sg. ma thou (masc.) ha'ma (fern.) ; emphatic matan
,
ha'matan .

3 sg. uwi he, ti'htchi she ; emphatic uwita", ti'htchita
n

.
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1 pi. inima we ; emphatic inimata" ourselves.

2 pi. winima ye (masc.), hinima (fern.); emphatic wlnimata",

hinimata".

3 pi. sa'
n
ma, sa'

n
they (masc.), sinima, si

n
(fern.) ; emphatic

safnmatan
,
fern, slnimata".

Possessive pronoun :

luk tongue, ta luk the tongue, a tongue, tongue.

1 sg. iluk my tongue.

2 sg. wiluk thy tongue, fern, hiluk.

3 sg. uluk his tongue, fern, tiluk her tongue.

1 pi. i'
nluk our tongues.

2 pi. wi'
nluk your tongues, fern. hi'

n
luk.

3 pi. siluk their tongues, fern. si'
n
luk.

The word ri house, provided with possessive prefixes, runs as

follows :

i sg. igri my house ; 2 sg. wigri, f. higri ; 3 sg. ugri, f. tigri.

i pi. iheri our house ; 2 pi. wiheri, f. hiheri
; 3 pi. sigri, f. si'hri.

When ri house, which is of the feminine gender, stands in the

plural, it becomes ri-sin houses, lit.
" house-these

"
or "

house-they,"

and the "
conjugation

"
proceeds as follows :

1 sg. igrisin or ta ri'htinsin my houses.

2 sg. wigrisin thy houses, fern, higrisin.

3 sg. ugrisin his houses, tigrisin her houses.

1 pi. iherisin our houses.

2 pi. wi'hrisin your houses, fern, hi'herisin.

3 pi. sigrisin their houses, fem. si'hrisin ;
or td n'tchi sin si'hri,

lit.
" the-women-their-houses."

In following up a portion of the personal inflection of the verb,

similar pronominal elements are found to occur.

Present tense of sdgu TO EAT, declarative form ;

1 sg. sagukani I am eating.

2 sg. saguki ;
fem. saguka.

3 sg. sagukuna, saguku ;
fem. sagukati.

indef. sagtikiti somebody is eating.

1 du. sagina" we two are eating.

2 du. saguwina" ;
fem. saguhina".

3 du. sagu-una" ;
fem. sagusina".
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1 pi. sdgiti
n and sdgiti we are eating.

2 pi. saguwiti j
fern, saguhiti.

3 pi. sagukiti ; fern, sagusiti.

Although there is a dual in the verb, I have been unable to obtain

a dual for the pronoun and substantive differing from the plural.

Now let us see how these' different signs of sex are applied in

the Tonika sentence: Let us consider them separately, beginning

with the :

Masculine.

kua td^k
u 6shka tadshara the claws of a little bird ; kua being

masc., tu^ku or tu^k", tu^k little
y

is of the same sex.

he"ku na^k like this man, or like this thing.

ikonte"ku lupui we"ran a-a^kinta my father-he (ikonte"-ku) died,

while I was hunting.

kan hari'a ta ri^ku (or ta^ku, abbr.) ? how tall is this tree ?

tayani-shi-k
u

rixti mishti td sd-teku ukpe"ri the buffalo is stronger

than the horse ; lit.
" cattle-male-he strong more the horse-he him

surpasses
"

: uk- is the masc. object-particle of the singular, referring

here to the horse.

t6ni sik'hdyi hiha-ixta lup h6t' 6nta The old people in this village

are all dead; lit.
"
people those-old in-there dead all are

"
;

sik~

being an instance of the masculine plural.

Feminine.

6ka nuxtchi tti little girl; lit.
" child-woman-small "

;
tu little need

not take the fern, ending (tu'htchi) here, for the sex is already pointed
at by nuxtchi.

ta^kuri he"ktch ime"'htini this fence is mine (fafaxun. fence) .

td yiinka'htch (or td yunka) titik ma-it6ru a'ra a rope is crossing

the creek ; lit.
" the rope creek across is lying

"
;

if yiinka was masc.,

the verb would be u'ra.

ra-a;(kini i'gatchik lupiti'htch Igrew up when my mother was dead.

igatchiktch ti'htch, Be"luksi nu^tchi, ikna^sha'ki my mother, a Beluxi

woman, brought me (here). In these two examples ti'htch is added

reverentially to the term my mother (i'gatchi).

ta tiraktch irukati huriwi the cloth (or sheet) floats in the wind;

lit.
"
the-she-cloth-she floats-she wind-in," ira cloth being preceded

and followed by feminine affixes.
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ta rixk<ku (or tarkeku, td^kuk) hdria tdri'tch atdpara the tree is

as fa!! as the house ; lit.
" the tree tall the house-she equals."

td^kuk hdria, tigri ka'ha the tree is lower than the house ; lit.
" the

tree tall, she-house is-not."

tdxtchiksh ti'hkorak(i)/// moon; lit. "luminary she-round."

Id-u ta^tchiksh rikeha, d^shukun td^tchiksh tikamishti the moon is

smaller than the sun ; lit.
"
night-luminary great-not, day-luminary

her surpasses."

td-ushi r6mana mishtik, ta mdkak tikperi water is heavier than oil ;

lit. "water (for ta wi'hshi) heavy more, the oil her surpasses."

ta wishana md^kina mishti h6tu si
n
peri this lake is deeper than all

others ; lit. "the lake deep more all them (fern.) surpasses."

yakanikd^tcha ki, ldhon tuk yakanika^tcha if I come, I come early.

Ldho" tuk " small morning" gives no indication of the feminine gender
of ldhon, lahoni.

ta he"ri'htchi tchuima he seizes the canoe.

taru hsin ra (or rata) these nuts are hard.

ta niriwa'ka sin the cemeteries.

he" sin h6tu tiksa tch6haki she led all these dogs ; tiksa female dog,

he" sin these (fern, pi.), h6tu all.

The demonstrative particle ta preceding many of the nouns can

best be understood when we regard it as an article corresponding in

most cases to our definite article the, and indicative of the singular

and plural number of both sexes.

These examples plainly show that there is a real sex-distinction in

this language for animate beings as well as for inanimate things ;
that

the pronoun ku, ku
is always placed after its noun, adjective, or pro-

noun to designate the masculine gender; that the more frequent

ti'h-, ti-, t- is placed before it to designate the feminine, but when it

appears in the shape of ti'htch, -'htch, -ksh, -'tch is suffixed to it
;

that in many instances the signs of either class are omitted altogether.

The point which we have to examine next is, what objects or cate-

gories of objects are assigned to the one or the other sex. For we

find that the attribution of some sex to inanimate things must have

started from the same mental activity which has assigned to the sun

a male sex in the classic and a female in the Germanic languages, and

to the moon just the reverse, although there is nothing male or female

to be perceived in either of the two celestial bodies. It was the

same energy of the mind which caused primitive men to produce

myths by personifying the inanimate objects of nature observed
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around them. The Tonika language is the more remarkable on this

account, because it is the only language heretofore discovered in

America which divides all objects of creation into two great sex-

categories.

Of the adjectives the large majority appear to have a simple form,

from which the masculine is derived by suffixing -ku, -^ku, -ku
,
the

feminine by appending one of the aforementioned affixes. The

adjective ni'hsara young forms neither of the two, as the sex is

expressed by the noun accompanying this adjective or implied in

it : 6ne ni'hsara boyt nu^tchi ni'hsara girl; lit.
" man young,"

" woman

young:"
We have the following instances :

ta
fn

great, large masc. ta/ku, ta'gu fern. ta"htchi

tu small, little tu^ku, tu^k tu^kush
k6ran round k6raku k6raktch

me"li black meliku meliktchi

mili red miliku miliktchi

r6wa white r6waku r6waktchi

ta^kir smutty, dirty ta^kirku ta^kiri'htch

maka11^/ maka^ku maka'htchi

ri^'sa spotted, dotted ri^'saku ri^'satch

The sex of the substantive is not by any means always expressed

in the adjective accompanying it, and this appears to be dictated

either by the run of the sentence or be a matter of pure convenience.

Thus we have tashkaraxponi (fern.) r6wa white stocking, though t. is.

feminine
; ti^shuma makan or t. maka'htchi fat meat ; ti^shuma

sepi lean meat, instead of s^pi'htch. Especially the sign of the mas-

culine is frequently omitted.

Of the Terms of relationship, which correspond to each other in

both sexes, many appear in this language with the sexual affixes

appended, and are always connected with their possessive prefixes

my, his, her, just like the parts of the human and animal body :

e'hkutuhuk my son, 'hkutuhuktch(i) my daughter.

e^kutu walik my step-son, e^kutu waliktch my step-daughter.

i^tchaku my grandfather, i^tchaktch my grandmother.
e~tuku mashiku myfather-in-law, tuku mashi'htchi my mother-in-

law. Thus in the formation of the degrees of relationship we per-

ceive a close analogy with the sex-distinction in adjectives.
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Terms designating male persons, their occupations, employments,

generally show no affix designating sex, or if they do, it is -ku, -ku .

Terms descriptive of women, their occupations, etc., have either no

affix, or ti'h-, -'htchi or some other of the above-mentioned feminine

affixes.

Quadrupeds and birds (kua) are of the masculine gender, unless

the female sex is pointed out by a noun standing appositively. There

is no word in the language corresponding exactly to our term

animal, unless it should be contained in sd
n
,
which now means dog;

sd ta
fn horse would then be "

large animal." Examples : yanish

cattle, yanish kdxshi buffalo, pa'ha san wolf, tchula fox, yd, i-a deer,

ydta
n
elk, lit.

"
large deer," nuxki beaver, rushtd11

rabbit, rushtd" ta'
n

sheep, lit.
"
large rabbit," iyushala opossum and woodrat, kiwa weasel,

iyuta hog, minu cat, hi^ku mouse; kua tu bird (lit. "small bird"), kua

tu and tuxku humming-bird, kua mill cardinal, e"la, a'la buzzard, ye"'hta

ta
n
turkey, shimi pigeon ; but a'^ka crow is represented to be a femi-

nine.

The lower animals, as amphibians, reptiles, fish, insects and mol-

lusks, appear to be considered as of the masculine gender : k6xku

turtle, k6'hsuki crab* nd-aran snake, na'ran tii'
11

rattlesnake, viz.
" snake

large," nini fish, a'ya fly, i-unari salmon, 6maxka alligator, sutd^shu

grasshopper, shiri^ka ant, lupiran chamaeleon, nami louse, shila pa'^ka

bedbug, lit.
"

fat beast," ke bee, ke mirka, mi^'ka wasp, ke wista honey,

takirka mollusk, u^shik shell. The generic term for all the smaller

animals is shila or shila tu, which the French Creoles call
"

le petit

be"tail," and is of the male sex. The term for frog, udshe^ka, is

said to be feminine.

Plants, trees, bushes and weeds are of the masculine sex also,

and ri^ku tree and wood is masc. as well. The term for plant, tapa

and tdpaktch, is fern, and means "what grows" or "is planted";

tapdkani Iplant. Examples of plants, all masculine, are as follows :

ityku sanu paean-tree, and sbnu paean-nut, u'hshpa white oak, ri^ku

kiru peach-tree, rayi mulberry-tree, yugmoxku herb, grass, weed; erd,

rd tobacco, yita batate, sweet potato, shulik 6taka melon, shi'i;(ka

pumpkin.
Of rocks, stones and minerals the following are masculine : shi^ka

stone, rock, flint-stone ; hd^tchu salt, la^spi, Id'spi metal, iron, nd^ta

bluff on a river, etc.

The celestial bodies and the divisions of time are considered femi-

nine by these Indians, as is also hdliktch, abbrev. hdli, hdl earth, and
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its derivatives, perhaps because the personified Earth is regarded as

the mother of all beings.

We mention the following instances : ta^tchiksh, abbr. ta^tchi

"luminary" and sun; a^shukun t. sun, lit. "day-luminary"; la-u t.

moon, lit. "night-luminary"; taxtchi tipula star; lahoni morning,

te'hkaluge'ki noon, toh6nagi afternoon, la-aki, la'ki evening, tihika

summer and year ; tihika tu spring, lit.
"

little summer "
; ta^saba

winter, ta^saba tu autumn, lit. "little winter"; ruina heat, yupa^ta
the cold, alutapa

n harvest also belong to the feminine order. Among
the derivatives and compounds of hali earth we have : halupish

mud, hali-saman brick, lit.
" earth baked "

;
halu'hta sole. But the

term hal-ukini village, district, lit.
"
placed upon the earth," is

masculine.

The points of the compass are derivatives of verbs or nouns, and all

of the feminine sex : taxsapash north, lit.
" cold

"
; taxtchi pika-

tish east, tihikash south, tekatish west, lit. "loss (of the sun)."

Some other objects of nature are of the feminine order also :

wi'hshi water, liquid becomes ta-ush(i) when the article ta is placed

before it : ta-ush mili river, lit.
" red water

"
; haxpushi ashes, onte"-

tish milk, t6ra ice, toratini hoarfrost, yaxku vegetable poison, shixtika

venom, te"lia and te"lia'htch shadow and soul, also reflection on the

water. The term yi pain, invisible sickness is feminine, and hence all

names of diseases are of the same gender : ini yi toothache, e'htiniyu

yi heart disease, tashki- rupa diarrhoea. Yuri visible sickness is of the

same sex.

Abstract nouns are all considered as of the female sex, for they are

feminine adjectives made into substantives : kaxshi true and truth,

r&ality ; rixki'htch force, strength, from rixki strong; taxkiritchiyf////,

from taxkir dirty ; naka war, battle is masculine and appears to be

considered as a concrete, not as an abstract noun.

The names for the parts of the human and animal body and of

plants are about equally divided between the two sexes.

Of masculine nouns we have : ini my tooth, ruk my neck, i'hs-

tuksuk my eye, iri'hshi my nose, inishi my breast, e"'htuka my shoulder,

i'hkeni my hand, i. labu my right hand, lit. "good hand," eyuma'ra

my wrist, hanimu fist, uyu
n
bowels, ilakashi my hair, taxki bone, ishki

my posteriors, e"'hshka my foot, and 6'hshka stalk and root of plant,

yiixtarfeather, plumage, 6xsa tail of animal, axkatini pimple.

Of feminine nouns there are : i'hkin tirwash my finger-nail, e'htiniyu

my heart, e"'hsini my head, itaxkishi my skin (and bark of plants),
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61i'hka and 61ika'htch my liver, td-idshay?^, meat, eyu and e"yu'htch

my arm, 6pushka lung, tchdra toe, tu^su grain, seed, ru nut.

Natural objects classed into the masculine order of inanimates are

as follows : e"shku rain, e"shku rahini thunder, t6a snow, h6xka hole,

dyi, &-\fire, huri wind, ta huri ku the wind blows, apdru sky and clear

sky ; hi'hshuka dew appears to be of both sexes.

Manufactured objects are thought to belong to both sexes, but the

number of those belonging to the feminine possibly prevails over

that of the opposite sex.

Masculines are : hassdn saw, pdlu'hki bottle, takdxti key, tira taruhi

clothes-brush, tanahan back (of chair), kun kurini drum, lit. "noise

to assemble," tchuhi cushion, pillow, ayi wotchura chimney, he"yutana

bed, ta p6^ku bed-cover, k6ti lodgement, wu^ku hat, ri dwahan doorway.
Feminines are : wishkatdhi bow, lit.

" bow with cord "
; r6hina

book, paper, newspaper, etc., from r6wa white; ira cloth, clothing,

garment, ushik spoon, skdla^k shilling, from Span, escalino
; la^spi

ta eyu beads, hi'hturak tara
n

spider-web, yunka and yunka'htch rope,

ri house, lodge, ri \&ti\ floor, ri p6kuni roof, thatch.

Readers perusing this long list of nouns will obviously notice that

some of these terms have lost such endings as -i or -u, and that others

have a long and an abbreviated form used simultaneously. There

are whole categories of nouns which distinctly belong to one gram-
matic sex only, like the names for the points of the compass, all of

which are feminine exclusively, and moreover end in -sh throughout.

But outside of the terminals of sex, -ku and -ktchi, with their phono-

logic alterations, no suffix can be found which gives an indication of

sex by itself, as we observe it, e.g. with Latin -tas and German -heit.

The problem now confronts us : do we have in the Tonika language

a division of nouns into an animate or vitalistic and an inanimate or

non-vitalistic class, or a real sex-division into male and female nouns ?

To this I reply :

Had the originators of the gender-system embodied in Tonika

started from the purpose of separating the objects showing life from

those of the inanimate world, they would not have placed animals,

plants, minerals, many objects of nature and the body's organs into

the same class. Neither would they have done this, if they desired to

distinguish the noble from the ignoble (whatsoever this distinction

may amount to in an Indian's mind), the active from the non-active,

or the organic from the inorganic, a conception which could hardly
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originate in minds untrained in natural science. That the feminine

sex contains, or originally embraced, only such terms which describe

objects hidden within others, or not on the surface, or enclosing

other objects, and abstract ideas, is a theory agreeing with many
terms of the list, but not with all the facts on hand, and has therefore

to be discarded.

The best we can do in our present state of knowledge is to assume

that the early Tonikas started from the two sexes observed among
men and animals, and found in all the other objects of nature, and in

abstract ideas, some fancied analogy to males and females, and thus

classified their nouns.
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IV. Metrical Observations on a Northumbrianized Version

of the Old English Judith}

BY ALBERT S. COOK,

PROFESSOR IN YALE UNIVERSITY.

THE attempt to restore a poem to the dialect in which it was

originally written, and from which it is supposed to have been after-

wards transcribed, is not wholly unprecedented. R. Payne Knight
undertook this for Homer in his Carmina Homerica, Ilias et Odyssea,

1820, and has been followed in our day by Fick (Die homerische

Odyssee, 1883 ;
Die homerische Ilias, 1886). A similar endeavor

to reconstruct the original strophic form of Beowulf was made a few

years ago by Moller (Das Altenglische Volksepos in der ursprung-

lichen strophischen Form, 1883). It is needless to specify the

services which such a version, if properly made, is capable of render-

ing to scholarship. For our purpose it will be preferable to measure

the results which, in the subjoined text, have been obtained on the

basis of phonology and inflexion alone, by subjecting them to the

independent test of prosody. The metrical laws of Old English have

at length been made out with sufficient accuracy (Sievers, Zur Rhyth-
mik des Germanischen Alliterationsverses, in Paul und Braune's

Beitrage, Bd. X), and have been applied to our poem by Karl Luick

(Paul und Braune's Beitrage, XI 470-492 ;
cf. my new edition of

Judith, pp. Iv-lxxi). Assuming that these are well known, I will at

once proceed to record the metrical observations on the Northum-

brianized version of Judith, which may be easily verified by any student

for himself.

1. In the vast majority of hemistichs the metre remains entirely

unchanged.
2. The metrical necessity for the syncope of middle vowels in the

cases established by Sievers (PB. X 459 ff.) is fully confirmed by

many instances in our version. Thus, adgo, 35*; m6dga, 52**;

1 The text of the Northumbrian version accompanied this paper, but, to save

space, is omitted here. It may be readily found by referring to the second revised

and enlarged edition of the Judith, published by D. C. Heath & Co., Boston.
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halge, 56
b

; haeSna, Q8
b

; haetlna, noa
; halga, i6ob

; hae<5nes, 179*;

halga, 203
b

.

3. In other instances the metre is rendered more regular by the

substitution of vowels long by position for the short vowels of the

manuscript ;
in other words, a proper iambic, trochaic, dactylic, or

other rhythm, with a long vowel to bear the ictus, takes the place of

a kind of logaoedic rhythm, in which two short vowels stand, by

resolution, in the place of the single long one. Thus, for example,
snotra (snottra?), 55% becomes a trochee; beadw-, i75

b
, becomes,

instead of beadu-, the end of a foot anapaestic in its general char-

acter; niol-, 113% becomes the long syllable of an anapaest; salwig-,

2ii a
,
becomes a trochee; beadwe, 213% cwicra, 235% 324% -fraetwad,

329^ -feSra, 2iob
,
are all trochees. The loss of the final e in the

first element of certain compounds has a similar effect : thus hyg-,

131% becomes a monosyllabic foot, and sig-, 295% the long syllable

of an anapaest. In like manner, the first syllable of h^rpaft, 303^
in the ordinary version, must be considered as long by Sweet, who

otherwise would naturally have emended it to h^re-, as phonological

law has required in the Northumbrian version. Another example of

hyg- is found in 303% where it forms the first syllable of a foot having

the form x. Hypesaex, 328% is doubtful
; perhaps hup- should

remain.

4. The dropping of final e in the pronouns hir and Saer has a

similar effect upon the metre. Feet are shortened, with advantage

to the regularity of the metre, in 99
b

, i23
h
, i24

b
, i3O

b
, 149% i49

b
,

167% i75
b
,
286b

, 327% 335
b

, 34i
b

;
in the anacrusis, 5

b
. Hir appears

to be sometimes long, and sometimes short ;
it is long in 5

b
, 99

b
,

335
b

,
short in i2 3

b
,

i 3o
b

, 149% i 75
a

.

5. The change in the form of a verb converts a trochee to a cyclic

dactyl in 9% n a
,
a first paeon to a dactyl in 278% and increases the

number of unstressed syllables by one in the first foot of 1 1 7
b

: ne

SorfeS he" hopiga n6, like Be6w. 392 (PB. X 239), ftaet h e"ower

ae<5elu can, and Be6w. 1213, heo fore '<5aem werede spraec.

6. In 324
b and 325^ an anapaest followed by an iambus becomes

anapaest + anapaest, which is a common form (PB. X 240).

7. The substitution of plur. fiondas for fynd does not seem to

cause a transgression of metrical law. Thus, in 32O
b

,
fiondas ofer-

wunnen resembles the cases under 1 1 in PB. X 230, and stands or

falls with them; fiondas sindon iuera, i95
b

,
would be admissible on

the same terms, were it not that iuera is a trisyllable ;
but perhaps

we should be justified in reading iura.
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8. In one instance, double trochee changes to the type x
I

x
:

bord and brad swordas, 3i8
a

. Whether scirme"led swordas, 23O
b
, of

the form -t- x
I x, can be allowed to stand, I leave for others to

determine ;
it is found exceptionally in the first hemistich (PB.

X 310), but apparently not in the second.

9. The rime is often unaffected by the phonetic changes under-

gone by both riming words. Thus hiorde : gestiorde is as good a

rime as hyrde : gestyrde, 60
;
so nasa : forteasa, 63. In other cases

the rime is actually improved, as in -raeste : -hlseste, 36 ; flg- : fe"g-,

47 ;
swira : swima, 106. In line 2 the conversion of funde to fand

destroys the rime, but of this we shall speak under a subsequent

head.

10. Hiatus is more frequent, through the loss of final n, though
this is a matter of no importance in Old English prosody. Examples
occur in 15", i8b

, 42
b
, 64% 114", i2Ob

, 154% 243% 348
a

.

1 1 . Alliteration is destroyed by the substitution of gee"ad for gegan
in lines 140 and 219. Could Northumbrian poetry have had its

peculiar form, differing from that of prose ?

12. Metre is apparently destroyed in three cases, i32
b
, i35

b
,
and

272*. A stressed short syllable is inadmissible in 'Sqna and h^re of

the final foot, and similarly the first syllable of Solende should be

long. We may conceive of the latter as possible by means of

secondary lengthening, but Sqna and h^re can only be emended for

metrical purposes in the manner actually adopted by the manuscript

text. H^rige could easily be restored in the Northumbrian version

on the analogy of other forms (cf. 1. 294), but fianonne (ftanone,

fiQnane) must have been coined for prosodical reasons. One is

inclined to assume a similar coinage or adaptation in the case of

funde (9, above). True, it is common in West Saxon prose (Cosijn,

Altwestschsische Grammatik, II 84), yet its adoption may have

been determined or influenced by poetic considerations in the first

place. As it stands, this line is hopelessly unmetrical, and could not

be restored except by replacing funde.
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V. Notes on the Vocalism of Late West Saxon.

BY ALBERT S. COOK,

PROFESSOR IN YALE UNIVERSITY.

THE phonological study of ^Elfric's Homilies, recently made by

my friend and pupil, Mr. Frank Fischer, has rendered it somewhat

easier to survey the vocalism of the most important of Late West

Saxon authors. As this paper has not been fully published at the

date of the present writing (it is included in No. 2, Vol. IV of

the Publications of the Modern Language Association), a synopsis

of the chief results of the investigation may be welcome. This

synopsis will accordingly be presented in the most summary form,

with references, whenever necessary, to the Sievers-Cook Old Eng-
lish Grammar, second edition.

1. Where EWS. sometimes has a before /-fcons., ^Elfric always

has the breaking ea.

2. Where EWS. fluctuates between a and o before nasals (Gr. 65),

./Elfric always has a.

3. The umlaut variation in the past participle of certain strong

verbs (Gr. 50. 2) is not found in ^Elfric. In these cases the vowel

is always a.

4. Ecthlipsis of g, with lengthening of the preceding vowel, takes

place wherever possible before d, 5, and n {Gr. 214. 3 and Note 3).

5. Palatal g shows a similar tendency toward vocalization and

disappearance in such forms as daeig-, laeig, maeig, maeigt), caeig,

maeig-, maei6, aeig, weig, seigS.

6. In ^Elfric there are no ie, ie, w, 20, ce, &.

7. In 25 words of the Homilies, Vol. i, / occurs for y, the /-umlaut

of u, chiefly before palatals and nasal combinations. In 9 stems

i occurs for y, the /-umlaut of u.

8. EWS. ie (from various sources) is represented in ^Elfric now

by z, now by y, with a decided preponderance in favor of_y. Excep-

tional are cwelm- 72. n, eltsta 24. 7, gerela 296. 4, gest- 30. 14,

-welm 382. 13.

9. EWS. le is similarly represented by i and y, with a like pre-

ponderance in favor ofy. Exceptions are few in favor of e, 6 in all.
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10. Palatal umlaut is common, but that by a preceding palatal

has been noted only in the word sce"p, for sce"ap.

1 1 . The influence of w upon following eo, io is noticeable, pro-

ducing u, y.

12. /-umlaut fails to occur in metod, vverod.

13. Secondary lengthening of all the vowels is frequent, if Thorpe's
edition is to be trusted.

14. Peculiar or exceptional forms are : naecednysse 392. 8
;

lichomlice 142. 7, daeghwomlice 408. 6, ungesome 478. 25, womm
236. 31; ardlice 78. 19; galdrum 474. 21; gewarnast 6. 28;

ymesene 418. 22; embe 36. io, ymbrene (for -ryne) 102. 27; fir

132. 25 ;
hre"aw 380. 34; sinu (sina) 236. 21

; cynnestran 352. 27,

understynt 158. 35 ; bewypft 84. 29 ;
waelhre"aw 606. i

; always

hrafte, never hraeSe. Besides, there is a large number of more or

less completely Anglicized Latin words, of which aspide 486. 35,

Chaldeisc 570. io, manna 76. 16, cherubim io. 14, Ebreisc 24. n,
Perscisc 518. 17, Medas 454. 12, Judeisc 48. 19, cyrographum 300. 5

are not found in the index to Pogatscher's Lautlehre der Griechi-

schen, Lateinischen und Romanischen Lehnworte im Altenglischen

(Strassburg and London, 1888).

Many other interesting particulars, together with the full proof of

the statements here made, may be found in the monograph itself,

which is therefore heartily recommended to professional students of

Old English.
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MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE AT THE TWENTY-FIRST
ANNUAL SESSION (EASTON).

Herbert L. Baker, Detroit, Mich.

Isbon T. Beckwith, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.

P. M. Bikle, Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, Pa.

Edward B. Clapp, Illinois College, Jacksonville, 111.
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James M. Paton, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt.

Tracy Peck, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Edward E. Phillips, Marietta College, Marietta, O.

Thomas R. Price, Columbia College, New York, N. Y.

Sylvester Primer, Friends' School, Providence; R. I.

Julius Sachs, New York, N. Y.

W. S. Scarborough, Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, O.

C. P. G. Scott, New York, N. Y.

Thomas D. Seymour, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

William D. Shipman, Buchtel College, Akron, O.

M. S. Slaughter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.

Clement Lawrence Smith, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass

Herbert Weir Smyth, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Edward Snyder, University of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

J. R. S. Sterrett, University of Texas, Austin, Tex.

Edward F. Stewart, Easton, Pa.

Morris H. Stratton, Salem, N. J.

Andrew F. West, College of New Jersey, Princeton, N. J.

John Henry Wright, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

[Total, 38.]



AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

EASTON, PA., Tuesday, July 9, 1889.

THE Twenty-First Annual Session was called to order at 4 P.M., in

Room 5, Pardee Hall, Lafayette College, by Professor Thomas D.

Seymour, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn., President of the

Association.

The Secretary, Professor John H. Wright, presented the following

report of the Executive Committee :

a. The Committee had elected as members of the Association :
l

Charles W. Bain, Portsmouth, Va.

Herbert L. Baker, Detroit, Mich.

Charles W. Ballard, New York, N. Y.

P. M. Bikle, Professor in Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, Pa.

Edward Capps, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

James C. Egbert, Instructor in Columbia College, New York, N. Y.

Edwin W. Fay, Fellow of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Abraham L. Fuller, Instructor in Adelbert College, Cleveland, O.

George P. Garrison, Professor of English, Austin, Tex.

A. Gudeman, Ph. D., New York, N. Y.

J. Leslie Hall, Professor of English, William and Mary College, Williamsburg, Va.

Benjamin F. Harding, Belmont School, Cambridge, Mass.

Lawrence C. Hull, Lawrenceville School, Lawrenceville, N. J.

John B. Kieffer, Professor in Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa.

Charles Sigourney Knox, St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H.

Clifford H. Moore, Oakland, Cal.

Charles A. Moore, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Ransom Norton, Houlton, Me.

Rev. Endicott Peabody, Groton School, Groton, Mass.

Edwin M. Pickop, High School, Hartford, Conn.

George Rodeman, Ph. D., Cambridge, Mass.

T. F. Sanford, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Henry A. Scribner, Plainfield, N. J.

Albert H. Smyth, Philadelphia, Pa.

1 In this list are included the names of all persons elected to membership at the

Twenty-First Annual Session of the Association. The addresses given are, as far as

can be, those of the autumn of 1889.
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F. C. Sumichrast, Assistant Professor of French, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass.

Fitz Gerald Tisdall, Professor of Greek, College of the City of New York, N. Y.

H. C. Tolman, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

J. W. H. Walden, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Hamilton Wallace, Principal Public High School, Tulare, Cal.

Sarah E. Wright, Augusta Seminary, Staunton, Va.

A. (\ Zenos, Professor in Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

b. The Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Session (Amherst) were

to be issued in the course of the meeting ;
the Transactions for the same

year (Vol. XIX.) would be issued in a few weeks.

c. The Committee had voted to give copies of the Transactions of the

Association to the Smithsonian Institution and to the American School of

Athens, as well as to the institutions named on pp. I, li., of the Proceed-

ings for 1888.

Professor Wright presented also his report as Treasurer of the As-

sociation for the year ending July 6, 1889. The summary of accounts

for 1888-89 is as follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, July 7, 1888 $487.19

Fees, assessments, and arrears paid in $918.25

Sales of Transactions and of Reprints 216.59

Total receipts for the year 1134.84

#1622.03
EXPENDITURE.

For Transactions (Vol. XVIII.) and Proceedings for 1887:

composition, printing, distribution $760.41

For postages, stationary, job printing, clerk hire .... 75-OO

Interest on borrowed money ($200) with partial payment

($12.20+550) 62.20

Total expenditures for the year $897.61

Balance on hand, July 6, 1889 724.42

$1622.03

The Association owes the Treasurer $200, the debt of $250 of July 7, 1889,

having been reduced by the payment of $50, Nov. I, 1888.

The Chair appointed as Committee to audit the Treasurer's report,

Messrs. Isaac H. Hall and H. W. Smyth.
At 4.20 P.M. the reading of papers was begun. At this time there

were about thirty persons present ;
at the subsequent meetings the

number averaged forty-five.



Proceedings for July, 1889. v

i. Notes on Andocides, by Professor W. S. Scarborough, of Wil-

berforce University, Wilberforce, O.

The Mss. and editions of Andocides now extant are the same as those of the

orator Antiphon with the omission of the Oxford (N) which makes no mention

of this orator. Or as Blass *
puts it :

" Andocidis codices eosdem fere atque Antiphontis habemus praeterquam quod
Oxoniensis N ope in hoc oratore destituti sumus."

Both of these orators have come down to us together, and the defects and

corruptions which they have in common indicate that they are derived from a

common archetype. The bibliographical observations made in respect to the one

are almost equally applicable to the other.

It is generally conceded that the Crippsianus (A) is the most accurate, and

therefore the best Ms. that we have of Andocides. Bekker used this as the basis

of his text. He also collated the Laurentian (B), the Marcian (L), and a Breslau

copy. Then he further examined the Ambrosian (P) and the Burneian (M). As

to the Ambrosian (Q) and in respect to its bearing upon the Andocidean ora-

tions, vide Blass, etc. (Teubner). Baiter, Bekker, Blass, and' Sauppe have, per-

haps, given us the best texts; while Meier, Hirschigg, Kirchoff, Vater, Stephen,

Reiske, Dobson, Sluiter, Dobree, Valckenaer, Bergk, Klotz, Maetzner, and others

have thrown much light upon various points in the text.

Immanuel Bekker has done especial service to scholars by his remarkably clear

and complete recension of the Andocidean orations. Aldus gave us the first

complete edition, though full, of errors. Bekker, Dobree, and Schiller followed

with others in emending and correcting the Aldine edition. The Zurich edition

was represented by Baiter and Sauppe who were not less vigilant than others

of their contemporaries in their efforts to furnish a faultless text. I regard the

edition of Blass the most available text that we have. It is certainly one of the

best recensions of that orator to be found in the libraries of Europe, aside perhaps

from a few orthographical forms observed here and there, which are probably

foreign to the age of Andocides. Blass uses (rcpfa with t subscript and defends

it with the remark :
" Scribere dum esse in vulgus notum est contra tawQ-nv

ffwrripia." Curtius, in his Das Verbum der Grieschischen Sprache seinem Baue

nach dargestellt, discusses with numerous examples the two forms ffaify, ff&fa,

and seems to favor the latter. In the Etymologicum Magnum I observe the

following: "AAA" rj irapddoais ex t T^ ' T^ ^e (rep fa, ore fiev yiverai curb TOV er>os

(rcaifa us ACTTOS Ae7rico Kal /caret avvalptviv ffepfa e%ei fb i. yviita 5e airb tov <rdos

ffaofa Kal Kpdffft ffwfa, OVK <?x ei Tpo<ry(ypa[j./u.fi'ov rb i (p. 741. 25). That is to

say that crw^co has the i subscript when derived from ocaos and that orcaifa

becomes by synseresis (<rui/cu/>etm) <ra/w, just as AeTri^o is from Aen-oj; further, that

ffa.6fa is derived from crdos and does not take the iota, but becomes by crasis

(/cpcum) o-c6co. Neither this nor the explanation of Buttman 2 is conclusive,

though the appearance of the t subscript form is fully established by Attic inscrip-

tions of an early date and yet I am of the opinion that a-ufa is more classic

than a-cp fa. Dr. Smyth, however, calls my attention to the fact that ac&fa does

not appear upon Attic inscriptions till after 100 B.C.

1 Preface to his Ed. (Teubner), p. iii.

2 Ausfiihrliche Griechische Sprachlehre, II. 295.
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The style of Andocides is peculiar. Aside from the frequent repetition of the

same thought there is a loose connection of sentences; the tendency to change

abruptly his construction, by the introduction of new clauses and then to resume

his narrative with 5e OJTOS, or OJTOS 5 (vide Myst. I, 2, 27, 56, 57, 58, 59, 70-73,

80-81, 137-139, 140-145, etc., etc.; De Red. 3, etc.; De Pace 5, 34, etc., etc.)

Blass, in his edition, uses eiW/ca for eVeva. etWfca is a form not generally found in

the tragic poets, nor in the best Attic prose, though it occurs in Plato, also in

Demosthenes, and in the Antiphontic Tetral., B, ft, 10. Wecklein and Weil admit

the form in their editions of /Eschylus, vide Wackernagel, K. Z. XXVIII, 109 ft".

It is not allowable in the tragic poets, nor is it admissible in the best Attic prose.

Between^ 8e\ovTas and /ur? '6e\ovras, Greek usage compels us to adopt the shorter

form, though Baiter and Sauppe write the longer.
"

^0e'/\.a> is found upon all Attic

inscriptions till the year 300 B.C.
;

after 200 B.C. 0eAo> comes to light." Blass has

bracketed the dative after /reXeuw (vide Myst. u). A similar construction appears

in 40 (Myst.). The dative is never thus used in the best Attic prose. Again I

note the use of an enclitic form of the pronoun after the preposition, as in the phrase

*p6s juc (Ac-yet irp6s p.e Xap/miSrjs). This is certainly contrary to the general rule

as the following examples will show: eV ^uol, Xen. Oecon. VII. 14; war' fyi, Id.

II. 9; irap' f/j.o], Id. XL 9; irepl c/nov, Id. II. 15; virep e'/toO, Id. VII. 3. For other

examples, vide Dem. Cor., Hdt., etc. In the phrase r6r 5)) Trpo<n<av AVCT'HTTpa-rov

we have an unusual example of a personal object after irpoaievou. Cf. Xen. Mem.

I. 2, 47.

Another queer construction is found in the use of TOUT&J ry Tp6ir<p for TOV-

TOV Ti>i> rpoirov the dative for the modal ace.; vide Aristoph., Plato, etc. There

are many other debatable forms found in some of the editions of the Andocidean

orations some interpolations, others a part of the original narrative. Andocides

was largely inclined to the use of circumlocutions and ambiguities, and there is

need of caution on the part of critics in their attempt to separate the genuine from

the spurious. As to the Kar' 'AA.-i;8ia5ou, whether Andocides was the author or

not, there is much discussion. Yet the similarity of style, the numerous periods

ending in anacolutha, etc., etc., aside from the historical inaccuracies, would indi-

cate that he was the author of the oration against Alcibiades.

Remarks were made by Messrs. E. W. Hopkins, T. D. Seymour,

J. H. Wright, and H. W. Smyth.

2. Maximus Planudes : his Life and Works, by Dr. A. Gudeman,
of New York, N.Y.

The all but universally accepted verdict of condemnation which has been

passed upon Byzantine scholarship, however just it may be found to have been in

numerous instances, has undoubtedly been the chief cause of blinding the eyes of

philologists to the distinguished merits of at least one of the scholars of that time,

the monk Maximus Planudes. This verdict reached, as it demonstrably was,

upon altogether insufficient evidence and upon sweeping generalizations, due in a

great measure, to a lack of historical perspective, naturally not only precluded

any accurate criticism, but decidedly discouraged renewed impartial investiga-

tions.
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The ambitious aim of this paper, of which the following is but a very short ab-

stract,
1 is to replace traditional prejudices and errors by facts; to give an accurate

and detailed account of Planudes' life, and by a complete critical survey of his

writings, to pave the way for a juster appreciation of this monk's services to

classical philology.

Right at the very outset of our inquiry, we must enter upon a detailed discus-

sion of the traditional data in Planudes' life which, though singularly erroneous,

have nevertheless been accepted, without question, as true, for the last three hun-

dred years; his */*>? being generally assigned to the year 1353 (I know not on

what grounds), and the date of his diplomatic mission to Venice to the year 1327.

The original source of this piece of chronological information seems to have been

Raphael Maffeus Volaterra's (1451-1521) Commentarii Urbani, lib. XVII.2 The

data just given subsequently passed into Lambecius' Catalogue of the library of

Vienna and into Fabricius' famous Bibliotheca Graeca, and from this time on

were never called into question, until in 1877 Maximilian Treu conclusively proved

them wrong.
3 But Treu's discovery remaining practically unknown, whether we

ascribe this fact to the strange vitality so characteristic of error, or to the inacces-

sibility of his little pamphlet, the author of this paper thought himself justified in

again taking up Treu's convincing arguments in his thesis,
4
adding such corrobo-

rative evidence as the then still unpublished letters of Planudes happily supplied

him with.5

This short abstract will, of course, not admit of more than the very briefest re-

view of the arguments, by which the traditional chronology has been shown to be

altogether untenable.

There is an epigram extant (p. 65, of my dissertation) composed by one

Gregorins^ It consists of twenty-two rather uncouth hexameter and pentameter

.verses, and deeply deplores the death of Maximus Planudes, as an irretrievable

loss to his country. His works, some of which the writer enumerates, are pro-

nounced to be of so great a value, as to entitle their lamented author to a glorious

immortality. The "
poem

" does not add anything to our previous knowledge of

Planudes, with the very important exception of the seventh line, which reads as

follows :

5ea5' 0-0'

We are here told, on the unimpeachable testimony of an intimate friend, that

Planudes did not much exceed the age of fifty. With this fact we combine

another.

1 The entire paper will be published in the American Journal of Philology.
2 It is true, Volaterra asks his readers to consult Bessarion for the data given by

him. I have, however, been unable to find the slightest trace of the statement referred

to in the published works of the famous cardinal, although he speaks of Planudes

repeatedly.
3 Cf. M. Treu Gymnasial Prog. Waldenburg, i/Schl. 1877 (" Zu Plutarch's Moralia ").

4 A. Gudeman De Heroidum Ovidii codice Planudeo, Berolini, 1888, Calvary &
Co. (p. 67 sqq.).

5 The letters, one hundred and twenty-two in number, have now been published by

Treu in successive programmes of the Friedrichs Gymnasium of Breslau; cf. especially

the programme of 1889, p. 183 sqq.
6 Perhaps identical with the friend addressed in Planudes' 25, 26, and 27 letters.
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There is preserved in the library of Venice a manuscript in Planudes' own

handwriting, containing the Gospel of St. John, from the subscription of which

we learn of its being completed in September, 1302. Now assuming the traditional

chronology which assigns hisfloruit to the year 1353 to be correct, Planudes must

have been about two years old at the time, when he finished the copy of the Gospel

of St. John, an example of precocity, surely as unprecedented as it is absurd !

Nor does the year 1327, given as the date of the embassy, fare any better, for

it can be conclusively proven from a passage in Pachymeres and from Planudes'

own correspondence (cf. p. 69 sqq. of my dissertation) that he left for Venice in

the company of Leon Orphanotrophos in the winter of 1296, being then, to use

Pachymeres' own words, an av^ip e\\6yifj.os nal <ruver6s. Combining all these

facts, we arrive at the following chronological data : Planudes was born about

1250-1260, and was sent as an embassador to the Venetian Republic in 1296. He

copied the Gospel of St. John in September, 1302, and having not much exceeded

the age of fifty, he cannot well have died later than 1310, though possibly earlier.

Planudes was born in Nicomedia, as he tells us himself in the prooemium to

his " Encomium in sanctum megalomartyrem Diomedem." l He left his native

town at an early age for Constantinople, for in Ep. 112, 40, he describes a tri-

umphal procession,
2
commemorating a great victory over the Persians which oc-

curred in 1282. On taking orders, he discarded his baptismal name Manuel for

that of Maximus.3 He soon became involved in the ecclesiastical controversies

between the Greek and Latin churches, concerning the momentous question of

the emanation of the Holy Ghost, and it was in support of the shrewd ecclesiasti-

cal policy of Michael Palaeologus that he probably translated St. Augustin's De

trinitate, but on the accession to the throne of Andronicus II., who completely

reversed his father's policy, Planudes returned to the orthodox Greek faith,

whether on compulsion or not is not clear, by writing four syllogisms (still ex-

tant), "de processione Spiriti Sancti contra Latinos." His correspondence

shows him to have been on intimate terms with the emperor himself as well as

with most of the highest officials of the empire. Omitting minor biographical

details, I proceed to enumerate some of the more important of Planudes' works,
4

having to content myself in this place with a mere skeleton outline of the sub-

jects treated of.

1. Anthologia Plamidea.

Its critical value. To be judged solely by the standard of scholarship of the

period.

2. Ms. copy ofthe works of Plutarch. Cf. Ep. 106.

"
'EfMol 5' 5o{f TO TOV H\ovT<ipxou yptyat /SijSAio iravv yap dlada r\>v &v$pa

<t>i\tt>

' 5? Toivvv

1 Cf. Boissonade ad Ovidii Metam., pag. XII. and Treu I.e. (1889), p. 191.

^ "ov KO.I auTo? 6</>0aAfioi? tSefa/^rji', nepi<f)a.veffTa.TOv Ttav iruirrore <f&oft,ivtitv Qpidnpiav."

This letter, together with about twenty-six others, is addressed to the famous General

Philanthropenus. ,

* On this custom, cf. Treu, I.e. p. 189. The forty-seven verses composed by him
" In laudem Ptolomaei

"
must therefore have been written prior to this time, for the

twenty-seventh line reads as follows : 5? pa Mafovrj* ovvon' ix<av Ayo/u' 176*

* Planudes' theological works were not discussed in this paper.
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3. Life ofAesop attributed to Planudes. Cf. Bentley Dissert, on Epist. of Phalaris,

etc., p. 578 W.
Proof of its spuriousness, from its matter and its style.

4. Rhetorical andgrammatical treatises,

Especially the Prolegomena to Hermogenes (Rhet. Or. vol. 5. W.). Their

value. Compared to other works of a similar nature.

5. His mathematical treatises,

The Vr)(})o<t>opia KOT' "ivdovs, etc. Planudes' services to mathematics hitherto

overlooked. An attempt to do him justice. Cf. Ep. 35, 46, 67, 100 sqq. et

saepius.

6. His correspondence (122 Epistles not edited by himself. Earliest, written

about 1282; latest, 1299 (1300?). His personal character.

7. Translations ofLatin into Greek,

A review of Greek translations from Latin authors before Planudes (Zenobius'

Sallust [cf. Suidas], Capito's and Paeanius' Eutropius). Reasons why the

Greeks so seldom translated Latin authors into their own tongue. Planudes,

the first to do this to any extent, thus opening a new field in Greek litera-

ture. The originality and importance of this step hitherto not recognized.

a. Boethii De ccnsolatione philosophiae.

Planudes' masterpiece. Proof that it was written before 1295.

b. Caesaris de Bello Gallico, VII books,

Next in order of merit. Its value for purposes of text criticism. Formerly at-

tributed to Theodorus Gaza, together with the Somnium Scipionis. A con-

jecture concerning the possible cause of these works being attributed to Gaza.

c. Cicero nis Somnium Scipionis,

The Saturnalia of Macrobius not translated by Planudes. Error of Bentley,

Fabricius, etc.

d. Rhetorica ad Herennium, lib. III. (de memoria).

e. Disticha Catonis,

Probably his earliest effort as a translator. Compared with . Scaliger's Greek

version of the same.

f. Metamorphoses of Ovid.

A work of no critical value, but one involving much time and labor.

h. Heroides of Ovid,

Its great critical value. Cf. A. Gudeman, De Heroidum Ovidii codice Planu-

deo, 1888, Calvary & Co., Berlin (90 pp.).

/. Translations falsely attributed to Planudes,

Boethii De dialectis, Boethii Commentaria in Topica Ciceronis, Augustinus De
civitate dei, etc.

8. Works known to have been ^vritten by Planudes, thoiigh no longer extant, Uepl

/J.OV(TLKT]S (cf. Ep. 64, 25) and others.

9. Excerpta Dionis, Comparatio hiemis et veris, Medical treatises, etc,

Scientific character of Planudes. Great learning, indefatigable industry, as-

tounding versatility, and an undying devotion to classical studies. Not an original

thinker. His scholarship compared with that of his contemporaries of a superior kind.
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The paper closes with a plea for the reversal of the unfavorable judgment
which scholars have so long and so unanimously passed upon the life-work of this

diligent and learned Byzantine monk.

The Chair appointed as Committee to Nominate Officers for 1889-

90, Messrs. I. T. Beckwith, L. H. Elwell, and E. W. Hopkins.
The Committee to propose Time and Place for the next meeting

was also appointed : Messrs. T. Peck, J. Sachs, and J. M. Paton.

At 6 P.M. the Association adjourned to meet at 8 o'clock.

EASTON, PA., July 9, 1889.

EVENING SESSION.

The Association with many residents of Easton assembled in the

Auditorium of Pardee Hall at 8 P.M.

The programme of papers for the remainder of the session, as

arranged by the Executive Committee, was then read by the Secre-

tary.

Rev. James H. Mason Knox, President of Lafayette College, wel-

comed the Association to Easton in an appropriate address.

The audience then listened to the annual address of the President

of the Association.

3. Philological Study in America, by Professor Thomas D. Seymour,
of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

After congratulating the Association on the auspicious opening of its twenty-

first annual meeting, and mentioning briefly the names and services of the promi-

nent philologists who have died during the past year, the speaker gave a survey of

the work of the Association and of the course and development of philological

study in this country.

This Association has amply justified its existence. The value of its work is not

to be measured by its volumes of Transactions and Proceedings, nor by the formal

discussions at its meetings. Not a few new and true philological principles have

been enunciated and explained before this body. Excellent philological work has

been stimulated by the audience which this Association offers. But, after all, the

main service of the society is that which the name Association implies. Few have

departed from these gatherings without the impulse to broader and deeper research.

No other science is so far removed as philology from the work and thought of

the ordinary man. No other men of science have so much need as ourselves of

association and union.

This Association was founded on a comprehensive plan, and some of its difficul-

ties and dangers have arisen from its comprehensiveness. Its founders hoped that

it could be divided into sections, and seven different departments were named, hut

the numbers actually present at its meetings have not justified such a division.
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The true Alexandrine idea of philology was adopted at the first, embracing lit-

erary criticism and archaeological illustration, as well as linguistic science. The
Association includes also paedagogy in the broadest sense, though not in techni-

calities. The condition of philological study in this country requires that most of

us should direct our efforts to the presentation of philological facts and principles

to our classes quite as much as to the discovery of new philological truths. The

first duty of most is to teach well, i.e. to know their subject, and to set it forth

in an accurate, intelligible, attractive, and impressive form, avoiding unnecessary

matter and insoluble problems. But the second commandment, which is like

unto the first, is to pursue philological study for its own sake. It is a blessing to

our science in America that the few who are most conspicuous for their attain-

ments and discoveries, are also conspicuous for their paedagogical skill, and are

brilliant examples to the rest of us.

The course of philology in America has changed greatly during these last

twenty years. When this Association was founded, Professor Whitney was almost

alone in delving in the mine of Sanscrit, Professor March and Professor Child had

few companions in their work in English philology, the security from control of

our leader in the study of the Indian languages was almost a common jest, the

very idea of a comparative Semitic Philology was hardly formed, while the Teu-

tonic and Romance Philologies were seeking for recognition.

Twenty years ago, the tendency of philology in America was distinctly towards

linguistics. The pendulum swung too far, perhaps, in that direction. The present

tendency seems possibly too far away from linguistics, and toward art and archae-

ology. The same change is seen in the classical instruction of our country. Less

attention is paid to the analysis of words, and their relation as cognate or derived.

Far more is taught of ancient life and culture. The results of recent archaeological

study are presented to our classes. Some of us, indeed, seem in imminent danger

of making Greek philology a branch of political science. Etymology and linguistics

at one time threatened to claim the sole right to the name of philology, but now a

large proportion of classical philologists are turning to the study of inscriptions,

vases, and sculpture, as illustrative of ancient life and literature. A multitude of

hidden facts will be drawn from the literature itself. This is all well. The study

of classical philology must be made as interesting and animated as possible, and

the connection of our own life and civilization with that of the ancient Greeks

and Romans is so close as to make the acquaintance with this at first hand of

high value to every educated man. But classical philology must not become

classical archaeology.

If any one desires comfort for the present, and encouragement for the future,

of philological study in this country, let him survey the progress of this science in

America during the past century. Philology is not an old science here. Our

forefathers were too busy in founding a free nation to give much room to literature

and art, whether of their own or ancient times. For the first century and more of

her existence, Harvard College required "for admission no knowledge of Greek

beyond the inflexion of nouns and verbs, and in 1800 only about as much Greek

was read in college as is now read in the best "
fitting-schools." No Greek but the

New Testament seems to have been studied in the regular course at Yale College

until after the beginning of the nineteenth century. Latin studies were in a somewhat

better plight than Greek, since Latin was the scholastic language. The text-books
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used in the study of the classics were weak and barren, affording little help to the

beginner and none to the more advanced student. The best college libraries had

no decent collection of even the classical texts. The Yale library had long pos-

sessed a copy of Stephens's Greek Thesaurus (as the gift of Sir Isaac Newton), and

copies of the works of Plato and the Platonists (as the gift of Bishop Berkeley),

but in 1800 had no copy of Aeschylus and no Greek orators but Demosthenes and

Aeschines. Very few even of the old " variorum "
editions seem to have found

their way to this country in the eighteenth century. The first great change in the

teaching of languages at Yale College was due to the election in 1805 of James
Luce Kingsley to the chair of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. (As if the duties of

this office were insufficient, Professor Kingsley gave instruction also in Church

History.) Mr. Kingsley was not a great scholar according to modern standards,

but he was an elegant latinist with a strong and keen linguistic sense, and soon

broadened the classical course.

Just before 1820, three young Americans whose names are very familiar in othei

connections, studied philology in Germany, Edward Everett, George Ticknor, and

George Bancroft. Of these, two were drawn aside into political and historical

studies, while Ticknor devoted himself to Spanish literature. Everett gave little

instruction and seems to have had slight influence on Greek study, except what

was due to his translation of Buttmann's smaller grammar, and his edition of

Jacobs' Greek Reader. Bancroft translated Heeren's Researches on Ancient

Greece.

Only three or four years after the return of Everett, Ticknor, and Bancroft,

Theodore Dwight Woolsey went to Europe and spent three years in the study of

Greek. On his return, he was elected to the chair of Greek in Yale College, and

entered upon the duties of his professorship in 1831. For twenty years (includ-

ing the first five of his presidency of the college) he devoted the powers of his

great mind to the service of philology. He soon broadened and deepened the

course of Greek instruction at Yale and exerted a strong influence on classical

teaching elsewhere. His influence has been fitly compared to that of Erasmus at

Rotterdam. The editions of Greek works which he prepared and modestly desig-

nated as " for the use of American colleges," were admirable when compared with

similar English, French, or German editions of that time, and opened a new field

for American scholarship.

Certainly, during the first half of this century, no one else was so clearly the

leader of philological study in this country as Woolsey, whose mortal remains

were laid to rest only four days ago. He secured the best classical library in

America, and was thoroughly possessed of the best English and German methods

of his time. His mind was thoroughly scientific by nature, besides being acute

and virile. If he too had not been drawn away from philology in the strength of

his manhood, we may be sure that the world would know Woolsey as a philologist,

as it now knows him as an administrator and publicist.

During the lifetime of this Association, the growing importance of the younger

departments of our science has secured for them an honored place where they

existed before only by sufferance or as ornamental studies. The advance of the

old natural sciences, on the other hand, and the development of others of which

nothing was known a few years ago, have crowded hard upon the traditional studies

of our colleges. But in our larger institutions, many studies are now made optional
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or elective, and a student who desires to pursue philological courses can give more

time to this pursuit, and can make considerable attainments while still an under-

graduate. This has led philological teachers to offer more advanced courses and

a larger variety. Dozens do now what only a remarkable individual here and

there attempted thirty years ago.

Simply to register the most important philological books of the last twenty

years would be a considerable task. The student of to-day would feel helpless

without the works of these last years.

In our own land, besides the yearly volume of Transactions of this Association,

our sister association publishes Modern Language Notes, the American Journal of

Philology has reached its tenth volume, and the American Journal of Archaeology

its fifth volume; Hebraica represents with credit and energy Semitic Studies; the

Classical Review has been introduced into the midst of us; the Universities of

Cornell, Nebraska, and Texas (the oldest of which is hardly older than this Asso-

ciation) have published valuable Philological Studies; the American Institute of

Archaeology has published accounts of its explorations in Mexico and its excava-

tions in Asia Minor; while the American School of Classical Studies at Athens

(may we call it \hz jilia pulchrior of the Institute of Archaeology?) has published

four volumes of Papers.

No one here would think or allow that any branch of philology is effete; that

its growth is checked and its powers exhausted; that only a scanty gleaning of

facts and principles remains for us and our successors. We all feel that the fresh

strength of any department of our science is sure to bring new vigor to all the

rest. The tie which binds us is stronger than it seems. We have much in com-

mon, and we all may profit by union. Let us trust that the growth of the future

will be as rapid and as sound as that of the past, and that we may always find a

rallying point for learning and for free discussion in the meetings of this

Association.

At the close of the address, the Association adjourned to 9 A.M.

Wednesday.

EASTON, PA., July 10, 1889.

The Association was called to order at 9.15 A.M. by Professor T. D.

Seymour, the President.

The Association was invited, on behalf of the Committee on Enter-

tainment, to make at 3.30 P.M. an excursion to Paxinosa Inn, where

dinner would be served and a reception held in the evening.

The invitation was accepted, and it was determined to adjourn at

12 M. and to hold a second session from 1.30 P.M. to 3.30 P.M.

The reading of communications was then resumed.

4. The Meter of Milton's Paradise Lost, by Professor Francis A.

March, of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

The first book of Paradise Lost is perhaps the most perfect production of met-

rical art. A complete digest of its meter wil giv a good idea of Milton's blank verse.
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Each verse is made up of five feet of equal times. It is also made up of two

or more great divisions or sections. Milton himself lays stress, as a part of musi-

cal delight, upon having
" the sense variously drawn out from one verse into

another," i.e. on the management of the verse caesura.

lie has seven familiar places for the caesura: after each foot but the last, and

in the midl of the second, third, and fourth. Two often occur in the same verse.

In the whole book their number is as follows :

First foot. Second foot. Third foot. Fourth foot. Fifth foot.

Midi. End. Midi. End. Midi. End. Midi. End. Midi.

4 35 77 l61 l66 J 9 108 33 5

It is by tracing the movement of the caesura from verse to verse that its musical

effect is obtaind. The curv is a veritabl line of beuty; the point of division sways
with the movement of the thought like the index on the power gage of the dynamo
as the cars move up and down the slopes of an electric road.

I. The prevailing foot is an IAMBUS, two syllabls with rising accent, the first

syllabi being unaccented, the second syllabi having more stress and length than

the first. In the first book of Paradise Lost ther ar 798 lines, 3990 feet. Of these,

2586 ar pure iambics.

The distribution by hundreds is as follows :

Lines.
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The reason for so large a proportion being in the first place is twofold, metri-

cal and historical; first, that after the voice has enterd upon the regular series of

iambic, rising cadences, it is not easy to change to a falling cadence; second,

that the erly English, Anglo-Saxon poetry prevailingly begins its verses with tro-

chees, because the accent is prevailingly on the first syllabi of every word.

In blank verse the falling first foot is useful to mark the beginning of verses, or

sections.

The other place in which feet of this kind ar found is after the caesura, at the

beginning of the second section. All the exampls in this book ar in these places.

It may be noticed that the metrical reason wil allow a trochee to follow another

trochee. And sections having repeated trochees of this kind ar found in other

parts of Milton and in Shakespeare.

III. Another peculiar variation is the PYRRHIC, or two unaccented syllabls, the

time of the foot being eked out by a rest.

The most frequent and characteristic is divided by the verse caesura, but a

pyrrhic may begin or end either section.

It is a slightly rising foot, except when 'beginning a section.

4. With loss of Ed
|
en

||
till

|

one greater man

5. Restore
|

us
||
and

| regain the blissful seat.

The first syllabi of the pyrrhic seems like a redundant close of the first section,

the second syllabi like an anacrusis of the second section; the caesura fills out the

time of the foot; as if this pentameter was a development of the old tetrameter.

Another pyrrhic occurs when two unaccented syllabls ar found in a polysyllabl

with a rest of conformation.

100. And to the fierce contention brought along

101. Innumerable force of spirits armed.

The pyrrhics, arranged by the hundred lines, ar in number as follows :

Lines. First foot. Second foot. Third foot. Fourth foot. Fifth foot. Sum.

I-IOI ... 2 12 20 II 2 = 47
'

101-201 ... i 10 18 ii 3 = 43

201-301 ... i 8 13 4 3 = 29

301-401 ... 6 ii 20 18 3 = 48

401-501 ... i 15 17 12 3 = 48

501-601 ... i 7 12 12 2 = 34

601-701 ... i 7 8 7 o = 23

701-798 ... 4 8 15
^5 ^

== 36

16 78 123 70 21 = 318

The third foot has the most caesuras, and therefore the most pyrrhics.

IV. The most common variation is the SPONDEE or quasi-spondee, a foot of

two syllabls, both having stress, and dividing the time nearly equally.

This usually is a rising foot, having slightly more stress on the second syllabi,

making the simplest variation of the pure iambus. The following table shows the

places and the times of its occurrence :



23
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They ar found in the same places as trochees, in the first foot of a section.

21. Dove-like sat'st brooding.

VIII. Ther ar also 12 DACTYLS.

87. Myriads, though bright.

280. Groveling and prostrate.

312. Abject and lost lay these, covering the floor.

They also as falling feet ar found at the beginning of sections.

IX. For falling pyrrhics, see III, above.

X. Twelv feet hav an unaccented close.

38. Of rebel angels ; by whose aid aspirzwg-.

There ar no unmetrical lines.

Passages wer analyzed to point out their harmony and expressivness.

Remarks were made by Messrs. T. D. Seymour and T. W. Hunt.

5. The Text of Richard de Bury's Philobiblon, by Professor Andrew

F. West, of Princeton College, Princeton, N. J.

THE TEXT OF THE PHILOBIBLON OF RICHARD DE BURY.

FINISHED JAN. 24, 1345.

/. The Received Text ofthe Printed Editions.

Cologne, 1473.

Spires, 1483.

Paris, 1500.

Oxford, 1599.

Frankfort, 1610.

Frankfort, 1614.

Leipsic, 1674.

Helmstadt, 1703.

London, 1832.

Pans, 1856.

Albany, 1861.

London, 1888 (Morley's reprint).

Of these the Cologne, 1473, Spires, 1483 and Oxford, 1599, go back to manu-

script sources.

//. The True Text as found in the Manuscripts.

1. Number of known extant Mss. is thirty-five. Apparently eight more lost

or at present untraceable. Probably a number more of inferior Mss. in German

libraries.

2. Classification of Mss. into two main kinds; the standard English tradition

and the later German variants.
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3. The standard English tradition in over two-thirds of the Mss., including

every Ms. known or suspected to be earlier than 1450, and none after 1460.

They may be classified according to the following general division.

COMPI T - / Prologue with collected list of chapter titles following and twenty
I chapters, each headed with a title separately, colophon also ?

(i) A B C D with sixteen others.

A = Ms. R. 8, F. xiv. in British Museum, date 1380.

B = Ms. Digby 147, Bodleian Library, date 1370.

C = Ms. 15168 in National Library, Paris, date 1440.

D = Ms. 335 2c in National Library, Paris, date 1430.

INCOMPLETE TEXT in three manuscripts.

Magdalen Ms. (VI. 164), Oxford, date about 1400, lacks prologue and

end of XlXth chapter.

St. John's Ms. (CLXXII), Oxford, date about 1400, lacks last half of

chapter IX, all <.f chapter X, and opening of chapter XI.

Brussels 11465, date early XVth century, lacks collected chapter titles at

end of prologue and separate titles at head of each chapter.

The headings, chapter titles, colophon and body of the text in the English

tradition. Full form of the colophon (an integral part of the original text) is

Explicit Philobiblon domini Ricardi de Aungervile,

cognominati de Bury, quondam Episcopi Dunelmensis.

Completus est autem tractatus iste in manerio nostro de Aukelande xxiiij die

Januarii

anno Domini millesimo trecentesimo quadragesimo quarto,

aetatis nostrae quinquagesimo octavo praecise completo,

pontificatus vero nostri anno undecimo finiente,

ad laudem Dei feliciter et Amen.

4. The later German variants are at least seven in number. None earlier than

1450-60, and running on to 1492.

Copied in Germany.
The main variations are twofold.

(1) The chapter titles mainly or wholly changed. Due to what?

(2) The body of the text altered at pleasure, wherever unintelligible to scribe.

Perhaps 1500 variations from the early English Ms., out of, say, 9000 words in the

treatise.

The effect of this is of course to alter and obscure the meaning of the author,

to debase his style.

5. From the German variants comes the received text of the Philobiblon, as

seen in editio princeps Cologne 1473 and all the editions derived from it. From
!ji arbitrarily altered poor English Ms. comes the Spires Ed. of 1483. From an

uncritical examination of six English Mss. comes the Oxford Ed. of 1599. The

English Mss. contain the true text. Two only certainly of XIVth century (A and B) .

6. Mr. Thomas's Edition (London, 1888). The Grolier Club's Edition (1889,

New York).
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APPENDIX TO ABSTRACT.

General Viezv ofthe Manuscripts of the Philobiblon.

I. THE ENGLISH TRADITION
preserves the true text in twenty-three Mss.

ranging in date from 1370 to 1450 or later.

Text defective in three Mss. from 1400 to 1430.

Brussels No. 11465. Magdalen Ms., Ox-
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English scholars were warned against the tendency unduly to eliminate the native

element in favor of foreign influence. Special notice was taken of the attempt to

estimate far too highly the Celtic and Scandinavian -influence in English.

5. The question of English Lexicography was then discussed, with primary refer-

ence to its rightful province. The encyclopedic tendency was noticed as the pre-

vailing tendency in modern lexical work. Against this, ground was taken on the

principle that it was far exceeding its rightful limits.

In conclusion, the paper made reference to the new and scholarly interest

evinced in all departments of English philology, particularly, in its older periods

and forms, and urged the importance of magnifying the intellectual and ethical

elements in language above the merely verbal.

Remarks were made by Messrs. J. Sachs, F. A. March, and A. F.

West.

7. Differentiation of the Uses of shall wt\& will, by Professor George
P. Garrison, of the University of Texas.

I take it that shall originally expressed a present necessity or obligation, and

will a present volition or desire. It was very natural, however, to associate with

these ideas of necessity and volition that of a subsequent result
; and, as the use

of shall and will as auxiliaries grew, they became auxiliaries for the future in so

far as they carried this associated idea and kept less of their original meaning.
Thus it came about that shall go, for example, signified: (i) a present necessity

or obligation to go, and (2) a future result in the act of going. Similarly, will go

signified : (i) a present desire or volition to go, and (2) a future result in the act

of going.

But these ideas were not allowed to develop evenly. The Anglo-Saxon and his

English descendant has always been domineering, inclined to magnify the impor-

tance of his own will and to regard lightly that of others. Under the influence

of this quality, when he used shall with the first person he obscured the idea of

necessity, because it was unpalatable to him, and dwelling upon the result made a

pure future. But in the second and third persons he was willing enough for shall

to imply necessity, especially if he were the agent that imposed it. He so used it,

and in these two persons shall remained present. In using will, the same charac-

teristic led him to make prominent the idea of volition in the first person and to

obscure it in the second and third. Thus will has become mostly present in the

first person, and future in the second and third.

Remarks were made by Messrs. F. A. March and T. D. Seymour.
At 12 M. the Association adjourned to meet at 1.30 p. M.

EASTON, PA., July 10, 1889.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Association was called to order at 1.30 p. M.'by the President.

8. On the Interpretation of Aristoph. Ach. 849, by Frank W.

Nicolson, Esq., Instructor in Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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The words /j.ia /za%cupa in this line are commonly understood to refer to the

razor. The aim of this paper is to show that a form of shears is meant, and that

the reference is to clipping and not shaving.

Another name for the p.ia /xaxataa was ^aAi's (cf. Pollux X. 140 and Photius'

definition ;
cf. also Pollux II. 32, where the correct reading is not Si/rAj;, but pia,

as given by Mss. C. and V.). The words ^axjpa and fiaxaipis do not, as gener-

ally supposed, relate to the razor, but to various forms of shears. (Cf. Arist. Frag.

II. Thesm. and Lucian, Adv. Ind. 29, where these are mentioned respectively as

distinct from the vp6v.} This is proved also by the order of the words in the two

lists of barbers' implements given by Pollux (X. 140 and II. 32).

The shears used by the Greek barber were of two forms. The SnrXrj ^dxaipa

resembled the form most common in modern days, consisting of two pieces of

metal fastened together by a rivet in the middle. A representation is to be found

in a terra-cotta from Tanagra (vide Arch. Ztg. XXXII. taf. 14). The /aa /j.dxaipa

or 4/aAt's, on the other hand, was formed from a single piece of elastic metal bent

in the middle and having the two edges sharpened. It is represented in a Pompeian

wall-painting (vide Abh. der Sachs. Gesell. der Wiss. V. plate VI. 5). The word

$a.\is means a vault or arch, and as applied to this form of shears no doubt refers

to the curved or rounded end made by bending the metal on itself.

The /ua /laxatpa seems to have resembled in shape the old-fashioned sheep-

shears still used in some parts of this country. There is evidence that it was

employed by the ancients in sheep-shearing (cf. Hesychius' definition of fj.dxaipai :

oTs aTTOKeiperai TO. Trp60ara ; cf. also Galen, quoted by Steph. in his Thesaurus,

s.v. Keipo): Keipea-dat TO irp6&ara virb r>v \J/aAt5o;j/). Lucian, Pise. 46, proposes

as a punishment for a false philosopher : airoKfipdra) T}>I> ircaywva eV XPV ^dvv

rpayoKoupiKr} /icixtt'V?- These goat-shears were probably the same in form as the

iJ/aAis, or sheep-shears, and a similar punishment to that proposed by Lucian may
be here alluded to by Aristophanes.

That shears (/j.dxaipai icovpiSes} served the double purpose of shearing sheep

and clipping men's hair appears from a fragment of Cratinus, Dion. II. The tyaXis

was particularly fitted for shearing sheep, since it could be operated by one hand,

leaving the other free to manage the animal being sheared. Finally, the words of

Phrynicus, 319, seem to favor this interpretation: rb /iev yap (i.e. Kapr/vai, as

opposed to KtipaaQai) firl Trpofidrcav Ti6fa<n Kal eVi art/ton Kovpas.

9. The Dramatic Features of Winter's Tale, by Professor Thomas

R. Price, of Columbia College, New York, N.Y.

This play, which belongs to the last stage of Shakspere's dramatic method, is

not, as commonly conceived, a violation of the laws of dramatic construction, but

an ingenious experiment in the application of those laws. It is constructed on

the plan of the diptych, a form of art in which two compositions, each in itself

complete, are merged into a composition of a higher kind, which comprehends
them both. For this purpose, the drama divides itself into two (2) distinct parts,

a tragedy of (28) twenty-eight scenes, ending at III. 3, 58, and a comedy of (22)

twenty-two scenes, stretching from that point to the end. To carry on these two

movements, the characters are divided into (3) three groups, one group of (9)

nine characters that belong altogether to the tragedy, one group of (12) twelve
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characters that belong altogether to the comedy, and one group of (7) seven

characters that belong in common to the tragedy and to the comedy.
Of these two parts, each, according to the law of construction, is complete in

itself. The tragedy has a. protasis of 8 stages, an epitasis of 5 stages, a well-marked

climax in II. 3, a catabasis of 5 stages, and a catastrophe of 3 stages. The com-

edy has a short protasis of only 3 stages, because many of the comedy-characters
are known to us already from the tragedy. It has an epitasis of 5 stages, a well-

marked climax in IV. 4, a catabasis of IO stages, and a catastrophe of 2 stages.

The only irregularity is the immense length of the comic catabasis: and this

double length, 10 stages instead of 5, comes from the necessity of merging at this

point the two movements into one catastrophe.

Thus Shakspere, at the end of his career, worked out in the Winter's Tale, as

a bold experiment in dramatic construction, the fusion of two distinct passions and

of two distinct actions into a new form of romantic drama.

Remarks were made by Professor F. A. March.

10. Roman Elements in English Law, by Herbert L. Baker, Esq.,

of Detroit, Mich.

It is now a well-recognized fact that English law contains a very considerable

Roman element.

The presence of this element presents a difficult problem in English legal

history for the reasons that (i; Roman law was never recognized by the common
law courts as having any authority in England, and (2) it has long been the

accepted theory that the English common law is indigenous customary law deriv-

ing its sanction from immemorial usage a theory which necessarily excludes

foreign elements. The subject seems to have been hitherto discussed from a legal

standpoint only and by means of comparisons instituted between rules existing in

English and Roman law respectively. Such method of treatment assumes that

the Roman element came in in the form of positive rules, and it is adapted to

reaching only such part of it as came in thus, which part, there is reason to think,

is but a small fraction of the whole. It is proposed here to view the subject from

a philological standpoint. The fact that Roman 'aw as such was excluded by

English national policy and prejudice affords a hint that much the greater part of

the Roman element must have effected its entrance in some form more subtle than

that of positive rules. While Roman law as such was excluded, Roman legal

thought, which may be regarded as Roman law held in solution, might and did

enter into English thought unhindered and on practically an equal footing with

other branches of ancient learning. If we can trace the Roman element as it

exists in legal thought, it is evident that we shall thus arrive at a juster estimate of

its character and extent than by a comparison of positive rules. A means of thus

tracing the Roman element is afforded by the composite character of our language.

English law has borrowed freely from Roman legal terminology; the words thus bor-

rowed are capable of identification; wherever one of these words expresses thought

which has never been expressed by a native word, it may justly be inferred that

the thought also was borrowed, at least to the extent of the meaning attached to

the word when it was adopted into English speech. The words belonging to our
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legal terminology, as given in a standard law dictionary, number 1738. Of these

1363 are of Latin origin, and 375 are of other origin, mostly Anglo-Saxon. Very

few, if any, of these Latin words have complete equivalents in words of native ori-

gin. It follows, therefore, that more than four-fifths of our elementary legal

thought has been borrowed from the Romans. This general deduction must, like

all such, be taken cum grano sails. Some allowance should doubtless be made

for lost words and meanings of words, and for an affectation of Latinity on the

part of lawyers and others. With such allowances, the conclusion is in the main

justifiable, because none of the ideas represented by those words were ever com-

municated by one English-speaking person to another until it was done through
the medium of the foreign word; and in order to render the idea thus communi-

cable, both speaker and hearer must have learned the word and its meaning from

the Romans.

For a complete acquaintance with the Roman element and its nature, a study in

detail of individual words and their history is requisite. Some general idea may,

however, be gained by a grouping of words according to subjects, and a compari-

son of the native and Roman elements as thus exhibited. The proportion of native

and Roman words pertaining to some of the principal branches of the law are as

follows : (i) Public Law : Organic, International, etc., native words, 20; Roman,

135. (2) Public Law : Crim inal, native words, 10; Roman, 54. (3) The Law of

Procedure, native words, 7; Roman, 123. (4) The Law of Property, native words,

49; Roman, 171. (5) The Law of Contract, native words, 14; Roman, 112. Of

the remaining 1043 words not embraced in either of the foregoing groups, 889 of

the more important give 229 words of native and 660 of Roman origin. An
examination of these groups discloses the fact that the Roman words, as compared
with the native, are almost invariably expressive of ideas belonging to a mpre
advanced and settled political society and shows in a striking manner in how

great a degree the English state and its laws were developed upon intellectual

lines marked out by the Romans. Thus in the first group (Organic Law) the

native element gives us "
baron," "barrister," "earl,"

"
gerefa," "king," ^ queen,"

"lord," "sheriff," "thane," "borough," "hundred,"
"
vvoodmote,"

"
folkgemote,"

"
shiregemote,"

"
witanagemote," while the Roman clement gives us "

constable,"
"
coroner,"

"
surrogate,"

"
attorney," "solicitor," "magistrate," "judge,"

" chan-

cellor,"
"
court," "county," "district," "municipality," "statute," "legislation,"

"
Congress,"

"
Parliament,"

"
exchequer,"

"
revenue,"

"
sovereignty,"

" constitu-

tion," "government," "state," "nation," "society."

2. In the second group (Criminal Law) the words descriptive of offences

against property are, (i) native, "blackmail," and "theft," (2) Roman, "arson,"
"
burglary,"

"
champerty,"

"
embezzlement,"

"
embracery,"

"
forgery,"

"
larceny,"

"maintenance,"
"
piracy,"

"
robbery." And the words pertaining to the adminis-

tration of criminal law are almost wholly Roman, the native words being only
"
guilt

" and "
outlaw," as against twenty-eight Roman words, such as "

arrest,"
"
capital,"

"
conviction,"

"
crime," "defence," "indictment," "innocent," "pen-

alty,"
"
perjury,"

"
prosecution,"

"
punishment,"

"
reward,"

" sentence."

3. The legal ideas contained in the law of procedure are expressed almost

wholly in Roman words. The seven native words are "
forswear,"

"
oath,"

" set-

off,"
"
speaking,"

"
wager,"

" battel." In contrast with these there are 123 Roman
words with well-defined technical meanings, most of which are now in constant use.
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4. In the law of property the native words are in greater proportion, but are of

the same relative character. They are usually designative of material things; e.g.,

"building," "dwelling," "farm," "homestead," "house," "land," "thing," while

the Roman words usually designate more abstract conceptions, such as are involved

in apprehending and defining the relations subsisting between persons in reference

to material things; e.g., "adverse," "common," "
descent,"

"
dower,"

"
entail,"

"
estate," "heir,"

"
hereditament,"

"
lease,"

"
mortgage,"

"
real,"

"
rent,"

"
seisin,"

"
tenure,"

"
title."

5. In the law of contract the same relative characteristics are exhibited, with a

much larger proportion of Roman words. The native words are "
bearer,"

"
bond,"

"
borrow,"

"
bottomry,"

"
breach,"

"
drawer,"

"
holder,"

"
loan,"

"
maker,"

"
sale,"

"
seller,"

"
settlement,"

"
sight," "warehouse." In contrast with these are 112

Roman words, such, for example, as "
agreement,"

"
bailment,"

"
charter,"

" con-

dition,"
"
consent,"

"
consideration,"

"
contract,"

"
covenant,"

"
damages,"

"
debt,"

"
default,"

"
due,"

"
interest,"

"
note,"

"
obligation,"

"
partner,"

"
pledge,"

"
prin-

cipal,"
"
promise,"

"
special,"

"
surety,"

"
warranty," etc.

6. Of the unclassified words the following are examples of the more im-

portant: native, "free," "gift," "law," "mistake," "owner"; Roman, "custom,"

"duty," "general," "injury," "judicial," "juridical," "jurisprudence," "jury,"

"justice," "moral," "principal."

The position taken in this paper must not be understood too broadly. It is

not asserted that prior to the adoption of any given Roman word the Anglo-Saxons

had nothing of what afterwards came to be designated by that word. On the con-

trary, they had the rudiments, actually or potentially, of all that they afterwards

acquired both with and without the aid of Roman ideas. The position here is that,

by a kind of educational process, they gradually grew into and possessed them-

selves of these portions of the intellectual world which the Romans had created,

and that the Roman words which they at the same time adopted, constitute an

important record of the process by which -Roman thought was thus taken up and

assimilated. Thus, for example, as to the word "judge
"

: some of the functions

of judgeship were of course exercised among them before the borrowing of the

word "
judex

"
(such functions in more or less rudimentary form being exercised in

all stages of organized society); but those functions were as yet but rudely con-

ceived, and were bound up with, and were undififerentiated in thought from, legis-

lative and executive functions. The introduction of the word "judex" to desig-

nate an officer charged only with judicial functions marks the beginning of that

process of dividing up and distributing sovereign power which has led to the pres-

ent well-established and familiar threefold division of sovereign power into Legis-

lative, Executive, and Judicial.

So also the words "state," "nation," and "government" indicate, not that the

Anglo-Saxons had nothing of what afterwards came to be designated by these

words, but that they had not yet reached the stage of political development \vliirh

would enable them to evolve the distinct and separate conception of a "stat ,

"
;\

"nation," or an impersonal "government," and to produce the institutions prop-

erly corresponding to such conceptions.

Viewed thus as a part of our intellectual inheritance derived from ancient

learning, the Roman element is seen to be very larjje, and at the same time it

ceases to present an insoluble enigma. Its presence in English law can from this
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standpoint be accounted for, but not without some modification of the theory

above adverted to. For this reason amongst others a thorough study of this subject

promises to be productive of important practical results, by leading to a critical

examination of that theory de novo and thereby to a truer understanding of the

essential nature of our law.

11. An Unstable Idiom in English, by Dr. C. P. G. Scott, of New

York, N.Y.

At 3.30 P. M. the members of the Association and their friends,

escorted by thirty gentlemen of Easton, of the Committee on Enter-

tainment, proceeded in carriages to Paxinosa Inn, where a large part

of the afternoon and evening was pleasantly spent in the grounds and

on the piazzas of the hotel. Before dinner an address was made by
William Hackett, Jr., Esq., Chairman of the Committee on Entertain-

ment, to which President Seymour responded, and grace was said by
President Knox.

At 7.45 P. M. the Association was called to order in the parlors of

the Inn, and listened to communications from two of the members.

12. The Pronunciation near Fredericksburg, Va., by Professor Syl-

vester Primer, of the College of Charleston, Charleston, S. C.

Prof. Edward A. Freeman, writing or speaking to a friend in regard to a young
American who was going to the University of Jena in order to study Anglo-Saxon,
remarked: "Why does he not go to Orange County, Va., instead of to Jena?

They speak very good West Saxon in Orange County." This statement may serve

as an introduction to my remarks on the pronunciation of Fredericksburg, Va.

For Stafford, Spottsylvania, and Orange counties have about the same pronuncia-

tion, and have preserved to a remarkable degree the older English sounds brought
over in the lyth century by the early settlers of this region.

This section of the country was the earliest settled. Stafford first appears as a

county in 1666. Among the early names of the county are Scott, Moncure, House-

man, Mercer, Donithan, Tyler, Montjoy, Strother, Fitzhugh, Deyton, Daniel,

Traverse, Cooke. Their descendants still live in various parts of the country.

Spottsylvania was founded in 1 720. Some of the prominent names are Taliafero,

Thornton, Lewis, Carter, Washington, Herndon, Ficklin. Orange County was

formed later, dating from 1734. The principal families of Orange in colonial

times are the Barbours, Bells, Burtons, Campbells, Caves, Chews, Conways,
Daniels, Madisons, Moores, Ruckers, Shepherds, Taylors, Taliaferos, Whites,

Thomases, and Waughs, whose descendants are still living.

As early as 1675 there was a fort on the present site of Fredericksburg, but it

was not incorporated till 1727. Among the prominent names we find Robinson,

Willis, Smith, Taliaferro, Beverly, Waller, Clowder, Mercer, Weedon, Lewis,

Washington, Littleplace, Forsyth, Conway, Fitzhugh, Moncure, Carter, Lee, many
of which are still prominent in and about Fredericksburg. In Fredericksburg
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itself descendants of Carter Braxton, one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence, are still living. A comparison of the earlier names with those

of the present inhabitants shows that the present families represent almost exclu-

sively the earlier families. Intermixture from without has not been great, foreign-

ers have rarely sought homes here, and immigration from other states has been

limited.

The early settlers were men of education. They studied at Cambridge, Oxford,

Dublin, and Edinburgh, and at Temple Bar. Professional men were all educated

in England. For the poor almost n<? provision was made. Sir William Berkeley

in his day rejoiced that there was not a free school or printing-press in Virginia,

and hoped it might be so for a hundred years to come. The rich had private tutors

at their own houses, the poor remained ignorant. There were no libraries of any
account. The sons of the rich were sent to England for their education up to the

time of the Revolution. "The College of William and Mary, from the year 1700
and onward, did something toward educating a small portion of the youth of

Virginia, and that was all until Hampden Sidney, at a much later period, was

established." However poor the school system of the colony and young state

was, the education of the superior class has ever been a matter of pride. Virginia

has produced more great men than any other state, and the intellectual life has

ranked high. She has won for herself the proud title of the " Mother of Presi-

dents."

The English of the I7th century, with proper regard to that of the i6th and

1 8th centuries, forms the basis of the comparison of Fredericksburg's present pro-

nunciation. Three extracts from early documents of Virginia with the approximate

pronunciation of that day are given, and the pronunciation of the present traced

back to that. The first is taken from The First Assembly of Virginia, held July 30,

1619. The second is from A Briefe Declaration of the Plantation of Virginia.

The third is from Captain Smith's True Relation.

The tabular view of the Virginia Sounds at this period will be best understood

in connection with the extracts in the full article; it would be impossible to give

either here in this brief extract. A few of the more prominent peculiarities of

the Fredericksburg pronunciation are given to show the tenor of the article.

The sound (i). The word "tester" is here pronounced (tiister) as in Charles-

ton, S. C. In Latin words like simultaneous, etc., the i is generally pronounced

(si, sai-mBl-fcv-ni-os), rarely (*). In words like Palestine the sound fluctuates

between (ai) and (ii), but inclines mostly to the latter. Ef for if is sometimes

heard. For ;/////, hill, \ heard in two instances (mil, Mil) quite distinctly, but am
not sure that it was not an individual rather than general pronunciation. The

word ear is here pronounced (yiir) by the vulgar.

The long and short e differ but slightly from the accepted pronunciation else-

where. The shades between this and the next sound (ae) show a diversity of

sounds in words that generally have the sound (oc) and in Charleston, S. C., have

(ee). Words like here, pare, pair, tare, bear, etc., which in Charleston gener-

ally have the sound (DC) or (rca.*), are divided in Fredericksburg between (ii),

(se) and (KE). The sound (KE) is somewhat common in many of these words,

but not so common as the Charleston (ee). In some the sound is short (E).

There is the same fluctuation between (agnn) and (ag^n), (agEnst) and (ag^nst)

as is found everywhere. The Latin prefix pre- has the two sounds (ii) and (e) in
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words like predicessor (prii-dz-sesi, or pred-z-sesr). The word here sometimes

has a peculiar pronunciation. It is often pronounced ('jfr). The sound e and a

exchange in yes and "well (pr. yas, wal) ;
e also exchanges with i in yesterday, yes,

yet, get, kettle, etc. (pr. yis, yit, etc.).

The long sound of (seae) is heard in calm, psalm, balm, etc. (pr. ksesem,

saeoem, baeaem, etc.). But the ordinary pronunciation is also heard (kaam,

saam, baam). The words ask, demand, are also divided between the sound

(aeae) and (aa) (aecesk or aask). Compare also (pceoes or paas), and we even

hear (pAAs or pAs). Passable and Possible are said to be indistinguishable in

their pronunciation by many. Words in au, like gaunt, daunt, etc., have three

grades, (sese), (aa), and (AA). These different pronunciations here mentioned

are all found among the cultured, and is said to be traditional in families. As

they all go back to the iyth century, they were probably brought over here and

handed down from father to son.

There are one or two peculiarities under the <z-sound. Among the vulgar the

words there, where, are pronounced (dhar, whar) . The genuine a-sound is heard

in various words that have in other localities the (se) or (e) sound. Mayor
sounded to me as spoken by one person (maa-r). Stairs are often called (staars)

by the illiterate, bears (baars), etc.

The A-sound is heard in dog and God (dAg, GAd, and even dAAg, GAAd).
But the o-sound may also be heard in these words (dog, God, and doog, Good) .

The words not, God, gaud, form a rising scale. Not is short, Godis longer, and^ttfft/

is longest (D, A, AA), and we generally find dog and God running through the

whole scale in the same locality. In Fredericksburg I have heard (dog, God,

dAg, GAd, dAAg, GAAd). The word pond varies in its pronunciation in different

sections of the country. All three sounds can be found in Charleston, S. C. (pand,

pAnd, pAAnd). The careless often pronounce it just like the word pawned; the

elegant pronunciation is the middle sound of our series (pAnd) ; many pronounce

it (pond). In Fredericksburg the first and second (pand, pAnd) are heard,

never the third. The word hog (generally Hog, or HDDg) is often pronounced

(HAg or HAAg) in Fredericksburg.

The 0-sound has one or two peculiarities. The word poor almost always has

the long sound of o and drops its r (p0<?). For the dropping of the r see under

r in the consonants. The two pronunciations ofprogress, process, (proogres, proo-

gres, proDses, prases) prevail here. The preposition to often has the older pro-

nunciation of (t00), as in the time of Chaucer and Shakespeare, now becoming

obsolete.

The long u appears to have more of the i-Vorschlag in certain words than

ordinarily, making it almost a distinct syllable. I am almost inclined to think

that it is rather a (y)-Vorschlag. Thus due (dew}, do, too, etc., sound to me

(dii-u, tii-u, or dy-u, ty-u), with the accent on the (u or y). Some, however,

regularly pronounce these words (diu
2

,
tiu2) where the 2 denotes a prolonged van-

ish. The word put (also in a less degree could, would, should') shows the same

peculiarity as in Charleston, S. C. It is frequently pronounced (pat, rarely kad,

wad, shad). More probably the peculiar sound of could, wottld, should is the

same as that heard in prove, move, and others. The sound here is to me a diph-

thong beginning with an (y) and ending with (), thus (pry-wv, my-v; perhaps

ky-ttd, etc.). The two sounds follow each other very rapidly, and it is difficult to
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detect the two shades of sound of the first and second components of the diph-

thong. The word spoon has the same sound (spy-n), but see under diphthongs.
The //-sound in fruit appears to me to be quite peculiar. As near as I can make
out it sounds nearly like the double French u, thus (fry-yt) ;

the word appears to

be dissyllabic, though the last syllable may be only the prolonged vanish. I have

also noticed this same sound in people from the middle and upper part of the

state of South Carolina. It has puzzled me very much. This sound may be the

(yy), or the (yyw), or the (yy) with a labial modification. I hardly consider it

the (iu). All these shades of sound have been handed down from the lyth

century.

The diphthongs show quite a number of peculiarities. Jones (1701) says that

ai has the sound of a in some words. Ellis thinks the two sounds indicated by

Jones were (ee) and (), and though ai was sounded a by some people, it was

not considered best. Jones gives quite a long list, among which we notice the

word stair (pronounced staar by some), already mentioned. Here belongs also

bear, an animal, pronounced (baar) by some. We have noticed the pronunciation
of due, Jo, etc. This leads us to consider the diphthong eu, which Ellis says the

Americans pronounce (m) rather than (iu), and even (eu) remains here in some

parts. I believe it possible to hear all three in America. In Eredericksburg I am
inclined to think (iu) or even (Uu) is the prevailing pronunciation. Some pro-

long it so that I heard (nieu), (dieu), etc. The (au) becomes (aeu) in house

(Heeus), where it is short. In town it is long (tceaeun). In out it is very short

(aeut). Thus we have very short in (out, about, south, etc), short (in /louse, etc.),

and long (in town, cow, etc.). The (ou) is heard in Fredericksburg, but not in

house. There it is more often heard in boat, and similar words. As near as I

could make out, I heard the sound (bout) in the pronunciation of boat almost

always. Frequently I thought I detected the sound (bAut), but the (A) was

very short. The pronunciation of spoon, could, point, shook, good (almost gyud),
has been mentioned.

There is little to be said of the consonants. The (//) often suffixes a (j) and

becomes a breathing, as ('jeer) for here (Miir). The exchange of w for v, as

prowok, wocation, for provoke, vocation, is no oftener heard here than elsewhere.

In the combination wh both letters are sounded. The r is at all events an evanes-

cent sound and difficult to detect. In Fredericksburg it disappears in words like

more, door,Jloor, war. And yet its influence is felt. Professor March told me that

he explained this peculiar pronunciation of the final r after vowels as an attempt
to pronounce the r by assuming the r position after the enunciation of the vowel

and then stopping just before the real enunciation of the r. This appears to me
to be the true explanation. Indicating the preparation for the r by (

'

) this

peculiar pronunciation may be expressed (m00', doo\ Qoo\ WA').

The usual dropping of the^-in ing is heard here as elsewhere. The consonants

g and k insert the (j ) after them. Thus cart, garden, girl, etc., are pronounced

(kjart, gjardn, etc.). Even school seems to fall under this rubric and becomes

sometimes (skjuul).

The accent of the word idea has changed here to the antepenult (idea).

The above is only a beginning of studies of the pronunciation of Fredericks-

burg, and I hope hereafter to continue them. Any suggestions, corrections, pr

information will be gladly received.
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Remarks were made by Messrs. A. F. West, T. R. Price, and F. A.

March.

13. Some Syriac Legends, by Professor Isaac H. Hall, of the

Metropolitan Museum, Central Park, New York, N. Y.

This was intended as an informal communication rather than a regular paper,
and in fact was a mere talk. The legends spoken of were (i) The Legend of

Romulus and Remus and the founding of Rome, and (2) a collection of legends
in a manuscript recently received from Urmi in Persia, which are extant in a few

manuscripts in Karshun, but not heretofore found in Syriac. These were : A Col-

loquy of Moses with the Lord on Mount Sinai
;
The Letter of Holy Sunday that

fell from Heaven upon the Hands of Athanasius Patriarch of Rome, being the

Third Letter [of its sort] ; and The Narrative of Arsenius King of Egypt, and

how our Lord raised him to life (containing an account of man's experiences at

and after death, with a description of Gehenna).
Since the legends in the Urmi manuscript need the Syriac text for proper

appreciation, they will be published elsewhere
; and no abstract of them is fairly

called for here. The legend of Romulus and Remus seems to be of interest to the

Association, however, and a translation of it is therefore given here. The original

is to be found in a Nitrian manuscript written A.D. 837 (Brit. Mus. Addit. 12152,

fol. 194 ff.). The text is printed in Paul de Lagarde's Analecta Syriaca (pp.

201-205), a work of which 115 copies were issued. A partial translation is to be

found in B. Harris Cowper's Syriac Miscellanies, a work now quite scarce. It is

a fragment from the Roman History of Diocles, and bears probable marks of

translation from the Greek.

As the legend is quite closely connected with the preceding one of the settle-

ment of Syria, Cilicia, and Phoenicia, it seems best to give the whole together. A
distorted form of that portion which treats of Hercules and the Tyrian purple

occurs also in a much later composition called the " Cave of Treasures," of which

at least one manuscript exists in New York, and which Bezold has published in

German and Syriac under the title of Die Schatzhohle (Leipzig, 1883, 1888). In

the " Cave of Treasures," however, Hiram King of Tyre replaces Punicus, and

Hercules is suppressed perhaps as a character not altogether in place in a

strictly religious composition.

The following is the translation :

THE WRITING OF DIOCLES THE WISE.

Now after the division of tongues in the days of Peleg there was [born] a cer-

tain man of the sons of Japhet, who was called Ag'ur (or, Ig'ur). This one went

up from the east and came and dwelt on the sea-shore, and built a city and called

its name Ge'ur, which in the Syriac tongue is called Tyre (Sur). And there were

[born] to him three sons, Syrus (Suros) his first born, and Cilicus (QCiliqos) his

second, and Punicus (Puniqos) his third. And Ag ur their father was king in

Tyre 13 years. And when he died he divided the land to his sons; to Punicus

he gave Phoenicia (Puniqa, or Puniqi), and to Cilicus he gave Cilicia (Oiltqyd, or

Qiliqiya), and to Syrus he gave Syria (Suriyd).

And in the time of Punicus was [born] Hercules (Heraqlis, or Harqlis), a man
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wise and mighty in valor. For when this hero was commanding
1

upon the sea-

shore of Tyre, he saw a certain shepherd's dog capture a shell-fish of the sea, that

is called conchyliitm, and eat of it, so that the dog's mouth was stained with the

blood of the shell-fish. And Hercules called to him the shepherd of the flock,

and told him about the dog ;
and forthwith the shepherd brought wool, and with

it wiped out the mouth of the dog, and of the wool the shepherd made himself a

crown and put it upon his head. Then when the sun shone upon it, Hercules

saw the crown of wool, that it was very splendid, and he was astonished at its

beauty ; and he took the crown from the shepherd. But the next day Hercules

took the shepherd and the dog, and went out to the sea-shore. And the clog, as

he was walking along, saw a shell-fish, and the dog ran and caught it; but Her-

cules snatched the shell-fish from his mouth, and let the shepherd go to his flock.

And Hercules walked every day upon the sea-shore, and as soon as one of those

shell-fish came out from the sea, he ran quickly and caught it. So he gathered

30 of them, and he boiled them over a fire, and dyed white wool with their blood.

And he gave it to a certain woman, and she made of it for him a garment, and he

took that clothing and brought it in to Punicus the king of Tyre, who, when he

saw it, wondered at its beauty, and commanded that no one except himself should

wear it, but the king (or, the one acting as king) only. And moreover, he gave
to Hercules authority to be commander in his place, and wrote that he was the

father of the kingdom [i.e. prime minister]. And it was this Hercules that showed

the dyeing of all manner of beautiful colors; and how, moreover, pearls go up
from the sea he showed and taught to men.

In those clays there was [born] a man in the country of the west, whose name
was Romtyd (or Romyd or Romaya, ==

'Pw/ialbs) ;
and the man was a mighty

hero. Now in his days there was in the island of Cilicia a certain virgin beautiful

in appearance, who had been made priestess in the temple (/a2>s) of the god Arts

("A/OTJS). And when Romtya saw [her], he lusted after her, and he went in unto

her, and she conceived from him. And when she perceived that she had con-

ceived from him, she was in great fear, and kept herself close, in order that the

priests of the god Arts should not detect it and kill her. And when she had borne

two twins [sic idiomatic], their father took them and gave them to a certain

woman, who reared them. And when the boys were grown up and become men,
their father gave them names; to the one Romulus (Romullos, Romillos, or Romel-

los), and to the other Remus (Romos). And they built the city Rome (Roma
or Romt) and . . .

2
it, and all their subjects

3
they called Romans (RomayS =

'Pu>/j.aioi) after the name of their father; and for this reason the sons of Rome are

called Romans. And, moreover, they built the capitol (qapitolon), which inter-

preted is, the Head of the city; and it is one of the wonders of the whole earth

[//'/.
one out of the wonders that are in the whole earth]. And they brought a

great image that had been in Ileludus (or Ilelodos, possibly 'EAAaSos, genitive),
4

1 A rather difficult word; probably the imported 7rapayye'AAu>, in a peculiar reflexive

participial form. " On a tour of inspection and improvement
"

is perhaps the meaning.
2 Part of word obliterated. Probably

"
ruled as kings in

"
is to be supplied.

8 This is the right rendering if I guess rightly how to supply the obliterated place

preceding. Otherwise,
" workmen "

or
"
cultivators."

4 If this conjecture is correct, then the rendering of the clause is
" that had been in

[the land] of Hellas."
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and raised and set it above the top of the capitol, and it was a great wonder,
whose like has not been on the earth. And they built the great dtmosion (STJ^UO-

<rioi>) that is in Athens (Athtnis, = Athenis, 'Adieus'), and the philosophers called

it the dimosion of wisdom (sophta).

Now then there arose a quarrel between the two brothers, and Romulus

(Armillos, Armellos, or Armullos, = 6 'PcfytoAos) rose up and slew his brother

Remus. And straightway the city began to quake; and when the sons of Rome
saw that their city was quaking, they feared with great fear, and all its inhabitants

sought to flee out of it. And when Romulus saw that the sons of Rome were in

commotion at the temple (j/a&s) of the goddess Puthinaya (or Puthinla, or

Puthinyi or perhaps better, of the Pythian goddess), he asked of her that she

would reveal to him for what cause the city was quaking. And she answered him,

"Because you have slain your brother the city is quaking and mourning; because

he built it with you. And there will be no cessation from the earthquake until it

[i.e. the city] sees your brother sitting with you upon the throne of the kingdom,
and commanding and writing and proclaiming with you as formerly."

Now when this saying was heard throughout the city, they assembled to stone

Romulus with stones, because he had slain his brother. But he fled from them

and went up to Athens. And when the philosopher Punitus (Punitos, Ponitos)
heard of him, he went and listened to the words of Romulus, and promised him

that if he would write for him Athens as a free city [lit. daughter of freemen, or

of nobles], so that no king of the Romans should have authority over her, he

would go to Rome and restore tranquillity to the sons of the city and to his powers.
And he made a covenant with him that he would do that for him. And Punitus

went to Rome and spoke with them, and said to them,
" If ye will receive your

king in peace, this earthquake will cease forthwith from your city, so that it shall

not again quake. But if ye do not receive him your whole city will perish." And
forthwith all the sons of Rome assembled and went up after their king to Athens.

And when they had arrived [there], and had come [back] and reached Rome

(Romt), the whole city went out to receive him; and they answered and said to him,
" If it be that you know that by your entrance into the city the quaking will cease

from it, come, enter in glory and honor, and sit on the throne of your kingdom.
But if the earthquake will not cease from us, do not enter." But he promised

them,
" This earthquake will cease from the city."

And the same philosopher made an image of gold after the likeness of his

brother, and seated it with him upon the throne of his kingdom. And he com-

manded them that whatever was done or written should be as if from the mouth
of the two. And they did so, and forthwith the earthquake ceased from the city.

Thus by the wisdom of this man that earthquake ceased, and the inhabitants with

their king were tranquillized. And thenceforward the Romans fixed that it should

be the custom to write and command, saying [i.e. in the form],
" We command."

And Athens received freedom from that time on, that no king should have author-

ity ovejr her to do in her anything by force. And this same Armellus (Romulus)
instituted an equestrian display (ippiqton, a corruption of ITTTTIK^V') for [the]

amusement [of the people], and he instituted the martius, and he was the first to

institute the veneti 1 and the prasini^-; for because he was afraid of the sons . . .
2

1 An anachronistic reference to colors worn in the hippodrome.
2 A word or more defaced. Perhaps

"
of Rome, that they

"
is to be supplied.
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would kill him as he had kiiled his brother, he established before him two men
that hated each other, one from the veneti and one from the prasini ; for, said

he, "If it be that the veneti plot against me, the prasini will make it known to

me; and if the prasini plot against me, the veneti will make it known to me "

. . .! two men before . . ,
l of the city as if for amusement. And he clothed the

one of the veneti in clothing of the sea, and the other in clothing of the prasini,
which was like the grass of the earth. And he said,

" If indeed this one conquers
that is clothed like the veneti, the sea will be quieted, and the barbarians will not

invade and obtain authority in the islands of the sea; as regards them that dwell

in the sea, these will take the victory, and those that dwell on the dry [land] will

be conquered. But if, again, he that is clothed like the prasini conquers, they
that dwell on the dry [land] will conquer, and subdue those that dwell in the

seas." And forthwith as these two men advanced to contend one with the other,

those that dwelt in the sea prayed that the [one of the] veneti might win, but

those that dwelt on the dry [land], that the [one of the] prasini might win. And
from that time even until now there have been these two divisions of the kingdom
of the Romans, of the veneti and the prasini. And Armellus (Romulus) instituted

the brumalia, because he was a man that loved instruction, and that loved amuse-

ment, and that loved the youth; and he commanded that in the days of winter

men should be calling one upon another, and that many should assemble, assem-

bling with one, and should eat and drink and enjoy themselves. And he com-

manded that the letters of the alphabet should be coming in one after another,

and every one of them should be called in its day. And they called them [i.e.

those days] brumalia, which is, interpreted in the Greek language,
" Let us eat

and drink off others," that is gratis. And there was . . .
2 a grade of nobility

at Rome, and he gave to the nobles the great honor of a throne and authority,

that they should command and be obeyed. And he ordained that there should

be q&blare (cubi[cu]larii?) in the kingdom of the Romans, that is, that they
should be servants in the kingdom. And he sent to Athens and brought thence

the philosophers GLSOS (or GLSUS, Gelasus, Glesus, or -sys?) and LThROS (or

-US, Lathrus, Lathyrus, Lathrys, etc.?), and made them an organ, that they might
be delighted with beautiful sounds. And Armellus (Romulus) instituted the katci-

dronion, and commanded that when the sons of Rome were assembled at the

capitol the boys should go down by a rope from the top of the capitol to the bot-

tom, sitting on a wheel and offering a crown to the kingdom, just as if a heroic

crown were going down to [the place] of Nimrod, and that the kings should be

givers of gifts to those little boys when they returned to come up again. And

again he ordained that the Romans should take turns, that in order that they

might be supported all the winter, so in the summer they should be going forth

to war against their enemies. And he ordained and established I'crcdi {i.e. post-

couriers or post-horses), to serve as relays and bring news to the kings from the

armies. And the day in which the Romans went out to war and called it mar-

tins? also interpreted victory . . .
4 and . . .* great marvels and various deeds

and excellent laws and upright commands he executed and established in Rome

1 Words defaced.

2 A word or more defaced.
8 Perhaps the month of March (Martius) is mehnt.
4 Some words defaced.
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(Romi). Among all the Romans there was no man like him excelling in all

knowledge and wisdom, nor so honored by those that have understanding. And
in his intellect he was so rich that whosoever saw him and spoke with him was

discovered, the bad from the good and the false from the true . . .

At 9 P. M. the Association adjourned to meet at 8.30 A. M., Thursday.

EASTON, PA., Thursday, July n, 1889.

MORNING SESSION.

Professor Seymour, the President, called the Association to order

at 8.30 A. M.

The report of the Committee to nominate Officers was presented

by L. H. Elwell, Esq., and adopted. In accordance with the recom-

mendations of the Committee, the following gentlemen were elected

officers of the Association for 1889-90 :

President, Professor Charles R. Lanman, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Vice-Presidents, Dr. Julius Sachs, New York, N. Y., and Professor John H. Wright,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Secretary and Curator, Dr. Herbert Weir Smyth, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn

Mawr, Pa.

Treasurer, Dr. Herbert Weir Smyth.

Additional members of the Executive Committee,

Professor Martin L. D'Ooge, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Professor Basil L. Gildersleeve, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Professor Francis A. March, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

Professor Bernadotte Perrin, Adelbert College, Cleveland, O.

Professor William D. Whitney, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

The Committee appointed to propose Time and Place for the next

meeting reported, through Professor Peck, that invitations had been

received to hold the meeting in 1890 at Norwich, Conn., Northamp-

ton, Mass., and Princeton, N.J. The Committee recommended that

the Twenty-Second Annual Meeting be held on the second Tuesday
in July, 1890, at Norwich, Conn.

The report was accepted and adopted.

On motion, the matter of effecting a union of meetings between

the Modern Language Association and the Association was referred

to the Executive Committee to report at the Norwich meeting.

The report of the Committee to audit the Treasurer's Accounts

was presented by Dr. H. W. Smyth, to the effect that the accounts,

with the accompanying vouchers, had been examined and found

correct.
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14. John Reuchlin and the Epistolae obscurorum virorum, by
Morris H. Stratton, Esq., of Salem, N.J.

The object of this paper was to call attention again to the fact that the great

contest between the monks of Cologne and John Reuchlin was really an attempt
to smother classical literature in its cradle.

The facts and dates given were taken from the printed
" Case " of the trial at

Rome, of the appeal of Hoogstraten, the Inquisitor at Cologne, from the judg-

ment of the Bishop of Spires which appeal was decided in favor of Reuchlin in

1516 and from the letters of Pirkheimer, Erasmus, and others, printed in Van

der Ilardt's Historia Litteraria Reformationis. Luther's letters to Reuchlin, also

printed by Van der Hardt, fully and frankly acknowledge how much the Reformer

owed to the Scholar who had preceded him.

The Epistolae obscurorum virorum were quoted to show that the first attack

of the mendicant monks in which they were fatally worsted and the back of

the Inquisition was broken was against the revival of classical literature as such.

These letters are, of course, a satire, but the well-known facts as to the reception

of them even by their unconscious victims prove that they were thoroughly

verisimilar if not true.

Reuchlin and Erasmus opened the doors to the study of the Testaments in the

original tongues, but that they were opposed as scholars and not as disseminators

of a wider knowledge of the Bible was illustrated, inter alia, by the fact that

among the hundreds of editions of the Bible in modern tongues issued in the

Fifteenth Century, a very fine folio Bible, in the local German, with illustrations,

was published in Cologne, between 1470 and 1475, without objection from Hoog-

straten, and that Koburger published a superb illustrated Bible at Nuremburg,
known as the ninth German Bible, in 1483 the year in which Luther was born.

Reference was made to the great services of Ulrich von Hutten, one of the

editors of the Epistolae, and the author of the "
Triumphus Capnionis." Sir

Wm. Hamilton defends Hutten's authorship of the Triumphus and from this

the fact that he was one of the three editors of the Epistolae with great learn-

ing and ability in an article on the Epistolae and their authorship, in the Edin-

burg Review of March, 1831; and Van der Hardt assumes it as unquestioned

that Hutten wrote the Triumphus, This savage satire is referred to, however,

by Henry Charles Lea, in his History of the Inquisition Vol. II. pp. 424-25
as written by Eleutherius Bizenus, Hutten's nom de plume.

The inaccurate and misleading account of Reuchlin and of his contest with the

monks, in the work referred to, was given as one of the reasons for writing this

paper.

Professor Francis A. March, as Chairman of the Committee

on the Reform of English Spelling, reported that no action had been

taken during the last year. The manual dictionary with amended

spellings has not yet been made.

A report was made April 8, 1889, by the Commission on Amended

Orthography authorized by the Legislature of Pennsylvania. The

Commission askt aid from the American Philosophical Society, Super-
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intendents of Education, and others, and the printed report contains,

as appendixes, elaborate arguments in favor of reform by a committee

of the American Philosophical Society, and by Hon. W. T. Harris,

U. S. Commissioner of Education, with various statistics.

The practical recommendation of the Commission is as follows :

The Commission would call attention to the fact that many words are spelt

in two ways in our dictionaries, and that it is therefore necessary for a choice to

be made between the different spellings. We find " honor " and "
honour,"

" trav-

eller" and "traveler," "comptroller" and "controller," and hundreds of such pairs.

In these words one way of spelling is better than the other on grounds of reason,

simpler, more economical, more truthful to sound etymology and scientific law.

The Commission respectfully submits that the regulation of the orthography of

the public documents is of sufficient importance to call for legislative action, and

recommends that the public printer be instructed, whenever variant spellings of

a word are found in the current dictionaries, to use in the public documents the

simpler form which accords with the amended spelling recommended by the joint

action of the American Philological Association and the English Philological

Society. FRANCIS A. MARCH,
THOMAS CHASE,

H. L. WAYLAND,
ARTHUR BIDDLE,

JAS. W. WALK,
SAMUEL A. BOYLE.

Professor W. D. Whitney, in the preface to the Century Dictionary, May ist,

1889, takes similar ground : "The language is struggling toward a more consistent

and phonetic spelling, and it is proper, in disputed and doubtful cases, to cast the

influence of the dictionary in favor of this movement, both by its own usage in

the body of the text, and at the head of articles by the order of forms, or the

selection of the form under which the word shall be treated."

The report was accepted, and the Committee appointed in 1875
was continued for another year. It now consists of Messrs. March

(Chairman), Child, Lounsbury, Price, Trumbull, and Whitney.

15. A Northumbrianized Judith Text, with Commentary, by Pro-

fessor Albert S. Cook, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
;
read

by Professor F. A. March.

1 6. Stressed Vowels in ^Elfric's Homilies (late West Saxon), by
Professor Albert S. Cook, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn. ;

read by Professor F. A. March.

On motion of Professor A. F. West, a resolution was adopted as

follows :
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The American Philological Association desires to place on record, before

finally adjourning, the hearty expression of its thanks to the President and

Faculty of Lafayette College for the use of the various college buildings, to the

Local Committee of Arrangements and its Chairman, Professor Owen (of Lafay-

ette), to the Committee of the gentlemen of Easton for the very pleasant excur-

sion taken under their guidance to Paxinosa, and to the newspapers of Easton for

their full and accurate reports of the proceedings of the Association.

1 7. The Study of English in Preparation for College, by Professor

Francis A. March, of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

Accurate knowledge of the mother tung is fundamental to all valuabl thinking.

It is to be obtaind by studying classic English authors substantially in the same

way that Greek is studied in good schools : that is to say, by studying each word

etymologically and in its connection so as to comprehend its meaning, and by

studying each clause and sentence in its connection so as to repeat the train of

thought of the author. This study should be recognized as different from reading

literature for plesure or for esthetic or bibliografic culture. The paper discust the

desirablness of a general agreement among the colleges upon some two or three

English books of moderate size for the entrance examinations, to be put on the

same footing as the Anabasis and Iliad in Greek. Franklin's Autobiography and

two books of Paradise Lost wer suggested. If they wer generally adopted, edi-

tions would be prepared for study of the right sort by the most accomplish! pro-

fessors, and a tradition of good teaching of them would soon be establish! in the

lilting schools.

. Remarks were made by Messrs. W. D. Shipman, T. Peck, J. Sachs,

T. R. Price, and F. A. March.

1 8. The Relation of the Greek Optative to the Subjunctive and

the other Moods, by Professor William W. Goodwin, of Harvard

University, Cambridge, Mass.
;
read by Professor J. H. Wright.

This paper has appeared in the new (1890) edition, of Professor

Goodwin's Greek Moods and Tenses, Appendix I.

19. A New Source in Plutarch's Life of Cicero, by Dr. A. Gude-

man, of New York, N. Y.

After some introductory remarks on the method to be followed in investiga-

tions of this nature, on the inherent difficulties to be encountered, on Plutarch's

mode of work and on the degree of proficiency in Latin which we may safely

assume him to have attained, the lecturer briefly reviews the authors usually

regarded as the chief sources of the Greek life. The investigations hitherto made

have, however, been almost entirely confined to ascertaining the sources of Plu-

tarch's narrative of Cicero's political history, and, in consequence, but slight

attention was paid to the "Quellen" of those portions of the vita which <U-al

more particularly with the personal and literary side of the great orator. Tiro's

voluminous life of his patron was generally supposed to have furnished Plutarch

with the bulk of his purely biographical material, while Cicero's autobiographical
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writings, as well as Augustus' memoirs, were considered as secondary sources. 1

All the writers, however, that have been suggested as the original sources of Plu-

tarch's narrative were either contemporary with Cicero or nearly so. That the

Greek historian may also have consulted much later authorities has not, as far as

I am aware, ever been hinted at. It is the object of this paper to show : i. That

Plutarch actually made use of one, or, if you will, several post-Augustan writers. 2.

That one of these post-Augustan sources is no other than Suetonius Tranquillu?

Life of Cicero, which formed a part of his famous work De viris illustribus.

The first of these propositions is conclusively demonstrated by ch. 2 of the

Life, containing a criticism of Cicero's poetical abilities.'2 The beginning of

ch. 40, and a few other passages, also point to a post-Augustan source.

The proof for the second thesis is furnished by ch. Ill, 1 1 sqq. This passage
contains two misstatements of such a nature as to exclude Tiro, Nepos, Fenestella,

etc., as their possible authors. We can only attribute them to a writer remote

enough in point of time to render the error excusable. Who can this be? The

identical error is fortunately found in two other authors, and in only two, besides

Plutarch, and their names are Hieronymus and Sextus Aurelius Victor. Now,
one of the sources of Hieronymus (as has never been denied) and of Victor's

De viris illustribus (as can be shown) is Suetonius' work of the same name. The

erroneous statements in question, therefore, not being met with elsewhere, and

remembering how much safer a clue to inter-dependence of authors is afforded by
coincidences of palpable errors than by concurrences in well-known facts, it follows

that Suetonius is the common source of Plutarch, Aurelius Victor, and Hieronymus.
This new source having once been discovered, we are at liberty to look for

other statements whose origin we had been hitherto unable to determine with any

degree of probability. A number of such passages having a genuine color Sue-

tonianus, ch. 2, quoted above, being among these, is accordingly pointed out as

being very probably derived from Suetonius' vita ; and taken altogether, they

certainly possess all the argumentative validity of strong cumulative evidence.

The paper concludes by the author's disposing of a possible chronological

objection to Suetonius as a source of Plutarch, by showing that the vita Ciceronis

was written later than 115 A.D., this year being the terminus post quern of the

composition of the Life of Sulla (cf. ch. 21), which in its turn preceded Plutarch's

vitae of Demosthenes and Cicero, as Michaelis has convincingly proven. Sue-

tonius' work must have been in the hands of the public long before this time, the

author being then past the age of forty.

20. On the Use of Verbs of Saying in the Platonic Dialogues, by
Dr. George B. Hussey, of the College of New Jersey, Princeton, N. J.

8

This paper points out the various forms of verbs of saying used by Plato, and

passes on to show that some of them belong exclusively to the later periods of his

literary activity. The fact that almost all Plato's writings are in the form of dia-

logues suffices of itself to explain his frequent use of verbs of saying. Thus the

Protagoras has 565 instances of them, and the Phaedrus over 320. Some of these

1
Strange to say, it has never occurred to any one that Plutarch might possibly be

indebted to Nepos' Life of Cicero (mentioned by Gellius XV, 28, i) for some details.

But cf. Transactions, Vol. XX. 2 For the proof itself I refer to Transac. Vol. XX.
3 Published in full in Am. Journ. Philol. Vol. X.
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verbs may depend for their use entirely on the external features of the dialogue.

In the indirect dialogues those where the argument is related to persons not

present at it the phrases ^ 5' os, v 5' eyw, t<j>r)v, (<f>rj
make up the greater part of

the verbs of saying.

If such verbs as belong to the narrative of the indirect dialogues are set aside,

the remaining instances exhibit much more variety of form. They serve chiefly to

introduce quotations of all sorts. So proverbs are usually introduced by rb \fy6-

fievov, myths and traditions by \eyerat, and opinions of poets and philosophers by

\tyft, <f>i)<ri t or some other form in the active third person. Another use of these

verbs of saying (and the one to which attention is especially called) occurs where

one of the speakers quotes an earlier part of the dialogue he is engaged in, or even

a preceding dialogue. When the statement referred to is near at hand or is quite

prominent, a present tense, as \eyets, (pys, may be used in citing it, but when more

distant a past tense \fyoi>, tppyQ-n, TO \e\0evra is more frequent. It is among
citations consisting of past passive forms that the gradual extension of use can be

best observed. Some of them seem to be known only to Plato's later style, and by

means of them the dialogues can be arranged in the following series, which probably

corresponds somewhat closely with the order in which they were composed :
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II.

DlTTENBERGER.

Crito.

Euthyphro.
Protagoras.
Charmides.
Laches.

Hippias II.

Euthydemus.
Meno.

Gorgias.

Cratylus.
Phaedo.

Symposium.
Lysis.
Phaedrus.

Republic.
_ Theaetetus.

f Parmenides.
Philebus.

Sophist.
Politicus.

Laws.

SCHANZ.

Apology.
Euthyphro.
Gorgias.
Laches.

Lysis.

Protagoras.

Symposium.
Phaedo.
Phaedrus.

Cratylus.

Euthydemus.
Theaetetus.

epublic.

Sophist.
Philebus.

Politicus.

Timaeus.
Laws.

In determining the frequency of any form of citation in such different dialogues

as the Gorgias and Timaeus the total number of references is a much fairer measure

than the number of pages covered by each dialogue. These totals are shown in

the first column of the table. They are made up solely of references to statements

of persons engaged in the discussion, and are, besides, limited to past tenses of the

indicative and to past participles of the verbs Ae-yco, tpa>, elTrov, and
<j>ijfj.i.

The
tenses of the infinitive and imperative are omitted, as when used in a past tense

they are not always references to a preceding passage. The second column shows

what percentage of these citations is formed by epprjOr] and its participle prjOeis, and

the third gives the absolute number of these special forms. The fourth column

shows the cases of Ae'x^ and Aex#eis when used as citations
; and the next does

the same for irpofppr)0ri, irpoeip-nrai, and their participles. A peculiar and harsh

construction of Aex^ets, as an adjective qualifying a noun of masculine or feminine

gender, is shown in the sixth column. Cases of the rare perfect passive of \4yca

are given in the last column. Some of these, however, are imperatives, and it

should be remarked that the last two columns are not restricted to citations, but

include all instances of the forms mentioned.

It will be seen that the first six dialogues do not show any of the forms given in

the table. They can, therefore, only be put into a group by themselves ; while their

relations to one another within it have to be left undetermined. The next few

dialogues in the series owe their position to the fact that they begin to show in-

stances of e'Ae'xflr?. Then, when fppr,0r) begins, it is chosen as a criterion ; and

finally the Aex^eis-construction, shown in the sixth column, becomes the test-word.

Thus the early stages of each usage are considered to be most important, as it is

then that the employment of the special word is most a matter of conscious effort.

The columns containing -n-poepp^dr] and AeAeKrcu have, in general, a tendency to

confirm the evidence of the others ; but, except for this, are not of so much im-

portance in fixing the order of the dialogues. The most natural explanation of

these new forms of citation that appear in the later dialogues, but do not exclude
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earlier words used for the same purpose, is that they were introduced for the sake

of variety.

Dittenberger in Hermes, XVI, 321, and Schanz in the same periodical, XXI,

439, have already used a similar method of arranging the dialogues by means of

changes in the use of words. Certain phrases containing p-i]v were used for this

purpose by Dittenberger, and, except for the position of the Lysis and Parmenides,

the present list agrees very closely with his results. According to his investiga-

tions the Lysis ought to be placed near the Phaedrus and the Parmenides near the

Philebus. Their fluctuating position would thus seem to be another proof that

they are not genuine Platonic dialogues.

2 1 . The Quality of Sanskrit a-kara, by Professor Edward W. Hop-
kins, of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

;
read by L. H. Elwell,

Esq.

It seems to me time to put the formal question : Do we mean what we write

when we transcribe the Sanskrit vowel usually rendered a by this symbol? As we
know that there was a period in which the language had short o and e (of what-

ever source), and find neither of these represented in the alphabet; as we know
also that there was a period when a single vowel sound represented all that was

left of a, e, o, we may for convenience' sake divide the growth of the whole lan-

guage into two periods, Early and Late, approximately the time of the Rig Veda

and of Panini respectively.

For the early period we have (see Bloomfield in the third volume of the Am.

Journ.), already given, the fact that short e and o existed. To the late period no

such vowels were known. It is important to bear in mind that the alphabet arises

between the two periods here designated.

One of the short vowels of the earlier period is o, said to be developed from 'a's.

As this o, however, corresponds to the short o of related languages in os, it is

evident that its apparent derivation from as assumes (what is in this case not yet

proved) that we have here ('#'.$) a real a, and not a letter subsequently to develop

into 'a'. The assumption of Oldenberg, that we have here as=o = au, with a

vanishing semivowel after the vowel, is based on examples that prove only the

felt want of some sign to express the lost consonant which can have been nothing

but s. The peculiar examples of 'a's = ay given Hymnen s. 457 show only a half-

remembered consonant expressed, by analogy, by the semivowel; for there can

be absolutely no historical sense in apay isya, abhibhuyamanay iva, etc. In Indro

'bravit from indrbs -f vowel '#' we have a result to be compared with Indro nania ;

the j lost before sonant and the following vowel absorbed in one case (compare
the accent) ; in the other the s dropped before sonant, but the consciousness of

the two consonants producing length of the preceding vowel. For until we know
that in this example of 'd-kara we are dealing with a pure V it is right to assume

the vowel sound indicated, even were it probable that 'a'sdhi would remain con-

tracted as eJAi, while 'a'sti is asti (esdhi becomes et/Ai, hence for asti read esti).

Because the later alphabet gives us s'aV we assume sad and take sed to be con-

tracted from sasad rather than sesed, though this alphabet on which we rest our

belief does not really give us sad, as I shall now show, but s + doubtftil vowel + d

(I am aware that the primitive origin of serf, etc., is called in question by Bar-
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tholomae, but the example will serve as an illustration of our present transcrip-

tion). Were it not for a future alphabet which writes e, o, a, in their further

development with one sign (this which we write a and which I will call akar},
we should not think of assuming that the e, o, a, of the Veda were all one sound

as they actually become later. For if we prove o from 'a's and see no alphabetical

distinction between o and o, we may conclude that the alphabet is responsible for

slurring other sounds also. It is then of the highest importance to know what

akar is in the Sanskrit alphabet of the late period. Moreover, we are entitled to

look to the neighboring dialects and see whether our alphabet is not later than

the forms they give. In Pali our akar is represented by both e and o, and it is

no explanation to say that this is the result of a later closed pronunciation of a

(see Ind. Stud. iv. 119). Our ending of the plural verb m'a's is represented by
mu ; the instrumental raj'a'bhis by ubhi, or ebhi ; dharm'a's, by dhamnib ; pitra,

by pitara or pituna ; fa^y'ri'ti by jeti, etc. If we turn to Zend we find also, near

as it stands to Sanskrit compared with other tongues, Sanskrit akar represented

by e as well as by a
; the nominatives, as in Pali, aspo, mano ; possibly the diph-

thong oi for ai (toi). It would be extraordinary to have Zend and Pali agree

rather with Greek than with Sanskrit in giving o as the nom. sg. in aspo, etc.

We write a for akar because the later alphabet demands not a but one vowel

in all cases. What then is this vowel of the later period ? Different vowels passed

into one sound as in Greece. Three reasons show that in the second or late

period this vowel was not an a. First, the oral tradition, that tradition which

made the early Sanskrit scholars write not Manu but Menu, etc.; second, this

traditional pronunciation is upheld by Panini, at whose time we may loosely set

the uniform stage, who says distinctly that the sound which he treats as open a is

in reality a closed a. Now a closed a cannot be transcribed by a, but rather by
o or u if we would render its quality correctly, and not violate truth by adherence

to Panini's self-confessed inaccuracy. Third, the Greek inscriptions show clearly

that tradition and Panini's confession bear witness to truth, for here we find that

akar, far from being transcribed as a pure a, is rendered by Greek o, by e, or even

by i and u, as well as by a (see Weber's collection Ind. Ant. ii. 143 ff.). Now if

we find the norm of a pure a earlier than Panini (Vaj. Pr.), we may assume a

chronological better than geographical difference, especially as the close a (o, u)

seems to be found in various districts.

In this second period (to the beginning of which the alphabet must be referred)

we find but one sign for the earlier a, e, o, and this sign is not really an a, but an

o or u. What right have we, therefore, to insist on a pure a being the universal

representative of this akar for the- earlier period? Undoubtedly akar often rep-

resents a pure a because its later function embraces a pure a in a plurality of

cases (as in words whose vowels = a, aj, etc.) ; but on the other hand, it often

does not, as far as we can see; nor is there any reason to think so except given

by this same alphabet. The separate existence of a, e, o, ceased before this

alphabet began, becoming the " mid-back narrow #," i.e. o in come, u in but.

In transcribing akar by a we therefore fail to give rightly the sound of the second

period, and ignore the fact that in the early period it would have been divided

(had an alphabet existed) into e, o, a, which three vowels occur, but could of

course leave no trace except by inference. Our norm for the early period must

necessarily be doubtful in cases where no light is given from without. But where
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a comparison of Zend, Pali, and Greek show o against an assumed Sanskrit 'a'j,

we ought certainly to make a distinction that is based on comparative forms and

upheld by native texts; writing instead of as, os: and we should probably not

be wrong if we extended this distinct pronunciation into other cases where os or

es can be predicated from native dialects in conjunction with Zend, itself nothing
but an Aryan dialect a little further removed. But to keep on writing Sanskrit

a = o, (, o, is certainly incorrect both for the early and the late -period. In one

case '<*' does not fill the requirements; in the other it contradicts a pronunciation

that is proved to have been different. We might as well write et = i in Greek

because it came to be pronounced so in the course of centuries.

22. The Phonology of the Ionic Dialect, by Dr. Herbert Weir

Smyth, of Bryn Mavvr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Though the Ionic dialect contains so generous a wealth of linguistic phenomena
and stands in such intimate relations with the history of Hellenic thought, investi-

gators have not yet taken possession of that precious legacy of opportunity

bequeathed by Ahrens to his successors. A few scattered treatises dealing with

Ionic is the total output of the half-century following upon the publication of the

De Graecae linguae dialectis.

This paper gave a brief abstract of the results of a somewhat detailed exami-

nation of the vowel and the consonantal system of Ionic from the advent of the

elegy to the period of the Sophistic Renaissance.

As to the field surveyed, so far as the inscriptions are concerned, I have

endeavored to utilize every form pertinent to a knowledge of Ionic phonology.

Whenever it was necessary to compare the date of any phonetic change in Ionic

with the date of a similar change in Attic, I have drawn the latter dialect into the

range of vision. Of the lyric poets, especial attention has been devoted to those

of Ionic birth (Archilochos, Simonides Amorginus, Hipponax, Ananios, Kallinos,

Mimnermos, Xenophanes, and Phokylides) ; and I have treated in detail the dia-

lect of Tyrtaios, Solon, and Theognis: Tyrtaios, a Lakonian by adoption, but a

representative of the early Ionic elegy; Solon, in order to test the question how

far his Muse is Ionic, how far Old-Attic; and Theognis, that we may obtain a

complete survey of the language of the elegy down to the end of the sixth century.

Herodotos I have examined with special reference to the interrelation of the Mss.,

and trust that but few points have been overlooked, though I am but too well

aware how difficult it is to reach completeness in so wide a field. For the lan-

guage of the philosophers, Anaxagoras of Klazomenai, Diogenes of Apollonia,

Melissos of Samos, Herakleitos of Ephesos, have been investigated; and for the

older medical dialect, those writings of Hippokrates which are least open to the

suspicion of spuriousness. Of the pseudo-Ionists, Aretaios' Arr/at, Arrian's 'IvSiK-f],

and Lukian's Syrian Goddess and Astronomy^ are easily our chief sources; but I

have placed under contribution the fragments of Abydenos' Assyrian History,

Eusebios, and Eusebios Myndios, that we may realize the more vividly how per-

sistent has been the influence exercised upon later prose by the Ionic dialect.

The testimony of Gregory of Corinth has been adduced throughout.

1 Even if the Astronomy should not prove to be the genuine work of Lukian, it is

still invaluable as a testimony to the character of the pscudo-Ionism of the age of

Hadrian.
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From the point of view of the dialectologist, the history of Hellenic speech
falls into four divisions :

Period of primitive Greek.

Period of the life of single dialects.

Period of the contest of the Attic KOII/TJ with the Doric Koiv-fi.

Period of the existence of a universal Koivi\.

Within the confines of the second period, Ionic is, broadly speaking, the dialect

of the literary world from the eighth century until it was driven from its command-

ing position by Attic. Taken as a whole, Ionic presents in its structure a uniform-

ity far more consistent than that possessed by Doric. It is upon the evidence of

the inscriptions alone that we are enabled to assert the existence of subdivisions,

which mark the course of Ionic emigration from the mainland of Greece. These

sub-dialects are : I. Ionic of Euboia and colonies. II. Ionic of the Kyklades.

III. Ionic of Asia Minor and of the adjacent islands and their colonies.

I. WESTERN IONIC is the dialect of Euboia and colonies (Chalkis, Kyme, Olyn-

thos, Amphipolis, Eretria, Oropos, Styra). It still possesses the rough breathing;

names derived from K\eos terminate in -x\r)s, not in ~K\TJS; the genitive of proper
names whose second component part is an -t stem, ends in -i5os, not in -cos. These

peculiarities and certain others (et < -jt, ot < cat, and cases of TT for <ro-) testify to

what an extent the political supremacy of Athens has succeeded in coloring the

speech of the rear-guard of lonism. When Western Ionic differs from the Ionic

of the other divisions, it differs by its preference for Attic forms, save in its pos-

session of rhotacism, found nowhere else upon Ionic territory, and whose ultimate

provenance is still a matter of dispute. Another point of isolation is that Western

Ionic alone produced no literature. Whatever artistic capacity the Euboians pos-

sessed tended in the direction of the manufacture of vases.

II. ISLAND IONIC has -K\TJS, not -K\frjs ; -LOS, not -iSos. Retaining the rough

breathing, which is well attested in the case of the Parian Archilochos, Island

Ionic thus forms a bridge between Western and Eastern Ionic. Up to the present

time, no mint-marks of local difference can be observed in the speech of the vari-

ous islands, and the sole ground for a separation into two sections, (I) Naxos,

Keos; (2) Delos, Paros, Siphnos, is a difference in the writing of 77
= I.E. e and

rj
= I.E. a. But at best this palaeographic distinction, which seems to betoken a

difference in pronunciation, does not hold good for all time, having been retained

a century longer by the first group than by the second.

III. The chief characteristic of EASTERN IONIC is the displacement of the

rough breathing at a very early period. The inscriptions speak with no uncertain

voice against the existence of the spiritus asper save in compounds ;
and literature

confirms this testimony to a considerable extent. Asiatic Ionic, like that of the

Kyklades, has -K\-7)s and -tos.

There doubtless existed sub-dialects of Eastern Ionic, but the accuracy of the

Herodotean division is not yet attested by the monuments under our control.

The language of the inscriptions alone is not an absolute criterion of the genu-

ineness of an Ionic form unless the inscription is older than 400 B.C. and contains

no trace of what is specifically Attic. When the language of the inscriptions, with

this limitation, agrees with that of the poets, we have the surest criterion of the
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Ionic character of the form in question that is possible under the circumstances;

and against this evidence the fluctuating orthography of Herodotean and Hippo-
kratean Mss. can make no stand.

As in the domain of thought, so in that of language, the elegy occupies a

different field from iambic poetry. Upon the dividing line of the frequency of

adoption of Homeric forms, we may separate Theognis from the earlier elegists.

In its possession of legacies from the earliest Ionic period, and in its use of

Homeric Aiolisms, the dialect of the Megarian poet stands in closer touch with

the language of the epic period than does the idiom of any of his predecessors of

the elegiac guild.

Now there is a wide chasm between the Aiolisms of the earlier elegy and

the adventitious Aiolisms of Chios. The latter are distinctively prose forms, the

former are only such as had been consecrated to use by the epos. Here we must

clearly grasp two facts : (i) that an elegiac poet could adopt only Homeric Aiolisms,

and (2) that no elegiac poet, not of Ionic birth, could borrow from a genuine

Ionian, forms that are specifically Ionic. Solon has his Atticisms, Tyrtaios and

Theognis their Dorisms, but they may not use forms that are specifically Ionic.

Our inscriptions show that what is not Homeric in the elegy is drawn from the

soil whence the elegy sprang; and that the forms taken from the living speech of

the poet's time are few in comparison to those found in iambic poetry.

If the language of the iambographers has but little love for archaic lonisms,

it has still less for Aiolisms. The language of Archilochos, Simonides of Amorgos,
and Hipponax, is, with due allowance for the perverse influence of copyists who

had the Attic norm in their mind's eye, practically the same as that of the inscrip-

tions.

In great part the language of Herodotos is supported by that of the inscriptions,

and much of what is genuine Ionic in Herodotos is also Attic. Many forms which

occur nowhere else outside of Herodotos find an easy explanation in the laws of

Greek morphology. Of the remaining forms, aside from the out-and-out barba-

risms, one part was obsolescent, another, and the larger part, obsolete, at the time

the genius of the Ionic race created literary prose.

In the course of the following investigation my primary purpose has been to

let the facts themselves show how great is the difference existing between what

is certainly Ionic of the fifth century and what is ordinarily proclaimed as Ionic

of the fifth century upon the authority of Herodotean Mss. While I do not deny
that Herodotos may have adopted forms that are specifically Homeric in passages

that are strongly tinged with an epic tone, nevertheless my survey of the evidence

has led me to the conclusion that the original text of Herodotos was written in

the dialect of his time, while the bulk of the variations from that dialect is due

to a fifTaxapaKTr}pur/j.6s, which I would place about the first century of our era.

In the history of Greek literature /j.Taxa.poiKTTjpi(Tfji6s proceeded on two lines:

either in the direction of Atticizing the dialect texts, a fact vouched for by Galen

as usual in his time, or in the direction of the substitution of dialect forms in

the light of contemporaneous dialectological theories. The text of Alkman, of

Korinna, and, to a lesser extent, that of Pindar, bear witness to the activity of

the ntTaypa'l>d/j.cvot in the latter direction.

The writers of the Iladrianic age who imitated Ilerodotos and Ilippokrates

have received the full shock of this wave of speculation as regards Ionic. But
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from the point of view of higher criticism, the "
pseudo-Ionisms

"
of Lukian and

Aretaios are on a different footing from the same forms in Stein's or Holder's

text of Herodotos. In the one case they are the result of genuine imitation; in

the other, these forms never existed in Herodotos.

A further estrangement from genuine Ionic was produced by the occasional

insertion of such hyper-Ionic formation into the texts of these lonists as are not

found save in some Mss. of Herodotos.

One of the causes of this yueraxopa/cTTjpto-^os was the inability of the dialectolo-

gists to distinguish between the Ionic of the Homeric period and the Ionic of the

fifth century. It was all Ionic Greek to these sciolists. The cardinal error of the

fj.fTaypa.\l/oil

u.ei'ot was the foisting of uncontracted forms upon Herodotos. This

was caused by inability to distinguish between those vocalic combinations that

normally remained uncontracted and those which by the fifth century had suffered

contraction, and by their failing to recognize that eo and eo>, even if written in the

uncontracted form, had frequently become diphthongal as early as the seventh cen-

tury. Evidence is adduced that this ^eTaxa/aa/cTTjpirryuos has not affected alike all

the early writers in Ionic, and that upon the authority of good Mss. the original

form may very often be reinstated.

23. The Enchantment of "Grammar," by Dr. C. P. G. Scott, of

New York, N. Y.

In the absence of the author, the following paper was read by
title :

24. Sex-Denoting Nouns in American Languages, by Albert S.

Gatschet, Esq., of the United States Bureau of Ethnology, Washing-

ton, D. C.

When primitive populations attempt to form grammatic distinctions of the

objects which they see around themselves, they usually classify them into objects

of the animate and objects of the inanimate order. Whether this distinction is

made by adding a syllable or retrenching one, there is probably no language on

the face of the earth that does not show some trace of this obvious and antique

classification. It appears to have manifested itself at first in the pronominal parts

of speech and from there spread into the verb and the noun. The various phases

and aspects of this classifying process are also known to students of American

languages as rational and irrational, noble and ignoble, arrhenic and metarrhenic,

etc., as far as the noun is concerned, and are of great psychologic interest; the

Algonkin dialects of the United States and Canada exhibit this distinction in a

very obvious manner.

But besides the above, a distinction of sex was made in some languages, which

either embraced all the objects of the animal creation or only the more important

ones, viz. : persons, quadrupeds, and birds, the other animates being not distin-

guished for sex and relegated to the inanimate class. Abstract nouns adopted

either the feminine or the inanimate gender.

The personal pronoun, especially the third person, is that part of speech where

sex is first marked by separate grammatic signs, and from there it works its way
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into the other pronouns. Sex may be denoted in one dialect of a linguistic family

and not be distinguished in the others, as I have observed in the Kalapuya of

Oregon. It exists in the pronoun of the third person in some Iroquois dialects,

but not in the Cherokee, which is a cognate language. Even in Iroquois dialects

it extends to persons only, not to animals. A beginning of sex-distinction is found

in the pronoun of the Selish and Chinook dialects, in Yuchi and in Timucua,
where o, oqe is he, ya : she. The large majority of American languages knows

nothing of any such pronominal distinction; we do not find it in the Shoshonian,

Algonkin, Maskoki, Kechua, and Tupi languages.

Sex-distinction is scarcer still in the verb of American languages than in the

pronoun, though it could have easily made its way into this part of speech, wher-

ever there is a real personal inflection or incorporation of the object into the verb.

Something of the sort is observed in the verb of Chinook, at least in Klakamas,
which is an Upper Chinook dialect I had the opportunity to study.

The substantive has resisted more than other parts of speech the adoption of

formative affixes designating sex, and in most American languages such are want-

ing. In Maya dialects the appositions
" male " and " female " have been ground

down so as to represent mere prefixes, ah- for the male, ish-, sh-, for the female.

A beginning of personification of inanimate objects in regard to sex is found in a

few Indian terms. Thus, Mississippi river is called in Caddo : Bahat-sassin, the

"Mother of rivers"; and thumb is in all the Maskoki dialects "of one's fingers

their mother"; in Chicasa, ilbak ishke.

In the eastern hemisphere two stocks serve as examples of a well-developed

system of sex-distinction : the Aryan and the Semito-Hamitic. In the former we
find a large variety of modifications in this line, one of these being the total extinc-

tion of the neuter gender, which formerly represented the inanimate class, by the

masculine and feminine in some of the modern dialects. In America sex-distinc-

tion in the noun has been found to occur only in two families, the Carib and the

Tunica; but when a more profound study of all the American tongues will have

been achieved, it may turn up in other languages also.

In the Carib family, the real seat of which is in South America, sex-denoting

affixes have been studied in the Arowak, the Goajiro, and the Kalinago of the

West Indies or Antillian islands. From Fr. Miiller, Grundriss (vol. II), I quote

the following instances of sex-inflection :

Arowak: basabanti boy, basabantu, girl.

kansiti loving (man), kansitu loving (woman),
elonti male child, elontu female child.

Goajiro: anashi good, fern, anase.

oikari merchant, fern, okare.

maxuaintchi sorry, fern, maxuainre.

Kalinago: aparuti murderer, fem. aparutu.

kinshin ti beloved, fem. kinshintu.

These examples prove that the sex-suffixes extend over the adjective and par-

ticiple, as well as over the substantive.

Sex-suffixes appear also in the Taensa language of Louisiana; but, since this

language is subject to some doubts of genuineness in the form as we have it now,
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we have to remit the discussion over its sex-character to some future day. It is at

all events a curious fact, that sex-suffixes appear here in such dose vicinity to the

Tunica, another language of Eastern Louisiana, both showing them in the second

as well as in the third persons of the personal and possessive pronoun.

The Tunica or Tuni^ka, discovered by me in the autumn of 1886, proved to

represent a family heretofore unknown to science, and on account of its strange

peculiarities deserves to be carefully studied and compared with other languages,

especially with those once spoken in its immediate neighborhood, as Na'htchi,

Maskoki, Atakapa, and Shetimasha.

The masculine and feminine are the only genders existing in Tunica, for all

inanimate objects belong to one of these two, and abstract nouns are of the femi-

nine gender.

In nouns the masculine is marked in the singular by a prefix uk-, u-, or by a

suffix -ku, -^ku ; the feminine by a prefix tik-, ti'h-, ti-, t-, or by a suffix -%tchi,

-ktchi, -'htchi, -'htch, -tch, -ts. In the plural, the masculine nouns are made dis-

tinct by a prefix sik-, sig-, the feminine by sin-, sin-, si-; these plural affixes appear

also, but in rare instances only, as suffixes. These affixes are often dropped, but

the feminine less frequently than the masculine affixes.

That these affixes are of a pronominal character and that some appear also as

independent personal pronouns, may be gathered from the following table of pro-

nouns :

ima /, imata" myself.

ma thou (masc.), ha'ma (fern.).

tiwi he, ti'htchi she ; emphatifc : tfwita" himself, etc.

inima we, inimata11 ourselves.

wmimajj/^ (masc.), hinima (fern.).

sa/nma, sa'n they (masc.), smima, sin they (fern.).

The possessive pronouns are prefixed to the noun, and most of them are abbre-

viations from the above through retrenchment of -ma.

In the verb, the subject-pronoun is incorporated into its stem as a suffix of one

or two syllables, which largely differs from the personal pronoun as quoted above.

In the sentence these suffixes appear as follows :

kua tuxku oshka tadshara the claws of a little bird. Kua bird being masculine,

ttixku or tuxk, from tti small, assumes the suffix of that gender.

toni sik'hayi old people, lit. "people those old."

ta rixkeku haria ta ri'tch atapa'ra the tree is as tall as the house, lit.
" the tree

he tall the house her equals." Ta is the article the, which is unchange-

able as in English ; rixku means tree, ri house.

taxtchiksh tFhkorakjfe#0*00*, lit.
"
luminary she round"; kora meaning round.

As instances of the changes which adjectives are undergoing when subjected

to the sex-denoting process and accompanied by their substantives, we offer the

following :

masc. ta'ku, ta'gu, fern, ta'htchi.

meliku, melixku, meliktchi.

rowaku, rowaktch(i).

makaxku, maka'htchi.

taxkirku, taxkiri'htch.

ta'n great, large,

meli black,

rowa white,

makan
/tf/,

ta^kir smutty,
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Substantives standing alone or accompanied by adjectives, numerals, participles,

etc., do not always assume the prefix or suffix of their particular gender; there are

special laws or rules presiding over this.

Masculines are all the nouns designating male persons, male relationships, male

occupations ; all animals, the higher and the lower, unless they are specially

pointed out as of the female sex
;

all plants, trees, bushes, and weeds. Thus we
have : oni man, kdtuhuk son, ixtchaku my grandfather, kfwa weasel, hi^ku mouse,

shimi pigeon, na-aran snake, nini fish, takirka mollusk, rixku tree, rayi mulberry

tree, tapa//<7///.

Feminities are all the nouns designating female persons, occupations, and rela-

tionships, the celestial bodies, seasons and natural phenomena, the earth and its

parts, the parts of the compass, the names of diseases and the abstract nouns.

Examples : nuxtchi -woman, exkutu waliktch my stepdaughter, taxtchi sun, taxsaba

winter, tihikash south, mi yi toothache, kaxshi trzith.

About equally divided between both genders are the substantives which desig-

nate the parts and limbs of the human and animal body and of plants, and the

objects of manufacture ; it is difficult to decide which is the principle assigning

these nouns to the one or the other category. Thus hassan saw, tchtihi pillow,

wtixku hat, eruk my neck, tiyu" bowels, are masculines, while to the opposite gender

belong nouns like : ri house, lodge, rohina book, paper, ydnka rope, opushka lung,

taxkishi skin and bark of plants.

I conclude this article with the remark that no language has ever been dis-

covered upon the western continent which thus individualizes all the animate

beings and inanimate objects as to<*sx, and does it with such a poetic, creative

power, as Tunica.

The Association adjourned at 12.30 p. M.

The Secretary desires to state that all contributions of new words,

of which a list was published in Vol. XIX. pp. 80-82, should be

arranged upon the lines laid down by the sub-committee which edits

the material furnished, viz. : all new words should be accompanied

by the names of their authors so far as known, the place of their

occurrence (page, etc.), the date of the issue of the book or journal

in which they are contained, and the context of the sentence so far

as is necessary to elucidate the meaning of the word. Communica-

tions may be addressed to the Secretary.
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Albany, N. Y. : N. Y. State Library (Care of Albany News Co., 508
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Amherst, Mass. : Amherst College Library.
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Andover, Mass. : Theological Seminary Library.

Ann Arbor, Mich. : Michigan University Library.

Baltimore, Md. : Johns Hopkins University Library.

Baltimore, Md. : Peabody Institute.

Berea, Madison Co., Ky. : Berea College Library.

Berkeley, Cal. : University of California Library.

Boston, Mass. : Boston Athenaeum.

Boston, Mass. : Boston Public Library.

Brooklyn, N. Y. : The Brooklyn Library.

Brunswick, Me. : Bowdoin College Library.

Bryn Mawr, Pa. : Bryn Mawr College Library.

Buffalo, N. Y. : The Buffalo Library.

Burlington, Vt. : Library of University of Vermont.

Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard College Library.

Champaign, 111. : University of Illinois Library.

Chicago, 111. : Public Library.

Cleveland, O. : Library of Adelbert College of Western Reserve University.

College Hill, Mass. : Tufts College Library.

Columbus, O. : Ohio State University Library.
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Philadelphia, Pa. : The Mercantile Library.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. : Vassar College Library.

Providence, R. I. : Brown University Library.

Rochester, N. Y. : Rochester University Library.
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Tokio, Japan : Library of Imperial University.

University of Virginia, Albemarle Co., Va. : University Library.
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Washington, D. C. : United States Bureau of Education.
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Worcester, Mass. : Free Public Library.
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To THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS HAVE BEEN SENT COMPLETE

SETS (VOLUMES I.-XVIII.) OF THE TRANSACTIONS, GRATIS.

American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece.

British Museum, London, England.

Royal Asiatic Society, London.
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[Total, (356 + 58 + 36 + i = ) 45 1
.]



CONSTITUTION

OF THE

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

ARTICLE I. NAME AND OBJECT.

1. This Society shall be known as "The American Philological Associa

tion."

2. Its object shall be the advancement and diffusion of philological knowl-

edge.

ARTICLE II. OFFICERS.

1. The officers shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and

Curator, and a Treasurer.

2. There shall be an Executive Committee of ten, composed of the above

officers and five other members of the Association.

3. All the above officers shall be elected at the last session of each annual

meeting.

ARTICLE III. MEETINGS.

1. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association in the city of New

York, or at such other place as at a preceding annual meeting shall be deter-

mined upon.

2. At the annual meeting, the Executive Committee shall present an annual

report of the progress of the Association.

3. The general arrangements of the proceedings of the annual meeting shall

be directed by the Executive Committee.

4. Special meetings may be held at the call of the Executive Committee, when

and where they may decide.
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ARTICLE IV. MEMBERS.

1. Any lover of philological studies may become a member of the Association

by a vote of the Executive Committee and the payment of five dollars as initiation

fee, which initiation fee shall be considered the first regular annual fee.

2. There shall be an annual fee of three dollars from each member, failure in

payment of which for two years shall ipso facto cause the membership to cease.

3. Any person may become a life member of the Association by the payment
of fifty dollars to its treasury, and by vote of the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE V. SUNDRIES.

1. All papers intended to be read before the Association must be submitted

to the Executive Committee before reading, and their decision regarding such

papers shall be final.

2. Publications of the Association, of whatever kind, shall be made only under

the authorization of the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE VI. AMENDMENTS.

Amendments to this Constitution may be made by a vote of two-thirds of

those present at any regular meeting subsequent to that in which they have been

proposed.



PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

THE annually published
"
Proceedings

"
of the American Philo-

logical Association contain an account of the doings at the annual

meeting, brief abstracts of the papers read, reports upon the progress

of the Association, and lists of its officers and members.

The annually published "Transactions" give the full text of such

articles as the Executive Committee decides to publish. The Pro-

ceedings are bound with them as an Appendix.

The following tables show the authors and contents of the first

eighteen volumes of Transactions :

1869-1870. Volume I.

Hadley, J. : On the nature and theory of the Greek accent.

Whitney, W. D. : On the nature and designation of the accent in Sanskrit.

Goodwin, W. W. : On the aorist subjunctive and future indicative with oirus and

OV fJLTJ.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On the best method of studying the North American

languages.

Haldeman, S. S. : On the German vernacular of Pennsylvania.

Whitney, W. D. : On the present condition of the question as to the origin of

language.

Lounsbury, T. R. : On certain forms of the English verb which were used in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On some mistaken notions of Algonkin grammar, and

on mistranslations of words from Eliot's Bible, etc. .

Van Name, A. : Contributions to Creole Grammar.

Proceedings of the preliminary meeting (New York, 1868), of the first annual

session (Poughkeepsie, 1869), and of the second annual session (Rochester,

1870).

1871. Volume II.

Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

Allen, F. D. : On the so-called Attic second declension.

Whitney, W. D. : Strictures on the views of August Schleicher respecting the

nature of language and kindred subjects.

Hadley, J. : On English vowel quantity in the thirteenth century and in the nine-

teenth.

March, F. A. : Anglo-Saxon and Early English pronunciation.

Bristed, C. A. : Some notes on Ellis's Early English Pronunciation.
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Trumbull, J. Hammond : On Algonkin names for man.

Greenough, J. B. : On some forms of conditional sentences in Latin, Greek, and

Sanskrit.

Proceedings of the third annual session, New Haven, 1871.

1872. Volume ILL

Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

Trumbull, J. Hammond: Words derived from Indian languages of North

America.

Hadley, J. : On the Byzantine Greek pronunciation of the tenth century, as illus-

trated by a manuscript in the Bodleian Library.

Stevens, W. A. : On the substantive use of the Greek participle.

Bristed, C. A. : Erroneous and doubtful uses of the word such.

Hartt, C. F. : Notes on the Lingoa Geral, or Modern Tupi of the Amazonas.

Whitney, W. D. : On material and form in language.

March, F. A.: Is there an Anglo-Saxon language?

March, F. A. : On some irregular verbs in Anglo-Saxon.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : Notes on forty versions of the Lord's Prayer in Algon-
kin languages.

Proceedings of the fourth annual session, Providence, 1872.

1873. Volume IV.

Allen, F. D. : The Epic forms of verbs in oo>.

Evans, E. W. : Studies in Cymric philology.

Hadley, J. : On Koch's treatment of the Celtic element in English.

Haldeman, S. S. : On the pronunciation of Latin, as presented in several recent

grammars.

Packard, L. R. : On some points in the life of Thucydides.

Goodwin, W. W. : On the classification of conditional sentences in Greek syntax.

March, F. A. : Recent discussions of Grimm's law.

Lull, E. P. : Vocabulary of the language of the Indians of San Bias and Cale-

donia Bay, Darien.

Proceedings of the fifth annual session, Easton, 1873.

1874. Volume V.

Tyler, W. S. : On the prepositions in the Homeric poems.

Harkness, A. : On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin

finite verb.

Haldeman, S. S. : On an English vowel-mutation, present in cag, keg.

Packard, L. R. : On a passage in Homer's Odyssey (A. 81-86).

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On numerals in American Indian languages, and the

Indian mode of counting.

Sewall, J. B. : On the distinction between the subjunctive and optatives modes in

Greek conditional sentences.

Morris, C. D. : On the age of Xenophon at the time qf the Anabasis.

Whitney, W. D. : *iWt or 6(<rti natural or conventional?

Proceedings of the sixth annual session, Hartford, 1874.
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1875. Volume VI.

Harkness, A. : On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin

finite verb.

Haldeman, S. S. : On an English consonant-mutation, present in proof, prove.

Carter, F. : On Begemarm's views as to the weak preterit of the Germanic verbs.

Morris, C. D. : On some forms of Greek conditional sentences.

Williams, A. : On verb-reduplication as a means of expressing completed action.

Sherman, L. A. : A grammatical analysis of the Old English poem
" The Owl

and the Nightingale."

Proceedings of the seventh annual session, Newport, 1875.

1876. Volume VII.

Gildersleeve, B. L. : On et with the future indicative and edv with the subjunctive

in the tragic poets.

Packard, L. R. : On Grote's theory of the structure of the Iliad.

Humphreys, M. W. : On negative commands in Greek.

Toy, C. H. : On Hebrew verb-etymology.

Whitney, W. D. : A botanico-philological problem.

Goodwin, W. W. : On shall and should in protasis, and their Greek equivalents.

Humphreys, M. W. : On certain influences of accent in Latin iambic trimeters.

Trumbull, J. Hammond : On the Algonkin verb.

Haldeman, S. S. : On a supposed mutation between / and u.

Proceedings of the eighth annual session, New York, 1876.

1877. Volume VIII.

Packard, L. R. : Notes on certain passages in the Phaedo and the Gorgias of

Plato.

Toy, C. H. : On the nominal basis on the Hebrew verb.

Allen, F. D. : On a certain apparently pleonastic use of us.

Whitney, W. D. : On the relation of surd and sonant.

Holden, E. S. : On the vocabularies of children under two years of age.

Goodwin, W. W. : On the text and interpretation of certain passages in the

Agamemnon of Aeschylus.

Stickney, A. : On the single case-form in Italian.

Carter, F. : On Willmann's theory of the authorship of the Nibelungenlied.

Sihler, E. G. : On Herodotus's and Aeschylus's accounts of the battle of Salamis.

Whitney, W. D. : On the principle of economy as a phonetic force.

Carter, F. : On the KUrenberg hypothesis.

March, F. A. : On dissimilated gemination.

Proceedings of the ninth annual session, Baltimore, 1877.

1878. Volume IX.

Gildersleeve, B. L. : Contributions to the history of the articular infinitive.

Toy, C. H. : The Yoruban language.

Humphreys, M. W. : Influence of accent in Latin dactylic hexameters.

Sachs, J. : Observations on Plato's Cratylus.
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Seymour, T. D. : On the composition of the Cynegeticus of Xenophon.

Humphreys, M. W. : Elision, especially in Greek.

Proceedings of the tenth annual session, Saratoga, 1878.

1879. Volume X
Toy, C. H. : Modal development of the Semitic verb.

Humphreys, M. W. : On the nature of caesura.

Humphreys, M. W. : On certain effects of elision.

Cook, A. S. : Studies in Heliand.

Harkness, A. : On the development of the Latin subjunctive in principal clauses.

D'Ooge, M. L. : The original recension of the De Corona.

Peck, T. : The authorship of the Dialogus de Oratoribus.

Seymour, T. D. : On the date of the Prometheus of Aeschylus.

Proceedings of the eleventh annual session, Newport, 1879.

1880. Volume XI.

Humphreys, M. W. : A contribution to infantile linguistic.

Toy, C. H. : The Hebrew verb-termination un.

Packard, L. R. : The beginning of a written literature in Greece.

Hall, I. H. : The declension of the definite article in the Cypriote inscriptions.

Sachs, J. : Observations on Lucian.

Sihler, E. G. : Virgil and Plato.

Allen, W. F. : The battle of Mons Graupius.

Whitney, W. D. : On inconsistency in views of language.

Edgren, A. H. : The kindred Germanic words of German and English, exhibited

with reference to their consonant relations.

Proceedings of the twelfth annual session, Philadelphia, 1880.

1881. Volume XII.

Whitney, W. D. : On Mixture in Language.

Toy, C. H. : The home of the primitive Semitic race.

March, F. A. : Report of the committee on the reform of English spelling.

Wells, B. W. : History of the -vowel, from Old Germanic to Modern English.

Seymour, T. D. : The use of the aorist participle in Greek.

Sihler, E. G. : The use of abstract verbal nouns in -<ris in Thucydides.

Proceedings of the thirteenth annual session, Cleveland, 1881.

1882. Volume XIII.

Hall, I. H. : The Greek New Testament as published in America.

Merriam, A. C. : Alien intrusion between article and noun in Greek.

Peck, T. : Notes on Latin quantity.

Owen, W. B. : Influence of the Latin syntax in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels.

Wells, B. W. : The Ablaut in English.

Whitney, W. D. : General considerations on the Indo-European case-system.

Proceedings of the fourteenth annual session, Cambridge, 1882.
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1883. Volume XIV.

Merriam, A. C. : The Caesareum and the worship of Augustus at Alexandria.

Whitney, W. D. : The varieties of predication.

Smith, C. F. : On Southernisms.

Wells, B. W. : The development of the Ablaut in Germanic.

Proceedings of the fifteenth annual session, Middletown, 1883.

1884. Volume XV.

Goodell, T. D. : On the use of the Genitive in Sophokles.

Tarbell, F. B. : Greek ideas as to the effect of burial on the future life of the soul.
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Vowel system, relation of the Anglo-Norman, to the Norman words in

English; H. C. G. von Jagemann, XV 66 (15 21).

Will and shall; G. P. Garrison, 20 20.

Words new, register of; F. P. Brewer, XIX 79.

Words, once-used, in Shakespeare; F. A. March, 1730.

Words, specific use of some ; G. F. Comfort, 4 2G.

Words, spurious; S. S. Haldeman, 10 17.

Written English, its influence upon spoken English; F. A. March, 15 35.

Literature :

yElfric's Homilies, stressed vowels in; A. S. Cook, XX 175.

Anglo-Saxon Gospels, influence of the Latin syntax in the, W. B. Owen,
XIII 59 (13 29) ; Anglo-Saxon translation of St. Luke's Gospel,

W. B. Owen, 15 26.

Anglo-Saxonum, remarks on No. CCXXVIII of the Codex Diplomati-

cus; F. A. March, 7 42.

Beowulf, the world of; F. A. March, 13 21.

Chaucer's Cecilia ; W. A. Goodwin, 10 15.

Judith, the Northumbrianized text version, metrical observations on;

A. S. Cook, XX 172.

Milton: Meter of Paradise Lost; F. A. March, 20 1:5.

Shakespeare: Hamlet's dram of eale and what it doth; C. P. G. Scott,

14 22; F. A. March, 14 iM.

immaturity as shown in Hamlet; F. A. March, 628.

King Lear, the point of view in; F. A. March, 11 G.
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ENGLISH (continued).

knowledge of horsemanship a new reading of Macbeth, 17; J. B.

Bittinger, 7 39.

Macbeth, I 7; J. B. Bittinger, 739.

once-used words in; F. A. March, 17 30.

Othello, a confession about; F. A. March, 12 31.

Winter's Tale, the dramatic features of; T. R. Price, 20 21.

Spenser. The " Continued Allegory
"

in the first book of the Fairy

Queene ; J. E. Whitney, XIX 40.

The Owl and the Nightingale : a grammatical analysis of; L. A. Sher-

man, VI 69 (630).

ETHIOPIC

Ethiopic MS.; C. H. Brigham, 5 3.

Wise Philosopher, Cornill's examination of the Aethiopic book of the;

C. H. Brigham, 7 19.

ETRUSCAN.
Etruscan researches of Isaac Taylor; R. P. Keep, 529.

FRENCH.
French language, historical formation of; F. Stengel, 7 42.

The Celtic elements in French; A. H. Mixer, 2 21.

GERMAN.
Language :

A, vowel, history of, from Old Germanic to Modern English; B. W.

Wells, XII 69 (1210).

Ablaut in Germanic, the development of the; B. W. Wells, XIV 57

(14 5) ;
in High German, XV 88 (15 24) ; cf. XIII 65 (13 34).

Alphabet, the Roman, in German; H. C. G. Brandt, 9 8.

German and English : the kindred Germanic words of, exhibited with

reference to their consonantal relations; A. H. Edgren, XI 113 (11 8).

Gothic initial / / C. P. G. Scott, 13 44.

Grimm's law, recent discussions of; F. A. March, IV 80 (4 22).

Pennsylvania German; S. S. Haldeman, I 80 (IB 11); L. L. Grumbine,

1712.

P, initial, in Gothic and Anglo-Saxon; C. P. G. Scott, 1344.

Structure of the German sentence; C. W. Ernst, 6 16.

Verb : Begemann's views as to the weak preterite of the Germanic verbs;

F. Carter, VI 22 (623).

Verse, the personal element in dactylic hexameters; W. T. Hewett, 14 29.

Vowels (long) and diphthongs in Old Germanic and Old English;

B. W. Wells, XVIII 134 (1821).

Vowels, pronunciation of German; C. W. Ernst, 5 19.

Literature :

Goethe's Homeric studies; G. M. Richardson, 19 16.

Heliand, studies in the; A. S. Cook, X 60 (1028).

Kurenberg hypothesis, on the; F. Carter, VIII 134.

Nibelungenlied : On Wilmanns' theory of the authorship of; F. Carter,

VIII 94 (811).
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GERMAN (continued).

Schiller's TV//, Helveticisms in; G. F. Comfort, 5 32.

Ulfilas, the Gothic Bible of; C. K. Nelson, 16 37.

GOTHIC. See GERMAN.
GREEK.

Language :

Accent, nature and theory of; J. Hadley, I I (IB?).
Affixes in Greek, peculiarities of; C. S. Halsey, 19 23.

Andocides, notes on; W. S. Scarborough, 205.

Aorist, form and force; J. C. Wightman, 13 28.

Aorist participle, how translated; A. C. Kendrick, IB 17.

Aorist participle, temporal coincidence of, with the primary verb; A. C.

Merriam, 8 4.

Aorist participle, use of; T. D. Seymour, XII 88 (12 24).

Aorist subjunctive and future indicative with 6Vus and ou
fji-f) ;

W. W.

Goodwin, I 46 (IB 9).

Arcado-Cyprian dialect; H. W. Smyth, XVIII 59, 158 (1827).
Article as a pronoun; L. A. Sherman, 9 18.

Aspirates, pronunciation of; A. C. Kendrick, 2 27.

Caesura in Homer, the feminine; T. D. Seymour, XVI 30 (1638).

Caesura, nature of; M. \V. Humphreys, X 25 (10 11).

Commands, negative, in Greek; M. W. Humphreys, VII 46 (7 19).

Conditional sentences: in Aeschylus, E. B. Clapp, XVIII 43 (18 ll);

classification of, W. W. Goodwin, IV 60 (4 14) ;

distinction between the subjunctive and optative in, J. B. Sewall, V 77

(510), cf. 9 19;

some forms of, C. D. Morris, VI 44 (627);
some forms of, in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, J. B. Greenough, II 159

(228).

Cyprus, dialect of, L H. Hall, 177; H. W. Smyth, XVIII 59, 158

(1827); declension of definite article, I. H. Hall, XI 51 (11 19);

modern Greek language in Cyprus, F. P. Brewer, 8 9.

Dative in Sophocles; A. P'airbanks, XVII 78 (1725).

Declension, the so-called Attic second; F. D. Allen, II 18 (2 12).

Dialects. See Arcadia, Cyprus, Ionic, Northern Greece.

ei with the future indicative and la.v with the subjunctive in the tragic

poets; B. L. Gildersleeve, VII 5 (7 17).

Elision, certain effects of; M. W. Humphreys, X 32 (10 16).

Elision, especially in Greek; M. W. Humphreys, IX 84 (926).

Epsilon class of verbs; W. W. Goodwin, 1034.

Future indicative: with ti, and l&v with subjunctive in the tragic poets,

B. L. Gildersleeve, VII 5 (7 17); with btrus and ou rf, W. W. Good-

win, I 46 (1 B 9) ; with ou ^ in prohibitions; C. D. Morris, 13 35.

Future-perfect time, expressions of; W. W. Goodwin, 8 22.

Genitive case in Sophocles; T. D. Goodell, XV 5 (15 14).

Homer: feminine caesura in, T. D. Seymour, XVI 30 (1638);
A. C. Merriam, 9 15; prepositions, W. S. Tyler, V 5 (5 8).
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GREEK (continued).

Indicative; J. B. Sewall, 9 19.

Infinitive, contributions to the history of the articular; B. L. Gilder-

sleeve, IX 5 (924).

Intrusion between article and noun, alien; A. C. Merriam, XIII 34

(1325).

Ionic, the vowel system of; H. W. Smyth, XX 5 (2042).

fit, encroachments upon ou in later Greek; B. L. Gildersleeve, 1031.

Negative commands, see Commands.

Negatives; A. Sander, 10 18. See also ou and ^UTJ.

Northern Greece, dialects of; H. W. Smyth, 17 14.

Nu movable, origin of; F. P. Brewer, 12 22.

Optative; J. B. Sewall, V 77 (5 10), 9 19.

Orators' use of irpiv; B. L. Gildersleeve, 12 23.

&s: a certain apparently pleonastic use of; F. D. Allen, VIII 38 (8 12).

ou encroached upon by /*TJ
in later Greek; B. L. Gildersleeve, 10 31.

ou fi-fi
with future in prohibitions; C. D. Morris, 13 35; W. W. Goodwin,

146 (IB 9).

Participle aorist, how translated, A. C. Kendrick, IB 7;

temporal coincidence of, with primary verb, A. C. Merriam, 84;
use of, T. D. Seymour, XII 88 (12 24).

Participle : substantive use of; W. A. Stevens, III 45 (3 13) .

0fAos, the Homeric; A. C. Merriam, 9 15.

Prepositions in the Homeric poems; W. S. Tyler, V 5 (58).

irpiv in the orators; B. L. Gildersleeve, 12 23.

Prohibitions, ou /JLTJ
with future in; C. D. Morris, 13 35; W. W. Goodwin,

I 46 (1 B 9) . See Commands.

Pronoun, the article as a; L. A. Sherman, 9 18.

Pronunciation; J. B. Feuling, lAll; S. S. Haldeman, lAll; C. A.

Bristed, 1 A 12; A. N. Arnold, 1 A 12; report of committee on, 1 A 21 ;

of the aspirates, A. C. Kendrick, 2 27.

Pronunciation : the Byzantine Greek, of the tenth century, as illustrated,

from a MS. in the Bodleian Library; J. Hadley, III 33 (35).

Rime in Latin and Greek poetry; J. B. Feuling, 89.

SHALL and SHOULD in protasis, and their Greek equivalents; W. W.

Goodwin, VII 87 (7 15), 8 23.

trts, verbal abstract nouns in, in Thucydides; E. G. Sihler, XII 96 (12 16).

Sophocles, the dative case in, A. Fairbanks, XVII 78 (17 25); genitive

case in, T. D. Goodell, XV 5 (15 14).

Subjunctive : distinguished from optative, J. B. Sewall, V 77 (5 10) 9 19;

aorist subjunctive and future indicative with oirws and ou
fj.-f],

W. W.

Goodwin, I 46 (IB 9).

with ea^, and future indicative with ct in the tragic poets, B. L. Gilder-

sleeve, VII 5 (717).

Thematic vowel; W. S. Scarborough, 15 6.

Thessaly: inscription from Larisa; J. Sachs, 14 17.

Thucydides : verbal abstract nouns in -<ris in
;
E. G. Sihler, XII 96 (12 16).
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GREEK (continued).

Tmesis, so-called; T. D. Seymour, 14 25.

Verbs, epsilon class of, W. W. Goodwin, 1034; in oo>, epic forms of,

F. D. Allen, IV 5 (4 16); Plato's use of verbs of saying; G. B.

Hussey, 20 37.

Vowel system of Ionic; H. W. Smyth, XX 5 (2042).

Vowel, thematic; W. S. Scarborough, 15 6.

Literature :

Aeschines' reticence; R. B. Richardson, 189.

Aeschylus: account of the battle of Salamis, contrasted with that of

Herodot, E. G. Sihler, VIII 109 (8 6);

conditional sentences in, E. B. Clapp, XVIII 43 (18 11);

date of the Prometheus, T. D. Seymour, X 1 1 1 (10 19) ;

the text and interpretation of certain passages in the Agamemnon,
W. W. Goodwin, VIII 69 (812).

Andocides, notes on
; W. S. Scarborough, 20 5.

Apostles, teaching of the Twelve (SiSox^ TO>V SwSe/fa cbroorJAwi/) ; C. K.

Nelson, 15 36.

Aristophanes: Acharnians 849, F. W. Nicholson, 2020;
and low comedy, A. Emerson, 1738;

Birds, theory of interpretation, W. S. Scarborough, 17 7.

Aristotle: Psychology, transl. by Wallace; C. K. Nelson, 14 18.

Ars Rhetorica and Dionysius Hal.
; E. G. Sihler, 10 4.

Comedy, historical aspects of Old Attic; E. G. Sihler, 7 15.

Comedy (low) and Aristophanes; A. Emerson, 1738.

Cynictis of Lucian, authorship of; J. Bridge, XIX 33 (1929).
Demosthenes : De Corona, 262, F. P. Brewer, 7 41

;

chronology of some events mentioned in the De Corona, W. W.

Goodwin, 2 24;

documents in the De Corona, M. L. D'Ooge, 5 12;

original recension of the De Corona, M. L. D'Ooge, X 92 (10 24) ;

Hero physician and Hero /foAa/xirTjs, mentioned by, W. W. Goodwin,
424.

Dinarchus, a study of; E. G. Sihler, XVI 120 (16 34).

Dinarchus c. Dem. 28 and c. Aristog. 15; E. G. Sihler, 1640.

Diogenes Laertius and Lucian; E. G. Sihler, 11 5.

Dionysius Hal. and the Ars Rhetorica ; E. G. Sihler, 10 4.

Euripides: Cyclops 507 emended, T. D. Seymour, 1340;

SuppL 1049, E - G - Sihler, 16 40.

Herodotus' account of the battle of Salamis, contrasted with that of

Aeschylus; E. G. Sihler, VIII 109 (8 6).

Herodotus, VIII 124; E. G. Sihler, 1640.

Hesiod: an unpublished introduction to the Works and Days ; I. H.

Hall, 1624.

Homer : equestrianism in the Doloneia, B. Perrin, XVI 104 (16 9) ;

feminine caesura in, T. D. Seymour, XVI 30 (1638);

fatalism, W. S. Scarborough, 1636;
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Geddes' Problem of the Homeric Poems, L. R. Packard, 10 27;

Crete's theory of the structure of the Iliad, L. R. Packard, VII 24

(718);

Iliad: hero of the, H. M. Tyler, 3 17; 2 372-377, T. D. Seymour, 1925;

Odyssey: on a passage in (K 81-86), L. R. Packard, V 31 (5 11);

35, 244-245, 276-288, -n 311-316, A. C. Merriam, 108;

<pi\os in Homer, A. C. Merriam, 9 15;

prepositions, W. S. Tyler, V 5 (58).

zoology of Homer, J. Sachs, XVII 17 (17 14);

Homer and Strabo; E. G. Sillier, 12 4.

Homeric studies of Goethe; G. M. Richardson, 19 16.

Inscriptions (P. A.), A. C. Merriam, 187; from Larisa, J. Sachs, 1417;
from Epidaurus, J. R. Wheeler, 19 15.

Literature, beginning of a written, in Greece ;
L. R. Packard, XI 34 (11 25).

Lucian, authorship of the Cynicus ; J. Bridge, XIX 33 (1929).

Lucian, Diogenes Laertius and the tradition of the Oriental descent of

Greek philosophy; E. G. Sihler, 11 5.

Lucian: observations on; J. Sachs, XI 66 (11 9).

Orpheus, an ancient Bulgarian poem on; C. F. Morse, 2 27.

Plato : Certain passages in the Phaedo and the Gorgias, L. R. Packard,

VIII 5 (821);
observations on the Cratylus, J. Sachs, IX 59 (9 13) ;

verbs of saying in Plato, G. B. Hussey, 2037.

Plato and Virgil; E. G. Sihler, XI 72 (11 33).

Plutarch, a new source of Plutarch's Life of Cicero; A. Gudeman, XX
139 (2036).

Plutarch, vit. Lye. 13 5; E. G. Sihler, 16 40.

Sophocles: Antigone, v. 453-455, W. \V. Goodwin, 74; v. 572, M. L.

D'Ooge, 1229; her guilt or innocence, M. L. D'Ooge, 14 18; dative

in, A. W. Fairbanks, XVII 78 (17 25) ; genitive in, T. D. Goodell,

XV 5 (1514).

Strabo and Homer; E. G. Sihler, 12 4.

Testament, the Greek New, as published in America; I. H. Hall,

XIII 5 (13 23), 14 3.

Theocritus I 95-96; T. D. Seymour, 13 41.

Thucydides: I n, M. W. Humphreys, 1327; I 50, i, II 37, I, E. G.

Sihler, 16 40; VI 17 (ai/eAirurrot), Grote on, W. S. Scarborough, 18 5;

verbal nouns in -<rts, E. G. Sihler, XII 96 (12 16) ;

some points in the life of, L. R. Packard, IV 47 (4 4).

Tragedy: Appeal to the sense of sight in; R. B. Richardson, XVI 41

(1622).

Xenophon : age of, at the time of the Anabasis, C. D. Morris, V 82 (5 25);

Anabasis I I, 8; 4, 15; 5, ii; 8, 15; 8, 16; 9, 8; 9, 10; 10, 10;

II 6, 29; III 2, 10
; 2, 26; 2, 34; IV 4, 14; 6, 13, E. G. Sihler, 1640;

inaccuracies in Grote's narrative of the retreat of the Ten Thousand,

F. P. Brewer, 2 4;
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composition of the Cynegeticus, T. D. Seymour, IX 69 (9 28).

History, Manners, Customs, etc. :

Aphrodite's smile, Theocr. I 95-96; T. D. Seymour, 13 41.

Athens: recent (1873) excavations in Athens; F. P. Brewer, 425.

Burial, effect of, on the future of the soul; F. B. Tarbell, XV 36 (15 35).

Crete: law code of Gortyna; A. C. Merriam, 1634.

Cure inscriptions from Epidaurus; J. R. Wheeler, 19 15.

Cylon: date of the episode of, in Athenian history; J. H. Wright,

1926.

Cyprus and Troy; A. C. Merriam, 6 19.

Aforj in the Greek theosophy, force of; C. K. Nelson, 14 9.

Equestrianism in the Doloneia ; B. Perrin, XVI 104 (169).

Gortyna, law code; A. C. Merriam, 1634.

Hanging among the Greeks; T. D. Seymour, 1516.

Hephaestus, the tripods of; T. D. Seymour, 19 25.

Hero physician and Hero /caA.a^tTTjs in Demosthenes; W. W. Goodwin,

424.

Homeric zoology; J. Sachs, XVII 17 (17 14).

Law code of Gortyna; A. C. Merriam, 1634.

Monasteries of Mt. Athos; R. P. Keep, 15 23.

Morality and religion of the Greeks (P. A.) ; L. R. Packard, 12 7.

Mt. Athos; R. P. Keep, 15 23.

Philosophy, tradition of the Oriental descent of; E. G. Sihler, 11 5.

Upoedpoi. See Trpurai/ets.

Upvrdveis, relation of the Trp6e5poi to the, in the Athenian senate; W. W.

Goodwin, XVI 165 (1635).

Religion and morality of the Greeks (P. A.) ; L. R. Packard, 12 7.

Salamis, Herodotus's and Aeschylus's accounts of the battle of; E. G.

Sihler, VIII 109 (86).

Senate, the Athenian: relation of the TrpAfSpoi to the irpvTaveis in the;

W. W. Goodwin, XVI 165 (16 35).

Schliemann's discoveries at Troy; J. M. Van Benschoten, 5 28.

Sight, appeal to the sense of, in Greek tragedy; R. B. Richardson,

XVI 41 (1622).

Soul, Greek ideas as to the effect of burial on the future of the; F. B.

Tarbell, XV 36 (15 35).

Swearing, irreverence in ; A. D. Savage, 9 27.

Talent, value of the Attic, in modern money; W. W. Goodwin, XVI 116

(1622).

Tripods of Hephaestus; T. D. Seymour, 1925.

Troy and Cyprus; A. C. Merriam, 6 19.

Troy and Dr. Schliemann's discoveries; J. M. Van Benschoten, 5 28.

Tunnels, ancient; A. C. Merriam, 16 51.

Written literature in Greece, the beginning of; L. R. Packard, XI 34

(1125).

Zoology, notes on Homeric; J. Sachs, XVII 17 (1714).
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HEBREW.
Article fi, origin of; G. R. Entler, 74.

Ashtoreth, the Canaanitish goddess, new etymology; J. S. Blackwell,

178.

Bible, study of; R. F. Weidner, 11 21.

Deuteronomy and Jeremiah, comparative view of language; G. R.

Entler, 6 9.

Epistle to the Hebrews, authorship; C. K. Nelson, 17 31, 189.

Exodus xxviii. 17-20; J. S. Blackwell, 12 11.

Hebrew, Assyrian and Arabic, interrelation; M. Jastrow Jr., 17 18.

Hebrew words in Latin glossary Codex Sangallensis 912; C. Adler, 174.

MS. of the fourteenth century A.D., some peculiarities of; C. Adler,

1533.

Obadiah, prophecy of; R. F. Weidner, 11 1C.

Reciprocal influences of languages developed amid ancient Mediterra-

nean civilization; G. W. Samson, 3 15.

Shapira Hebrew roll in Philadelphia; C. Adler, 1541.

Stones, precious, of the Jewish high-priest's breastplate, Exod. xxviii.

17-20; J. S. Blackwell, 12 11.

Talmud, testimony of, respecting the pronunciation of Latin c and s ;

J. S. Blackwell, 12 5.

Verb-etymology; C. H. Toy, VII 50 (741).

Verb, modal development of Semitic; C. H. Toy, X 5 (10 27).

Verb, nominal basis of the; C. H. Toy, VIII 18 (829).

Verb-termination un ; C. H. Toy, XI 18 (1128).

ITALIAN.

Language and dialects; F. Stengel, 4 13.

The single case-form in Italian; A. Stickney, VIII 87 (87).

LANGUAGE, Science of. See also under PHONETICS.

Adaptation and combination, as illustrated by the exchanges of primary

and secondary suffixes; W. D. Whitney, XV in (1518).

Analogy and the scope of its application in language; B. I. Wheeler,

1721.

Aphasia; M. W. Easton, 4 11.

Articulation ;
W. D. Whitney, 12 21

;
S. Porter, 16 45.

Assibilation, forms of; W. S. Liscomb, 8 28.

Botanico-philological problem; W. D. Whitney, VII 73 (7 43).

Case-system, the Indo-European; W. D. Whitney, XIII 88 (1342).

Children, vocabularies of; E. S. Holden, VIII 58 (823); M. W. Hum-

phreys, XI 5 (1118).

Cognate words, to be distinguished from words that are identical; L. S.

Potwin, 19 32.

Combination. See Adaptation.

Comparative philology, some exaggerations in; C. A. Bristed, 3 22.

Dissimilated gemination; F. A. March, 621, VIII 145.

Economy as a phonetic force, the principle of; W. D. Whitney, VIII

123 (8 14) ;
the law of, 13 12.
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Etymology, ideological, as a distinct method in philology; S. P. Andrews,
104.

Etymology, illustrations in; G. F. Comfort, 3 18.

Faculty of speech, acts attributed to; F. A. March, 743.

Gemination, dissimilated; F. A. March, 621, VIII 145.

Genealogy of words; M. W. Easton, XVI 54 (1621).
Grammatical terms, a concise system of, according to the teachings of

comparative philology; A. Douai, 4 11.

Grimm's Law, recent discussions of; F. A. March, IV 80 (422).

Identity of words; L. S. Potwin, 19 32.

Impersonal, see Verbs.

Inconsistency in views of language, W. D. Whitney, XI 92 (Ills).

Indo-European and Semitic relationship, the question of; \V. D. Whit-

ney, 7 26.

Infantile linguistic, see Children.

Instinct in acts attributed to the faculty of speech; F. A. March, 743.

Invention of words; S. S. Haldeman, 11 18.

Language (P. A.) ;
H. Crosby, 2 8.

Language in its scientific, its aesthetic, and its historical relations (P. A.) ;

A. C. Kendrick, 4 8.

Language, relation of, to education, J. McCosh, 1 A 29; to national

culture and education (P. A.), A. C. Kendrick, 3 7.

Law, phonetic; F. B. Tarbell, XVII 5 (1733).

Linguistic perspective ; J. Swinton, 5 35.

Material and form in language; W. D. Whitney, III 77 (323).

Method of phonetic change in language; W. D. Whitney, 1733; F. A.

March, 17 36.

Method, the embryological, in the study of language; G. W. Samson,
IB 19.

Mixture in language; W. D. Whitney, XII 5 (12 13).

Mother-tongue, the acquisition of a double; F. P. Brewer, 4 21.

Nature of language : strictures on the views of August Schleicher

respecting the, and kindred subjects; W. D. Whitney, II 35 (2 17).

Neo-grammarians; F. A. March, 16 19; W. D. Whitney, 16 21.

Number of words used in speaking and writing English ;
E. S. Holden, 6 4.

Origin of language; F. A. March, 2 18.

Origin of language: Present (1869-70) condition of the question as to

the; W. D. Whitney, I 84 (1 B 18).

Paradoxes in language; W. W. Fowler, 5 4.

Paresis, words formed by; S. S. Haldeman, 11 8.

Passive forms in languages of the Aryan family, disused and replaced by

reflexive forms; A. B. Hyde, IB 12.

Phonetic change in language, method of; W. D. Whitney, 17 33; F. A.

March, 17 36.

Phonetic force, the law of economy as a; W. D. Whitney, VIII 123

(814) 1312.
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Phonetic law; F. B. Tarbell, XVII 5 (1733).

4>uo-ei or cVei natural or conventional? W. D. Whitney, V 95 (534).

Predicate and subject: nature of the distinction; S. Porter, 721.

Predication, the varieties of; W. D. Whitney, XIV 36 (14 16).

Reflexive forms replace disused passive forms in Aryan languages; A. B.

Hyde, 1 B 12.

Roots; W. D. Whitney, 1720.

Schleicher's views of language, strictures on; W. D. Whitney, II 35

(217).

Sign-language as indicating the law of vocal and written language;

G. W. Samson, 2 19.

Speech, music in; M. L. Rouse, 1834.

Subject and predicate, nature of the distinction; S. Porter, 721.

Substantive verb, the term; S. Porter, 721.

Suffixes, primary and secondary : combination and adaptation as illus-

trated by the exchange of; W. D. Whitney, XV ill (15 18).

Verb of existence, the term; S. Porter, 721.

Verb-reduplication as a means of expressing completed action; A.

Williams, VI 54 (6 12).

Verbs, impersonal; J. Goebel, XIX 20 (1929).

Volapuk; F. A. March, 19 18.

LATIN.

Language :

Accent, influences of, in iambic trimeters, M. W. Humphreys, VII 107

(745); in dactylic hexameters, M. W. Humphreys, IX 39 (9 14).

Affixes in Latin, peculiarities of; C. S. Halsey, 19 23.

Alliteration; T. Peck, XV 58 (1522).

Alphabet, the Roman, in German; H. C. G. Brandt, 9 8.

Ancipiti in Caesar, B. G.I 26; W. S. Scarborough, 1838.

Cicero's De legibus, peculiarities of diction and syntax; W. A. Merrill,

1831.

Codex Sangallensis 9 1 2, Hebrew words in
;
C. Adler, 17 4. See Glossaries.

Conditional sentences: Some forms of, in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit,

J. B. Greenough, II 159 (2 28).

Contamination, the term used in reference to comedy; F. D. Allen,

1925.

Cum constructions; W. G. Hale, 1821.

Etymologies of Lactantius; W. C. Cattell, 11 17.

Glossaries, with especial reference to the codex Sangallensis 912; M.

Warren, XV 124 (15 19).

Grammar, present (1874) condition of, G. Fischer, 523; reconstructed

on philological and analytical principles, B. W. Dwight, 1 B 22.

Hexameters, Vergil's; S. S. Haldeman, 9 6.

Merldie, derivation of; M. Warren, 17 32.

Noun, the collective, Vergil's views of; W. B. Carr, 8 24.

Pronunciation of; J. B. Feuling, 1 All; S. S. Haldeman, 1 All; C. A.
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LATIN (continued).

Bristed, 1A12; A. N. Arnold, 1A12; report of committee on, 1A21;
F. Stengel, 4 19; M. Fisher, 12 21.

of Latin, as presented in several recent (1874) Grammars; S. S.

Haldeman, IV 44 (4 20).

certain differences among the ancient Romans in the pronunciation of

their language; T. Peck, 7 26.

statistics as to the pronunciation of Latin in American colleges and

universities; W. (1. Richardson, 6 11.

testimony of the 7"almud respecting c and s ; J. S. Blackwell, 125.

Quantity, notes on; T. Peck, XIII 50 (13 28).

Rime in Latin and Greek poetry; J. B. Feuling, 8 9.

Sangallensis codex 912, M. Warren, XV 124 (15 19) ;
Hebrew words

in, C. Adler, 17 4.

Sequence of tenses; W. G. Hale, 1728.

Subjunctive in principal clauses, development of; A. Harkness, X 76

(1013).

Syntax (Latin) in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels, influence of; W. B. Owen,
XIII 59 (1329).

Tenses: on the formation of the tenses for completed action in the

Latin finite verb, A. Harkness, V 14 (5 22), VI 5 (6 10); sequence of,

W. G. Hale, 17 28.

Text-book, an old; T. W. Higginson, 2 19.

Vulgate, characteristics of its Latinity; C. Short, 5 13.

Literature :

Caesar's Gallic Wars, the tradition of, from Cicero to Orosius, E. G.

Sihler, XVIII 19 (186); the proper names in the first sentence of

the Commentaries, C. M. O'Keefe, 6 13.

Cicero: Ad familiares, account of a new MS., R. F. Leighton, 10 12;

De legibits III 3, 6-5, 12, W. A. Merrill, 19 8;

De legibus, peculiarities of diction and syntax in, W. A. Merrill, 1831;

tradition of Caesar's Gallic Wars in Cicero, E. G. Sihler, XVIII 19

(186);
a new source in Plutarch's Life of Cicero; A. Gudeman, XX 139

(2036).

Comedy: the term contamination in reference to; F. D. Allen, 19 25.

Glossaries, with special reference to the Codex Sangallensis 912; M.

Warren, XV 124 (15 19).

Horace: De Arte poetica 175, 176; L. S. Potwin, 1737.

Lactantius, etymologies of; W. C. Cattell, 11 17.

Lucretius, philosophy of; C. K. Nelson, 1651.

Medieval Latin MS. fragment in library of University of South Caro-

lina
;

F. P. Brewer, 5 5.

Orosius, tradition of Caesar's Gallic Wars in
; E. G. Sihler, XVIII 19 (186).

Seneca De Beneficiis, the sources of; H. N. Fowler, XVII 24 (179).

Text-book, an old Latin; T. W. Iligginson, 2 in.

Tacitus : authorship of the Dialogus de Oratoribus,1. Peck, X 105 (1033);
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LATIN (continued).

Two passages in the Germania, W. F. Allen, 4 4.

Terence, relative value of the MSS. of; E. M. Pease, XVIII 30 (18 17).

Vergil and Plato, E. G. Sihler; XI 72 (1133).
Eel. IV, W. S. Scarborough; 19 3G.

fatalism, W. S. Scarborough; 16 3G.

hexameters; S. S. Haldeman; 9 G.

view of the collective noun, W. B. Carr, 8 24.

Vulgate, the, its history and the characteristics of its Latinity; C. Short,

513.

History, Manners, Customs, etc. :

Augustus, worship of, at Alexandria; A. C. Merriam, XIV 5 (149).
Caesar: the proper names in the first sentence of the Commentaries;

C. M. O'Keefe, 6 13.

Caesareum and the worship of Augustus at Alexandria; A. C. Merriam,
XIV 5 (149).

Crastinus episode at Palaepharsalus; B. Perrin, XV 46 (156).
Crisis at Rome, A.D. 33, the monetary; W. F. Allen, XVIII 5 (1820).
Gallic Wars, Caesar's: the tradition of, from Cicero to Orosius; E. G.

Sihler, XVIII 19 (186).
Lex Curiata de imperio; W. F. Allen, XIX 5 (19 31).

Mons Graupius, the battle of; W. F. Allen, XI 83 (11 26).

Munda, situation of; W. I. Knapp, 1737.

Roman constitution, changes proposed in Cicero's Legg. Ill 3, 6-5, 12;

W. A. Merrill, 19 8.

Roman elements in English law; H. L. Baker, 2022.

Saltus Teutoburgiensis; W. F. Allen, 19 35.

Schoolmasters, wages of, in ancient Rome; R. F. Leighton, 13 50.

Vestal fire, method of lighting; M. H. Morgan, 19 22.

PHILOLOGY, history, principles and methods.
American School of Classical Studies at Athens (P. A.) ; W. W. Good-

win, 16 11.

Ancient and modern languages, order of precedence in study of; G. F.

Comfort, 2 9.

Bury's, Richard de, Philobiblon; A. F. West, 20 17.

Classical study, desirableness of thorough, to the attainment of the ends

of the higher education; B. W. Dwight, 1 A 17.

Comparative grammar in college; F. A. March, 4 18.

Comparative philology, some exaggerations in; C. A. Bristed, 322.

Doctor of philosophy, degree of; 13 6.

Embryological method in the study of language ;
G. W. Samson, 1 B 19.

English, study of, see under English.

Epistulae obscurorum virorum ; M. II. Stratton, 2034.

Etymology, ideological, as a distinct method in philology; S. P. Andrews,

104.

Grammatical terms according to the teachings of comparative philology,

a concise system of; A. Douai, 4 11.
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PHILOLOGY (continued).

Historical method and purpose in philology (P. A.); M. L. D'Ooge,
1511.

Instruction in classical language, the best method; A. Harkness, 1 A 14;

II. M. Colton, 1 A 15.

Instruction in language, post-graduate; G. F. Comfort, 1 A 24.

Leyden, University of (P. A.) ; F. D. Allen, 13 18.

Linguistic studies, the true foundation for a course of; E. H. Magill,

1 A 15.

Modern and ancient languages, order of precedence in study of; G. F.

Comfort, 2 9.

Modern languages, the true position of, in our college curriculum;

A. H. Mixer, 1 A 23.

Philobiblon, Richard de Bury's; A. F. West, 20 17.

Philologian, special province of the American (P. A.) ;
B. L. Gilder-

sleeve, 9 '21.

Philological accuracy, its relation to scientific nomenclature; D. S.

Martin, 732.

Philological studies during the century, the progress and results of

(P. A.); A. Harkness, 711.

Philological study in America, history and progress of (P. A.); T. D.

Seymour, 20 10.

Philology, study of (P. A.) ; W. D. Whitney, 1 B4.

Planudes, Maximus, life and works; A. Gudeman, 20 G.

Reuchlin and the Epislulae obscurorum virorum ; M. H. Stratton, 2034.

Ritschl, Friedr., personal reminiscences of; B. L. Gildersleeve, 8 14.

Sight-reading with volunteer classes; A. C. Merriam, 11 30.

Textual criticism, conservatism in (P. A.); M. W. Humphreys, 14 7.

PHONETIC CHANGE. "i c

PHONETIC LAW. I
S6G LA*GUAGE > SCIENCE OF*

PHONETICS. See also under LANGUAGE, SCIENCE OF.

Alphabet, see English {Language).

Articulation; W. D. Whitney, 12 21; S. Porter, 16 45.

Bell's Visible Speech ; S. Porter, 16 45.

Bell's vowel-scheme
; S. Porter, 12 18.

Consonants and vowels, their relation
;
W. D. Whitney, 5 26.

Consonant notation; F. A. March, 1730.

Consonant, sonant fricative
;

S. Porter, 15 40.

Phonetic reform, see Spelling under English.

Phonetics, relation of, to philology; J. F. Munson, 1 A 22.

Phonetic science, contributions of the phonograph to; W. C. Sawyer,

9ll.

Sibilant, the palatal, notation of, in English ; J. C. Wightman, 7 29.

Speech, music in
; M. L. Rouse, 18 34.

Surd and sonant: relation of; W. D. Whitney, VIII 41 (88), 13 12;

F. A. March, 1333; S. R. Porter, 14 14.

Vowels and consonants, their relation
;
W. D. Whitney, 5 26.
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PHONETICS (continued).

Vowel articulations, position of the larynx in; S. Porter, 1645.

Vowel definition; F. A. March, 1730.

Vowel-scheme of Melville Bell; S. Porter, 12 18.

Vowel-utterance, observations on; A. Schnyder, 1538.

SANSKRIT.

Accent, nature and designation of Sanskrit accent; W. D. Whitney,
I 20 (1B8).

A-kTira, quality of; E. W. Hopkins, 20 40.

Aorist (sis and sa} ;
W. D. Whitney, 16 37.

arand, fdrmatt, cdr'tra, and other derivatives; C. R. Lanman, 15 7.

Conditional sentences: some forms of, in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit;

J. B. Greenough, II 159 (2 28).

Katha Upanishad, a translation of; W. D. Whitney, 17 11.

Ramayana, comparison of the three recensions; S. B. Platner, 1647.

Roots of the Sanskrit language; W. D. Whitney, XVI 5 (1627).

Verb, system of the Sanskrit; W. D. Whitney, 7c.

SEMITIC LANGUAGES (for divisions see ARABIC, etc.).

Greek philosophy, notes on the tradition of the Oriental descent of;

E. G. Sihler, 11 5.

Home of the primitive Semitic race; C. H. Toy, XII 26 (12 6).

Pronouns, Semitic personal; C. H. Toy, 13 10.

Semitic and Indo-European relationship, the question of; W. D. Whit-

ney, 7 26.

Semitic languages in the Encyclopaedia Britannica; C. Adler, 18 14.

Semitic languages, study of (P. A.) ;
C. H. Toy, 11 10.

Shemitic or Semitic? J. S. Blackwell, 12 27.

Stems, Shemitic derived; C. H. Toy, 1022.

Verb, modal development of the Semitic verb; C. H. Toy, X 5 (10 27).

SIAMESE.
A Siamese MS.; C. H. Brigham, 5 28.

SLAVONIC.

Orpheus: an ancient Bulgarian poem concerning; C. F. Morse, 2 27.

SPANISH.
Historical development of the Spanish language; F. Stengel, 3 8.

SYRIAC.

Syriac legends ;
I. H. Hall, 20 29.

Syrian scribes, the legacy of (P. A.) ;
I. H. Hall, 19 9.

TIBETO-BURMAN.
Tibeto-Burman group of languages ; J. Avery, 16 17.
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